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Abstract 
 
Martensitic advanced high-strength steels (MS-AHSS) are used by automotive 
manufacturers to create lightweight, crashworthy cars. One issue when using high-
strength steels such as MS-AHSS is hydrogen embrittlement. This issue needs to be 
addressed to determine the viability of these steels in automotive applications.  
In this study, different grades of commercially available MS-AHSS were studied with 
the aim to (i) investigate the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture 
characteristics of the steel in laboratory and service conditions; (ii) to characterise 
the microstructure of the steels, (iii) to understand hydrogen diffusivity and uptake in 
the steels; and (iv) to understand the hydrogen trapping behaviour of the steels. 
Microstructure analysis using the light microscope and scanning electron microscope 
revealed the presence of martensite and some amount of ferrite in MS-AHSS. The 
proportion of martensite was directly related to the mechanical strength of the steel.   
The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture properties of the four 
martensitic advanced high-strength steels was studied using the linearly increasing 
stress test and electrochemical hydrogen charging. The hydrogen influence 
increased with steel strength, decreasing charging potential, and decreasing applied 
stress rate. Increased hydrogen influence was manifest in (i) the decreased yield 
stress attributed to solid solution softening by hydrogen, (ii) the reduced macroscopic 
ductility, and by (iii) the change from ductile cup-and-cone fracture to 
macroscopically brittle shear fracture, attributed to a dynamic interaction of hydrogen 
with the dislocation substructure somewhat similar to the HELP mechanism. 
The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture properties of the MS-
AHSS was studied in simulated service conditions; i.e. (i) immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl 
solution, and (ii) at substantial applied stress rates,. There was little influence of 
hydrogen for the four MS-AHSS in 3.5 wt% NaCl. Similarly, there was little influence 
of hydrogen for hydrogen-precharged MS1300 and MS1500 subjected to tensile 
tests at substantial stress rates. The diffusivities of hydrogen in MS980, MS1300 and 
MS1500 were quantified. The use of a Pt counter electrode during cathodic 
hydrogen charging is not recommended. 
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Further work was conducted to examine the influence of hydrogen on the properties 
of martensitic advanced high-strength steels under conditions relevant to automotive 
service such as: (i) in 3.5 wt% NaCl at different cathodic potentials, (ii) in acidified 
3.5 wt% NaCl and (iii) at substantial stress rates. The hydrogen embrittlement 
susceptibility of the steels increased at (i) increasingly negative potentials and at 
lower pH in 3.5% NaCl, and (ii) at high charging potentials in 0.1 M NaOH at 
substantial stress rates. The hydrogen influence was manifested by a reduction in 
ductility, and the presence of brittle features on the fracture surface. 
A new thermal desorption spectroscopy apparatus was used to measure the 
hydrogen concentrations in the four martensitic advanced high-strength steels after 
hydrogen charging (i) electrochemically in 0.1M NaOH and 3.5 wt% NaCl, and (ii) in 
gaseous hydrogen. The hydrogen concentration increased with (i) increasingly 
negative charging potential, and (ii) increasing hydrogen gas pressure. A relationship 
was derived between equivalent hydrogen fugacity and the applied charging 
overpotential. Trap binding energies were 26.4 kJ mol-1 and 61.0 kJ mol-1 for the two 
desorption peaks, interpreted as dislocation and interface hydrogen traps. There was 
no strong correlation between the steel strength and hydrogen concentration. 
Hydrogen permeation experiments were used to investigate hydrogen trapping in the 
four commercial automotive martensitic advanced high-strength steels. Hydrogen 
trapping increased with increasing mechanical strength as indicated by (i) the 
decrease in the hydrogen diffusion coefficient and (ii) the increase in reversible 
hydrogen trap density. The measured trap densities were in the order of ~1017 to 
~1018 cm-3. There was no correlation between hydrogen uptake and the mechanical 
strength of the steel. HE susceptibility in the MS-AHSS is associated with proficient 
reversible trapping of hydrogen by dislocations. 
This work has shown that there is little influence of hydrogen on steel properties in 
auto service despite the fact that there is an influence of hydrogen under more 
severe conditions of cathodic hydrogen charging. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Statement of the problem 
Recent laws that restrict the allowable greenhouse gas emissions of automobiles 
have caused automobile manufacturers to consider new materials to create lightweight 
and crashworthy cars. One promising group of materials have been the advanced high-
strength steels (AHSS). The martensitic advanced high strength steels (MS-AHSS) are 
considered the strongest among the AHSS, with strength ranging from 950 to 1700 MPa. 
The good strength of MS-AHSS allows the fabrication of thinner automotive components 
without sacrificing strength [1-3], thereby saving weight, increasing fuel efficiency, and 
reducing the carbon footprint of cars. Additionally, MS-AHSS are inexpensive to 
manufacture, though they exhibit limited ductility and formability [4, 5]. 
Johnson [6] reported on the adverse effect of hydrogen in steel in 1875. Since that 
time, hydrogen embrittlement (HE) continues to be an issue for high-strength steels [7-12]. 
HE occurs when the load-bearing steel interacts with a critical amount of hydrogen, 
typically a few wt. ppm. HE can influence the mechanical properties in several ways. HE 
can result in a reduction of mechanical strength, toughness and ductility, together with 
subcritical crack growth [8, 13]. Alternatively, HE can cause (ii) some reduction of ductility 
without an appreciable decrease in yield and tensile strength, and without sub-critical 
crack growth [14]. The issue of HE needs to be addressed to determine the viability of MS-
AHSS in automotive applications. 
Past studies have reported on the HE susceptibility in MS-AHSS [15-17] . Most of 
these works have employed static loads or strain-controlled mechanical tests to assess HE 
susceptibility. One area that is unexplored is the use of a stress-controlled mechanical test 
to conduct HE studies on MS-AHSS. A stress-controlled test mirrors some of the stress 
conditions experienced by metals in service. Thus, this test may be more relevant in 
predicting the behaviour of steels in real applications. One example of a stress-controlled 
test is the linearly increasing stress test (LIST). Moreover, these works report on only one 
or two grades of MS-AHSS. The current study reports on four different grades of MS-
AHSS, and such a scope could help ascertain which properties of the steel influences 
hydrogen sensitivity. 
Furthermore, previous attempts to predict HE susceptibility based on the steel’s 
microstructure, composition and processing has failed to produce acceptable results. This 
effort requires a deeper understanding of how hydrogen interacts with steel from the point 
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of view of hydrogen mobility and trapping. Recently, the emergence of the thermal 
desorption spectroscopy (TDS) offers the possibility of doing such as it allows a more 
comprehensive investigation of hydrogen-trap interactions. The results of the TDS could 
also be related to the results of conventional techniques such as the electrochemical 
permeation tests to gain a better picture of hydrogen behaviour in MS-AHSS.  
In this study, four commercial-grade MS-AHSS; namely, MS980, MS1180, MS1300 
and MS1500, possessing different mechanical strengths, will be assessed for HE 
susceptibility. The study will be comprehensive in scope, and will include the correlation of 
HE susceptibility to microstructure and hydrogen trapping characteristics. From a critical 
assessment of results, appropriate countermeasures may be formulated to address HE 
susceptibility in the vulnerable grades of MS-AHSS. The author believes to the best of his 
knowledge that the nature of this study is the first of its kind done on commercial 
automotive MS-AHSS.  
 
1.2 Objectives of the study 
The main goal of the study is to gain a deeper understanding of hydrogen 
embrittlement in four grades of martensitic AHSS. This may be achieved by investigating 
two important aspects of hydrogen embrittlement; i.e. the effect of hydrogen on 
mechanical properties and the hydrogen-metal interactions existing in the steel. 
For this study, the following specific objectives are being proposed: 
1. To investigate the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical properties; namely, 
threshold stress, fracture stress, and ductility, and the fracture characteristics of 
MS-AHSS under an applied linearly increasing stress. 
2. To characterize the metallurgical features present in MS-AHSS and understand the 
contribution of these features to HE susceptibility 
3. To investigate the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical fracture properties of 
MS-AHSS in simulated service conditions including: (i) immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl 
solution, (ii) application of substantial applied stress rates, (iii)  immersion in pH-
modified 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, (iv) immersion in 0.1 M HCl, and (v) tests at 
internal (IHE) and external (EHE) hydrogen embrittlement conditions. 
4. To quantify hydrogen diffusivity in MS-AHSS using the double-cell hydrogen 
permeation test 
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5. To quantify the amount of hydrogen in the MS-AHSSs after electrochemical in 
charging in different solutions (e.g. 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5%NaCl) using the 
electrochemical permeation test (EPT), the hot extraction technique (HET), and the 
thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) apparatus 
6. To measure the hydrogen binding energies of traps in the MS-AHSS using the TDS 
7. To measure the trap densities in the MS-AHSS using the electrochemical apparatus 
8. To measure the equivalent fugacity during electrochemical charging of MS-AHSS in 
0.1 M NaOH using the TDS 
 
1.3 Significance of the study  
Hydrogen embrittlement continues to be an issue when using high strength steels. 
This problem can often limit the applicability of high strength steels. Furthermore, 
manufacturing expenses are increased by the implementation of remedial processes (e.g. 
baking) that aims to lessen the impact of HE. Over the years, the progress of the scientific 
community towards understanding HE has been steady. The results of this research can 
contribute to this growing body of knowledge, specifically on understanding hydrogen 
embrittlement in MS-AHSS. For example, results of fracture analysis could lead to a better 
understanding of HE mechanisms, and future studies can create better models to explain 
hydrogen-induced fractures in MS-AHSS.  
On the practical side, several benefits of this study may be cited. Firstly, the LIST 
results could define the range of applicability and the level of hydrogen sensitivity of the 
steels. When used in this manner, the LIST serves as a ‘fitness for purpose’ assessment 
tool. Secondly, an understanding of the important hydrogen-metal interactions in MS-
AHSS could help in optimizing metallurgical features (e.g. dislocation structure, prior 
austenite grain size, carbide density, inclusion population, etc.) that increases HE 
resistance. Steel manufacturers may gain a competitive advantage by offering HE-
resistant products that resulted from the adoption of appropriate fabrication techniques that 
takes advantage of these features. Furthermore, aided by knowledge on hydrogen 
influence on MS-AHSS, design engineers can formulate and implement measures (e.g. 
limiting applied stress rates, etc.) to reduce HE issues during service. Finally, the 
elimination of the HE threat could guarantee the continued use of MS-AHSS in not only the 
automotive industry but in a number of other applications such as in shipbuilding and 
aviation.  
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1.4 Research Plan  
 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the research plan. 
 
The research plan for the current work is presented schematically in Fig. 1. Each of 
these spheres represents an activity and is linked to an objective in the study. The main 
goal of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of hydrogen embrittlement in MS-
AHSS, represented by the activity sphere at the top. To accomplish this goal, our 
approach was to investigate three important aspects of HE, shown as the three activity 
spheres found at the second tier of the schematic.  
Firstly, the study assessed the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and 
fracture properties of MS-AHSS under two conditions: (i) laboratory and (ii) service 
conditions. The term laboratory conditions refer to electrochemical hydrogen charging in 
0.1 M NaOH at different applied cathodic potentials. The hydrogen fugacities at these 
conditions are relatively high; and the response of the MS-AHSS at these conditions 
represent a severe case of hydrogen embrittlement. The service conditions reflect the 
different conditions that the steel will encounter in automotive applications. For example, 
the immersion experiments in 3.5% NaCl solution looked at the response of the steel in a 
corrosive marine environment, whilst the tests at substantial stress rates investigated the 
possible behaviour of the hydrogen-influenced steel during automotive crashes. For the 
activities involved in this sphere, the main characterisation apparatus used were the 
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linearly increasing stress test (LIST) and the universal testing machine (UTM) to evaluate 
mechanical properties; and the scanning electron microscope (SEM) for fracture analysis. 
Secondly, the current work investigated the influence of microstructure on the HE 
susceptibility of the steels. A fundamental concept in materials science is that the property 
of a material is a function of structure. Therefore, microstructural analysis could identify the 
cause of hydrogen sensitivity in the steels. For the activities involved in the second sphere, 
the characterisation apparatus used were the light microscope (LM), the SEM, and the 
transmission electron microscope (TEM). 
Thirdly, the study investigated the behaviour of hydrogen when present inside the 
steel. This behaviour may be understood by assessing several parameters. Hydrogen 
diffusivity represents the ease with which hydrogen moves in the steel lattice. Hydrogen 
uptake is a measure of how much hydrogen the lattice can hold. Since hydrogen uptake 
depends on the charging condition, measuring the equivalent hydrogen fugacity during 
electrochemical charging is similarly important. Hydrogen trapping refers to the ability of 
defects to entrap hydrogen. This may be characterized by assessing the binding trap 
energy, Eb, and the trap density, NT. For the activities involved in the third sphere, the 
characterisation techniques used were the electrochemical permeation test (EPT), the hot 
extraction technique (HET) and the thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). 
 
1.5 Thesis structure 
This thesis consists of both published and unpublished works by the author. Each 
chapter, specifically those containing these publications, is preceded with a brief 
introduction on the salient points of the included work, and guides the reader on the 
relationship of each chapter to the research plan.  
The thesis is presented as follows:    
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 2: Review of related literature 
This chapter presents the necessary background on the topic, and is based on the 
published work entitled ‘A review of hydrogen embrittlement of martensitic advanced high-
strength steels’  
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Chapter 3: The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture characteristics of 
MS-AHSS 
The chapter, based on the published work ‘The influence of hydrogen on the 
mechanical and fracture properties of some martensitic advanced high strength steels 
studied using the linearly increasing stress test’, presents the results of HE susceptibility 
studies on MS-AHSS under laboratory conditions; i.e. electrochemical hydrogen charging 
in 0.1 M NaOH. This chapter reports on the influence of (i) mechanical strength, (ii) applied 
charging potential, and (iii) stress rate on HE susceptibility. The relationship of 
microstructure and HE susceptibility were also discussed.  
 
Chapter 4: The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture characteristics of 
MS-AHSS in simulated automotive service conditions  
This chapter, based on the published work entitled ‘Influence of hydrogen on the 
mechanical and fracture properties of some martensitic advanced high strength steels in 
simulated service conditions’, presents the results of HE susceptibility studies on MS-
AHSS in simulated service conditions, specifically: (i) immersion in 3.5% NaCl solution, (ii) 
application of substantial stress rates, (iii) immersion in 0.1 M HCl, and (v) internal 
hydrogen embrittlement (IHE) conditions (i.e. the time-after-charge tests). It also reports on 
diffusion coefficient and hydrogen concentration measurements of the steels after 
electrochemical charging in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5% NaCl.  
Chapter 5: Further studies on the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS in simulated automotive 
service conditions  
This chapter, based on the published work entitled ‘Further study of the hydrogen 
embrittlement of martensitic advanced high strength steel in simulated auto service 
conditions, presents the results of HE susceptibility studies on MS-AHSS in other 
simulated service conditions, specifically: (i) pH-modified 3.5% NaCl solution, (ii) cathodic 
charging in 3.5% NaCl solution, and (iii) external hydrogen embrittlement (EHE) conditions 
under substantial stress rates. 
Chapter 6: Determination of the equivalent fugacity during electrochemical charging in 0.1 
M and the binding trap energy of MS-AHSS  
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This chapter, based on the unpublished work entitled ‘Equivalent hydrogen fugacity 
during electrochemical charging of some martensitic advanced high-strength steels’, 
presents the results of hydrogen trapping analysis using the TDS. The chapter reports on: 
(i) the equivalent hydrogen fugacity during electrochemical charging in 0.1 M NaOH and 
3.5% NaCl; (ii) the assessment of trap binding energies, and (iii) the measurement of 
hydrogen concentrations of the MS-AHSS after electrochemical and gaseous hydrogen 
charging. 
Chapter 7: Determination of hydrogen diffusivity, concentration and trap density in MS-
AHSS  
This chapter, based on the unpublished work entitled ‘Hydrogen trapping in some 
automotive martensitic advanced high-strength steels’, presents the results of hydrogen 
trapping analysis using the EPT. The chapter reports on: (i) the measurement of diffusivity 
and hydrogen concentrations in 0.1 M NaOH, and (ii) the assessment of trap density in the 
MS-AHSS using two approaches (Oriani-Dong model and permeation curve model). 
Additionally, results of TEM analysis on the MS-AHSS were presented. 
Chapter 8: Summary of important findings and recommendations 
The last chapter presents a discussion of the key findings and contributions of the 
study, and includes some recommendations on possible future research. 
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Chapter 2 Review of Related Literature 
 
This chapter presents a review of literature related to the hydrogen embrittlement of 
martensitic advance high strength steels (MS-AHSS). This review serves as the 
conceptual springboard for the whole study as it hopes to (i) present the current state of 
knowledge on the HE of MS-AHSS, and (ii) identify research gaps that need to be 
addressed.  
The chapter is based on the paper entitled, “A review of hydrogen embrittlement of 
martensitic advanced high strength steels”, published in Corrosion Reviews vol 34 (2016) 
pp 153-186. 
The chapter begins with an introduction to both AHSS and MS-AHSS, including a 
description of its fabrication, applications and martensitic structure. This is followed by a 
description of hydrogen embrittlement, the mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement, and 
hydrogen trapping. The next section identifies the relevant techniques employed in HE 
studies. The next two sections present a critical evaluation of recent works on HE of 
conventional martensitic steels followed by relevant studies on MS-AHSS. The final 
section discusses gaps in HE research and proposes possible future research directions. 
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ABSTRACT 
The martensitic advanced high strength steels (MS-AHSS) are used to create fuel-
efficient, crashworthy cars. Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) is an issue with high strength 
steels, and thus the interaction of hydrogen with MS-AHSS needs to be studied. There are 
only a few published works on the HE of MS-AHSS. The current literature indicates that 
HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS is affected by (i) the strength of the steel, (ii) the applied 
strain rate, (iii) the concentration of hydrogen, (iv) microstructure, (v) tempering, (vi) 
residual stress, (vii) fabrication route,  (viii) inclusions, (ix) metallic coatings, and (x) 
specific precipitates. Some of the unresolved issues include (i) the correlation of laboratory 
results to service performance, (ii) establishing the conditions or factors that lead to a 
certain HE response, (iii) studying the effect of stress rate on HE, and (iv) a 
comprehensive understanding of hydrogen trapping in the MS-AHSS.  
 
Keywords: hydrogen embrittlement; mechanical properties; martensitic advanced high 
strength steels   
 
1.0  Introduction  
Advanced high strength steels (AHSS) are a new class of steels that exhibit high 
strength coupled with good formability. The use of AHSS allow significant weight reduction 
and improved crash performance of vehicles to provide better fuel economy and higher 
passenger safety (Zhu, Ma & Wang, 2005). Martensitic AHSS (MS-AHSS) are the 
strongest among this class of steels. MS-AHSS can have strengths well above 1000 MPa 
but have relatively low ductility. Nevertheless, MS-AHSS have gained acceptance in the 
car manufacturing industry and are currently used for making anti-intrusion parts in 
automobiles.  
A concern for high strength steels is hydrogen embrittlement (HE), a degradation 
mechanism that can occur with stressed steel components containing hydrogen. 
Consequently, the extent that HE limits the applicability of AHSS needs to be addressed 
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(Loidl, 2011). While there are good reviews of HE of conventional steels (Louthan, Caskey, 
Donovan & Rawl, 1972; Hirth, 1980; Thompson & Bernstein, 1981; Gangloff, 1986; 
Elboujdaini & Revie, 2009; Louthan, 2008; Lynch, 2012; Liu & Atrens, 2013). This work 
reviews the HE of MS-AHSS, and places this review in the context of HE of the martensitic 
steels.  
This paper presents the current state of knowledge on the hydrogen embrittlement 
(HE) of MS-AHSS. The paper introduces AHSS and MS-AHSS, describes hydrogen 
embrittlement, explains hydrogen embrittlement, evaluates the techniques employed in HE 
studies, critically evaluates recent works on HE of martensitic steels, and identifies gaps in 
HE research to propose possible future research directions. 
 
1.1 History of AHSS 
Research on AHSS began with studies on dual-phase steels in the late 1970’s and 
early 1980’s. This led to the creation of the first-generation AHSS (Kot & Morris, 1979; 
Rashid & Rao, 1981; Bouaziz, Zurob & Huang, 2013): dual-phase (DP) (Davies, 1978; Kim 
& Thomas, 1981; Speich, Demarest & Miller, 1981), martensitic (MS or MART) 
(Automotive Applications Council, 2011; ULSAB-AVC, 2001), complex phase (CP) 
(Matlock, Speer, Moor & Gibbs, 2012; Zhu, Barbier & Iung, 2013) and transformation-
induced plasticity (TRIP) (Tamura, 1982; Sakuma, Matsumura & Takechi, 1991). The DP 
steel was one of the first to gain commercial acceptance in the early 1990s (Bouaziz et al., 
2013). The first-generation AHSS have mechanical properties better than conventional 
high strength steels. However, these steels have poor formability. 
The second generation AHSS were developed to tackle this weakness. These 
steels are based on the more ductile and formable austenitic microstructure. Examples 
include the twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) (Grässel, Krüger, Frommeyer & Meyer, 
2000; Frommeyer, Brüx & Neumann, 2003), lightweight steel with induced-plasticity (L-IP) 
(Hofmann, Menne, Göklü & Richter, 2005) and shear band formation-induced plasticity 
(SIP) (Allain, Chateau, Bouaziz, Migot, Guelton et al., 2006) steels. However, these steels 
require high amounts of austenite-stabilizing elements such as manganese and nickel 
(~20% wt), are consequently expensive and have limited industrial use. 
The latest research focus is on creating the third generation AHSS with a suitable 
compromise between formability and cost. Examples of the 3rd generation AHSS include 
the Quenching and Partitioning steels (Q&P) (Speer, de Moor, Findley, Matlock, de 
Cooman et al., 2011) and the Medium-Mn steels (Santofimia, Zhao, Petrov, Kwakernaak, 
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Sloof et al., 2011). Third generation AHSS show strong potential and the response of the 
car industry is encouraging. There may also be other applications such as in ship building, 
aircraft, domestic appliances and civil structures (Demeri, 2013).  
 
1.2 Types and properties of AHSS 
 
Fig. 1. Mechanical properties of AHSS versus conventional steels. (Adapted from 
Automotive Applications Council, 2011; ULSAB-AVC, 2001) 
AHSS have tensile strengths greater than 500 MPa and typically possess complex  
microstructures (Bhattacharya, 2006). Fig. 1 compares the mechanical properties of AHSS 
and conventional steels. Conventional steels have yield strengths less than 500 MPa. In 
contrast, the strength of AHSS is often between 600 to 1200 MPa. Furthermore, AHSS 
have relatively high ductility, 5-70%, and good formability. 
The following AHSS nomenclature was proposed by the Ultralight Steel Auto Body 
(ULSAB) program (ULSAB-AVC, 2001): ‘XX aaa/bbb’; e.g. MS 800/980. The first two 
letters ‘XX’ identify metallurgy. For example, DP identifies a dual-phase steel, and MS 
identifies a martensitic AHSS. The next set of three numbers ‘aaa’ and ‘bbb’ represent the 
minimum yield and tensile strengths, respectively.  
AHSSs also differ from conventional steels in that their microstructure is typically 
more complex. The ferrous microstructures include ferrite, cementite, austenite, 
martensite, pearlite and bainite (Callister & Rethwisch, 2014).  Each microstructure has its 
own set of properties. Combining these microstructures can give novel properties. For 
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example, DP steels contain a combination of ferrite and martensite. CP steels have a 
ferrite and bainite matrix together with discrete martensite, pearlite and retained austenite 
islands. The number of feasible microstructural combinations, together with known 
strengthening mechanisms, gives a range of possibilities to customize the properties of the 
steel. 
The strengthening mechanisms for AHSS include solid solution strengthening, 
precipitation strengthening, grain refinement, phase transformation and cold deformation 
(Automotive Applications Council, 2011; Ramazani, Berme & Prahl, 2013). Furthermore, 
the multiphase nature of AHSS allows second-phase strengthening such as in composites.   
 
1.3 Martensitic AHSS 
The martensitic AHSS (MS-AHSS) were derived from the low carbon martensite 
steels (LCMS), which were introduced in the 1970’s by the Inland Steel Co (McFarland & 
Taylor, 1969). By 1982, there were four commercial grades with tensile strengths of 900, 
1100, 1300 and 1500 MPa (Bhattacharya, 2014). Interest increased for LCMS in 
automotive applications, and eventually, the LCMS became part of the AHSS family.  
Another type of martensitic steel sheet is the press hardened (PH) or hot-formed 
(HF) steel. This steel was introduced in 1977 for hot stamping. PH steels typically have 
higher carbon contents and considerable amounts of boron to create the desired 
martensitic microstructures.  Common examples of PH steels include 22MnB5, 27MnCrB5, 
and 37MnB4 steel grades.  22MnB5 is the most commercially used grade. 
 
1.3.1 Properties, advantages and limitations of MS-AHSS 
Table 1 summarizes the microstructures and typical tensile strengths of common 
AHSS. MS-AHSS are the strongest of the AHSS, having the highest values of yield and 
tensile strength (ULSAB-AVC, 2001). MS-AHSSS are also different to other AHSS in that 
they have a single microstructure of martensite; although some ferrite and bainite may also 
be present depending on fabrication (Bhattacharya, 2011). The strength of the martensite 
depends on carbon concentration, and the tempering treatment. The MS-AHSS contain 
sufficient amounts of alloying elements such as B, Cr, Mo, V and Ni to ensure sufficient 
hardenability to obtain the fully martensitic microstructure (WorldAutoSteel, 2014).  The 
carbon concentration is typically less than 0.30% to prevent excessive martensite 
hardness that could  lead to problems in metal forming (Mohrbacher, 2014). 
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Table 1. Properties of selected types of AHSS (Automotive Applications Council, 2011; 
Heimbuch, 2006).  
AHSS Microstructure Typical Tensile Strength           
(MPa) 
DP ferrite + martensite 
 
400 to 1000 
MS martensite 
 
900 to 1700 
CP ferrite/bainite matrix + 
martensite, pearlite and 
retained austenite 
 
400 to 1000 
TRIP ferrite/retained austenite 
matrix + martensite and 
bainite 
 
500 to 1000 
TWIP austenite 
 
800 to 1100 
Q&P martensite + austenite 
 
950 to 1200 
 
MS-AHSS have relatively poor ductility, which range from 2 to 10% . The 
consequent limited formability requires strict control of deformation processing. MS-AHSS 
can be tempered for greater ductility and formability, such as required for multiple bending 
operations. Nevertheless, MS-AHSS are used in car manufacturing because of their high 
strength-to-price ratio (Bouaziz et al., 2013).  
 
1.3.2 Martensitic microstructure 
Martensite is a metastable phase formed via a diffusionless, displacive and shear 
transformation of rapidly-cooled austenite (Cohen, 1988). The martensite crystal structure 
changes at 0.6 wt% C (Askeland, Fulay & Wright, 2011), which is designated at the H 
point.  Martensite with a carbon concentration below the H point is body-centered cubic 
(BCC), whereas for a higher carbon concentration martensite is body-centered tetragonal 
(BCT) (Marder & Krauss, 1967). The terms primary and secondary martensite are also 
used for the BCC and BCT structures, respectively (Sherby, Wadsworth, Lesuer & Syn, 
2008). Zener (1946) suggested that this change from cubic to tetragonal represents a 
change from an ordered distribution of carbon to a more random one. However, this 
hypothesis would require the lattice parameter to steadily increase up to the H-value, 
contrary to experiment. Bell and Owen (1967) found that the cubic lattice parameters are 
constant up to the H-value, after which the c-value increases with carbon content. Sherby 
et al. (2008) proposed that a C-rich phase is formed during quenching. This phase takes 
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out all of the carbon from the BCC structure hence the constant lattice parameters 
observed below H-point. Furthermore, they proposed sequential transformation from face-
centered cubic (FCC) to hexagonal close-packed (HCP), then HCP to BCC occurring for 
primary martensite. At the H-point, the BCT structure is created as a result of the carbon 
solubility limit of HCP and interstitial carbon, causing elongation along the c-direction of the 
BCC structure. 
Martensite also has two types of microstructure; namely, lath and plate (Krauss & 
Marder, 1971). Lath martensite, also described as lenticular or massive, appears as thin 
and parallel strips of martensite crystals (Marder & Krauss, 1967; Speich, 1973) Plate 
martensite, also referred to as acicular or ‘needle-like’, is wider and lacks the parallel 
arrangement between adjacent crystals in lath martensite (Marder & Krauss, 1967). The 
occurrence of each type depends on the carbon content. Pure plate martensite occurs for 
a carbon content greater than 1%C, lath occurs at less than 0.6%C (Marder & Krauss, 
1967; Askeland et al., 2011; Callister & Rethwisch, 2014), and a mixture of lath and plate 
martensite occurs for intermediate carbon contents.  
 
Fig. 2. The microstructure of a martensite showing blocks and packets inside a 
prior austenite grain. (Adapted from Mohrbacher, 2014 ; Kinney et al., 2014) 
 
Most hardenable steels have low or medium carbon contents and consequently 
their microstructure contains lath martensite (Krauss, 2005). Thus, lath martensite has the 
greater industrial significance. MS-AHSS, which have carbon content typically less than 
0.2%, also have the lath microstructure (Mohrbacher, 2014; Automotive Applications 
Council, 2011). Fig. 2 shows details of the martensitic microstructure. Each prior austenite 
grain typically transforms to numerous discrete laths. Each lath is a single martensite 
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crystal with 0.2 to 0.5 micrometer width (Maki, 2012). The lath boundaries are often low-
angle boundaries with misorientations of about 3o, and do not represent significant 
crystallographic discontinuity (Morito, Huang, Furuhara, Maki & Hansen, 2006). These 
laths occur in packets with the same habit plane . Packets occur in blocks in which laths 
possess a similar crystallographic variant of the martensitic transformation (Marder & 
Marder, 1969).  
A packet may be considered as the single martensite crystal or grain, though 
partitioned by many low-angle boundaries, and having a dense dislocation population 
(Krauss, 2005; Kinney, Pytlewski, Khachaturyan & Morris, 2014). The abundance of these 
tangled dislocations is characteristic of the fine lath microstructure, in which the dislocation 
densities can reach up to 1012 dislocations/cm2. Dislocation density is proportional to 
carbon content up to 0.6 wt% C. Twinning may also occur in lath martensite; although 
twinning is more favoured at higher carbon contents, and is more important for plate 
martensite(Krauss, 1999).  
 
1.3.3 Mechanical properties of martensite 
Martensite is considered the strongest of the ferrous microstructures, but has low 
ductility (Callister & Rethwisch, 2014). The strength of martensite has a large scatter in 
reported values (Krauss, 1999), attributed to the presence of second phases, such as 
retained austenite and auto-tempering carbides. Nevertheless, the hardness of martensite 
is solely dependent on carbon concentration (Mohrbacher, 2014; Krauss, 1999; Askeland 
et al., 2011; Callister & Rethwisch, 2014). Plots of martensite hardness vs  carbon 
concentration often show a parabolic relationship (Krauss, 1999), with peak hardness at a 
carbon content of about 0.8%C. For carbon concentrations greater than 0.8%C, martensite 
hardness may increase or decrease depending on the process used to control the amount 
of the soft retained austenite phase (Krauss, 1978). Carbon strengthens martensite by 
solid solution strengthening. The solute carbon is supersaturated in the martensite matrix 
and distorts the crystal lattice. The resulting lattice strains effectively hinder dislocation 
motion, prevent crystal slip, and reduce ductility and toughness.  
Several techniques may be used to increase the toughness of martensite. The 
concentration of critical impurities can be reduced; such as nitrogen, phosphorous, arsenic 
and sulphur, which weaken grain boundaries (Mohrbacher, 2014). Finely dispersed 
precipitates can be introduced into the martensite matrix, which have little effect on 
strength, but can significantly increase fracture toughness (Krauss, 1995). However, 
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coarse brittle precipitates along former austenite grain boundaries, or between laths, 
promote brittle fracture (Ebrahimi & Krauss, 1984). Toughness can also be increased by 
refining the effective grain size of the martensite (Mohrbacher, 2014). Decreasing grain 
size also increases the strength as given by the Hall-Petch equation (Morris, Lee & Guo, 
2003). In martensite, lath boundaries are barriers to dislocation motion and consequently 
influence strength. Furthermore, high-angle packet boundaries can effectively stop 
cleavage fracture along crystal planes. Grain refinement creates more grain boundary 
areas, and thereby reduces the concentration of grain boundary embrittling elements, such 
as phosphorus or arsenic, by distributing them over a larger area. Fine-grained martensitic 
structure is produced by refining the prior austenite grains (PAG) (Mohrbacher, 2014), by 
either limiting the austenitizing temperature or adding alloying elements that inhibit 
austenite grain growth.  
 
1.3.4 Fabrication techniques 
Martensite is produced by heating the steel above a critical temperature to create 
austenite, followed by rapid cooling or quenching. The amount of martensite that forms 
from the austenite depends on the rate of cooling and the final temperature (Callister & 
Rethwisch, 2014). The cooling rate must be faster than the critical cooling rate to prevent 
formation of competing phases such as pearlite and bainite. The martensite finish 
temperature, Mf, defines the temperature below which 100% of the austenite is 
transformed to martensite. The critical cooling rate and Mf depend on the steel chemistry. 
Aside from carbon, alloying elements such as boron, nickel, chromium, manganese, 
silicon, molybdenum, and vanadium are controlled to enhance hardenability (Automotive 
Applications Council, 2011). Furthermore, while a pure martensite matrix is ideal in the 
quenched product, it is also possible to get small amounts of ferrite and bainite 
(WorldAutoSteel, 2014).   
MS-AHSS may be produced in several ways (Automotive Applications Council 
2011; WorldAutoSteel, 2014; Zhu, Ma & Wang, 2005). The most popular method is to heat 
the steel into the austenitizing temperature, followed by hot rolling to form sheets, and then 
to quench the sheets in the run-out table, or in the cooling section of the continuous 
annealing line, to create martensitic; a process called hot-rolling. Alternatively, an already 
formed steel sheet may be austenitized and then directly quenched. The advantage is that 
sheet forming would be relatively easy since austenite is quite ductile and workable. 
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However, hot forming creates poor dimensional tolerances, due to large springback, and a 
scaled or oxidized surface. 
A second method involves cold rolling the already martensitic steel at low 
temperatures, referred to as the cold rolled and annealed process. The inherently high 
mechanical strength and poor ductility of the martensite limit the amount of deformation of 
the specimen. To achieve additional ductility and impart toughness in the product, the 
cold-rolled martensite is heated at an appropriate tempering temperature. A similar 
process to cold form the steel is by shaping the hypoeutectoid microstructure of pro-ferrite 
and pearlite, which is more ductile than the hard martensite. The formed metal is then 
subjected to a post-heat treatment consisting of an austenitizing anneal and quenching.  
Supplementary treatments such as bake hardening and electrogalvanized, for 
applications requiring corrosion resistance, may also be carried out on MS-AHSS 
(Mohrbacher, 2014). These steps are implemented to further customize and improve the 
properties of the steel. 
Hot stamping process is an innovation compared with the traditional method of 
forming martensitic steel. The process was pioneered by a Swedish company Plannja in 
1977 and its first products were saw and lawn mower blades (Norrbottens Jaernverk AB, 
1977). In 1984, the first hot stamped automotive parts were used in the SAAB 9000. In 
2007, more than 107 million automotive hot stamped parts were manufactured, and the 
process continues to attract the attention of an increasing number of car manufacturers 
(Hu, Ma, Liu & Zhu, 2013).    
Hot stamping combines metal forming and quenching in a single operation, and 
may be done either via an direct or indirect process (Karbasian & Tekkaya, 2010). Direct 
hot stamping begins by heating the blank in an oven at the austenitizing temperature of 
900 to 950 oC. The blank typically possesses a protective Al-Si coating that prevents 
decarburization and scale formation on the specimen. The steel is retrieved and formed in 
the press. The die itself is water-cooled and quenches the austenite at rates of more than 
50oC/s (Bouaziz et al., 2013). The indirect process involves cold-forming the blank 
followed by austenitization. The pre-formed blank is then put in the press for dimensional 
calibration and quenching. 
The hot stamping process offers distinct advantages over the other two techniques 
(ArcellorMittal, 2014). Hot stamping allows production of complex geometry and thus 
eliminates multi-part assembly. Good dimensional tolerance is obtained by eliminating 
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product springback. The part has uniform mechanical properties and good fatigue and 
impact resistance.  
 
1.3.5 Applications of MS-AHSS 
In 2007, McWilliams (McWilliams, 2007) stated that high strength steels (both 
conventional and AHSS) accounted for the largest weight percentage of lightweight 
materials used in the transportation industry. The good mechanical properties of the steel 
coupled with low cost and ease of manufacture means that steel is the material of choice 
for car making (Ghassemieh, 2011). McWilliams (McWilliams, 2007)  further stated that 
this usage, as it has in the last decade, is to  continue to increase in the coming years.  
This is because the future consumption of AHSS is not limited to the automotive industry 
only, but includes the shipbuilding and aircraft industry (McWilliams, 2007). These two 
industries were ranked second and third behind the auto industry in the amount of 
lightweight materials used. Furthermore, proposed regulations for 2017-2025 require 
stricter corporate average fuel economy standards for cars and could significantly increase 
AHSS use (Abraham, 2011).  
 
Fig.3. Typical application of MS-AHSS in automotive BIW construction: (i) front 
and rear bumper beams; (ii) door beam; (iii) side sill reinforcement; and (iv) roof 
cross member. Photo used with permission from ArcellorMittal 
(MartINsite® steels, 2014). 
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The WorldAutoSteel organization produced a set of guidelines for the application of 
AHSS in vehicles (WorldAutoSteel, 2014). These guidelines were created to help car 
manufacturers, particularly engineers and press shop personnel, to decide which type of 
AHSS was best for particular applications. Most AHSS are used in the main structure of 
the automobile, called the body-in-white (BIW) (Ghassemieh, 2011). The BIW consists of 
pressed steel joined together to create a strong and stiff frame. This form of construction 
accounts for almost all of the cars created today. It is projected that fifty percent of the 
average BIW will consist of AHSS by the end of this decade, by 2020 (Abraham, 2011). 
Due to its good strength, MS-AHSS finds applications in the parts of the vehicle that 
requires good crash resistance. These areas are often in the crash cage, as shown in Fig. 
3. Applications  include bumper beams and reinforcements, door intrusion beams and 
reinforcements, windscreen upright reinforcements, B-pillar reinforcements, rocker panel 
inners, side sill and belt line reinforcements, springs, clips, floor reinforcements, and roof 
and dash panel cross members (ArcelorMittal, 2013; Automotive Applications Council, 
2011; WorldAutoSteel, 2014; Mallen, Tarr & Dykeman, 2008). Recent reports estimate 
from 4% up to 10% by weight use of MS-AHSS in cars (Han, 2014; Morgans, 2014; Bhat, 
2008).   
 
2.0 HE in steel 
Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) refers to the degradation of the mechanical properties 
of the steel due to hydrogen. The adverse effects of hydrogen on steel have been known 
for more than a century.  Some of the earliest accounts were given by Cailletet (1868) in 
1868 and by Johnson (1875) in 1875. HE manifests in different ways in steels. HE can 
reduce the ultimate tensile or fracture strength, the breaking strain or ductility, the fatigue 
strength and fracture toughness (Louthan, 2008). The term ‘embrittlement’ implies a shift 
from a ductile to a brittle state. HE may involve failure at an applied stress below the yield 
or tensile stress. Furthermore, there are cases where unstressed specimens have 
fractured. An example is the phenomenon called ‘shelf popping’ (Willan, 2002) where 
unassembled parts at the production shelf crack as a result of hydrogen interaction with 
the residual stress in the steel. However, HE can also refer to the case where there is a 
decrease in ductility but no change of yield and tensile strength. 
Various terms have been used to describe HE and several types of HE have been 
named (Cwiek, 2010; Lynch, 2012). Internal hydrogen embrittlement (IHE) refers to an 
embrittlement as a result of hydrogen inherent or pre-existing in the steel. Hydrogen 
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environment embrittlement (HEE), on the other hand, involves embrittlement caused by 
hydrogen external to, or in the working environment of, the steel. Hydrogen assisted 
cracking (HAC) is used together with either the terms ‘internal’ or ‘external’. Some 
industries even have their own terms to describe HE. In the welding industry, for example, 
hydrogen assisted cold cracking (HACC) is used to refer to a phenomenon of weld failure 
after cooling to ambient temperatures. In the corrosion industry, environmental hydrogen 
embrittlement (EHE) is used to describe fractures brought about by hydrogen in 
cathodically protected structures. In addition, for hydrogen-induced failures under cyclic 
loads, there is hydrogen-assisted fatigue (HAF). 
Steel has been the focus of numerous HE studies.  Steel is ubiquitous as it 
continues to be the most commercially used metal. Steel finds relevance in most structural 
applications where strength and ductility is needed. However, the HE susceptibility of 
steels increases with tensile strength. Such increased susceptibility to hydrogen induced-
fracture therefore limits the use and applicability of high and ultra-high strength steels. 
Furthermore, any advances in creating stronger steels need to examine HE.   
The volume of published work on HE in steels is large and has greatly increased in 
the last 60 years as better tools for research were developed. However, despite the 
amount of research, scientists still continue to study the mechanisms of HE. The following 
section presents a general description of some of the critical factors that influences HE 
susceptibility of steels. The succeeding sections contain a description of the different 
modes and mechanism of hydrogen entry into steels. The section ends with a description 
of three relevant mechanisms for HE in steels. 
 
2.1 Factors affecting HE Susceptibility of Steels 
HE can cause subcritical crack growth at stresses a fraction of the tensile strength. 
Alternatively, HE can be manifest as a loss of ductility with no decrease of yield strength 
and no decrease in tensile strength  
For steel, HE susceptibility and hydrogen sensitivity increases with increasing 
mechanical strength, providing that there is no great difference in microstructure. To 
illustrate, at tensile strengths below 850 MPa, tempered steels are practically immune to 
hydrogen-induced fractures unless the hydrogen content is about 10 ppm  (Willan, 2002). 
However, martensitic high strength steels, with strengths in the range of 900 to 1400 MPa, 
are susceptible to HE at hydrogen concentrations as low as 0.5 to 1 ppm (Lynch, 2012). 
Some have adopted a simple quasi-exponential relationship between strength and HE 
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susceptibility (Willan, 2002); i.e. a doubling of the strength leads to a quadruple increase in 
HE susceptibility.   
The strength of steels is closely related to its microstructure. In traditional steels, 
high strengths are typically attributed to the presence of martensite. Moreover, the as-
quenched martensite is the most prone to hydrogen embrittlement (Willan, 2002; Garrison  
& Moody, 2012). This may be attributed to the high transformation stress of martensite that 
creates high residual stresses in the lattice. It has also been hypothesized that 
thermodynamically stable phases are less susceptible to HE (Quadrini, 1989). This would 
explain why tempering can improve the HE resistance of martensitic steels (Bates & 
Loginow, 1964; Nagao, Martin, Dadfarnia, Sofronis & Robertson, 2014). However, the 
presence of martensite alone does not necessarily translate to high HE susceptibility. 
Other factors such as the presence of other ferrous microstructures, alloy content, second 
phase precipitates, grain structure, type of martensite, etc., can easily change the 
dynamics of HE in martensite-bearing steels (Pussegoda & Tyson, 1981; Garrison & 
Moody, 2012). As an example, the presence of retained austenite increases HE resistance 
of martensitic steels (Kovalev, Waintein, Mishina & Zabilsky, 2002). Hydrogen diffusion in 
the atomically-dense austenite crystal lattice is about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude lower 
than in martensite. This means that it takes longer for hydrogen to accumulate and reach 
critical amounts in austenite. Therefore, a propagating crack can be stopped when the 
crack meets the hydrogen-resistant austenite phase.  However, the retained austenite can 
become a problem if it transforms to other phases and begins imparting residual stresses 
on martensite. 
The amount of hydrogen present is an important factor (Loginow & Phelps, 1975; 
ASM Handbook, 1986; Cwiek, 2010). Increasing hydrogen concentrations, either internal 
or external, lead to increasing HE susceptibility. However, the exact amount of hydrogen 
necessary to cause embrittlement can be affected by other factors. The critical value may 
depend on the applied stress, microstructure, tensile strength level, etc.  (Louthan, 2008). 
It is further believed that a threshold or saturation concentration exist (Lynch, 2012). Above 
this saturation level, there is minimal change in HE susceptibility.  
The surface condition of the steel also considerably affects HE susceptibility. 
Specifically, the presence of stress concentrators, such as notches, surface scratches and 
machining marks increase hydrogen sensitivity. Several studies showed increasing HE 
susceptibility with increasing notch severity (Toribio & Elices, 1992; Liu, Zhu, Ke & Hardie, 
1996; Xu, 2012) and in the presence of residual tensile stresses (RTS) at the surface 
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(Toribio & Lancha, 1993) of the steel. Thus, certain manufacturing processes, such as cold 
drawing or excessive grinding, which create residual tensile stresses in steels should be 
avoided. On the other hand, inducing controlled residual compressive stresses provides 
some benefits against HE (Walton, 2002).  
The HE susceptibility of steels is also strain rate-dependent (Louthan, 1974; Toh & 
Baldwin, 1976; Smallman & Bishop, 1999) and temperature-dependent (Gangloff & Wei, 
1977; T. Livne, X. Chen & Gerberich, 1986; S.M. Tan, S.J. Gao & Wan, 1993; Xu, 2012). 
Higher HE vulnerability often occurs at low strain rates, and a critical rate of stressing is 
necessary to reveal hydrogen embrittlement. Consequently, impact loading is not useful in 
detecting HE (Smallman & Bishop, 1999). However, HE may show under impact loads at 
certain conditions such as when high levels of hydrogen and alloy impurities are present at 
grain boundaries, or when hydride formation occurs (Lynch, 2012).  On the other hand, it is 
believed that the temperature of highest susceptibility occurs near ambient, though it rarely 
occurs at room temperature (Xu, 2012). For a majority of the steels, maximum HE 
susceptibility occurs at 0 oC (Louthan, 2008).  At higher temperatures, HE gradually 
decreases, and above a critical temperature (at around 100 oC), is significantly reduced 
(Lynch, 2012). 
The amount of hydrogen trapping is an important factor that influences HE 
susceptibility in steel (Bernstein, Garber & Pressouyre, 1976). Hydrogen trapping refers to 
the process by which hydrogen enters the steel and gets caught in certain physical 
inhomogeneities or defects in the lattice. The concept explains how hydrogen can 
accumulate in the steel, and how the traps can become sinks or sources of hydrogen for 
possible interactions that may cause embrittlement. Hydrogen trapping is discussed in 
greater detail in a succeeding section. 
 
2.2 Hydrogen Entry into Steel  
Hydrogen is the lightest of the elements. Hydrogen gas typically occurs in the 
molecular form as H2. A molecule of hydrogen is relatively large and cannot diffuse in solid 
metals; neither interstitially in the metal nor across the gas/metal boundary (Carter & 
Cornish, 2001). Hydrogen entry into steel requires the hydrogen to be broken down into 
the smaller hydrogen atom, although it is reported that molecular hydrogen can be 
dissolved in molten steel (Walton, 1999). Nevertheless, the molecule rapidly dissociates 
and hydrogen is in the monoatomic form in solid steel. For entry of gaseous hydrogen, 
three stages are necessary: physisorption, chemisorption and absorption (Carter & 
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Cornish, 2001). Physisorption, or physical absorption, results from the Van der Waals 
interaction between the solid, or the adsorbent, and the adsorbed hydrogen molecule, or 
the adsorbate. The process is reversible and is accompanied by a small enthalpy change.  
Chemisorption involves a chemical reaction between the adsorbent surface and the 
adsorbate.  The reaction involves the splitting of the hydrogen molecule into two atoms as 
the chemisorption energy exceeds the dissociation energy of molecular hydrogen, H2.  The 
atoms are then held by a polarized covalent bond with the steel at the surface. The 
process is reversible but slow, and typically needs activation. The final step, absorption, 
involves the transfer of the chemisorption hydrogen into the bulk metal. It is debated which 
form of hydrogen is absorbed: the neutral H atom, or the ionic H+ and H- (Myers, Baskes, 
Birnbaum, Corbett, Deleo et al., 1992). Opinions would tend to favour the ionized form, 
though the sign is still an issue. 
Hydrogen produced by a metal immersed in a corrosive liquid is evolved as a 
cathodic partial reaction, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). The HER occurs by two 
successive reactions. The reaction first reaction is either proton discharge or water 
electrolysis according to the following: 
Acid:   H3O+ + M + e- → MHads + H2O                                                      (1) 
Alkaline: H2O + M + e- → MHads + OH-            (2) 
A product is MHads, which represents atomic hydrogen adsorbed at the metal 
surface. The adsorbed hydrogen can subsequently undergo either of two reactions. The 
adsorbed hydrogen can recombine with another hydrogen atom, via chemisorption, to 
produce H2. This reaction can occur in both acid and basic solutions. Alternatively, 
hydrogen can undergo electrochemical desorption via the reactions: 
Acid:   MHads + H3O+ + e- → H2 + M + H2O                                      (3) 
Alkaline: MHads + H2O +  e- → H2 +M + OH-          (4) 
The rate determining step (RDS) in these reactions determine the speed of the 
overall HER. Furthermore, these reactions indicate that there is a free energy decrease 
when molecular hydrogen is formed. Alternatively, some of the   adsorbed hydrogen 
diffuses inside the metal via the hydrogen absorption reaction (HAR). Several mechanisms 
have been proposed for the electrolytic entry of hydrogen into metals. Bokris et al. (Flitt & 
Bockris, 1981; Bockris & Potter, 2004) proposed, following reaction (3); the absorbed 
hydrogen undergoes absorption or recombination via: 
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MHads → MHabs              (7) 
MHads + MHads → H2 + 2M                (8) 
Alternatively, Bokris (Bockris, 2000) proposed that absorbed hydrogen can be produced as 
follows: 
H3O+ + M + e- → MHabs + H2O                                                                  (9) 
where the absorbed hydrogen becomes incorporated in the lattice.  
Some chemicals inhibit the hydrogen recombination reaction, even when present in 
small concentrations.  These chemicals are the hydrogen recombination poisons. 
Therefore, they promote hydrogen entry into steels. Common examples include 
compounds of Ar, P, S, Sb, Se, Sn, and Te, and carbon compounds such as CN-, CNS-, 
CS2 and CO (Cwiek, 2010). These hydrogen poisons can exacerbate HE of steels. They 
are often used for laboratory experiments for HE.  
 
2.3 Hydrogen entry during manufacture and service 
Hydrogen embrittlement logically commences with the entry of hydrogen into the 
steel, and this occurs either during manufacturing or in service. Several fabrication 
techniques are sources of hydrogen. Examples include the solutions used for 
electroplating, acid cleaning and applying protective coatings, pickling, etching, 
phosphating and paint-stripping (Walton, 1999). In other cases, such as in welding and 
casting, moisture can come into contact with the hot metal creating atomic hydrogen 
(Lynch, 2012). For example during casting, hydrogen can enter the molten metal from 
water trapped in fluxes, mold sands and alloy stocks (Woodtli & Kieselbach, 2000). During 
welding, moisture can be present in the filler materials, in fluxes and shielding gases, and 
in wet and oil-bearing welded surfaces (Cwiek, 2010). Also, annealing of steel in 
hydrogen-rich atmospheres leads to hydrogen ingress. 
Hydrogen absorption can also occur in service. Hydrogen is adsorbed from wet 
oxides or rusts and iron sulphides as a result of the iron-water and iron-H2S reactions, 
respectively (Walton, 1999). Similarly, the corrosion of steel and of sacrificial anodes or 
protective porous coatings can generate hydrogen. Studies have shown the importance of 
the surface condition in controlling hydrogen ingress during service. For example, some 
surface oxides from tempering or carburizing and electrolytic coatings can prevent 
hydrogen ingress into steel (Walton, 1999). The chemical nuclear, space and other 
industries, have utilized both gaseous and liquid hydrogen for various purposes. 
Unsurprisingly, HE in the hydrogen steel tanks has occurred as a result of the  direct 
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exposure of steel to hydrogen (Fritzmeier & Chandler, 1989). Recently, hydrogen is being 
promoted as a viable energy vector and thus many more structures (e.g. hydrogen-storage 
and hydrogen-production facilities) are expected to be exposed to hydrogen.   
 
2.4 Mechanism of HE 
Although hydrogen-induced cracking and embrittlement has been studied for a long 
time, there is no unifying theory. Several mechanisms have gained considerable 
acceptance. For non-hydride forming metals such as steel, the following three 
mechanisms are considered the most viable (Lynch, 2012): (i) hydrogen-enhanced 
decohesion (HEDE), (ii) hydrogen-enhanced local plasticity (HELP), and (iii) adsorption-
induced dislocation emission (AIDE).  
 
2.4.1 HEDE 
The HEDE mechanism was introduced by Troiano (1960)  in 1959, and was 
subsequently developed by Oriani and his co-workers (Wriedt & Oriani, 1970; Oriani, 
1972; Oriani & Josephic, 1972). The HEDE mechanism proposes that hydrogen causes a 
reduction in the cohesive bond strength of the steel. Troiano (1960) suggested that the 
drop in cohesive strength was due to a transfer of the hydrogen 1s electron to the unfilled 
3d shell of iron. Consequently, tensile separation of atoms occurs instead of lattice sliding 
associated with slip and plastic deformation.  
The HEDE mechanism proposes that crack nucleation occurs when a critical crack-
tip opening displacement is reached, typically equal to half the interatomic spacing.  Crack 
propagation occurs when the maximum stress at the crack tip exceeds the critical stress 
equal to the local, hydrogen-weakened cohesive strength.  
Hydrogen accumulates in the metal in interstitial lattice cites, in locations of high 
triaxial state of stress, and hydrogen is trapped in microstructural defects. In the HEDE 
mechanism, hydrogen accumulates at potential fracture zones such as (Lynch, 2003): (i) 
sharp crack tips where hydrogen is adsorbed, (ii) regions ahead of cracks where 
dislocation-shielding occurs, (iii) positions of maximum hydrostatic stress, and (iv) 
interfaces such as grain and phase boundaries ahead of cracks. Troiano (1960) showed 
that controlling the hydrogen concentration is important in reducing HE. He found that the 
minimum hydrogen concentration necessary in triaxial stress locations is about 5 ppm. 
Increasing notch severity and the steel strength also increases HE susceptibility 
(Steigerwald, Schaller & Troiano, 1960). Increasing the sharpness of a notch increases the 
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stress concentrations and thus the critical stress level is more easily reached. Higher 
strength steels have a lower threshold stress. The threshold stress is the stress below 
which hydrogen has no effect on the mechanical properties. For lower strength steels, a 
higher threshold stress is a result of plastic deformation that occurs at the yield point. 
Plastic flow shields the metal from stress concentrations, and so a much higher stress is 
required to generate hydrogen at the maximum triaxiality and cause HE.   
Indirect evidence for the HEDE include: (i) quantum mechanical calculations that 
support the reduction of interatomic bond strength by hydrogen (Oriani, 1987) and (ii) the 
observation of high concentrations of hydrogen in the fracture zone, such as near grain 
boundaries and  precipitate-matrix interfaces (Daw & Baskes, 1987).  However, the HEDE 
mechanism is still debated as direct experimental evidence is difficult to obtain. A 
featureless fracture surface could be cited as proof of decohesion (Gangloff, 2003), but it 
has been argued that the technique used to image the fracture was not able to accurately 
resolve features supporting plasticity (e.g. dimples).  Currently, there is no available 
technique that allows atomic scale observation of bulk material crack tip behaviour in the 
presence of hydrogen, and that will conclusively support the HEDE mechanism.  
 
2.4.2 HELP 
The HELP mechanism was first suggested by Beachem (1972) in 1972, and has 
been promoted and developed by other researchers such as Birnbaum, Sofronis, 
Robertson, and co-workers (Birnbaum, 1990; Birnbaum & Sofronis, 1994; Birnbaum, 
Robertson & Sofronis, 2000). The HELP mechanism has considerable support even 
though, at first blush, the terms enhanced plasticity and embrittlement appear 
contradictory. The HELP mechanism proposes that as solute hydrogen accumulates 
locally in regions near crack tips, caused by the presence of hydrostatic stresses or 
hydrogen entry at the crack tip, deformation becomes localized owing to the ability of 
hydrogen to promote dislocation motion. Crack growth is envisaged to occur as a more 
localized microvoid-coalescence (MVC) process, a mechanism which is more associated 
with ductile rather than brittle fracture. Other failure modes, such as intergranular (IG), 
transgranular (TG) and quasicleavage(QC), may also be activated depending on 
microstructure, crack-tip stress intensity and hydrogen concentration (Beachem, 1972). 
Since the plastic deformation is concentrated in a small volume, a consequence of 
localized softening, the total macroscopic ductility is low.  
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The fundamental concept in the HELP model is the ability of solute hydrogen to 
shield dislocations from elastic interactions with physical obstacles in the lattice. High-
energy elastic interactions typically hinder dislocation motion causing a reduction in slip 
and plastic flow. Conversely, a decrease in the energy of these interactions leads to 
greater dislocation mobility and plastic deformation. In the HELP mechanism, mobile 
solute hydrogen diffuses and concentrates, forming atmospheres around dislocations, 
solutes and precipitates. Being weakly bound, the hydrogen atmospheres move together 
with the dislocations. The HELP phenomenon has been observed in numerous metals 
including in the different crystalline types (i.e. FCC, BCC, and HCP), in both pure and 
alloyed metals, and in solution-hardened and precipitation-hardened metals (Birnbaum, 
1990; Lynch, 2012) .  
There is considerable evidence in favour of the HELP mechanism. Linear elastic 
calculations and finite-element modelling have proved the shielding nature of hydrogen, 
and have showed that the typical repulsive forces between dislocations and obstacles are 
indeed lower when hydrogen is present (Birnbaum, Robertson, Sofronis & Teter, 1997). In 
situ observation, via high voltage TEM, have showed increased dislocation mobility and an 
increase in dislocation pile up in stressed thin foils (<200 nm) when hydrogen is introduced 
(Robertson, 2001). Hydrogen also increased the rate at which dislocation sources operate 
(Robertson, Sofronis, Nagao, Martin, Wang et al., 2015). On the other hand, some have 
argued that the behaviour of dislocations in these foils may not reflect behaviour in bulk 
materials. However, experiments on bulk metals have shown that hydrogen reduced both 
the activation energy and activation area needed for dislocation motion (Wang, Hashimoto, 
Wang & Ohnuki, 2013). The reduction in the flow stress of a steel in hydrogen-charged 
specimens has also been reported (Hirth, 1980; Kimura & Birnbaum, 1987). At the 
condition of highest embrittlement, the stress-strain curve has serrated yielding indicating 
negative strain-dependent behaviour (Birnbaum, 1994).  However, the amount of ‘local 
softening’, though usually minimal in most metals, varies on the type and composition of 
the metal and the conditions of mechanical testing (Lynch, 2003). The presence of small 
and shallow dimples, an indication of micro- and nanovoid coalescence, in the fractures 
surfaces of hydrogen-induced failures is also evidence supporting the HELP mechanism 
(Beachem, 1972; Hanninen, Lee, Robertson & Birnbaum, 1993). Moreover, 
nanoindentation experiments, conducted simultaneous with electrochemical hydrogen 
charging, indicated that hydrogen decreased the pop-in loads and pop-in times in single 
crystal nickel  (Barnoush & Vehoff, 2006). Both of these pop-in events (Schuh, 2006) 
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indicated enhanced softening with hydrogen. Furthermore, these nanoindentation 
experiments indicated that the embrittlement was reversed when the hydrogen was 
removed. 
 
2.4.3 AIDE 
The AIDE mechanism was proposed and subsequently developed by Lynch (Lynch, 
1988; Lynch, 1989; Lynch, 2003). The AIDE mechanism advocates enhanced localized 
plasticity due to hydrogen, similar to the HELP mechanism. The key difference is that 
AIDE proposes that the localised plasticity occurs due to adsorbed hydrogen at the 
surface, while the HELP mechanism considers the role of solute hydrogen in the bulk. In 
the AIDE mechanism, hydrogen is adsorbed at the surface, particularly at regions of stress 
concentrations like crack tips (Lynch, 1988). The hydrogen triggers the emission of 
dislocations from the advancing crack tip, causing crack growth, and intense plastic 
deformation in the crack vicinity.  
An important aspect of the AIDE mechanism is the concept of dislocation emission, 
which includes both the nucleation, as facilitated by hydrogen adsorption, and movement 
of dislocations away from the advancing crack tip. Dislocation nucleation occurs by a 
process of cooperative shearing, a consequence of the weakening of interatomic bonds 
over a several atomic distances in the vicinity of high hydrogen concentrations. Crack 
growth is proposed to occur by the same dislocation emission mechanism and also by the 
nucleation and coalescence of voids ahead of the advancing crack. Dislocation emission 
occurs under a sufficiently high stress that dislocation activity is triggered in the plastic 
zone ahead of the crack tip.  
High concentrations of  adsorbed hydrogen on surfaces, or within a few atomic 
distances of surfaces, have been observed for Fe, Ni and Ti,  and are deemed as 
evidence to support the AIDE mechanism (Fischer, 1982; Christmann, 1995; Pundt & 
Kirchheim, 2006). Metals surfaces, and the interstices at subsurfaces, are strong traps and 
are expected to accumulate high amounts of hydrogen. Atomistic calculations on Ni crack 
growth indicated that hydrogen adsorption-induced dislocation emission from crack tips is 
possible when slip planes have a favourable orientation to the crack plane. Other studies 
showed that lowering of stacking fault energies (Lu, Zhang, Kioussis & Kaxiras, 2001) and 
perturbations in surface stresses caused by hydrogen adsorption (Oriani, 1984) facilitates 
easier dislocation emissions.  HE was also observed in some cases (e.g. Ni) where the 
crack advance was much faster than the diffusivity of hydrogen to areas ahead of the 
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crack tip (Lynch, 1988; Lynch, 1989). This indicates that only an adsorption- induced crack 
growth mechanism is possible. The HELP mechanism is not possible due to the absence 
of solute hydrogen, while the HEDE mechanism was excluded as localized plastic 
deformation was present. Fracture surfaces obtained from liquid-metal embrittlement 
(LME) failures were found to share remarkably similar features with those from HE 
fractures (Lynch, 1989). For LME, only surface adsorption at the crack tip is possible as 
crack propagation occurs rapidly and there is insufficient time for other possible 
interactions. This means that by sharing fracture features with LME, HE may have 
occurred under similar mechanisms of adsorption-induced fracture. There are some 
arguments against AIDE. Some studies noted that similar fracture features are not 
necessarily the result of similar fracture mechanisms (Fenske, Robertson, Ayer, Hukle, 
Lillig et al., 2012; Wang, Martin, Sofronis, Ohnuki, Hashimoto et al., 2014). Studies have 
also found that microstructures can evolve during a particular loading condition and 
dislocation structures can self-organize(Robertson et al., 2015). These factors could also 
have implications on the microstructures that are being used to support AIDE, and thereby 
makes the proposed mechanism debatable.    
 
3.0 Hydrogen Trapping in Steel 
Hydrogen trapping has a large influence on the hydrogen accumulation and mobility 
steels.  Hydrogen is attracted to and confined by microstructural features in the steel. 
Trapping is thermodynamically favourable as hydrogen has a lower energy when trapped. 
HE occurs when sufficient hydrogen accumulates at highly stressed sites to cause 
decreased ductility or fracture. The occurrence of fracture requires a critical amount of 
hydrogen and sufficient stress. Thus, if sufficient hydrogen cannot accumulate (e.g. if 
evenly distributed in the lattice at a sufficiently low concentration), then there would be no 
embrittlement. However, traps change the dynamics of hydrogen supply and transport. 
Traps can serve as a hydrogen reservoir and thus can furnish the necessary hydrogen 
critical for failure. Moreover, some traps, like dislocations, can move and transport large 
amounts of hydrogen faster than typical diffusion processes.   
Darken and Smith first proposed the existence of hydrogen traps (Darken & Smith, 
1949). Subsequent works identified these traps to be defects in the metals such as 
dislocations, grain boundaries, voids and phase boundaries (Laurent, Lapasset, 
Aucouturier & Lacombe, 1974). Bernstein et al. (Bernstein et al., 1976; Pressouyre & 
Bernstein, 1978; Pressouyre & Bernstein, 1979) recognized the impact of hydrogen 
trapping on hydrogen segregation and embrittlement. Pressouyre (Pressouyre, 1979; 
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Pressouyre, 1980) classified hydrogen traps accordingly as having either a reversible or 
irreversible character, depending on the hydrogen desorption activation energy. The 
activation energy, EA, may be determined using thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). If  
EA of the trap is above 50 kJ/mol, the trap is irreversible and can capture and hold 
hydrogen up to saturation (Michler & Balogh, 2010). At higher temperatures, or beyond the 
saturation concentration, the hydrogen escapes and diffuses to the lattice. Reversible 
traps are those with energy values less than 30 KJ/mol (Grabke, Gehrmann & Riecke, 
2001), and these traps can easily hold and release hydrogen even at low temperatures.  
Table 2. Different traps in steels with corresponding activation energies.  
Type of trap Activation 
Energy 
kJ/mol 
Heating 
rate 
oC/min 
Material References 
Reversible H 
traps: 
    
Dislocations 26.9 3 Pure iron (Choo & Lee, 1982) 
Grain boundaries 17.2 3 Pure iron (Choo & Lee, 1982) 
Ferrite/Fe3C 
interface 
18.4 2.6 Medium C steel (Hong & Lee, 1983) 
TiC (coherent) 46-59 1.7 Low carbon steel (Wei, Hara & Tsuzaki, 
2004) 
NbC (coherent) 28 1.7 Martensitic steel 
(Tempered) 
(Wei & Hara, 2009) 
NbC (coherent) 39 to 48 3.33-20 C080 low carbon steel 
(electrochemical charging) 
(Wallaert, Depover, 
Arafin & Verbeken, 
2014) 
Microvoids 35.2 3 Pure iron (Choo & Lee, 1982) 
Irreversible H 
traps 
    
Grain boundaries 59.9 3 Deformed iron (Kumnick & Johnson, 
1980) 
Retained 
Austenite 
55 4 Dual phase steel (Park, Maroef, Landau 
& Olson, 2002) 
NbC(incoherent) 63-68 3.33-20 C080 low carbon steel 
(gaseous H charging) 
(Wallaert et al., 2014) 
TiC (incoherent) 86 3 Medium C steel (Wei et al., 2004) 
MnS 72.3 3 Low alloy steel (Lee & Lee, 1986) 
Fe3C 84 4 Medium C steel (Maroef, Olson, 
Eberhart & Edwards, 
2002) 
TiC 138-149 3.33-20 Experimental  Steel                 
(0.025 wt%C-0.09%Ti) 
(Escobar, Wallaert, 
Duprez, Atrens & 
Verbeken, 2013) 
 
The known hydrogen traps in steel are quite numerous.  Examples of hydrogen 
traps include (Walton, 1999; Lynch, 2012) (i) vacancies, (ii) solute atoms, (iii) dislocations, 
(iv) grain boundaries, (v) external surfaces, (vi) precipitates, (vii) inclusions, (viii) cracks 
and (ix) voids. Table 2 presents the different hydrogen traps with their corresponding 
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activation energies determined by thermal desorption experiments energies (Szost, Vegter 
& Rivera-Díaz-del-Castillo, 2013).  The activation energy is influenced by defect size, 
composition, process history, and the charging condition of the steel.   
Traps affect hydrogen solubility and diffusivity (Gibala & Kumnick, 1985; Krom & 
Bakker, 2000),and therefore trapping can  enhance or diminish HE susceptibility. Weak or 
reversible traps can supply the necessary diffusible hydrogen to highly stressed sites in 
the lattice and induce HE (Thomas, Scully & Gangloff, 2003). Conversely, the presence of 
homogenous and well distributed irreversible traps could reduce the HE vulnerability of the 
steel, especially if only a finite amount of hydrogen is present (Pressouyre & Bernstein, 
1978; Gangloff, 2003). Both effects may occur simultaneously in steel owing to the often 
complex microstructural features that possesses a variety of hydrogen traps. 
 
3.1 Alloying elements and impurity atoms 
Alloying elements are intentionally added to the steel. These elements may be 
dissolved in the lattice, or may form compounds such as carbides. Some steels only have 
a few alloying elements at minute quantities, but other steels have more than ten other 
elements present. When dissolved in the lattice, the solute atoms occupy an interstice or a 
normal lattice position and strain the lattice.  Some solute atoms may be impurity atoms, 
as these are unwanted but are incorporated during steel manufacture. Examples are 
sulphur, arsenic and phosphorus.  
Solute alloying elements cause dilatational strains in the iron crystal lattice if the 
solute element is larger than its host lattice site, and the opposite for smaller solute atoms. 
These strained lattice sites serve as hydrogen traps. Therefore, an increase in alloying 
elements increases the number of hydrogen traps (Albert, Ramasubbu, Parvathavarthini & 
Gill, 2003). These traps have weak binding energies and are reversible traps (Aosaka, 
1982 ).  Generally, most solutes have little influence on hydrogen diffusion (Hickel, 
Nazarov, McEniry, Leyson, Grabowski et al., 2014), and consequently will have little 
impact on HE susceptibility. Exceptions are the elements Si, Cr, Mn, Co and Al, which are 
reported to improve HE resistance (Walton, 1999; Kovalev et al., 2002). These solute 
atoms have a tendency to attract hydrogen and delay hydrogen diffusion. In contrast, 
vacancies are more effective hydrogen trap, and can decrease the hydrogen diffusion 
coefficient by several orders of magnitude in steels (Fukai, 2003; Nazarov, Hickel & 
Neugebauer, 2010). 
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The impurities like S, P, Sb and Sn increase HE (Kovalev et al., 2002; Briant & 
Banerji, 1978), based on an increase in the critical temperature of brittleness, T50, when 
these impurities are present in steels. T50 is the temperature below, which these is brittle 
fracture, and has been used as a measure of HE susceptibility. The deleterious effect of 
these impurities is attributed to their interaction with hydrogen when these impurities are 
segregated at the grain boundaries. For example, in martensitic steels, these impurities 
can embrittle the prior austenite grains(PAG) and cause intergranular fracture (Briant & 
Banerji, 1983). For sulphur, the effect is due to the creation of MnS stringers. The sharp 
crack tip of the MnS, coupled with its ability to trap hydrogen at the precipitate-matrix 
interface, causes hydrogen sensitivity (Kovalev et al., 2002). It was even proposed that the 
elimination of these impurities might eliminate HE in high strength steels. However, HE 
occurs in high-purity martensitic ultra-high strength steels (UHSS), indicating that grain 
boundary composition is not the only factor causing HE (Gangloff, 2003) (Dautovich & 
Floreen, 1977). 
 
3.2 Dislocations 
Dislocations are important hydrogen traps. A dislocation is a line defect that has a 
stress field around the dislocation core. The binding of a solute atom to a dislocation has 
been explained by the classic theory of the interaction between the elastic stresses at the 
dislocation core and the lattice strains caused by the solute atom (Hirth & Lothe, 1968). 
Similarly, hydrogen is attracted to the dilatational stress field of the dislocation, especially 
to the strong hydrostatic stresses present in edge dislocations. Thus, hydrogen is trapped 
at the dislocation core, along the length of the dislocation line. 
The hydrogen-dislocation interaction has several consequences. Hydrogen can 
increase the dislocation velocity (Robertson, 2001) leading to a reduction in the flow stress 
of the steel (Matsui, Kimura & Moriya, 1979; Ferreira, Robertson & Birnbaum, 1998). 
Hydrogen can increase dislocation mobility in two ways. Hydrogen lowers the core energy 
of a dislocation and consequently lowers the resistive Peierls energy needed to start 
dislocation motion. Secondly,  the hydrogen atmospheres act to shield the dislocation from 
the strong elastic interactions with lattice defects, and thereby lower barrier resistance 
during dislocation movement (Sofronis & Birnbaum, 1995). Hydrogen can also cause solid 
solution hardening of metals (Nelson, 1983). The hydrogen atmospheres can create drag 
forces that slows down the dislocation and change the slip character of the steel. The 
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softening is dominant at low hydrogen concentrations whereas hardening occurs at higher 
hydrogen concentrations (Kirchheim & Pundt, 2014). 
 Hydrogen transport through the metal lattice is also affected by dislocations. Bulk 
hydrogen transport is enhanced by dislocation sweep (Louthan et al., 1972; Donovan, 
1976). Dislocation sweep is the phenomenon wherein the trapped hydrogen is carried by 
the moving dislocations (Tien, Thompson, Bernstein & Richards, 1976). The hydrogen 
may be deposited and concentrated around crystalline discontinuities where the 
dislocation pushes through. Dislocation enhanced hydrogen transport can lead to greater 
hydrogen penetration in the metal at rates faster than typical diffusion processes. The 
short path diffusion of hydrogen may also be increased by movement through the 
dislocation network (Brass, Chanfreau & Chêne, 1990; Brass & Chene, 1998). The 
phenomenon, referred to as pipe diffusion, can cause rapid hydrogen transport. However, 
this fast motion is believed to be short-ranged, typically within the length of a grain. Thus, 
the contribution of pipe diffusion to the total flux may be minimal.  
Hydrogen can induce the nucleation of dislocations at the steel surface (Lynch, 
2012). It is proposed that chemisorbed hydrogen reduces the surface-lattice distortion 
energy that hinders dislocation nucleation and emission. In this way, dislocation nucleation 
and emission from the surface becomes easier. Observations using field ion microscopes 
have provided direct evidence of hydrogen facilitating dislocation nucleation (Clum, 1975).     
The effect of plastic deformation on HE susceptibility is closely tied with dislocation 
trapping.  Crystal slip explains plastic deformation in metals. An applied stress causes 
dislocation movement that leads to a crystalline displacement and permanent deformation. 
The applied stresses can also generate dislocations during plastic straining. For example, 
Hashimoto and Latanision (1988) showed that the effect of strain rate on HE susceptibility 
could be explained by the dynamic hydrogen trapping of dislocations. They showed that at 
slow strain rates, high HE susceptibility is due to the ability of dislocation to be saturated 
by hydrogen and transport this hydrogen to embrittlement regions. Conversely, at high 
strain rates diffusion processes are not quick enough to saturate the fast moving 
dislocations with hydrogen, and effective hydrogen segregation and concentration does 
not occur. As a consequence, HE susceptibility is reduced in the rapidly strained material. 
 
3.3 Grain boundaries 
A grain boundary is a planar defect that can trap hydrogen. Similarly, hydrogen can 
be trapped by phase boundaries, twin boundaries, slip bands, martensitic lath boundaries, 
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and prior austenite grain boundaries (Louthan, 2008). Hydrogen readily segregates along 
grain boundaries (Laurent et al. 1974), and first principle studies have indicated that 
hydrogen lowers the cohesive energy of the iron grain boundary (Yamaguchi, Ebihara, 
Itakura, Kadoyoshi, Suzudo et al., 2011). This could lead to intergranular fracture, a 
phenomenon often present during HE.  
Grain boundaries can interact with hydrogen in two main ways. Firstly, grain 
boundaries can accumulate large amounts of hydrogen, and their strong binding energies 
make them highly effective traps (Hirth, 1980). In this manner, grain boundaries can 
increase HE resistance as reported by several studies on conventional steels (Bernstein & 
Thompson, 1976; Fuchigami, Minami & Nagumo, 2006; Takasawa, Wada, Ishigaki & 
Kayano, 2010).  Zhang et al. also reported lower hydrogen diffusion and improved HE 
resistance in high strength martensitic steels due to grain refinement (Zhang, Huang, Liao, 
Zhao, Hong et al., 2014). In contrast, grain boundaries can also serve as a conduit for 
rapid hydrogen diffusion, thus increasing diffusivity and permeability of hydrogen (Choo & 
Lee, 1982; Fukushima & Birnbaum, 1984). This concept is totally opposite to that of 
trapping, where hydrogen mobility id decreased (Krom & Bakker, 2000). Moreover, an 
increase in hydrogen mobility increases HE susceptibility. Furthermore, it has been 
reported that i) grain size had no effect on HE (Banerji, McMahon & Feng, 1978) and ii) 
that hydrogen diffusivity was maximum at an intermediate grain size (Yazdipour, Dunne & 
Pereloma, 2012) because diffusivity decreased as the grains become finer and trapping 
became more dominant. 
In addition, grain boundaries can contain a variety of other defects such as impurity 
atoms and second phase precipitates, which affect the hydrogen-grain boundary 
interaction, and make the analysis more complex.  
In martensitic steels, particular attention should be given to interfaces as hydrogen-
related fracture can be along boundaries (Mohrbacher, 2014; Morris et al., 2003). Studies 
on lath martensite have indicated that predominant hydrogen trapping sites are lath 
interfaces and prior austenite grain boundaries (Luppo & Ovejero-Garcia, 1991; Takai, 
Seki & Homma, 1995); and that intergranular fracture follows the former austenite grain 
boundaries. In contrast, transgranular fracture occurs through martensite lath boundaries 
and by cleavage parallel to the {011} or {112} glide planes.  
 
3.4 Second phase precipitates 
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Precipitates can also trap hydrogen (Gibala & Kumnick, 1985). Examples include 
Fe3C, MoC, TiC, VC and NbC. Most of these phases increase the mechanical strength of 
steels. Precipitates may be coherent, semi-coherent or incoherent, depending on how the 
precipitate lattice registers with the steel lattice. A coherent precipitate has near perfect 
registry. If there is no matching, the precipitate is incoherent. A semi-coherent precipitate 
occurs when the presence of dislocations help decrease the interphase mismatch. In 
general, the strength of trapping increases from coherent, to semi-coherent and to the 
incoherent form (Szost et al., 2013).  
The strong irreversible hydrogen trapping nature of some precipitates, specifically 
incoherent carbides, was proven beneficial to steels. Carbides of molybdenum, vanadium 
and niobium dramatically increased the time to failure of tested steels (Spencer & 
Duquette, 1998; Kovalev et al., 2002; Hagihara, Shobu, Hisamori, Suzuki, Takai et al., 
2012). The effect seems to be dependent on several factors such as carbide distribution, 
morphology and size. Fine, flat and uniformly distributed precipitates are believed to be the 
most beneficial to combating HE.  
Numerous studies were conducted to reveal the site of hydrogen trapping in fine 
precipitates. Early models proposed that trapping could occur at the inside of the particle, 
the matrix–particle interface, or the strain field surrounding the coherent particle 
(Pressouyre, 1979; Lee & Lee, 1987; Wei & Tsuzaki, 2006). On the other hand, ab initio- 
based modelling predicted that hydrogen solubility in the precipitate was relatively low and 
hydrogen segregation was favoured at the precipitate-matrix interface  (Hickel et al., 
2014).  Recently, the use of modern tools such as the atom probe tomography enabled 
direct observation of hydrogen trapping in precipitates (Takahashi, Kawakami, Kobayashi 
& Tarui, 2010; Takahashi, Kawakami & Tarui, 2012). These studies confirmed hydrogen 
resides primarily at the broad surface and interphases of precipitates. Two possible 
trapping sites for hydrogen were also proposed: i) the vacancies present on the surface of 
the precipitate or ii) the misfit dislocations at the interphase boundary.      
 
4.0 Evaluation tools for understanding hydrogen embrittlement 
4.1 Mechanical testing: Linearly Increasing Stress Test (LIST) 
Most studies on hydrogen embrittlement and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) have  
involved determining a the  response of the steel to the combination of an applied 
mechanical loading and a hydrogen charging environment (Dietzel, Atrens & Barnoush, 
2012). Specimens may be smooth or pre-notched. An early testing method called the 
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constant load test involves a notched or smooth specimen under an applied static load 
exposed to the environment (Turnbull, 1992). The constant load test is described in detail 
in ASTM E 1681.  The time of failure is noted in each test and the test is repeated with 
different loads. A threshold stress is determined, as the stress below which HE did not 
occur, and can serve as a measure of HE resistance. A variation of this test is the 
constant-displacement test wherein the sample is subjected to a static extension instead of 
constant load (Baboian, 2005). A common problem encountered with constant-load and 
constant-extension test is that samples are not assured to fail and therefore tests may take 
a long time to finish.  In these cases, the pragmatic approach is to end the test after a 
certain time (e.g. 100 hours) has elapsed without specimen fracture. 
The constant extension rate test (CERT) is also often called the slow strain rate test 
(SSRT) (Parkins, 1979). The SSRT is standardized in ASTM G 129. In the SSRT, a 
smooth or notched tensile sample is subjected to a constantly increasing elongation until 
specimen fracture. The test is considered relatively severe when compared to the constant 
load test. The extent of HE is related to time to failure, reduction in area, fracture strain, 
fracture morphology. Another relevant parameter that could be obtained is the threshold 
stress,σTH, for the onset of hydrogen induced cracking.  
The linearly increasing stress test (LIST) is a relatively novel technique, which is 
conceptually similar to the CERT. The LIST was pioneered by Atrens et al. and was based 
on an earlier work determining the threshold stress for Zircalloy 4 (Atrens & Dannhaeuser, 
1984; Atrens, Brosnan, Ramamurthy, Oehlert & Smith, 1993). Fig. 4 shows a schematic of 
the LIST apparatus. In the LIST, a smooth sample is loaded to failure under a linearly 
increasing applied stress. The load is applied via the movement of the 14-kg weight along 
the length of the crossbeam. A motor controls the rate of motion of the weight, and thereby 
determines the applied stress rate on the sample. The test may be conducted in different 
environments to simulate various corrosion conditions. 
The LIST provides advantages compared with CERT. Just like in the CERT, the 
LIST allows measurement of the threshold stress by using the potential drop method 
(Barnett & Troiano, 1957; Atrens et al., 1993). Other indicators of hydrogen influence that 
may be derived from the LIST include fracture stress, fracture strain, reduction in area and 
fractographic analysis (Salmond & Atrens, 1992; Atrens et al., 1993; Villalba & Atrens, 
2008; Liu, Irwanto & Atrens, 2013). One essential difference between the CERT and the 
LIST is that CERT is displacement-controlled while the LIST is load-controlled (Atrens et 
al., 1993).  Winzer et al.(Winzer, Atrens, Dietzel, Songa & Kainer, January 2008) found 
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that the LIST and CERT is essentially identical up to the crack initiation, giving similar 
values for σTH. However, once the critical crack size is reached, the LIST sample 
experiences plastic instability and the specimen fails ending the test. The CERT, on the 
other hand, can take much more time to finish as it allows the sample to extend longer 
before fracture occurs. Another advantage of the LIST is that the test condition is more 
representative of typical service conditions (Atrens et al., 1993). When a part is used in 
service it usually is subjected to constant loads, which in a way is a load-controlled case. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Schematic of the linear increasing stress test (LIST) apparatus. (Adapted 
from Atrens et al., 1993; Liu et al., 2013) 
 
Over the years, several works has been published on SCC and HE studies on steel 
using the LIST. Examples of the steels investigated include plain carbon (e.g. 1003, 1004 
and 1008) (Atrens & Oehlert, 1998; Villalba & Atrens, 2008), carbon-manganese(X1340F) 
(Villalba & Atrens, 2008), high tensile alloy (e.g. 4140, 4145H (Villalba & Atrens, 2007; 
Villalba & Atrens, 2008; Villalba & Atrens, 2008) and 4340 (Ramamurthy & Atrens, 2010)), 
microalloyed steels (e.g. 10M40,X11M47, X65 and X70) (Gamboa & Atrens, 2003; 
Gamboa & Atrens, 2003; Gamboa & Atrens, 2005; Villalba & Atrens, 2008) and medium 
strength Ni-Cr-Mo steels (e.g. NiCrMo1, 27NiCrMoV15-6, 34NiCrMo6 (Liu, Irwanto & 
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Atrens, 2014) and 3.5NiCrMoV (Ramamurthy & Atrens, 2010; Ramamurthy, Lau & Atrens, 
2011; Liu et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014). 
 
5.2 Thermal desorption spectroscopy 
Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) or temperature programmed desorption 
(TPD) is an important tool in the study of hydrogen-induced failures in steel (Wang, 
Akiyama & Tsuzaki, 2007; Escobar, Verbeken, L.Duprez & Verhaege, 2012; Nagumo, 
Nakamura & Takai, Feb 2001; Nagumo, Yagi & Saitoh, February 2000). Several 
techniques can quantify the amount of diffusible hydrogen in steels, and these are 
important to understand the role of hydrogen in causing fracture. However, the mobility of 
hydrogen in the lattice is equally important to assess (Wilson & Baskes, 1978; Tal-
Gutelmacher, Eliezer & Abramov, 2007). Few techniques have the ability to both qualify 
and quantify this mobility, and TDS can do both (Bergers, Souza, Thomas & Mabho, 
2010).  
 
Fig. 5. Schematic of the thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) apparatus. 
(Adapted from Verbeken, 2012; von Zeppelin et al., 2003) 
 
Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the TDS apparatus. The TDS measures the amount of 
hydrogen desorbed from a steel subjected to controlled heating (Escobar et al., 2012; 
Verbeken, 2012).  The steel has traps that hold hydrogen by a binding energy, the strength 
of which varies depending on the properties of the trap. Hydrogen absorbs thermal energy 
as the steel is heated, and is released when the absorbed energy reaches a critical level 
equal to the desorption activation energy. The temperature at which hydrogen is desorbed 
is called the desorption temperature. The amount of desorbed hydrogen is measured 
using either a quadrupole mass spectrometer or a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer 
(Verbeken, 2012). Tests are done over a range of temperatures and at different heating 
sample 
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rates from 2 K/s to 10 K/s. TDS requires ultra-high vacuum conditions to reduce 
complications from ambient gases. 
The TDS data consist of a plot of mass spectrometer intensity, often having an 
arbitrary unit, versus temperature in Kelvin. The spectrum shows intensity peaks at 
different temperatures. Specific traps in the specimen are identified from these peaks 
since each corresponds to a characteristic binding energy (Escobar et al., 2012). 
Quantitative analysis of the data (e.g. determination of desorption activation energies) 
requires using mathematical models of desorption. Different algorithms for analysing TDS 
data exist (Song, Suh & Bhadeshia, 2013), and De Jong et al. reported on the different 
approaches to obtaining reliable information from TDS  (Jong & Niemantsverdriet, 1990).  
The primary use of TDS in HE studies is for analysis of hydrogen absorption and 
desorption mechanisms, which is key in determining hydrogen traps (Escobar, Verbeken, 
Duprez & Verhaege, 2012; Escobar, Duprez, Atrens & Verbeken, 2014; Enomoto, 
Hirakami & Tarui, Feb 2012) and defects (M. Nagumo, January 1999) in steel 
microstructures. The TDS may be used for quantitative analysis but requires calibration 
(Fernandez, Cuevas & Sanchez, 2000; Zeppelin, Haluska & Hirscher, 2003). When 
properly calibrated, TDS offers a very low detection limit and allows accurate 
measurements of small concentrations of hydrogen (< 0.1 mg/kg) (Mizuno, Anzaih, 
Aoyama & Suzuki, 1994; Mommer, Hirscher, Cuevas & Kronmüller, 1998; Zeppelin et al., 
2003; Bergers et al., 2010). This high sensitivity and low detection limit for hydrogen is 
unique to TDS. TDS is mechanically non-destructive, but the sample may be 
microstructurally altered by the heat treatment during the test (Nagumo, Takai & Okuda, 
1999).  One disadvantage of the TDS is its lack of spatial resolution, eliminating the 
possibility of identifying specific microstructures in multi-phase systems where hydrogen 
intake is highest (Evers, Senöz & Rohwerder, 2013).  TDS data alone cannot be used to 
detect HE. However, when used with other tests, TDS gives a better understanding of HE 
mechanisms. 
 
4.3 Electrochemical permeation test 
The hydrogen permeation test is a relatively simple test to measure diffusivity or 
permeability of hydrogen in steel. This information could be used to assess HE 
susceptibility. Just like the TDS, the permeation test is often used complementary with 
other diagnostic tests to reveal the influence of hydrogen on steels (Tsay, Chi, Wu, Wu & 
Lin, 2006; Park, Koh, Jung & Kim, 2008; Figueroa & Robinson, 2010). 
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Fig. 6. Schematic of a typical double cell permeation set-up using 
electrochemical hydrogen charging.   (Adapted from Devanathan & 
Stachurski, 1962;  Liu et al., 2014 )   
 
In 1962, Devanathan and Stachurski (1962) proposed the permeation test based on 
the classic double-cell set-up. This method continues to be relevant today and few 
alterations were made on the original design (Zakroczymski, 2006; Frappart, Feaugas, 
Creus, Thebault, Delattre et al., February 2012). Fig. 6 shows a schematic of the typical 
hydrogen permeation test. The test uses two chambers, the charging (entry) cell and the 
oxidation (exit) cell, separated by a thin steel membrane. Hydrogen is introduced at the 
charging cell, diffuses through the membrane, and emerges at the oxidation cell. Hydrogen 
charging is done via an electrochemical process in an appropriate electrolyte. The amount 
of hydrogen at the entry side may be controlled potentiostatically or galvanostatically. 
Alternatively, hydrogen charging may be done in a high pressure gas chamber. The exit 
cell is filled with electrolyte (e.g. 0.1 M NaOH), and an anodic potential is applied on the 
membrane to oxidize the diffusing hydrogen. Consequently, this oxidation reaction 
releases electrons and an output current is measured. The exit side of the steel is typically 
coated with nickel or palladium, which lowers noise levels from other oxidation currents 
and ensures sufficient catalytic activity for hydrogen oxidation (Devanathan & Stachurski, 
1964). 
Data collection in the permeation test consist in monitoring the changes in current at 
the exit cell while a step change in hydrogen concentration at the entry cell is made. The 
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test data can then be mathematically processed to yield diffusion parameters such as 
hydrogen solubility, permeability and diffusivity, and even density of trapping site and trap 
energies (Zakroczymski, 2006; Evers et al., 2013; Liu, Atrens, Shi, Verbeken & Atrens, 
2014; Liu & Atrens, 2015; Frappart et al., February 2012; Frappart, Oudriss, Feaugas, 
Creus, Bouhattate et al., November 2011).   
 
4.4 Microstructural Analysis: SEM and TEM 
The scanning electron microscope has been an invaluable tool in the study of HE in 
metals and is often used in HE and SCC studies involving steel.  The technique allows 
direct examination of the fracture surface and helps identify several phenomena related to 
hydrogen-induced failures. The popularity of the SEM is due to its versatility, simplicity of 
use, and lack of stringent requirements on sample preparation (Goldstein, Newbury, Joy, 
Lyman, Echlin et al., 2003). The SEM image also possesses a large depth of field and 
therefore provides a three-dimensional quality to the image. This becomes valuable when 
assessing fracture features such as microvoids, shear dimples and hydrogen fisheyes 
(Moser & Schmidt, 1984). The SEM can be paired with other characterization tools, such 
as EDS and EBSD, resulting to a widening of its analytical capability.  One minor 
disadvantage of the SEM is the relatively lower magnification and resolution attainable 
when compared with the other more powerful microscopes. However, for most 
fractographic studies, the SEM is adequate and has found its niche in surface imaging 
studies. 
The transmission electron microscope (TEM) is another tool used for studying the 
hydrogen influence in metals. The TEM has long been considered the most powerful of the 
electron microscopes, capable of offering up to a million times magnification and 
nanometer resolution (Williams & Carter, 2009).  This microscope can be used to obtain 
morphological, topographical and crystallographic information. However, a disadvantage 
with the TEM is the complexity and difficulty in sample preparation.  TEM imaging requires 
a sample to be electron transparent, and this means that the sample needs to have a 
thickness less than 100 nm. 
Numerous studies have used the TEM for imaging hydrogen fractures and 
understanding fracture mechanics. Moreover, the use of the environmental TEM paved the 
way for several important discoveries on the effect of hydrogen on metals (Matsumoto, 
Eastman & Birnbaum, 1981; Tabata & Birnbaum, 1984; Bond, Robertson & Birnbaum, 
1986; Robertson & Birnbaum, 1986). This type of TEM has special specimen holders 
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where temperature, deformation and different chemicals and gases may be introduced to 
interact with the imaged sample. The environmental TEM may also be reconfigured to 
enable in situ straining of the sample (Robertson & Teter, 1998). This technique led to the 
real time observation of hydrogen and stress effects in numerous metals. For example, in 
iron hydrogen was found to increase dislocation mobility (Tabata & Birnbaum, 1983) and 
enhance crack propagation (Tabata & Birnbaum, 1984) under an applied stress.  
 
4.5 Hydrogen Microprint Technique 
Sometimes it is important to detect the path of diffusible hydrogen in the metal. 
These paths can help identify specific microstructures that contribute to the hydrogen 
influence. The hydrogen microprint technique (HMT) is a method that allows visualization 
of hydrogen ingress or egress points in steel. This process is relatively simple and 
provides good accuracy and high spatial resolution (Perez & Ovejero-Garcia, 1982; 
Ichitani, Kanno & Kuramoto, 2003; Ichitani, Kuramoto & Kanno, 2003), providing details 
even of defect and trap distribution (Ohmisawa, Uchiyama & Nagumoa, 2003). HMT is not 
a standalone technique for evaluating HE but, similar to TDS and the permeation test, is 
used complementary to other methods.  
HMT studies have been carried out on different steels such as low carbon (Luppo & 
Ovejero-Garcia, 1991), hypo and hypereutectoid (Matsuda, Ichitani & Kanno, 2008), 
austenitic stainless (Luppo, Hazarabedian & Ovejero-Garcia, 1999), duplex stainless (Luu, 
Liu & Wu, 2002; Chasse & Singh, Jan 2011), microalloyed (Mohtadi-Bonab, Szpunar & 
Razavi-Tousi, Oct 2013) and high-strength steels (Nagao, Kuramoto, Ichitani & Kanno, 
2001; Nakatani, Fujihara, Sakihara & Minoshima, 2011; Ronevich, Speer, Krauss & 
Matlock, 2012). The HMT was also used to study the hydrogen distribution around stress 
fields, such as in notched and deformed steels (Nagao et al., 2001; Ichitani et al., 2003).  
In 1982, Perez and Ovejero-Garcia (Perez & Ovejero-Garcia, 1982) introduced the 
HMT, which is patterned after the silver decoration process. A thin layer of AgBr gel is 
applied on the surface of a hydrogen-charged metal.  Hydrogen diffuses out of the metal 
and reacts with the silver salt.  The silver ion is reduced to its metallic form and leaves a 
trail on the areas where hydrogen contact occurred. The silver particles are fixed at these 
locations and unreacted gel is removed. The sample is imaged with the SEM, and the 
areas where there is silver represent exit points of hydrogen.  
Over the years, several studies have contributed to improving the HMT. Ichitani et 
al. (Ichitani & Kanno, 2003)  developed  a high sensitivity HMT that offered better 
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resolution and higher hydrogen detection efficiency. This was done by adopting a new 
silver fixing scheme that included (i) etching the sample before emulsion coating, and (ii) 
exposing the emulsion to a high relative humidity environment.  Ronevich et al. (Ronevich 
et al., 2012) used the work of Ichitani et al.,  but they altered the way the sample was 
imaged after silver fixing. They developed the process called ‘image-before-etch’ where 
the sample was viewed twice at a fixed spot using the SEM. The first imaging was done 
right after silver fixing, and the other after removing the silver particles and etching the 
sample. This procedure gave better accuracy in identifying hydrogen egress locations 
especially in fine and multi-phase metallic microstructures such as those in AHSS. 
 
5.0 HE in conventional martensitic steels 
The term martensitic steel refers to a large range of steels; including not only those 
whose microstructure consist wholly of martensite, but also those whose strength is based 
on this microstructure (Garrison & Moody, 2012). These steels are first austenitized, 
quenched to form martensite, then heat treated to create different microstructures. Hence, 
commercial martensitic steels are rarely pure martensite, but typically have the tempered 
martensite microstructure. Some examples of martensitic steels include: (i) martensitic 
stainless steels (e.g. 403 or 410); (ii) high strength low alloy steels (e.g. 4340); (iii) high 
alloy, non stainless secondary hardening steels (e.g. AerMet 100); and (iv) maraging 
steels (e.g. C200 and T200).  
Good reviews on the HE of martensitic steels are available. These reviews have 
covered different aspects of HE including: (i) influence on mechanical properties (Louthan, 
1974; Hirth, 1980; Louthan, 2008), (ii) microstructural effects (Thompson & Bernstein, 
1981; Elboujdaini & Revie, 2009) (iii) influence of material on HE thresholds (Gangloff, 
1986) (Gerberich, 1974) (iv) crack growth and fracture mechanics (Gangloff, 
2003;Williams, Pao & Wei, 1979; Eliaz, Shachar, Tal & Eliezer, 2002; Lynch, 2012), and 
(v) HE mechanisms (Lynch, 2012) (Nagao, Smith, Dadfarnia, Sofronis & Robertson, 2012; 
Robertson et al., 2015). The current work now summarizes HE susceptibility studies on 
martensitic steels published in the last 5 years.  Also, since the strength of martensitic 
steels has a broad range, then this review reports on the steels with strength less than 
1500 MPa. 
Several reviews on the influence of hydrogen on the properties of martensitic steels 
were published during this period.  Garrison and Moody (2012) gave a comprehensive 
review on the HE of six types of high-strength martensitic steels. They focused on the 
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influence of hydrogen on the crack nucleation and growth for three different environments 
or conditions; i.e. (i) in the presence of hydrogen gas during testing, (ii) when hydrogen is 
introduced via charging and (iii) when hydrogen is introduced through corrosion in distilled 
and salt water. Liu and Atrens (2013) reviewed the HE of medium carbon steels, including 
the martensitic types. They discussed the influence of hydrogen on mechanical properties, 
fracture features, fatigue strength and fatigue cracking parameters. They also covered 
microstructural effects on HE susceptibility. Ramamurthy and Atrens (2013) reviewed the 
SCC of low-alloy high-strength steels. They focused primarily on reviewing the SCC crack 
growth kinetics, and discussed the influence of strain, strain rate, stress rate on SCC.  
Studies on the influence of different factors (e.g. strength, loading rates) on HE of 
martensitic steels were common. Ham, Jang, Lee, Kim, Rhee et al. (2013) evaluated the 
HE susceptibility of high strength steel bolts (1100-1300 MPa). They tested the bolts at 
different levels of stresses and strain rates to simulate service conditions. They found that 
HE susceptibility is proportional to the strength of the steel. Also, HE susceptibility was 
only evident at low strain rates (less than 8.3 × 10−4 /s) and at high stress ratios (0.87). 
Akiyama, Wang, Li, Zhang, Kimura et al. (2013) studied martensitic high strength steels 
(TS = 1100 to 1500 MPa) used for high-strength bolt applications and found that HE 
susceptibility increases with increasing mechanical strength. Wang Yan, Li, Huang, Qiao 
et al. (2013) observed  that HE susceptibility of TM210 maraging steels not only depends 
on strength but also on the reverted austenite content. Ramamurthy et al. (Ramamurthy et 
al., 2011) studied the effect of the applied stress rate on the SCC susceptibility of 
hydrogen-charged 4340 and 3.5NiCrMoV. Both the fracture and threshold stresses 
decreased with decreasing applied stress rate. Fracture morphologies were predominantly 
intergranular with quasi-cleavage features; though significant plasticity was also present at 
the higher applied stress rates. These results indicated that HE susceptibility of the two 
steels favoured low stress rates. Lai, Tsay, Chen (2013) noted the benefits of tempering in 
improving the HE resistance of the 410 martensitic stainless. Several studies investigated 
the effect of prestraining on the HE susceptibility of martensitic steels. Li, Zhang, Wang, Li, 
Zhang et al. (2015) examined the effect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of pre-
strained high strength martensitic steels (TS = 1300 MPa). The steels were subjected to 
different levels of prestraining (1% to 6%), and the UTS increased in proportion to the 
amount of prestraining. They observed that tensile strength decreased when the steels 
were charged with hydrogen. The steels subjected to greater than 3% prestrain showed 
the highest HE susceptibility; though, this was observed at high hydrogen fugacities only. 
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Prestraining caused a decrease in the hydrogen diffusion coefficient of the steel due to the 
attendant increase in dislocation density. Hydrogen trapping in the dislocations may have 
caused the high hydrogen sensitivity of the heavily prestrained steels. Doshida, Nakamura, 
Saito, Sawada & Takai (2013) examined the effect of cyclic prestressing on the HE 
susceptibility of a quenched and tempered martensitic steel (UTS = 1500 MPa). They 
found that in the presence of hydrogen the fracture strength and fracture strain decreased 
with increasing prestress cycles and decreasing strain rate.  The fracture mode also 
shifted from a ductile fracture to brittle, intergranular fracture.  This increase in HE 
susceptibility was caused by the increase in the volume of hydrogen-enhanced defects 
(e.g. vacancies and vacancy clusters). 
A number of studies focused on the effect of microstructure, specifically precipitates 
and fine grain structures, on the HE susceptibility of martensitic steels. Sun, Chen & Liu 
(2015) examined the influence of hydrogen on the ductility and fracture characteristics of 
low-carbon (0Cr16Ni5Mo) and medium-carbon (40CrNiMoA) quench and tempered (QT) 
high strength Cr-Ni-Mo steels. The 0Cr16Ni5Mo exhibited a significant decrease in ductility 
(measured via reduction in area) accompanied by brittle features in the fracture surface 
after hydrogen charging. In contrast, the tensile properties of 40CrNiMoA were not affected 
by hydrogen, and all corresponding fractures were ductile. The difference in HE 
susceptibility was attributed to the difference in the microstructure of the two steels; in 
particular, to the fine grain structure and the abundant irreversible traps present in 
40CrNiMoA. Liu, Wang & Liu (2014) studied the effect of Mo on the HE susceptibility of the 
martensitic 3NiCrMoV steels (UTS=1300 to 1500 MPa). Two steels with different amounts 
of Mo were tested. They noted that Mo increased the critical hydrogen concentration 
necessary for HE due to the occurrence of Mo2C carbides. Nagao et al. (2014) examined 
the effect of tempering on the HE susceptibility of tempered lath martensitic steels (UTS ~ 
1100 to 1300 MPa). They observed that the occurrence of nanosized (Ti,Mo)C precipitates 
(i) increased the critical hydrogen concentration for  HE, and (ii) causes a transition in the 
fracture features from a combination of intergranular and quasi-cleavage features to quasi-
cleavage and ductile microvoid coalescence features. They proposed that the role of the 
nano-precipitates is to trap and remove hydrogen away from dislocations where it could 
facilitate enhanced dislocation motion and plasticity-mediated failures. Kuduzović, Poletti, 
Sommitsch, Domankova, Mitsche et al. (2014)  also cited the benefits of carbide 
precipitates (e.g.  V4C3, TiC, etc.) on the delayed fracture susceptibility of the martensitic 
34CrNiMo6 (UTS = 1300 to 1500 MPa). Depover, Monbaliu, Wallaert & Verbeken (2015) 
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investigated the effect of Ti, Mo and Cr on the HE susceptibility of Fe-C-X (X= Ti, Mo and 
Cr) quench and tempered steels. They found that Mo and Cr carbides had a positive effect 
on HE resistance, Ti carbides showed the opposite effect. Tempering increased the HE 
susceptibility of the Ti-bearing steels. The high HE susceptibility of the Ti-bearing steels 
was attributed to the abundance of TiC precipitates that weakly trapped hydrogen in the 
lattice.  Moon, Choi, Han, Huh, Kim et al. (, (2016) studied the effect of precipitates on the 
hydrogen embrittlement of low-carbon quench and tempered API steel (UTS = 1200 MPa). 
At the end of tempering at 650°C, two types of prec ipitates were present:  M7C3 and M23C6 
where M is V, Nb or Ti. Tempering improved the HE resistance due to the presence of the 
tempered martensite microstructure. On the contrary, the appearance of coarse M7C3 and 
M23C6 precipitates increased the HE susceptibility of the steels. Sasaki, Koyama & 
Noguchi (2015) found that Mn segregation and MnS promote hydrogen-assisted cracking 
in medium-carbon quenched and tempered Cr-Mo martensitic steel (TS = 950 MPa) that 
are used for hydrogen storage. Failure was associated with the HELP and HEDE 
mechanism; with Mn specifically promoting hydrogen-enhanced decohesion during crack 
propagation. 
Several studies confirmed the adverse effect of non-metallic inclusions on HE 
resistance of martensitic steels. Liu et al. (2013; 2014) studied the hydrogen influence on 
the mechanical properties of four quench and tempered NiCrMo martensitic steels (600 to 
800 MPa) using the LIST. They found that the steels had good resistance to HE, although 
the presence of aluminium oxide inclusions increased HE susceptibility by serving as crack 
nucleation points. Todoshchenko, Yagodzinskyy, Saukkonen & Hänninen (2014) 
confirmed the crack-initiating role of inclusions in high-strength carbon steels (TS = 1200 
MPa). Huang, Liu, Liu, Zhang & Xi (2014) investigated the sulphide stress cracking 
resistance of a welded HSLA (600 MPa). This type of SCC failure is hydrogen-related. The 
presence of (i) an inhomogenous microstructure (martensite, bainite and ferrite) and (ii) 
inclusions in the heat-affected zone of the welded area contributed to the poor HE 
resistance of the steel. Hydrogen concentrations were high around the non-metallic 
inclusions, which signifies strong hydrogen trapping by these defects. Liu, Li, Li & Yang 
(2011) investigated the influence of inclusions in creating ‘fisheyes’, a typical fracture 
morphology associated with HE in high strength steels. They noted that the size of 
fisheyes increased with increasing inclusion size. Furthermore, the stress needed to create 
fisheyes decreased in the presence of hydrogen. Cracks were also heightened the HE 
susceptibility of martensitic steels. Solano-Alvarez, Song, Han, Suh & Bhadeshia (2015) 
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observed that tiny cracks reduced the (i) effective hydrogen diffusion and the (ii) amount of 
hydrogen released via desorption in martensitic bearing steels. 
Some studies looked at new ways to mitigate the effect of HE in martensitic steels. 
Nie, Kimura, Inoue, Yin, Akiyama et al. (2012) improved the HE resistance of a tempered 
martensitic steel (TS = 1500 MPa) via a tempforming process. The microstructure of the 
steel consisted of (i) ultrafine an elongated grain structure that had a strong rolling 
direction fiber texture, and (ii) finely dispersed cementite particles. Barnoush, Asgari, 
Johnsen & Hoel (2013) noted the ability of the nitride layer on low-alloy 2.25Cr-1Mo 
martensitic structural steel  to reduce HE susceptibility. Wang, Tasan, Koyama, Ponge & 
Raabe (2015) found that austenite nano-films present in between martensite laths had the 
potential to remedy HE in martensitic steels. Park, Nam, Kim & Kim (2013) used an 
electrotransport treatment to remove accumulated hydrogen in a ASME SA508 Gr.1A 
quench and tempered martensitic steel. The treatment involved the application of an 
electrostatic field to induce mass transportation of solute elements in the steel. The 
amount of extracted hydrogen increased with increasing applied currents. The treatment 
restored the original tensile properties and ductile fracture characteristics of the hydrogen-
charged steel. 
Several studies proposed new ways to study and evaluate HE in high strength 
steels. García, Rodríguez, Belzunce, Peñuelas & Arroyo et al. (2015) used a novel small 
punch test (SPT) to study HE in CrMoV steels. The SPT is quasi-non-destructive and 
involves only a small amount of test material. Calabrese, Bonaccorsi, Galeano, Proverbio, 
Pietro et al. (2015) proposed a non-invasive assessment tool to detect and assess 
damage associated with SCC. They used a combination electrochemical noise (EN) and 
acoustic emission (AE) techniques to study SCC of a 17-4PH martensitic stainless steel. 
The EN technique was successful in identifying electrochemical damage mechanisms (e.g. 
pitting, activation); whilst the AE technique was useful in identifying the evolution of 
mechanical damage (e.g. crack nucleation and growth). These combined techniques could 
be used for reliable detection and study of damage during SCC. Raykar, Raman, Maiti & 
Choudhary (2012) successfully used the circumferentially notched tensile (CNT) test 
technique to investigate the HE susceptibility of ASTM 4340 steel in 3.5% NaCl solution. 
The stress intensity factor at fracture decreased with increasing hydrogen pre-charging 
and decreasing loading rates. They found that the experimental threshold values for HE at 
the slow loading rates determined using the CNT were in good agreement with published 
data. Yonezu, Hara, Kondo, Hirakata & Minoshima (2012) used the Vickers test to 
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investigate the HE susceptibility of high-strength steel. Radial cracks initiated and 
propagated from the corners of the indentations in the hydrogen-charged specimens. They 
proposed that the length of these cracks may be used to evaluate HE susceptibility as they 
found good agreement between the computed value of the stress intensity factor at the 
indentation crack and the threshold stress intensity factor for crack propagation. Szost & 
Rivera-Díaz-del-Castillo (2013) studied the hydrogen sensitivity of HE susceptibility of 
martensitic 1C–1.5Cr steel using the Hydro-Hardness analysis. In this method, crack 
formation was induced via indentation of hydrogen-charged specimens, and gas bubble 
emission from the crack was subsequently filmed. They observed that the process of crack 
nucleation in the hydrogen-bearing samples occurred with an attendant release of 
hydrogen. They concluded that this observation supports the hydrogen-enhanced localized 
plasticity model as a primary HE mechanism in these steels. Smanio, Fregonese, Kittel, 
Cassagne, Ropital et al. (2011) used the acoustic emission (AE) technique to study SCC 
in high strength low alloy martensitic steels. The technique enabled quantitative 
information on SCC fracture mechanics (e.g. incubation-initiation time and crack 
propagation rate). 
HE susceptibility studies were also conducted to determine the applicability of some 
martensitic steels for certain applications. Matsunaga, Yoshikawa, Kondo, Yamabe & 
Matsuoka (2015) examined the HE susceptibility of a CrMo (JIS-SCM435) quench and 
tempered martensitic steel (UTS = 900 MPa), which are being considered in gaseous 
hydrogen storage. SSRT results indicated that, while mechanical strength of the 
martensitic steel was unaffected, ductility was significantly reduced by hydrogen. In 
contrast, fatigue tests did not indicate significant HE susceptibility in the steels. The results 
indicated the feasibility of using the steel in hydrogen applications. Similarly, Liu et al. 
(2014) used the LIST and found good HE resistance in CrMoV steels that were considered 
for gaseous hydrogen storage. Depover, Escobar, Wallaert, Zermout & Verbeken (2014) 
observed good HE resistance in high strength low alloy steel used for automotive 
applications. Kuduzovic et al. (2014) assessed the HE susceptibility of 34CrNiMo6 steel for 
possible applications in ultra-high-strength bolts and fasteners. They observed good HE 
resistance in the 34CrNiMo6 steel. They also noted the potential of using the martensitic 
steel in ultra-high-strength bolt and fastener applications, especially if microstructure 
optimisation was applied.  
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6.0 HE in MS-AHSS and Low-Carbon Martensite Sheet Steels  
Hydrogen embrittlement can cause subcritical crack growth at stresses a fraction of 
the tensile strength. Alternatively, HE can be manifest as a loss of ductility with no 
decrease of yield strength and no decrease in tensile strength. 
Martensitic AHSS are relatively new, having been of commercial importance only 
for the last 5 to 10 years. There are few published work on the HE of MS-AHSS. Other 
AHSS such as TRIP, TWIP, and DP have attracted more attention owing to either their 
high commercial acceptance, as in the case of DP steels, or novelty and potential, as in 
the TRIP and TWIP steels.  Thus, studies on MS-AHSS are typically combined with the 
results of tests done on other types of AHSS. The current section presents a review of HE 
studies on MS-AHSS. Studies on low-carbon martensite sheet steels are included as 
these were the precursor of the MS-AHSS, and the press hardened steels with focus on 
the 22MnB5.   
In 1976, Payer, Preban & H.P.Leckie (1976) published maybe the first study on the 
HE of low-carbon (i.e. 0.15%wt C) martensitic steels. They investigated different grades of 
low-carbon martensitic steels, cold-rolled AISI 1055, and quench and tempered AISI 1074 
steels. Notched samples were charged cathodically in a sodium sulphate solution, and 
were subjected to a static load test. HE susceptibility was measured using i) the time to 
failure at different stresses, expressed as a percentage of the UTS, and the ii) threshold 
stress. Their observations included: i) as the ultimate tensile strength of the steel 
increased, the threshold stress and time-to failure decreased, and HE susceptibility 
increased, ii) there exists a threshold stress below which HE did not occur, iii) cold-rolled 
martensitic steels had HE susceptibility higher than the hot-rolled counterpart, which 
indicated the influence of residual stress on HE, iv) zinc coating increased HE 
susceptibility, and v) tempering decreased HE susceptibility. The hydrogen mobility was 
highest and HE susceptibility was lowest in the low-carbon martensitic steel. For a short 
charging time, HE susceptibility was related to low hydrogen mobility attributed to 
hydrogen accumulation at the surface, where it did the most damage, instead of diffusing 
rapidly into the steel. 
Conder, Felton, Burke & Dent (2010) studied HE of low-carbon martensitic steels 
using slow strain rate tests (SSRT) and the constant load tests. The smooth samples were 
cathodically precharged at various potentials (from -700 mV to -1300 mVSCE) in NaCl 
solution containing a hydrogen recombinant poison. The amount of hydrogen in the 
samples was measured using the hot extraction method. They found that significant 
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hydrogen uptake (~2 ppm) only occurred at -1300 mVSCE. They observed minimal 
embrittlement behaviour as manifested in the reduction of the elongation to failure and in 
the appearance of brittle features after SSR testing of the hydrogen-charged samples. 
However, this embrittlement was only apparent after the onset of considerable plastic 
deformation. In the constant load test, there was no failure even at an applied stress 
equivalent to 90% of the tensile strength. They concluded, contrary to Payer et al., the 
absence of significant HE susceptibility in the low-carbon martensitic steel for cathodic 
polarizations in the presence of a hydrogen poison. It is possible that the difference 
between the results of Payer et al. and Conder et al. was due to the difference in the 
properties of the steel tested, and the presence of a notch in the specimens.  
Lee, Ronevich, Krauss & Matlock (2010) studied the hydrogen embrittlement of 
hardened low-carbon steel using tensile tests of smooth, hydrogen charged specimens,. 
The steel tested was the 10B22 (22MnB5) press-hardened sheet steel. Tensile specimens 
were cathodically charged in 1 N H2SO4 containing 1mg/L As2O3 to inject a constant 
hydrogen concentration (1.7 ppm). HE susceptibility was evaluated from the tensile 
properties and the fracture features. The steel as-quenched was the most sensitive to 
hydrogen, and tempering decreased this sensitivity, attributed to a reduction in the 
dislocation density and an increase in cementite particle density. Furthermore, boron had 
no significant influence in improving the HE resistance. 
Ronevich, Speer & Matlock (2010) reported on the HE susceptibility of martensitic 
M220 AHSS and other commercial AHSS. The study used the tensile test of cathodically-
charged specimens. HE was assessed based on tensile properties, such as yield, UTS 
and ductility, and fracture behaviour. There was a significant decrease in the fracture 
strength and tensile ductility of MS-AHSS at hydrogen levels of 1.8 ppm.  There was also a 
shift from ductile to brittle, transgranular cleavage fracture with increasing amounts of 
hydrogen in the MS-AHSS. They concluded that the martensite phase was especially 
sensitive to hydrogen and susceptible to hydrogen-induced failure. 
Loidl, Kolk, Veith & Gobel (2011) studied the HE of five AHSS, including a MS-
AHSS with a tensile strength of 1200 MPa. They used SSRT of smooth specimens, 
undergoing hydrogen charging in gaseous hydrogen at a pressure of 100 bar at room 
temperature. The amount of hydrogen was measured using thermal desorption 
spectroscopy (TDS). The HE susceptibility was evaluated using a hydrogen embrittlement 
index that was calculated from the breaking strains of the charged and uncharged 
specimens. The MS-AHSS experienced a significant reduction in ductility and enhanced 
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brittle fracture, even though the amounts of diffusible hydrogen (0.14 ppm) and trapped 
metallurgical hydrogen (0.48 ppm) were considered to be relatively small. The MS-AHSS 
had the highest tensile strength, and third highest HE susceptibility, after the TRIP and DP 
steels. They attributed the higher HE susceptibility of the multi-phase steels to phase 
transformation and phase interactions. 
Lovicu, Bottazzi, D’Aiuto, Sanctis, Dimatteo et al. (2012) studied the HE 
susceptibility of several AHSS, including two martensitic AHSS with different strength 
levels, and a press-hardened or hot-stamped steel. They used the SSRT on notched 
samples that were electrochemically charged with hydrogen. The fracture stress was used 
as an indication of HE susceptibility, on the grounds that the presence of the notch could 
obscure the use of ductility as an assessment criterion. The hydrogen content was also 
measured using the barnacle electrode method based on ASTM F113 standard. HE 
susceptibility was dependent on the mechanical strength and microstructure.  The 
martensitic steels were more susceptible to HE, especially those with higher strengths 
such as the hot-stamped steels. The critical hydrogen concentration for the MS-AHSS 
ranged from 1 to 4 wppm. The presence of volume defects (e.g. inclusions) was also 
deleterious and lead to greater hydrogen sensitivity. 
Rehrl, Mraczek, Pichler & Werner (2012) reported on the effect of Ti(C,N)  on the 
HE susceptibility of several AHSS, including a tempered martensitic grade AHSS with a 
nominal  strength of 1400 MPa. The constant load test was used on smooth samples that 
were hydrogen-charged in 1 N H2SO4 with 10 mg/L thiourea. They concluded that Ti(C,N) 
particles had no pronounced positive effect on the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS, even 
though hydrogen diffusion was slowed by the presence of these precipitates. 
Nagao, Hayashi, Oi & Mitao (2012) studied the effect of cementite particles on the 
HE susceptibility in 1000-1300 MPa class, low-carbon martensitic steels. Smooth samples 
were cathodically charged in a 3% NaCl with 0.3 g/L NH4SCN solution, and were 
subjected to SSRT and the constant load tests. The fine, uniformly distributed cementite 
improved HE resistance in the steels when subjected to dynamic loading via the SSRT. 
However, cementite had no effect for the constant load tests. The difference was attributed 
to the continuously increasing strain during the SSRT created enough strains in the 
precipitate-matrix interface that shifted the hydrogen trapping energy state in the interface 
from low to high.  
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Momotani, Shibata, Terada & Tsuji (2013) studied the effect of strain rate on the HE 
of low carbon (0.2%C) martensitic steel. They used smooth samples and applied strain 
rates from 8.3 x 10-6 s-1 to 8.3 x 10-1 s-1. The tensile strengths were largely unaffected by 
strain rate. However, the total elongation of the steel decreased significantly after 
hydrogen charging, and the fraction of the fracture area exhibiting brittle features, such as 
intergranular fracture and flat planes with striations, increased with decreasing strain rate.  
At the slowest strain rate, all microcracks originated exclusively from prior austenite grain 
boundaries. Shibata, Takahashi & Tsuji (2012) had similar results in their study of 
hydrogen-related crack propagation in low carbon martensitic steels. They concluded that 
the primary mechanism of hydrogen-induced fracture in martensitic sheet steels involved 
micro-crack nucleation around prior austenite grain boundaries and subsequent crack 
propagation occurs along block and lath boundaries. They proposed hydrogen-enhanced 
plasticity as the main mechanism for hydrogen- related fractures in these steels.  
Rehrl, Mraczek, Pichler & Werner (2014) also studied the effect of strain rate on the 
HE susceptibility of four types of AHSS, including a tempered martensitic type AHSS. They 
used two strain rates: a high rate equal to 20 s−1, and a low rate equal to 10−5 s−1. There 
was no sign of hydrogen sensitivity in any of the steels at the high strain rate. However, 
there was significant HE susceptibility at the low strain rate, with the martensitic steel 
showing the highest susceptibility. There were areas of quasi-cleavage fracture mixed with 
ductile regions in the hydrogen-influenced specimens, attributed to a combination of the 
HEDE and HELP mechanisms.  
Mohrbacher (2014) reviewed the metallurgical techniques that may be used to 
study MS-AHSS for automotive applications. He noted several processes that may 
improve the hydrogen resistance of MS-AHSS. These include i) grain refinement of the 
prior austenite grain (PAG) structure, (ii) decrease of impurities and inclusions to a 
minimum, (iii) the addition of niobium (Nb) to form fine carbides as strong hydrogen traps, 
and (iv) alloying with molybdenum to neutralize the negative effects of impurities along 
grain boundaries. Zhang, Huang, Sun, Liao, Lu et al. (2015) confirmed that alloying with 
Nb improved the HE resistance of 22MnB5 steels, and attributed the improvement to (i) 
effective trapping by NbC, as evidenced by the decrease in the diffusion coefficient, and 
(ii) a decrease in grain size by the Nb(C,N), which increased the grain boundary area and 
redistributed the H more uniformly. 
Matsuno, Sekito, Sakurada, Suzuki, Kawasaki et al. (2014) investigated the HE 
behaviour of hot-sheared and quenched 22MnB5 steels. The steels were initially 
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austenitized, sheared at high temperature, and quenched into water. The specimens were 
then cathodically hydrogen-charged in an electrolyte for 48 hours. Despite the presence of 
over 1 GPa residual stress and about 1.5 ppm H, the quenched 22MnB5 showed high HE 
resistance.  This was attributed to the presence of fine ferrite and bainite phases in the 
vicinity of the sheared surface. The large strains in the austenite caused a delay in 
martensite transformation, enabling the formation of these ductile phases that lessened 
the hydrogen sensitivity.  
Zhou, Wang & Li (2014) compared the susceptibility to hydrogen delayed failures of  
three types of AHSS; namely martensitic, dual-phase (DP) and quench and partition (QP) 
steels. The three steels possessed similar tensile strength equal to 980 MPa. HE 
susceptibility was assessed using three techniques: i) U-bend test, ii) SSRT and iii) 
constant load test. For the U-bend test, the specimens were immersed in 0.1 M HCl for 
300 hour. For the SSRT and constant load tests, hydrogen-charging was carried in 0.5 M 
H2SO4 + 0.22 g/L CN2H4S. There were no hydrogen related fractures in the three steels 
subjected to the U-bend test even after 300 hours of exposure attributed to the low amount 
of hydrogen produced during the immersion. In contrast, both the SSRT and the constant 
load test indicated that HE susceptibility was highest in the MS-AHSS. The fracture 
surface of the MS-AHSS consisted primarily of brittle quasi-cleavage fracture features.  
Moli-Sanchez, Zermout, Duprez & Malet (2014) studied HE in two families of 
martensitic AHSS, both with tensile strength exceeding 1000 MPa. Tempering was applied 
on these two steels and produced two more sets of steels with different strength. Constant 
load and step loading tests were used to assess HE susceptibility of notched hydrogen-
charged specimens. HE susceptibility increased with the strength of the MS-AHSS, and 
tempering improved the HE resistance. 
In summary, these studies indicated HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS. The HE 
susceptibility of MS-AHSS was strongly influenced by the following factors: (i) tensile 
strength, (ii) strain rate, (iii) degree of hydrogen charging, (iv) tempering, (v) 
microstructure, (vi) residual stress, (vii) fabrication route,  (viii) inclusions, (ix) metallic 
coatings, and (x)  specific secondary phases or precipitates. Some rules applicable to 
conventional steels may not apply to MS-AHSS. For example, while carbides, in general, 
can improve the HE susceptibility of conventional steels, it appears that only certain types 
of precipitates work on MS-AHSS. This shows that HE is complex, even for cases where 
only a single phase such as martensite is present in the steel.  Thus, further studies are 
warranted to help reveal more about the nuances of HE in MS-AHSS. 
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The concentration of hydrogen present in the tested steels varied from 0.5 to 4 
ppm. Only Lovicu et al. (2012) attempted to measure the critical hydrogen concentration, 
Hcr, at which the steel exhibited significant HE susceptibility. The Hcr for the MS-AHSS with 
ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 1400 MPa was measured to be 1.0 ppm. The Hcr 
increased to 3.8 ppm for the MS-AHSS with UTS of 1200 MPa, indicating a lower 
sensitivity to hydrogen. Surprisingly, the hot stamping steel with UTS of 1500 MPa showed 
similar Hcr equal to 4.0 ppm, but displayed the highest HE susceptibility. This means that 
Hcr needs to be used with caution.  
The most commonly employed test to assess HE susceptibility is the SSRT, 
followed by the constant stress/load test and the tensile test. These tests are standardized 
and have gained wide acceptance. The specimens tested were either smooth or notched. 
A smooth specimen is a logical sample since many components spend much if not all of 
their serviceable life free of defects. On the other hand, a notched specimen may more 
accurately reflect the sensitivity to the presence of both a defect and hydrogen. Moreover, 
a notched test often ensured specimen failure since the presence of a hydrostatic stress at 
the notch increases the embrittling effect of hydrogen. However, some discrepancy in 
findings may occur when comparing the HE behaviour of notched and un-notched steels, 
such as those cited by Condor et al. (2010). Hydrogen charging of steels was achieved via 
two methods: i) in aqueous solutions with the application of a cathodic potential, and ii) by 
exposure to high pressures of gaseous hydrogen. Only the study by Loidl et al. (2011) 
used in situ gaseous hydrogen charging. Clearly, an advantage of using aqueous solutions 
is their simplicity, since using gaseous hydrogen requires a special sealed chamber and 
poses some risks during operation.    
The effect of hydrogen on MS-AHSS was manifest in the reduction of the tensile 
strength and/or ductility, and these parameters were used to quantify HE susceptibility. 
Some studies indicated that UTS was unaffected, invariably ductility and fracture features 
were influenced by hydrogen. This indicated that these two parameters were more 
sensitive in detecting the impact of hydrogen on martensitic steels. For notch samples, 
monitoring changes in ductility for HE assessment may not be applicable since the 
presence of the notch limits the amount of ductility. For notch specimens, it was proposed 
that considering strength parameters and investigating fracture features were the more 
appropriate approach (Lovicu et al., 2012). 
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Fig. 7. SEM images of a) transgranular-intergranular fracture, b) MVC dimples and c) 
fisheyes. Reproduced from Venezuela, Liu, Zhang, Zhou & Atrens (2015). 
 
Two common observations in the studies that examined the fracture surfaces were: 
(i) the shift from ductile microvoid fracture features in the uncharged specimens to brittle 
fracture features in the hydrogen-charged samples, and ii) an increase in the areas 
possessing brittle fractures coincident with a more brittle behaviour. The brittle fracture 
features included i) transgranular, ii) intergranular, and iii) quasicleavage fractures. 
Transgranular fracture occurred at the lath and packet boundaries, while intergranular 
fracture occurred through the PAG. Microvoid coalescence (MVC) dimples also occurred 
in hydrogen-affected samples, and these were often small and shallow indicating relatively 
poor ductility. Fig. 7a and 7b gives typical examples of a mixed transgranular-intergranular 
fracture and MVC dimples in a hydrogen-influenced steel. Furthermore, there were 
fisheyes in studies by Lee et al. (2010).  A fisheye is a circular brittle region that initiates 
from a defect such as void or inclusion, and this fracture phenomenon is often associated 
with HE. An image of a fisheye is shown in Fig 7c. Finally, with insight from fracture 
analysis, most of the studies agreed on the hydrogen-enhanced local plasticity as the 
predominant mechanism to explain hydrogen-influenced brittle fractures in MS-AHSS.    
6.0 Concluding Remarks: Future Research  
The following are some of the (i) unresolved issues with the HE of MS-AHSS and (ii) 
suggested future researches in this field: 
1. The relationship of hydrogen concentration and the hydrogen charging conditions 
with HE in MS-AHSS is still unclear. The critical hydrogen concentration sets the 
allowable level of hydrogen to prevent HE. This parameter is influenced by several 
factors such as mechanical strength, residual stress and processing, and this 
complicates attempts at measuring the value.  Hydrogen charging is done either in 
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electrolytic or in gaseous conditions. It may be worthwhile to correlate the 
electrolytic charging potentials with the equivalent hydrogen fugacity and establish a 
relationship between these two hydrogen-charging practices.  
2. The actual hydrogen uptake of MS-AHSS car components during service is also 
important to measure. An accurate measurement of the hydrogen uptake would 
help assess the chance of HE occurrences, especially if the critical hydrogen 
concentration is known. Some efforts to conduct this type of measurement are 
underway. For example, Ootsuka, Fujita, Tada, Nishikata & Tsuru (2015) used the 
electrochemical permeation test to do in situ measurements of the hydrogen uptake 
of a steel plate connected to the underside of a car.  Future studies may test MS-
AHSS components and could examine using more accurate techniques to do in-situ 
hydrogen measurements. 
3. In some steels, HE failure is preceded by crack nucleation and sub-critical crack 
growth. In other HE cases the mechanical strength is stable and ductility is 
significantly affected. It is important to understand what conditions or factors (e.g. 
strength of steel, hydrogen concentration, charging condition, loading condition, 
etc.) can lead to the specific HE response in MS-AHSS. 
4. Most HE studies on MS-AHSS are conducted under controlled laboratory 
conditions. The question of how these results reflect the actual performance of the 
steel in service needs to be examined. Furthermore, most studies use a hydrogen 
embrittlement index, either based on strength or ductility parameters, to quantify HE 
susceptibility. However, there is no standard that establishes the acceptable value 
of an HE index to guarantee the ‘safe’ application of the steel with respect to HE. 
5. One study lacking is an investigation on the effect of controlling applied stress rates 
on the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS. The typical approach has been to use a 
constant stress, as in the constant load test, or to control the applied strain rate, as 
in the tensile test and the SSRT. However, steels are often subjected to constant or 
varying loads when in service, therefore in a condition which is load-controlled 
(Atrens et al., 1993). A stress-controlled test, such as the LIST, may be more 
suitable in predicting the behaviour of the steel under such conditions.  
6. A comprehensive study of the trapping mechanisms in MS-AHSS is worthwhile. 
This is relevant to understand the complex interactions between MS-AHSS and 
hydrogen, and could help in designing preventive measures against hydrogen-
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induced failures. A series of tests may be done including: (i) assessing hydrogen 
permeability and diffusivity using the permeation test, (ii) investigating hydrogen 
trapping profiles with TDS, and (iii) combining these with a test that shows spatial 
relationship of structural traps such as the hydrogen microprint technique. 
Microstructural analysis with TEM could also reveal the contribution of prior 
austenite grain and lath boundaries, nano-precipitates, and retained austenite to the 
overall trapping mechanisms. 
7. Computer-aided modelling has considerably progressed in the last few years. This 
field may be tapped to solve hydrogen-related problems in MS-AHSS, or even 
design strong yet hydrogen-resistant AHSS. An advantage in computer modelling is 
that one can have an idea of possible results without the need to perform 
exhaustive and expensive experiments. A recent trend is to use ab initio computer 
modelling to predict the interaction of hydrogen with solid solution elements, grain 
sizes, or second phase precipitates. These interactions determine if a specific 
microstructure can be beneficial to the steel with regard to HE.  
8. The automotive industry lacks a simple, quick yet conclusive test that assesses HE-
related problems in AHSS. This test would help manufacturers make timely and 
informed decisions regarding product issues. Recently, Horvath & Oxley (2015) 
proposed  a modified U-bend immersion test to rank the HE susceptibilities of 
AHSS used for automotive applications . However, they conclude that more work is 
required to improve the accuracy and applicability of the test. 
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Chapter 3 The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture 
characteristics of MS-AHSS 
 
The fundamental effect of hydrogen embrittlement (HE) on steels is found in the 
degradation of mechanical properties. It is therefore reasonable that the starting point of 
this study is to investigate the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical properties and 
fracture characteristics of MS-AHSS.    
Hydrogen can affect mechanical properties in two ways: (i) causes a reduction of 
the yield and tensile strength, with subcritical crack growth, and a loss of ductility; or (ii) 
causes some loss of ductility without an appreciable reduction in yield and tensile strength, 
and with no sub-critical crack growth.  A quantitative measure of hydrogen embrittlement 
may then be obtained by measuring the difference between the properties of the 
hydrogen-charged and uncharged specimens. Knowledge of hydrogen influence on 
fracture characteristics is similarly important as this can reveal critical features that serve 
as crack initiation points in the hydrogen-influenced steel.  
This chapter is based on the paper entitled, “The influence of hydrogen on the 
mechanical and fracture properties of some martensitic advanced high strength steels 
studied using the linearly increasing stress test”, published in Corrosion Science vol 99 
(2015) pp 98-117  
Hydrogen charging was done via electrochemical cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH 
at different applied cathodic potentials to simulate varying hydrogen fugacities. A pre-
charging of 24 hours was necessary to ensure complete hydrogen saturation of the steels, 
and all the mechanical tests were conducted simultaneous with hydrogen charging.  
The main instrument used to assess HE susceptibility in the MS-AHSS was the 
linearly increasing stress test (LIST). This test is similar to the more popular slow strain 
rate test (SSRT), except that the LIST is a stress-controlled test whilst the SSRT is a 
strain-controlled one.  The influence of several parameters of HE susceptibility was 
studied, including (i) mechanical strength, (ii) charging potential and (iii) stress rate. 
Microstructural analysis on the steels was also conducted using the light 
microscope and the SEM. The fracture characteristics were analysed using the SEM. 
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ABSTRACT 
The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture properties of four martensitic 
advanced high strength steels was studied using the linearly increasing stress test and 
electrochemical hydrogen charging. The hydrogen influence increased with steel strength, 
decreasing charging potential, and decreasing applied stress rate. Increased hydrogen 
influence was manifest in (i) the decreased yield stress attributed to solid solution 
softening by hydrogen and (ii) the reduced macroscopic ductility, and by the change from 
ductile cup-and-cone fracture to macroscopically brittle shear fracture, attributed to a 
dynamic interaction of hydrogen with the dislocation substructure somewhat similar to the 
HELP mechanism. 
 
Keywords: A. steel; B. SEM; C. hydrogen embrittlement 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Advanced high strength steels (AHSS) are new steels created for the automotive 
industry [1-4] to decrease vehicle weight, and an improve vehicle crash resistance [4]. 
AHSS differ from conventional auto steels in that they have higher strength, typically 
greater than 600 MPa, and often between 800 to 1200 MPa [5]. This higher strength is 
achieved by relatively complex metallurgy. Research on AHSS began in the early 1980s, 
and led to the creation of the first-generation AHSS [6, 7]. These AHSS were ferrite-based, 
and examples include dual-phase (DP), martensitic (MS), complex phase (CP) and 
transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) steels [8]. Subsequent research is developing the 
third-generation AHSS [8-10]. 
The martensitic AHSS (MS-AHSS) are the strongest, but exhibiting the lowest 
ductility [11]. Strength and hardness increase with increasing carbon content, whereas the 
ductility and toughness decrease with increasing carbon content. The lack of ductility also 
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limits formability of these steels, which is important, because auto bodies are mechanically 
shaped from sheet steel. Nevertheless, MS-AHSS are important because they have the 
highest strength-to-price ratio among AHSS [8]. MS-AHSS find applications in the parts of 
the vehicle which require good crash resistance, such as bumper beams and 
reinforcements, door intrusion beams and reinforcements, windscreen upright 
reinforcements, and B-pillar reinforcements [1, 12-14]. 
Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) has long been the bane of high-strength steels [15-
17]. HE is a failure mode caused by the presence of a relatively small amount of hydrogen. 
HE may trigger catastrophic failures at relatively-small applied loads, or may cause 
degradation of ductility and toughness. Recent studies have revealed some HE 
susceptibility for some AHSS [18-22]. However, past attempts to predict HE resistance 
based on the microstructure, composition and processing, have not been successful. 
Hence, a much deeper understanding of how hydrogen interacts with steel is essential to 
reduce or eliminate HE in AHSS.  
Several mechanisms have been proposed for HE. For non-hydride forming metals 
such as steel, the following three mechanisms are the most likely: (i) hydrogen-enhanced 
decohesion (HEDE), (ii) hydrogen-enhanced local plasticity (HELP), and (iii) adsorption-
induced dislocation emission (AIDE) [16]. The HEDE mechanism proposes that hydrogen 
causes a reduction in the cohesive bond strength between metal atoms, leading to 
weakness under tensile load, and causing brittle crack propagation [23, 24]. The HELP 
mechanism proposes that the presence of hydrogen increases dislocation mobility, 
causing highly localized plastic deformation [25]. Since the plastic deformation is 
concentrated in a small volume, the total macroscopic ductility is low. The HELP 
mechanism has considerable support [15, 26, 27], even though, at first blush, the terms 
enhanced plasticity and embrittlement appear contradictory. The AIDE mechanism is 
similar to the HELP mechanism, in that AIDE also involves localized plasticity. The key 
difference is that AIDE proposes that the localised plasticity occurs close to the surface. 
The AIDE mechanism proposes that hydrogen is adsorbed at the surface, at regions of 
stress concentrations like crack tips [28], and that the hydrogen triggers the release of 
dislocations from the advancing crack tip, causing crack growth, and intense deformation 
in the crack vicinity.  
The linearly increasing stress test (LIST), was developed by Atrens et al. [29] for the 
study of HE and stress corrosion cracking (SCC). The LIST subjects a smooth specimen 
to a linearly increasing load until the specimen fractures [30]. The specimen may be tested 
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in air, or when exposed to an embrittling environment. The LIST is load controlled, 
whereas the related constant extension rate test (CERT) is strain controlled. Both tests are 
identical until yielding, or the initiation of sub-critical cracking. Thereafter, the LIST is 
concluded more rapidly, whereas a considerable length of time is taken in a CERT, whilst 
cracks open up relieving the applied strain, and the specimen extends. Winzer et al. [31] 
showed that both tests can provide similar information, if instrumented, to evaluate the 
threshold stress for crack initiation by HE or SCC, although CERTs are rarely so 
instrumented. The LIST has been successfully applied to different types of steels, such as 
plain carbon [32, 33], alloy [33, 34], micro-alloyed [33, 35], high strength [33, 36], and 
medium strength steels [37, 38]. To the knowledge of the authors, there has been no 
investigation of the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of MS-AHSS using 
the LIST. 
In summary, LIST has the following advantages. The LIST allows measurement of 
the yield stress and the threshold stress for crack initiation by hydrogen or by stress 
corrosion cracking. This quantity is potentially a design allowable, which could be used in 
the assessment of structural integrity of a component in service. This also allows 
quantification of the degree of hydrogen influence in terms of the reduction of the threshold 
stress, as well as in terms of the decrease in ductility. Furthermore, the LIST is 
considerably quicker than a CERT at the same applied stress rate. 
The aims of the present work were: (i) to investigate the influence of hydrogen on 
the mechanical properties (particularly the threshold stress for crack initiation and the 
ductility) and fracture processes of four commercial martensitic AHSS, (ii) identify the 
mechanisms of HE involved in each fracture process, and (iii) determine the environmental 
limits of the usability of these steels.  
 
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Steels 
The four martensitic AHSS were commercially produced, in the form of rolled-sheet. 
The four steel grades were given the following designations: MS980, MS1180, MS1300, 
and MS1500. The mean sheet thicknesses were 1.2 mm for MS1300 and MS1500, 1.5 
mm for MS980, and 1.8 mm for MS1180. Table 1 presents the chemical and mechanical 
properties of the steels, as provided by the steel producer. From MS980 to MS1500, the 
yield and tensile strengths increased, the ductility decreased, there was a slight increase in
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Table 1. Chemical composition (in wt %) and mechanical properties of the MS-AHSS.  
Steel 
designation 
C Si Mn Al Nb Ti Cr Yield 
stress, 
MPa 
Tensile 
stress, 
MPa 
Elongation 
at fracture, 
ef, % 
MS980 0.117 0.38 1.639 0.034 0.014 0.038 0.014 883 1070 5 
MS1180 0.159 0.399 1.625 0.027 0.013 0.026 0.020 1176 1355 3 
MS1300 0.156 0.402 1.654 0.038 0.014 0.028 0.014 1185 1380 2.5 
MS1500 0.192 0.385 1.495 0.034 0.014 0.028 0.024 1361 1667 2.9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2. Results of stereological analysis of MS-AHSS. 
Steel Designation Ferrite Martensite 
Relative amount, % Grain size, µm Relative amount, % Grain size, µm 
MS980 30% 5-10 70% 5-20 
MS1180 16% < 5 84% 5-15 
MS1300 10% 5-8 90% 10-20 
MS1500 8% < 3 92% 5-10 
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the carbon content, and the concentration of the other alloying elements was essentially 
constant. 
 
2.2. Microstructure analysis  
Representative samples were metallurgically mounted using a conductive polymer 
resin; ground using a series of emery or silicon carbide (SiC) papers starting from 300 grit, 
followed with 600 grit, and finishing with 1200 grit paper; rough polished using 3 and 1 µm 
diamond; final polished using colloidal silica; etched with 2% nital, and viewed with a light 
microscope (LM), and with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The microstructure of 
each steel consisted mainly of ferrite and martensite. The relative amounts of each phase 
were evaluated using point analysis as described in ASTM E562 [39]. The grain size was 
estimated using the microscope calibration bar. 
 
2.3. Linearly Increasing Stress Tests (LISTs) 
Fig. 1 presents a typical LIST specimen. The specimen thickness corresponded to 
the steel sheet thickness. These specimens were machined from the steel sheet, and 
polished with 1200 grit SiC paper. The long direction of the specimen coincided with the 
rolling direction of the steel sheet. 
Fig. 2 presents a schematic of the LIST apparatus [29].  The loading train for the 
specimen was on the left hand side of the lever beam. This allowed the specimen to be 
exposed to the environment. A 14 kg weight, on the other side, was moved, starting at the 
equilibrium position, along the lever beam by a synchronous motor, and resulted in the 
application of a linearly increasing (engineering) stress to the specimen. The applied 
(engineering) stress on the specimen was given by [29]: 
 = 	
                                                                                                            (1) 
where d (m) was the position of the movable weight from the zero load condition, and A 
was the specimen cross-section area (mm2) of the gauge section. The numerical factor in 
Eq (1) depended on the mechanical advantage, the mass of the movable weight (14 kg) 
and g, the acceleration due to gravity. The applied stress rate could be specified by the 
choice of the synchronous motor driving the weight from the equilibrium position. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a LIST specimen. Dimensions are  in mm. The 6 mm hole is 
where the pin is inserted to connect the specimen to the LIST loading train. The 
smaller hole is where the electrical wire is connected for the potential drop 
measurements. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Schematic of the Linear Increasing Stress Test (LIST) Apparatus. (Adopted 
from Atrens et al [23].) 
 
LISTs were carried out in laboratory air, and with electrochemical catholic charging 
at -1.200, -1.500 and -1.800 VAg/AgCl in a 0.1 M Noah (pH 12.6) solution. Increasingly 
negative potentials represent increasing hydrogen fugacity. The electrochemical charging 
was carried out using a typical three-electrode cell as shown schematically in Fig. 3. The 
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LIST sample was the working electrode, the counter electrode was a platinum mesh, and 
the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl saturated with KCl. The applied cathodic potential 
was controlled using a Bank Electronik MP81 potentiostat. The solution was prepared 
using analytic grade reagent and distilled water.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Schematic of the electrolytic hydrogen charging cell used with the LIST Apparatus. 
 
Before each LIST, to ensure an equilibrium and constant hydrogen content 
throughout the specimen, the specimen was hydrogen pre-charged at the charging 
potential in the 0.1 M NaOH solution for 24 h, with a static stress of 20% of the yield 
strength applied to the specimen.  
The applied stress rates on the samples varied according to the speed of the 
synchronous motor. Three motors were used with speeds of 3, 30 and 300 revolutions per 
hour (rph). The 300-rph motor produced the fastest applied stress rate, the 30-rph motor 
produced the intermediate rate, and 3-rph motor produced the slowest rate. The applied 
stress rates depended also on the specimen dimensions. The 300-rph motor produced 
applied stress rates of 0.54, 0.64, and 0.8 MPa s-1, the 30 rph motor produced applied 
stress rates of 0.054, 0.064, and 0.08 MPa s-1, and the 3 rph motor produced applied 
stress rates of 0.0054, 0.0064, and 0.008 MPa s-1. An applied stress rate of 0.8 MPa s-1 
corresponds to a strain rate of 3.9 x 10-6 s-1 in the initial elastic part of the Linearly 
Increasing Stress Test (LIST), whereas an applied stress rate of 0.0054 MPa s-1 
corresponds to a strain rate of 2.6 x 10-8 s-1 in the initial elastic part of the LIST. 
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The specimen designation indicated the type of steel, the environment, and the 
speed of the synchronous motor, which provided an indication of the applied stress rate. 
Thus, the sample designation ‘MS980-A-300’ indicated MS980 steel, tested in air, using 
the 300-rph-synchronous motor. The mechanical properties related to the specimens 
designated as ‘XXXX-A-S’ in Table 3 were measured using an universal tensile testing 
machine by the steel supplier at a strain rate faster than that of the applied stress rate 
corresponding to the fastest synchronous motor (i.e. 300 rph) used in the LISTs. 
The LISTs were used to evaluate the apparent threshold stress for the initiation of 
subcritical crack growth in the hydrogen-charged samples, σTH, or the yield stress for the 
uncharged sample, σy, the fracture stress, σf, and the reduction in area, RA. A direct 
current potential drop (DCPD) technique was used to evaluate σTH and σy, as described by 
Atrens et al. [29]. A 3-ampere stabilized direct current was applied to the specimen, and 
the potential drop across the specimen gauge length was measured. This is equivalent to 
measuring the change in resistance, given by: 
∆ = ∆                                                                                                                (2) 
where ∆A was the change in cross-sectional area, ρ was the resistivity, L was the apparent 
gauge length of the specimen. As the stress increased, the potential drop initially 
increased slowly because of the decrease in specimen area, and the increase in specimen 
length. At the onset of subcritical crack growth, there was a greater rate of decrease in 
specimen cross-section, and the potential drop increased more quickly. A plot of potential 
drop vs the applied stress thus increased relatively slowly until the start of sub-critical 
crack growth, whereupon the slope increased significantly. The same type of change in 
specimen resistance also occurred during plastic yielding of the sample. Thus, the stress 
at this change in slope corresponded to either σTH or σy. Fractography was required to 
identify the quantity as corresponding to a yield stress or a threshold stress for sub-critical 
crack initiation. The precision for the evaluation of σTH or σy was ± 5 MPa, whilst the 
precision for σF was ± 2 MPa. 
The degree of hydrogen influence was quantified using (i) the hydrogen 
susceptibility index, SH, related to the decrease in the threshold stress and (ii) the 
hydrogen embrittlement index, I, related to the decrease in ductility, as proposed by Loidl 
et al.  [21]). The hydrogen susceptibility index, SH, was evaluated as follows:  
 =  100%                                                                                                (3)  
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where Tair is the yield stress in air, and TH is the apparent threshold stress in the hydrogen 
charging environment. The value of the susceptibility index, SH, may vary from 0% to 
100%, from no hydrogen influence to high influence. The hydrogen embrittlement index, I, 
was evaluated as follows: 
 = ,,, 100%                                                                                              (4)  
where RA,air  is the reduction in area in air, and RA,H  is the reduction in area in the hydrogen 
charging environment. The value of the embrittlement index, I, may also vary from 0% to 
100%, from no hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility to high embrittlement. 
 
2.4. Fractography  
The fracture surfaces were cut, using an alumina saw, to an appropriate size for 
SEM examination. Each specimen was cleaned in EDTA solution followed by ultrasonic 
cleaning for 30 minutes in a hot 4% Alconox solution [40]. These samples were then blow-
dried, mounted onto an aluminium stub using conductive carbon tape, and examined using 
the JEOL 6610 SEM. 
 
3. RESULTS 
3.1. Metallurgy 
Fig. 4a presents typical views of the microstructure of the MS-AHSS as revealed by 
optical microscopy. The microstructure of each steel consisted mainly of ferrite and 
martensite.  
Table 2 presents (i) the relative amounts of each phase and (ii) the grain size. The 
amount of martensite increased from MS980 to MS1500, whilst the amount of ferrite 
decreased. The martensite grain size was similar for all the steels and was larger than the 
size of the ferrite grains.  However, the grain size attributed to martensite in these 
measurements is likely the size of prior austenite grains (PAG). The microstructure of 
martensite is complex and possesses different levels of organization such as laths, 
packets and blocks [41]. Laths are the finest of these structures. A packet may be 
considered as a single martensite grain, though partitioned by many low-angle lath 
boundaries, and having a dense dislocation population [42]. Unfortunately, packets are 
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difficult to distinguish in the etched microstructure, and thus the reliance on the PAG size, 
which is easily discernible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Microstructure of MS1180 steel etched with  2% Nital viewed under (a) light 
microscope, and (b) SEM. M stands for martensite and F is for ferrite. The etching 
behaviour of martensite suggested auto-tempering. 
 
Fig. 4b presents the two-phase microstructures as revealed by SEM. The 
martensite appeared rough and embossed, whilst the ferrite showed a dark smooth 
surface. Etching also revealed the needle-like or acicular structure characteristic of 
martensite. Furthermore, the ferrite appeared deeper or at a lower level than the 
martensite grains.  
 
3.2. Mechanical properties 
Fig. 5 presents typical potential drop data for the determination of σTH, determined 
as the transition stress corresponding to a significant increase in the slope.  
Table 3 and Fig. 6 presents the LIST results. The values of yield stress, σy, and tensile 
stress, σF, for each steel evaluated using LISTs in air were in good agreement with the 
corresponding values measured using conventional tensile tests by the steel supplier as 
presented in Table 1. There might be a slight decrease in strength with decreasing stress 
rate as is evident by comparing the strength values in air for MS1300 specimens tested in 
air at 0.8, 0.08 and 0.008 MPa s-1. However, this trend was not present in all cases, and 
may simply indicate that the experimental error due to inter-specimen variability was 
somewhat larger than the precision of the measurements. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 5. Typical plots of potential drop versus applied stress, illustrating the determination of 
the threshold stress (σTH) from the potential drop method. 
 
Table 3 indicates that, for MS980, at an applied stress rate of 0.064 MPa s-1, the 
values of σTH, σF and RA were similar to the corresponding values measured in air, for all 
values of the cathodic charging potential. At an applied stress rate of 0.0064 MPa s-1, the 
LIST values for the specimen charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl were similar to 
those for the uncharged specimen. However, the specimen charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl 
showed a decrease in the values of σTH, σF and RA. 
Figs. 6a and 6b indicate that, for MS980, there was a small decrease in the relative 
yield stress and a small increase in hydrogen susceptibility index respectively, both of 
which effects became larger with decreasing applied stress rate, and were larger for a 
hydrogen charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl compared with the values at -1.200 VAg/AgCl. 
In contrast, Figs. 6c and 6d indicate that the hydrogen embrittlement index was zero for 
MS980 at an applied stress rate of 0.064 MPa s-1, for all values of the cathodic charging 
potential, whereas the hydrogen embrittlement index was small but increased with 
increasingly negative charging potential at an applied stress rate of 0.0064 MPa s-1. 
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Fig. 6a. The ratio of (threshold stress)/(yield stress) as a function of applied stress 
rate at hydrogen charging potentials -1.200 and -1.800 VAg/AgCl 
 
Fig. 6b. Hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility, SHE, of the MS-AHSS at charging 
potentials -1.200 and -1.800 VAg/AgCl 
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Fig. 6c. Dependence of the embrittlement index on charging potential. 
 
Fig. 6d. Dependence of embrittlement index on the yield strength at an applied 
potential of -1800 VAg/AgCl, and at the intermediate applied stress rate and at the 
slowest applied stress rate. 
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Table 3 indicates that the results for MS1180 were similar to those for MS980. At an 
applied stress rate of 0.054 MPa s-1, the values of σTH, σF and RA were similar to the 
corresponding values measured in air, for all values of cathodic charging potential, except 
that the value of RA was about 18% lower for the specimen tested at -1.800 VAg/AgCl. At the 
lower applied stress rate of 0.0054 MPa s-1, the specimen charged at -1.500 VAg/AgCl and -
1.800 VAg/AgCl showed a significant decrease in the values of σTH, σF and RA.  
Figs. 6a and 6b indicate that, for MS1180, there was also a small decrease in the 
relative yield stress and also a small increase in the hydrogen susceptibility index, both of 
which effects became larger with decreasing applied stress rate, and were larger for a 
hydrogen charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl compared with the values at -1.200 VAg/AgCl. 
In contrast, Figs. 6c and 6d indicate that the hydrogen embrittlement index was small for 
MS1180 at an applied stress rate of 0.054 MPa s-1, for cathodic charging potentials of -
1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl, and was substantial for the cathodic charging potential of 
-1.800 VAg/AgCl, whereas the hydrogen embrittlement index was larger and increased with 
increasingly negative charging potential at an applied stress rate of 0.0054 MPa s-1. 
Table 3 and Fig. 6 indicate that MS1300 and MS1500 displayed significant 
hydrogen susceptibility at the higher stress rate (i.e. 0.08 MPa s-1) at all charging 
conditions. Therefore, at the lower stress rate the samples were only exposed to most 
severe charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl, with the expectation of observing the worst 
extent of the hydrogen influence. For MS1300, at an applied stress rate of 0.08 MPa s-1, 
σTH, σF and RA were reduced at each cathodic charging potential. The amount of reduction 
increased with increasingly negative cathodic charging potential. For example, a 
comparison between MS1300-A-30, the uncharged sample, and MS1300-1.8-30, the 
sample charged at the most negative cathodic charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl, 
indicated that (i) σF decreased by 4%, from 1436 MPa to 1388 MPa, (ii) σTH decreased by 
10%, from 1160 MPa to 1075 MPa, and (iii) RA decreased by 53% from 62% to 29%. 
Furthermore, at the slower rate of 0.008 MPa s-1, σTH, σF and RA were reduced further, as 
is evident by comparing MS1300-1.8-30 and MS1300-1.8-3. For MS1500, the trends were 
the same as for MS1300. At an applied stress rate of 0.08 MPa s-1, σTH, σF and RA were 
reduced at each cathodic charging potential. The amount of reduction increased with 
increasingly negative cathodic charging potential. Furthermore, at the slower rate of 0.008 
MPa s-1, σTH, σF and RA were reduced further.  
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Table 3. LIST results for MS-AHSS; S represents 0.1 M NaOH solution. 
Specimen 
designation 
Environmen
t 
Potential, 
VAg/AgCl 
Applied 
stress rate, 
MPA s-1 
Apparent 
threshold 
stress σTH, 
or yield 
stress, σy, 
MPa (±5) 
Fracture 
stress, UTS, 
σf, MPa (±2) 
Reduction 
in area, 
RA, % 
Hydrogen 
embrittlement 
index, I 
Remarks 
MS980-A-S Air n/a UTM 883 1070   
  
MS980-A-300 Air n/a 0.64 900 1120 69  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-A-30 Air n/a 0.064 880 1106 66  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-H1.2-30 S -1.200 0.064 880 1086 67 0 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-H1.5-30 S -1.500 0.064 880 1090 67 0 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-H1.8-30 S -1.800 0.064 860 1084 66 0 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-H1.2-3 S -1.200 0.0064 870 1064 64 3 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-H1.5-3 S -1.500 0.0064 880 1058 64 3 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS980-H1.8-3 S -1.800 0.0064 820 1040 47 29 Necking was present; shear-type fracture evident. 
Surface cracks near fracture. 
MS1180-A-S Air n/a UTM 1176 1355    
MS1180-A-300 Air n/a 0.54 1170 1352 69  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1180-A-30 Air n/a 0.054 1150 1386 67  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1180-H1.2-30 S -1.200 0.054 1150 1382 66 2 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1180-H1.5-30 S -1.500 0.054 1145 1384 66 2 Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1180-H1.8-30 S -1.800 0.054 1140 1378 55 18 Necking present; cup and cone fracture evident. 
Surface cracks in the necked portion. 
MS1180-H1.2-3 S -1.200 0.0054 1140 1346 58 13 Necking present. Surface cracks in the necked 
portion. 
MS1180-H1.5-3 S -1.500 0.0054 1080 1328 33 51 Little necking; shear-type fracture evident. Surface 
cracks near fracture lip. 
MS1180-H1.8-3 S -1.800 0.0054 1055 1340 22 67 Little necking volume; shear-type fracture evident. 
Surface cracks seen near fracture. 
MS1300-A-S Air n/a UTM 1185 1380     
MS1300-A-300 Air n/a 0.80 1150 1450 62  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1300-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1160 1436 62  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
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MS1300-A-3 Air n/a 0.0080 1150 1424 62  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1300- H1.2-30 S -1.200 0.080 1120 1430 41 34 Signs of necking present. Shear-type fracture. 
Surface cracks at the neck area. 
MS1300-H1.5-30 S -1.500 0.080 1110 1432 31 50 Signs of necking present. Shear-type fracture. 
Surface cracks at neck area. 
MS1300-H1.8-30 S -1.800 0.080 1075 1388 29 53 Necking barely noticeable. Shear-type fracture. 
Surface cracks present near fracture. 
MS1300-H1.8-3 S -1.800 0.0080 1030 1362 21 66 Necking is absent; shear-type fracture evident. 
Surface cracks near fracture. 
MS1300-H1.8-30-
L 
S -1.800 0.080 1080 1380 32 51 Necking barely noticeable. Shear-type fracture. 
Surface cracks present near fracture. 
MS1500-A-S Air n/a UTM 1361 1667     
MS1500-A-300 Air n/a 0.80 1340 1678 61  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1500-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1340 1678 60  Ductile; necking and cup-and-cone fracture evident. 
MS1500- H1.2-30 S -1.200 0.080 1285 1654 28 53 Signs of necking present. Mixed cup-cone and 
shear-type fracture. Surface cracks at neck area. 
MS1500-H1.5-30 S -1.500 0.080 1280 1648 20 67 Necking barely noticeable. Shear-type fracture. 
Surface cracks present near fracture. 
MS1500-H1.8-30 S -1.800 0.080 1225 1646 18 70 Necking barely noticeable. Shear-type fracture. 
Surface cracks present near fracture. 
MS1500-H1.8-3 S -1.800 0.0080 1020 1570 12 80 Necking is absent; shear-type fracture evident. 
Small surface cracks near fracture. 
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Table 3 and Fig. 6 include data for the hydrogen susceptibility index, SH, and the 
embrittlement index, I. MS980 and MS1180 steels had (i) zero or low SH and I values at 
intermediate applied stress rates, and (ii) moderate values at the lowest applied stress 
rate, at which MS1180 showed substantial increases in SH and I at -1.500 VAg/AgCl and -
1.800 VAg/AgCl. There were significant SH and I values for the two strongest grades, 
MS1300 and MS1500, which increased with increasingly negative cathodic charging 
potential. Furthermore, the SH and I values were higher at the slowest applied stress rate.  
 
3.3 Fractography at the intermediate stress rates 
3.3.1 Typical fractures 
Tables 3 and 4 include a summary of the observations of the fracture behaviour of 
the MS-AHSSs. The fractures were classified into two types: (i) cup-and-cone, and (ii) 
shear-type fracture.   
Table 4 Summary of fractography. D is ductile cup-and-cone type fracture. S is shear 
fracture. An intermediate applied stress rate of 0.06 MPa s-1 is equivalent to a strain rate of 
3 x 10-7 s-1 in the elastic loading region. The lowest stress rate of 0.006 MPa s-1 is 
equivalent to a strain rate of 3 x 10-8 s-1 in the elastic loading region. 
                                                                                                                            
Intermediate stress rate
Specimen     -1200 mVAg/AgCl -1500 mVAg/AgCl -1800 mVAg/AgCl 
MS980 D D D 
MS1180 D D D 
MS1300 S S S 
MS1500 S S S 
 
Lowest stress rate 
Specimen       
MS980 D D S 
MS1180 D S S 
MS1300 S S S 
MS1500 S S S 
 
 
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate typical cup-and-cone fractures. Fig. 7a presents the top view, 
indicating significant necking, as is also evident from the view from the transverse side, 
Fig. 7b, and the short transverse side, Fig. 7c.  Specimens with this fracture type had high 
values of RA, consistent with ductile behaviour. Cup-and-cone fractures occurred for (i) all 
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Fig. 7. Micrographs showing the cup-and-cone fracture viewed from the (a) top, (b) the 
broad transverse and (c) short transverse side. (Sample: MS1180-A-30) 
 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Image of the typical cup-and-cone fracture with two characteristic regions 
of fracture. The central region A is considered the crack initiation and growth region, 
while the periphery in region B is the final fracture region. Details of the dimples: (b) 
formed in region A, and (c) formed in region B. (Sample: MS1500-A-30) 
 
four steels tested in air (MS980, MS1180, MS1300, and MS1500), and (ii) for MS980 and 
MS1180 tested under hydrogen charging conditions at the three potentials, and at 0.064 
and 0.054 MPa s-1, respectively. Fig. 8a presents a view normal to the fracture surface, 
and illustrates that the cup-and-cone fracture possessed two distinct regions: (i) the central 
region, marked A, and (ii) the shear lips, marked B. The central region showed a rough 
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topography. The fracture surface was flat, and oriented perpendicular to the tensile 
direction. This central region consisted of round microvoid dimples, as illustrated by a 
typical example in Fig. 8b, at higher magnification. The shear lips occurred between the 
central region and the specimen edge. The surface appeared smooth, was sloping in 
relation to the flat core, and was typically at 45° to the tensile stress. Fig. 8c illustrates that, 
at higher magnification, the surface possessed shallow parabolic depressions 
characteristic of shear dimples.     
 
 
Fig 9. Micrographs showing examples of the shear-type fracture in the MS-AHSS 
viewed from the transverse side. (a) MS1300 at 0.0080 MPa s-1 short transverse 
view, (b) MS1300 at 0.080 MPa∙s-1  broad transverse view , (c) MS1300 at 0.080 
MPa∙s-1  short transverse view and (d) MS1180 at 0.0064 MPa s-1 broad transverse 
view. All samples were charged at -1.800 V
 Ag/AgCl. 
 
Fig. 9 presents some typical examples of the shear-type fracture. The angle of the 
fracture was about 45o to the direction of the applied tensile stress, which was vertical in 
these figures. In some cases, the shear fracture was essentially all in a single plane, such 
as in Fig 9a. In other cases, the fracture appeared blocky, and involved shear on a number 
of planes, as illustrated in Fig. 9b to 9d. Gross necking was typically absent, but there 
were cases with some necking. Specimens with shear-type fracture exhibited low values of 
RA, and high values of the embrittlement index, indicating significant hydrogen 
embrittlement. 
 
3.3.2. MS980 and MS1180 
Fig. 10 shows typical cup and cone fracture for MS980 charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl and 
stressed at an applied stress rate of 0.064 MPa s-1. MS980 displayed high ductility, as 
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evidenced by the cup-and-cone fracture, extensive necking, the high value of RA, and 
dimples at higher magnification as presented in Fig. 10b. Figs. 10c and 10d show that 
there were shear bands in the necked region on the specimen surface. These shear bands 
were the result of strain localization at the surface of the steel in the necked region [43]. 
There were no cracks in the specimen surface. 
The MS980 specimens tested, whilst charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl, 
showed similar cup and cone fractures, shear bands in the necked region, and no surface 
cracks 
 
Fig. 10. Fracture appearance of MS980 after LIST at 0.064 MPa∙s-1 and charging at -
1.800 VAg/AgCl as viewed from the top at (a) low and (b) high magnification; and from 
the short transverse side at (c) low and (d) high magnification. 
 
Fig. 11 presents the fracture appearance of MS1180 charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl, and 
stressed at an applied stress rate of 0.054 MPa s-1. Fig. 11a presents the top view of the 
fracture, which was a typical cup and cone fracture, with typical dimple rupture as 
illustrated in Fig. 11b. There were, in addition, some regions of hydrogen cracking initiating 
from the surface. Fig. 11c presents the image from the short transverse side. This showed 
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surface cracks concentrated in the neck area. These cracks were mostly horizontal, and 
were mostly oriented perpendicular to the tensile stress direction; although there were 
some cracks near the fracture lip, oriented at 45o to the tensile direction. A comparison of 
Fig. 11a and Fig. 11d, indicates that the central area of the specimen tested whilst charged 
at -1.800 VAg/AgCl was noticeably smaller than that in the uncharged specimen tested in air.   
The MS1180 specimens tested whilst charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl 
showed cup and cone fractures, high ductility, and no cracks associated with hydrogen on 
the specimen surface.  
 
Fig. 11. Fracture appearance of MS1180 after LIST at 0.054 MPa s-1 and charged at 
-1.800 VAg/AgCl  viewed from the top at (a) low and (b) high magnifications.  (c) Short 
transverse view  shows the presence of surface cracks in the neck region. (d) Top 
view of MS1180 tested in air at 0.054 MPa s-1. 
 
3.3.3 MS1300 and MS1500 
Fig. 12 presents the shear type fracture for MS1300 and MS1500 charged at -1.800 
VAg/AgCl, and tested at an applied stress rate of 0.080 MPa s-1.  
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Fig 12. (a) Fracture surface overview of MS1300 and (b) MS1500, both charged at -
1.800 VAg/AgCl and tested at 0.080 MPa s-1. Black arrows show direction of crack 
propagation. (c) Typical shear dimples of most of region S. (d) Typical transgranular 
fracture of region T. (e) Details of shear dimples near the region of final fracture in 
region S. 
 
The MS1300 and MS1500 specimens tested, whilst charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -
1.500 VAg/AgCl, showed similar shear type fractures, although there was some necking (i) 
for MS1300 specimens tested whilst charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl and (ii) 
for MS1500 specimens tested whilst charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl. 
Fig. 12 indicates that the shear type fractures were similar for MS1300 and MS1500 
charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl, and tested at an applied stress rate of 0.080 MPa s-1. Fig. 12a 
indicates that the fracture initiated at the locations designated as T at the specimen edges. 
These areas exhibited mixed transgranular and intergranular cracking, as illustrated in Fig. 
12d. The shear crack propagated mainly from the T region at the bottom left of Fig. 12a, as 
indicated in Fig. 12a by the arrows. Similarly, the arrows in Fig. 12b indicate the direction 
of the shear crack propagation. The S region possessed shear microvoid dimples. The 
dimples were large and deep at the centre, as illustrated in Fig. 12c, and became smaller 
and shallower near the fracture edges, as illustrated in Fig. 12e. The T regions were flat, 
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and were oriented perpendicular to the tensile direction. Fig. 12d illustrates the mixed 
mode transgranular and intergranular fracture. The transgranular fractures were flat and 
quasi-brittle. The intergranular fracture was evidenced by the faceted fracture features, 
attributed to the prior-austenite grain boundaries. The T regions often had an 
approximately semicircular or semielliptical shape, as traced on the surface, in Figs. 12a 
and 12b. The dimples in the S areas indicated localised plasticity and ductile tearing, whilst 
the features in the T areas indicated brittle behaviour. 
For MS1300, the shear fracture appeared blocky, and the two areas of fracture 
were easily identifiable. The direction of crack propagation is indicated by the arrows in 
Fig. 12a. The crack initiated at a corner or a sharp edge at a T region, in the lower left 
corner. The crack propagation region, a majority of which was the S region, accounted for 
more than 80% of the fracture area. The shear crack propagated towards the right, and 
met the two T regions on the right hand side of the specimen. These two T regions had 
initiated in a manner similar to the T regions on the left hand side of the specimen.       
For MS1500, shown in Fig. 12b, there was a crack initiation region in the lower left 
corner of the fracture surface that (i) possessed small, shallow shear dimples, and (ii) 
displayed some secondary cracks that were oriented parallel to the direction of the tensile 
stress. The region of main crack propagation showed shear dimples, with the dimples 
becoming shallower as the crack approached the other specimen edge. The fracture 
surface also had a T region, which originated from the opposite edge, and initiated shear 
cracking that met the advancing shear fracture.  
Fig. 13 presents (i) the side view for MS1300 and MS1500 specimens, and (ii) 
details of the horizontal surface cracks present near the fracture region. These images 
indicate the presence of intense localized plastic deformation at the edges that coincided 
with the surface crack initiations. The volume associated with this deformation was much 
smaller than that associated with a typical neck. The surface cracks in the MS1500 
specimen were similar in length to those of the MS1300 specimen, but were more 
numerous, and had opened more.   
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the fracture appearances of (a,b,c) MS1300, and (d,e,f) 
MS1500  after LIST -1.800 VAg/AgCl at 0.080 MPa s-1.  Leftmost images are the short 
transverse views and rightmost images are the broad transverse views. White arrow 
shows the crack initiation site that coincides with intense local plastic deformation. 
(b,e) Details of surface cracks present in the vicinity of the crack initiation region.  
 
 
3.4 Fractography at the lowest applied stress rates 
Fig. 14 compares the fracture appearance of the four grades of MS-AHSS, charged 
at  -1.800 VAg/AgCl, and tested at the lowest applied stress rates. Figs. 15 and 16 present 
additional details of the top view of the fracture surfaces, whilst Fig. 17 compares the 
fractures from the transverse view. These fractures were shear-type fractures. Fig. 15a 
illustrates typical shear dimples, which occurred throughout the regions designated S. Fig. 
15b illustrates typical mixed transgranular and intergranular fracture, which occurred in the 
regions designated as T. The shear dimple characteristics varied with location, becoming 
finer and shallower near the edges, which is illustrated in Fig. 15d. Fig. 15c illustrates a 
new mixed fracture region, designated as M, which exhibited a combination of ductile and 
brittle behaviour. These regions had large shear dimples interspersed with flat brittle 
zones, and sometimes exhibited fisheyes. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of the fracture surface (top view) after LIST and charging at -
1.800 VAg/AgCl of (a) MS980 at 0.0054 MPa s-1, (b) MS1180 at 0.0064 MPa s-1, (c) 
MS1300 at 0.0080 MPa s-1, and (d) MS1500 at 0.0080 MPa s-1. Region S refers to 
areas of shear dimpled. Region T are areas of transgranular fractures.  Region M are 
areas of mixed dimple and brittle fracture. Black arrows show direction of crack 
propagation. 
 
Figure 15. High magnification images showing facture details for MS-AHSS tested at 
the lowest stress rate and charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl: (a) shear dimples, (b) 
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transgranular fracture, (c) mixed ductile and brittle fracture, the white circles are 
fisheyes. (d) Ductile shear dimples near edges, either in the vicinity of crack initiation 
or final fracture region. 
 
Fig. 16. Close-up of fisheyes showing initiation points: (a) elongated hole, b) cubic 
hole, c) brittle prismatic phase, and d) prismatic phase with a void.  
 
Figure 17. Comparison of the fracture surface (short and broad transverse view) 
obtained after LIST of (a) MS980 at 0.0054 MPa s-1 ,(b) MS1180 at 0.0064 MPa s-1 
,(c) MS1300 at 0.0080 MPa s-1, and (d) MS1500 at 0.0080 MPa s-1, and all charged 
at -1.800 VAg/AgCl. White arrow shows region of local plastic deformation.  
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Fig. 14 shows that, for MS980, tested at the lowest applied stress rate of 0.0064 
MPa s-1 and charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl, the fracture surface was comprised of shear 
dimples, accompanied with some necking as confirmed by Fig. 17a.   
Fig. 14 shows that, the fractures of MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500, at the slowest 
stress rates and charged at -1.800 VAg/AgCl, were similar. There was no necking. There 
were indications of brittle behaviour, such as the T regions. There were surface cracks 
near the fracture. There were M regions, which were not present for the specimens tested 
as the intermediate stress rate. For MS1300 and MS1500, the shear-type fracture was 
sharper, which refers to the fracture breaking cleanly in a single shear plane.  
Fisheyes were present on the fracture surfaces of MS1300 and MS1500 
specimens. Fig. 16 illustrates typical fisheyes. Each fisheye was a region of brittle fracture 
that initiated, and grew from a macroscopic defect [44], such as a void, inclusion, carbide, 
or a small martensite grain. The defect was typically located at the pupil or centre of the 
fisheye. Each brittle crack appeared to have initiated at the central defect, and to have 
grown radially in an approximately circular manner to sizes that ranged from 10 to 50 m. 
There was typically dimple rupture surrounding the fisheye. There was, in the centre of 
most of the fisheyes, either a void, as illustrated in Fig. 16a, 16b and 16d, or a fractured 
particle, as illustrated in Fig. 16c. Fig. 16d illustrates a particle with a central void. Back-
scattered electron imaging indicated that this particle was not an inclusion. The geometric 
holes were the space left by an uprooted phase, since typical voids assume a round 
shape. Judging from its characteristics, the phase was most likely martensite.   
 
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Metallurgy 
The microstructures indicated the major micro-constituent was martensite as 
expected for these grades of AHSS. The type of martensite was most probably the lath 
type, which is expected for steels with carbon content less than 0.6% [45]. Martensite is 
produced by rapid cooling of high-temperature austenite [46]. Martensite is the strongest of 
the ferrous microstructures, with low ductility. In addition, there was a minor amount of 
ferrite. Ferrite, or alpha-iron (α-Fe), is a soft ferrous microstructure, possessing the body-
centered cubic (BCC) structure. The presence of ferrite would decrease the overall 
strength, but would increase ductility and toughness.  
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The presence of both ferrite and martensite in the microstructure of each steel 
reveals the thermal history of the steels. A purely martensitic structure is expected when 
hot austenite is quenched at, or above, the critical cooling rate [47]. For low carbon steels, 
the continuous cooling transformation (CCT) curves predict the presence of ferrite and 
martensite for quenching at a cooling rate lower than the critical rate [48]. Alternatively, the 
steel may have been quenched from an inter-critical temperature, at which temperature 
the microstructure consisted of ferrite plus austenite, with the quench transforming the 
austenite to martensite, but having no influence on the ferrite. Since strength is directly 
proportional to the amount of martensite, it would seem that the inter-critical annealing 
temperature was used to control to the proportions of martensite in the final microstructure. 
Stronger steels can be produced using a higher inter-critical annealing temperature where 
there is a greater amount of austenite, so that subsequent quenching produces more 
martensite.  
The etched features in the martensite, in Fig. 4b, suggested auto-tempering. Auto-
tempering occurs when martensite is tempered by the hot core of the steel sheet during 
cooling. Auto-tempering is beneficial as it softens the martensite, and reduces brittleness. 
Matsuda et al. [49] observed greater etching of martensite in steels with greater auto-
tempering. Auto-tempering is likely in steels with a high martensite-start temperature [50], 
which is expected for these MS-AHSS steels, because of their low alloy composition. 
The appreciable strength of these steels (see Table 1) may be attributed to the 
amount and nature of the martensite in their microstructures. Martensite hardness is 
dependent on carbon content. Thus the higher strengths of MS1300 and MS1500 may be 
attributed to the higher carbon concentrations and high fraction martensite. Table 2 
indicates that, to a first approximation, the steel strength was proportional to the relative 
amount of martensite. Furthermore, the strength of the MS-AHSS may have been slightly 
reduced by auto-tempering, which was confirmed to have occurred in all the samples. 
There is a possibility that there might be some retained austenite. Unfortunately, the 
etchant does not allow retained austenite to be distinguished from martensite [39], and 
these two phases are indistinguishable in the micrographs. The presence of retained 
austenite is unwanted in a martensitic matrix. Retained austenite is unstable at room 
temperature, and transforms to other microstructures such as martensite, bainite and 
pearlite [47]. This transformation involves volume changes that produce residual tensile 
stresses, and this initiates easy fracture, especially in the ductility-poor martensite.  
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Table 3 and Fig. 6 indicated that the influence of hydrogen increased in the order of 
MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500. The steels in this order have (i) increasing carbon 
contents which would be expected to produce stronger martensite, (ii) increasing steel 
strength (see Table 1), (iii) increasing volume fraction of martensite in the microstructure 
(see Table 2) and (iv) decreasing volume fraction of ferrite in the microstructure (see Table 
2). The increasing steel strength is consistent with a rule of mixtures relating to the 
strength of ferrite and martensite, with martensite strength increasing slightly. The working 
hypothesis is thus that increased hydrogen influence is determined largely by the 
microstructure and related somehow to hydrogen trapping. It is intended to test this 
hypothesis as a later part of this research project in which there will be an investigation of 
hydrogen trapping using permeability experiments and thermal desorption spectroscopy. 
 
4.2 Mechanical properties in air 
The values of yield and tensile strengths determined using LIST for the MS-AHSS 
presented in Table 3 were comparable with the values in Table 1 supplied by the steel 
supplier, and based on standard tensile tests. This confirms that the testing conditions in 
the LISTs in air were comparable with those of conventional tensile tests. In particular, in 
the LISTs, yielding could be correctly detected, and thus the yield stress could be correctly 
measured. The LIST is different to a tensile test in that the LIST is load controlled so that 
the onset of necking occurs at the ultimate tensile stress. In the LIST, there is plastic 
instability at the ultimate tensile stress leading to rapid fracture of the sample. In contrast, 
a conventional tensile test is strain controlled, and the sample is allowed to elongate after 
the ultimate tensile stress until fracture. Nevertheless, the fracture stress measured using 
the LIST corresponds to the ultimate tensile stress as measured in the tensile test. This 
confirms that the LIST has been accurately calibrated, and could accurately measure the 
yield stress, and the ultimate tensile stress.  
Table 3 indicates that there might have been a slight increase in strength with 
increasing applied stress rate. If there were a slight increase, rather than the 
measurements being within experimental scatter, this slight increase would be in 
agreement with literature as tensile strength are known to increase with increasing applied 
stress rate [51]. This is attributed to a faster rate of dislocation creation, leading to greater 
dislocation entanglement and stronger strain hardening effects. Nevertheless, the 
difference was small, and may be considered to be within experimental scatter. 
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Table 3 indicated that the values of RA were substantial in all the steels, in the 
uncharged condition. The substantial values of RA indicated ductile behaviour, consistent 
with the appearance of each specimen after the LIST, showing a necked region, and a 
cup-and-cone fracture. The criss-cross bands on the specimen surface in the neck regions 
were identified as shear bands, as they were oriented at 45° to the tensile direction, which 
coincided with the direction of maximum shear stress. Shear bands are manifestations of 
strain localization in the dislocation-driven plastic deformation of metals [43]. The bands 
were formed in the neck region, especially near the fracture, where there was intense 
plastic deformation. 
 
4.3 Mechanical properties at the intermediate stress rate 
4.3.1. MS980 and MS1180 
Table 3 indicates that, at the intermediate applied stress rates, the values of σTH, σF 
and RA were similar to the corresponding values measured in air, for all values of cathodic 
charging potential. The fact that there was a small difference between the values in air, 
and at all levels of hydrogen charging, indicates that there was little influence of hydrogen 
on the strengths of MS980 and MS1180. The small influence of hydrogen was consistent 
with the low values of hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility, SH, in Fig. 6b, and by the low 
values of the embrittlement index, I, in Fig. 6c. Table 3 and Figs. 6a-c shows that there 
was some decrease in the values of threshold stress and of RA for MS1180 in the test with 
a cathodic charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl, indicating some influence of hydrogen. 
Fractographic images in Fig. 10 and 11 gave similar conclusions. Thus, these results 
indicated that (i) there was little influence of hydrogen up to the yield stress, (ii) the yield 
stress in the presence of hydrogen had decreased, attributed to solid solution softening, 
(iii) there was no sub-critical crack growth due to hydrogen, and (iv) that the influence of 
hydrogen in the MS1180 specimen tested at -1.800 VAg/AgCl, was associated with the final 
ductile fracture process when the specimen had become mechanically unstable. 
 
4.3.2. MS1300 and MS1500 
Table 3 and Fig. 6a indicate that, for MS1300 and MS1500 at the intermediate 
applied stress rates, hydrogen decreased the mechanical properties, both σTH and RA; 
leading to substantial values of the hydrogen susceptibility index, SH, as indicated in Fig. 
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6b, and substantial values of the embrittlement index, I, as indicated in Fig. 6d. Fracture 
images, as documented in Figs. 12 and 13, confirm the loss of ductility for these steels. 
The images in Figs 12 and 13 however were not consistent with the majority of the fracture 
being caused by subcritical crack growth starting at the threshold stress. Rather, these 
images were consistent with the fracture occurring at the ultimate tensile stress when the 
specimen had become mechanically unstable. The Linearly Increasing Stress Test (LIST) 
is load controlled, and the specimen becomes mechanically unstable at the maximum 
stress, and fracture ensues. 
The decrease in σTH is thus interpreted as indicating a substantial decrease of the 
yield stress by hydrogen. The influence on σf was also small, of similar magnitude to the 
decrease in the yield stress, and is interpreted in a similar manner, i.e. the influence of 
hydrogen in facilitating plastic flow.  
The susceptibility of MS1300 and MS1500 to HE is relatable to their high strength. It 
is well known that HE susceptibility increases with increasing strength [16, 52]. For 
example, Lynch [16] indicated that tempered martensitic steels with strengths greater than 
900 MPa are susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. The presence of the martensite 
phase is also an aggravating factor [53, 54]. 
While it is widely accepted that high-strength steels are susceptible to HE, using 
strength alone as guide for predicting HE may not be prudent. Loidl et al. [21] compared 
several types of AHSS and found that, while MS-AHSS have the highest strength, other 
grades such as TRIP and DP were more susceptible to HE. Lovicu et al. [18] observed 
similar tendencies for AHSS, and noted that these steels have different hydrogen uptakes 
depending on factors such as chemical composition, process history, residual stress, and 
microstructure. The differences in hydrogen uptake can lead to a range of HE 
susceptibilities. It is important, when considering the influences of microstructure of these 
MS-AHSS, to consider the influences of the ferrite and retained austenite that are in these 
steels. For example, Begic Hadzipasic et al. [54] cited lower HE vulnerability in TRIP-
AHSS due to the presence of retained austenite. The effect of auto-tempering of the 
martensite should also be considered. Bates and Loginow [55] observed a decrease in HE 
susceptibility when martensitic steels were tempered. What is clear is that new models for 
accurate HE prediction in AHSS are needed since rules applicable to conventional steels 
may not be relevant. 
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Hydrogen had only a small influence on the yield and fracture strength of these MS-
AHSS. These observations are similar to recent results of Liu et al. [37] studying medium 
strength steels using the LIST, and Loidl et al. [21] studying different AHSS using slow 
strain rate tests (SSRTs). Both studies concluded that strength parameters were not 
influenced by the presence of hydrogen; although the latter was responsible for altering 
ductility at fracture. In contrast, Lovicu et al. [18] investigated MS-AHSS using SSRT and 
reported a significant decrease in yield and tensile strength with increasing hydrogen 
content. Similarly, the stronger grades of AHSS were more sensitive to hydrogen. 
 
4.3.3. Charging Potential 
Table 3, Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c indicate that increasing charging potential increased the 
hydrogen influence for MS1300 and MS1500 at intermediate rates. Atrens and co-workers 
[56, 57] considered the relation between hydrogen fugacity, f, and cathodic 
electrochemical charging overpotential, η. For a low interstitial steel, Liu et al. [57] found 
that hydrogen fugacity could be related to η as follows: 
 = 10.9 exp &− ()*.+,                                                                                         (5) 
where F is the Faraday constant, R the gas constant, and T is the temperature in K. The 
corresponding hydrogen concentration inside the steel, C, is given by Sievert’s Law [58]:  
. = /01                                                                                                              (6) 
where Ks is the solubility constant. 
These equations indicate that increasing the charging over-potential increases the 
hydrogen fugacity, and, consequently, the hydrogen concentration in the steel. This 
increase in hydrogen concentration increases the vulnerability of the steel to HE. Similar 
conclusions were attained in various works [16, 18, 38, 59, 60]. Marchetti et al. [60] also 
suggested the possibility of an increase in the hydrogen diffusion coefficient at an higher 
hydrogen activity, due to the fact that more hydrogen traps were already filled.  
For MS1300, the hydrogen embrittlement index became large after charging at -
1.500 VAg/AgCl. Since the charging potential can be related directly to the hydrogen 
concentration, this result is consistent with the concept of a threshold hydrogen 
concentration [16, 18, 61]. This is the minimum hydrogen content that causes a significant 
reduction in the ductility, or threshold stress, and causes HE. For MS1500, it is likely that 
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the threshold concentration was attained at the charging potential of -1.200 VAg/AgCl. 
Furthermore, it is also conceivable that though MS980 and MS1180 did not display 
embrittlement up to -1.800 VAg/AgCl at intermediate stress rates, a higher charging potential 
may cause the onset of HE. 
 
4.4 Mechanical properties at lowest stress rate 
Table 3, Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c indicate that the combination of lowest applied stress 
rate and hydrogen charging at the most negative applied potential caused (i) a reduction in 
σTH, σF and RA, (ii) an increase in the hydrogen susceptibility index, SH, and (iii) and 
increase in the hydrogen embrittlement index I. This influence was greater in the two 
strongest grades, i.e. MS1300 and MS1500. For MS980, the increase in I was modest, 
and occurred only at -1.800 VAg/AgCl. For MS1180, the embrittlement index, I, indicated 
considerable embrittlement at -1.500 and -1.800 VAg/AgCl. The corresponding fractographs 
(Fig. 14) provide support. There was necking and macro-ductility in MS980, whilst in 
MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500 there were macroscopically brittle shear fractures, 
accompanied by little, if any, plastic deformation. Nevertheless, the fractographs of Fig. 14 
were similar to those in Fig. 12 and 13, and were consistent with that interpretation: that 
the majority of the fracture occurred at the ultimate tensile stress when the specimen had 
become mechanically unstable. This would imply also that the presence of hydrogen in 
these steels had decreased the yield stress. 
The major difference between the tests with the low and the intermediate applied 
stress rates was that the specimens were exposed to much longer periods of hydrogen 
charging. For example the test required 6 hours for the MS1300-1.8-30 specimen at the 
applied stress rate of 0.080 MPa s-1, after the initial 24 hours charging. This means a total 
hydrogen exposure time of 30 hours for this specimen. However, for MS1300-1.8-3 which 
was tested at the applied stress rate of 0.0080 MPa s-1, the test finished after 44 hours; i.e. 
a total of 68 hours charging time. There was an obvious increase in charging times.  
To eliminate the variable charging time, a test was carried at the intermediate stress 
rate but with the total charging times equal to that with the low applied stress rate (i.e. 68 
hour). The result is presented as MS1300-1.8-30-L. The LIST data obtained for MS1300-
1.8-30-L were the same as those of MS1300-1.8-30 within experimental error. This result 
led to two conclusions. Firstly, the application of a low stress rate during charging caused 
the observed difference in mechanical response of the steels. Secondly, after the initial 24 
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hours of charging, embrittlement susceptibility was independent of charging time. If HE is 
correlated to the total amount of hydrogen present in the specimen, then the results imply 
that hydrogen content had indeed reached equilibrium, and became relatively constant at 
this time.  The behaviour was consistent with permeation studies that observed a steady 
hydrogen concentration gradient occurring in conventional steels after a charging interval 
of 24 to 48 hours [57, 62, 63]. A constant hydrogen concentration throughout the specimen 
after 24 h charging was also consistent with the fact that permeation transients took only 
several hours in comparable steels of comparable thickness [64]. 
The stress rate dependence of HE susceptibility in the current study agreed with 
known the strain rate dependence of HE in steels [65-68]. These studies indicate that HE 
is favoured by slow deformation rates, and that HE becomes apparent only below a critical 
rate of stressing, consistent with Fig. 6b. Consequently, impact testing is not useful in 
studying HE [67].  Some studies even suggest that maximum susceptibility to HE is 
revealed when static loads are used, and early HE tests were indeed based on using static 
loads [59, 69].  
HE necessitates time for hydrogen adsorption, and diffusion [59]. Additionally, 
hydrogen diffusivity in martensitic steels is inherently low due to the high defect density 
[63], therefore hydrogen assimilation and diffusion is indeed more favourable at slower 
stress or strain rates. However, considering the results of permeation studies done on 
steel [57] coupled with the length of pre-charging times, it is reasonable to assume that 
hydrogen concentration in the specimen was already uniform when the stress was applied. 
This would mean that any hydrogen diffusion enhancement occurring in the samples could 
only result from stress interactions. Hashimoto and Latanision [68] proposed that the 
strong strain-rate dependence of HE is due to dynamic trapping of hydrogen by moving 
dislocations in face centred cubic alloys. They explained that the hydrogen-carrying 
dislocations were created during plastic deformation, and slow straining allows dislocations 
to reach farther within the alloy. This trapped hydrogen interacts with a greater mass of the 
alloy, and is responsible for causing embrittlement. Alternatively, the important aspect 
could be the local diffusion of hydrogen in the triaxial stress field at the crack tip, as shown 
by Gerberich [70]. 
In contrast, Liu et al. [38] did not observe this stress rate dependence using LIST on 
medium-carbon medium-strength martensitic steel. Momotani et al. [71] also reported 
strain-rate independence of HE susceptibility of hydrogen-charged low carbon martensitic 
steels.  Thus, an explanation of the stress rate dependence of HE susceptibility of these 
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MS-AHSS steel appears to be more complex, and may require a comprehensive 
consideration of factors such as microstructure, fabrication history, etc. 
Few studies deal with the influence of the applied stress rate on HE, such as the 
present research with the LIST, since the more common approach is to control the 
extension rate using CERT [72], and to conduct experiments at a moderate extension rate, 
equivalent to a strain rate of 10-6 s-1. However, constitutive equations for stress and strain 
have established a direct correspondence between the two, in the initial elastic part of the 
tests [51], and no conflict between the use of either concept is perceptible. Moreover, 
Winzer et al. [31] showed that both approaches, stress-control via LIST and strain-control 
via SSRT, yielded comparable data, and may be used to assess HE with competency. 
 
4.5. Fractography 
4.5.1 Ductile Fracture 
The fractography indicated that there was little hydrogen influence for specimens 
exhibiting cup-and-cone fracture, see Figs 7, 8, 10 and 11. These cup-and-cone fractures 
were exhibited by (i) the uncharged steels, (ii) MS980 charged at all three charging 
potentials, and (iii) MS1180 charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl, at the 
intermediate applied stress rate. A cup-and-cone fracture, coupled with substantial 
necking, indicated ductile behaviour. The dimples on the fracture surface indicated 
microvoid coalescence (MVC) [73]. The microvoid coalescence involved four main stages: 
a) void nucleation, b) void growth, c) void coalescence and crack extension, and d) 
separation of the remaining ligament via shear. The two distinct areas on the ductile 
fracture surfaces, in Figs 7 and 8, related to the stages of MVC. The central area was the 
region of void initiation, growth, and crack growth by micro-void coalescence. The 
spherical shape of the dimples indicated that the applied tensile force caused tearing in 
this section. To a first approximation, the depth of the dimples could reflect the ductility of 
the steel. Deeper dimples relate to higher ductility. The final stage of fracture was outside 
the central region, at a 45o slope with respect to the tensile direction. This orientation, and 
the elongated and parabolic dimples, indicated the action of shear stress, which caused 
the final rupture. Furthermore, the shear bands also provided evidence of substantial 
plastic strain. 
The fractography of MS980,  charged at all three charging potentials, indicated 
essentially no influence of hydrogen, at the intermediate applied stress rate. 
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In contrast, for MS1180, the fractography indicated ductile fracture, with some 
influence of hydrogen. The hydrogen-charged specimens had a central area smaller than 
that of the uncharged specimens, which indicated a higher sensitivity to the presence of a 
crack. A small central area means that the ductile micro-void coalescence crack initiated, 
and grew to a smaller size, before the presence of this central crack initiated the final 
shear fracture at the edges of the specimen. Hydrogen has been found to reduce the 
shear modulus [27],  and this may have induced such increased crack sensitivity in 
MS1180. Alternatively, it is possible that this greater sensitivity could have been caused by 
the propensity for hydrogen to induce localised plasticity by the AIDE and HELP 
mechanisms. Another indication of the influence of hydrogen was the presence of cracks 
on the specimen surface, concentrated in the neck area. A discussion on these surface 
cracks is presented in a succeeding section.  
 
4.5.2. Shear Fracture 
In contrast, the shear fractures, such as those for MS1300 and MS1500 with 
hydrogen charging at -1.800 VAg/AgCl, were related to some hydrogen influence as 
evidenced by the reduced values yield stress, tensile stress, and reduction in area being 
lower than the corresponding specimens tested in air, see Table 3 and Figs. 6, 9, 12-17. 
Thus, analyses of the hydrogen-influenced failures indicated that hydrogen promoted a 
shift to shear fracture. This shear fracture was microscopically ductile as illustrated in Figs. 
12a and 15a, but was macroscopically brittle, as indicated by the absence of necking, and 
the loss of macroscopic ductility.  
Crack initiation of shear fractures occurred at the surface, from a T region in Fig. 
12a, and shear regions at sharp corners, as indicated in Figs. 12b, and Figs. 13a-d; 
whereas the crack initiated in the centre of the fracture in the ductile cup and cone 
fracture. This is consistent with the fact that the hydrogen concentration was highest at the 
surfaces for electrolytically-charged steels [63], because the hydrogen entered the steel 
through the specimen surface. Therefore, it is logical that the highest influence of 
hydrogen was at the external surfaces. Moreover, the stress intensity factor for a surface 
defect is double that of a similar internal defect [51].  
The presence of intense, and highly-localized, plastic deformation is consistent with 
two hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms: the hydrogen-enhanced local plasticity (HELP) 
and the adsorption-induced dislocation emission (AIDE) mechanism. The HELP 
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mechanism proposes that solute hydrogen augments the plastic response, and severely 
localises this plasticity. The severely localised plastic deformation reduces the possibility of 
necking, and the measured macroscopic ductility becomes insignificant. In contrast, the 
AIDE mechanism, proposes crack initiation and growth via dislocation emission due to 
hydrogen adsorption at the surface, or at the advancing crack tip. In the AIDE mechanism, 
the emphasis is on crack nucleation and growth as facilitated by hydrogen adsorption at 
the surface, whilst HELP focuses on the hydrogen dissolved in the metal. Both 
mechanisms expect the crack initiation site to show localized plasticity. Similarly, both 
mechanisms can explain the observed ductile shear dimpling in the shear crack 
propagation stage. This indicates that the fractographic evidence is consistent with both 
the HELP the AIDE mechanisms for the shear fractures, and can exclude the HEDE 
mechanism, but the fractography alone cannot distinguish between the two mechanisms of 
HELP and AIDE.  
The AIDE mechanism may be indicated by (i) the fact that fast fracture occurred at 
the plastic instability condition coincident with the ultimate tensile stress (UTS), and (ii) 
hydrogen caused a small decrease of both the LIST flow stress and UTS. The fact that 
hydrogen was electrolytically charged during LIST, and that hydrogen was introduced 
primarily via surface adsorption may also favour AIDE. On the other hand, the 24-hour pre-
charging would have ensured the presence of enough solute hydrogen throughout the 
specimen, which is necessary to activate the HELP mechanism. The combination of the 
AIDE and HELP mechanism may have caused the shear fractures. This combination is 
possible depending on the type of material, physical properties and other variables [74]. 
Crack initiation, mostly at the edge, may have started with hydrogen adsorption and 
dislocation emission by AIDE. Dynamic unstable fracture propagation with the subsequent 
microvoid nucleation ahead of the advancing fracture front may have been aided by 
localized plasticity via the HELP mechanism. Another way by which the HELP mechanism 
enhances AIDE, is when HELP causes the emitted dislocations to move away from the 
crack tip more readily, which lessens the back-stress on subsequent dislocation emissions 
and improves crack propagation [16].  
Shear-induced fracture of AHSS in the absence of hydrogen influence has been 
reported previously [75-77]. Press shops gave an early account of the so-called stretch 
bending fracture, which occurred during the stamping of AHSS sheets. Shear failure 
occurred at strains lower than the formability limit, and greatly limited allowable part 
geometries. Wagoner et al. [78, 79] provided evidence that plastic strain localization, 
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rather than brittle crack propagation, caused shear fracture during stretch bending. This 
statement is consistent with observations made in the current study, where dimpling was 
present in the majority of the fracture surface area. It is apparent that a common aspect of 
these two (i.e. the stretch bending and the hydrogen–charged) shear fractures is strain 
localization. It is thus conceivable that the hydrogen-induced shear fracture in MS-AHSS 
were initiated by the strain localizations created by hydrogen via the AIDE and HELP 
mechanism. Surprisingly, Huang et al. [76] found that MS-AHSS, though being less 
ductile, showed higher resistance to shear fracture than the  dual-phase (DP) AHSS.   
Whilst MS1300 and MS1500 both showed strain localization, the two differed in the 
features at the initiation region of the major crack, see Fig. 12. MS1300 possessed an 
initiation region with a more brittle appearance, as initiation coincided with the T region, 
which consisted of the mix of intergranular and transgranular fracture. The orientation of 
crack initiation was perpendicular to the tensile direction, and suggested sensitivity to the 
action of the tensile stress. In contrast, the crack initiation was a shear type fracture for the 
MS1500 specimen, which was accompanied by extensive dimples. The fracture initiation 
for the MS1500 specimen may be explained by HELP or AIDE mechanism. In contrast, 
initiation for MS1300 is attributed to a HEDE mechanism, because there was little sign of 
ductility in the mixed intergranular and transgranular T region. Intergranular fracture occurs 
when hydrogen segregates at or near grain boundaries and there is sufficient hydrogen to 
allow fracture along grain boundary paths [16, 26]. Transgranular fracture occurs for cases 
when the same mechanism happens inside the grain.  
 
4.5.3 Surface Cracks 
Another manifestation of the influence hydrogen was the occurrence of cracks in 
the surface of the specimens. All these cracks occurred close to the final fracture. For a 
ductile fracture, such as that illustrated in Fig. 11c, these cracks occurred exclusively in the 
neck region. For the brittle shear fractures, most surface cracks were concentrated near 
the final fracture; although, there were several cracks also at some distance from the 
fracture.  Such surface cracks are associated with the final fracture process when the 
specimen has become mechanically unstable. That means that the hydrogen assisted 
cracks competed with ductile fracture processes. 
The occurrence of surface cracks in areas of localized plastic deformation is 
consistent with the HELP and AIDE mechanisms. The high local stress in the neck can 
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cause an increase in the concentration of hydrogen in this region due to (i) the decrease in 
the chemical potential of the solute hydrogen, (ii) an increase of ease of hydrogen ingress 
as plastic deformation breaks surface barriers to hydrogen entry, and (iii) and an increase 
in hydrogen traps (particularly dislocations and vacancies). However, it must be 
remembered that necking occurs only during final fracture in a load-controlled test such as 
a LIST, and there is little time for changes in hydrogen concentration. Multiple hydrogen-
assisted cracking events can occur in the neck as localized strains, created by the HELP 
and/or the AIDE mechanism, exceed the strain limits. Alternatively, the local high hydrogen 
concentration in the plastically deforming neck region can trigger brittle intergranular and 
transgranular cracks via HEDE, which compete with other fracture events. 
For the shear fractures, it is conceivable that the surface cracks, near the final 
fracture, were formed by a ductile HELP or AIDE mechanism as described above.  
The occurrence of surface cracks outside of the plastically-deformed areas may 
indicate hydrogen damage. The high hydrogen fugacity during cathodic charging is known 
to cause hydrogen damage [26], although there were no signs of such damage in these 
specimens. 
 
4.5.4 Fracture at the lowest stress rates 
At the lowest applied stress rates, see Table 3, Fig. 6 and Figs. 14 to 17, the 
hydrogen influence increased with the strength of the steel grade. For MS980, there was 
(i) little hydrogen influence and cup and cone fractures at the hydrogen charging potentials 
of -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl; and (ii) some hydrogen susceptibility at -1.800 
VAg/AgCl, as evidenced by the shear type fracture. For MS1180, there was (i) no hydrogen 
influence at -1.200 VAg/AgCl, but (ii) shear type fractures and hydrogen influence at -1.500 
VAg/AgCl and -1.800 VAg/AgCl. MS1300 and MS1500 already displayed significant hydrogen 
influence at the intermediate stress rate at all charging conditions. Therefore, at the lowest 
stress rate of 0.008 MPa s-1, specimens of these steels were tested only at the most 
severe charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl, which indicated (i) increased hydrogen 
influence, (ii) shear type fractures, and (iii) most severe hydrogen influence for MS1500. 
Fig. 14 indicates that there was an obvious reduction in the area of the S region, 
and an increase in the area of the T and M regions with increasing steel strength for the 
steels tested at the most severe charging potential of -1.800 VAg/AgCl. This implies a shift 
from the macroscopically brittle shear type fracture to a more brittle type behaviour. The 
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shear fractures also occurred in a single shear plane. At the faster applied stress rate, 
some of the shear fracture propagated along different planes. Multi-planar crack growth 
requires deflecting the advancing fracture tip to assume different directions. Such a 
process entails dissipation of more energy, and increases somewhat the fracture 
toughness. Conversely, fracture limited to a single shear plane requires less energy, and 
the behaviour is more brittle.  The increased hydrogen influence in the MS-AHSS at the 
lowest applied stress rates was thus indicated by (i) the decreased S regions and 
increased T and M regions, and (ii) the more planar shear fractures. The increased 
hydrogen influence at the lowest applied stress rates was consistent with the known strain-
rate sensitivity of HE [59, 66]. The shear fractures are also attributed to the HELP/AIDE 
mechanisms as discussed earlier, and the brittle intergranular-transgranular fractures were 
attributed to HEDE.  
Fisheyes were present on the fracture surface of MS1300 and MS1500 steel only at 
the lowest applied stress rate with hydrogen charging. Fisheyes are manifestations of 
hydrogen embrittlement [80]. The fact fisheyes occurred only in the two strongest steels 
tested at the slow stress rate led to the following conclusions. Firstly, fisheye formation 
was stress-rate dependent, and occurred preferentially at low applied stress rates. This 
was confirmed in the experiment (with specimen MS1300-H1.8-30-L) conducted to 
eliminate the variable of charging time, and thus isolate the effect of stress rate. This 
specimen did not exhibit any fisheyes. Secondly, fisheye formation was dependent on the 
type of MS-AHSS, and occurred preferentially in the higher strength grades. To identify the 
main factor in the steel, e.g. microstructure, carbon content, residual stress, etc. that 
caused the fisheyes is difficult. What was apparent was that martensite was involved in 
fisheye formation, as the crack initiator.  
Fisheyes are typically associated with the internal hydrogen content, i.e. the amount 
of hydrogen present in the material. This is because fisheyes are usually found away from 
the surface of the steel. Similarly in this research, the majority of the fisheyes occurred 
near the centre of the specimen. Fisheyes are thought to be caused by a combination of 
two factors: (i) hydrogen accumulation at an imperfection (storage effect), and (ii) plastic 
deformation [44]. The formation of a fisheye begins with the accumulation of hydrogen at a 
volume defects (e.g. a voids or an inclusion at the boundary) [81]. Since the MS-AHSS 
contained both martensite and ferrite, it is suspected that the martensite-ferrite phase 
boundary was the hydrogen storage site. The physical and mechanical incompatibility 
between these two phases possibly created the discontinuity at which hydrogen 
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accumulated. Plastic deformation is thought to increase the hydrogen uptake due to the 
ability of dislocations to transport hydrogen [68]. However, steady hydrogen accumulation 
requires time, both for hydrogen-bearing dislocations to reach the storage site, and for 
ample hydrogen diffusion to take place. Both of these processes favour slow strain or 
stress rates. At high deformation rates, dislocations are created rapidly but lead to more 
entanglement during slip [67]. This becomes counter-productive to hydrogen accumulation 
as it halts hydrogen-bearing dislocations from reaching the intended site. In addition, 
plastic deformation increases hydrogen uptake because plastic deformation introduces 
hydrogen traps (particularly vacancies and dislocations). 
Fig. 16 illustrates typical fisheyes. Each fisheye contained a defect typically located 
at the pupil or centre of the fisheye. Each brittle crack initiated at the central defect, and 
grew radially in an approximately circular manner to sizes that ranged from 10 to 50 m. 
There was typically dimple rupture surrounding the fisheye. The fact that the brittle fracture 
of the fisheye was typically surrounded by dimple rupture indicates that (i) fisheyes 
occurred during the final fracture process, and (ii) the brittle fracture process of fisheye 
formation was competing with concurrent microscopically-ductile shear type fracture. 
 
4.6. Hydrogen influence 
A key observation was that there was necking associated with some of the shear 
fractures associated with hydrogen. For example, Table 3 records necking for shear 
fractures at the intermediate applied stress rate for (i) MS1300 specimens tested whilst 
charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl and -1.500 VAg/AgCl and (ii) MS1500 specimens tested whilst 
charged at -1.200 VAg/AgCl. Figs. 14a and 17a shows necking of the shear fracture for 
MS980, tested at the lowest applied stress rate of 0.0064 MPa s-1 and charged at -1.800 
VAg/AgCl.  
In LISTs, necking occurs only at the ultimate tensile strength when the specimen 
has become mechanically unstable (as in all load controlled tensile tests). These shear 
fractures with necking are essentially the same as the shear fractures in Figs. 12, 13 and 
14b-d, and associated with essentially no necking and low macroscopic ductility. This 
implied that all the shear fractures occurred at the fracture stress and there was no sub-
critical crack growth. This is consistent with there being only minor features on the fracture 
surfaces that could be interpreted as sub-critical crack growth, such as the T region in Fig. 
12. 
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To check this conclusion that there was no sub-critical crack growth in the hydrogen 
charged specimens, a LIST was carried out using MS1300 at -1.800 VAg/AgCl after 1 day 
hydrogen pre-charging, at an applied stress rate of 0.080 MPA s-1, until the stress reached 
80% of the expected fracture stress (i.e. to a stress well above the threshold stress). 
Examination of the specimen, using optical and scanning electron microscopy, did indicate 
the complete absence of any sub-critical cracks. 
Thus, the apparent threshold in the hydrogen charging environments is identified as 
a yield stress rather than a threshold stress for the initiation of subcritical cracking due to 
the presence of hydrogen. Fig. 6a indicates that the normalised yield stress for each steel 
decreased with increasing amounts of hydrogen in the specimen, decreased with steel 
strength, and decreased with decreased applied strain rate. This decrease in yield stress 
with hydrogen is attributed to solid solution softening by hydrogen. 
Table 3 indicates that there were similar influences of hydrogen on the fracture 
stress. These decreases in the fracture stress, and the concomitant changes in fracture 
mode with hydrogen, are thus attributed to a dynamic interaction of hydrogen with the 
dislocation substructure, by a process that must be somewhat similar to the HELP 
mechanism for sub-critical crack growth influenced by hydrogen [25,70]. It is proposed that 
the dynamic interaction of hydrogen facilitating dislocation movement, as evidenced by the 
decreased yield strength, caused the transition of fracture from cup and cone to shear 
fracture in the presence of hydrogen. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presents a LIST study of the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and 
fracture properties of four commercial grades of MS-AHSS, with the hydrogen introduced 
by cathodic charging.  
1. The hydrogen influence increased with steel strength, increasingly-negative 
charging potential and decreasing applied stress rate.  
2. Increased hydrogen influence was manifest in the decreased yield stress, in 
reduced macroscopic ductility, and by the change from ductile cup-and-cone 
fracture to macroscopically brittle shear fracture. 
3. The decrease in yield stress is attributed to solid solution softening by hydrogen. 
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4. The fractography was not consistent with the majority of the hydrogen-assisted 
fractures being caused by subcritical crack growth starting at the threshold stress. 
Rather, the fractography was consistent with the hydrogen influenced fracture 
occurring at the ultimate tensile stress when the specimen had become 
mechanically unstable. 
5. The decreases in the fracture stress, and the concomitant changes in fracture mode 
with hydrogen, are attributed to a dynamic interaction of hydrogen with the 
dislocation substructure, by a process that must be somewhat similar to the HELP 
mechanism for sub-critical crack growth influenced by hydrogen.  
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Chapter 4 The influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture 
characteristics of MS-AHSS in simulated automotive service conditions 
 
In Chapter 3, the influence of hydrogen on the properties of MS-AHSS was 
investigated under laboratory conditions. The hydrogen fugacities in these conditions were 
significantly higher than those encountered in typical automotive service. It is also 
desirable to investigate the influence of hydrogen on MS-AHSS in conditions similar to 
those found in automotive service. The results of these tests can be used to predict the 
behaviour of the steels during actual service.   
This chapter is based on the paper entitled, “Influence of hydrogen on the 
mechanical and fracture properties of some martensitic advanced high strength steels in 
simulated service conditions”, published in Corrosion Science vol 111 (2016) pp 770–785.  
The tests conducted in this study include: (i) immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, (ii) 
mechanical tests at substantial applied stress rates, and (iii) immersion in 0.1 M HCl. The 
characterization techniques used to assess HE susceptibility are the (i) LIST for low stress 
rate testing and the (ii) universal testing machine (UTM) for substantial stress rate testing. 
The SEM was used for fracture analysis. The electrochemical permeation tests (EPT) was 
used to assess hydrogen diffusion coefficient and hydrogen concentration; whilst the hot 
extraction technique (HET) was used to measure diffusible hydrogen content. 
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ABSTRACT 
 This work investigated the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture 
properties of four martensitic advanced high-strength steels in simulated service 
conditions: (i) immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, and (ii) at substantial applied stress 
rates. There was little influence of hydrogen for the four MS-AHSS in 3.5 wt% NaCl. 
Similarly, there was little influence of hydrogen for hydrogen-precharged MS1300 and 
MS1500 subjected to tensile tests at substantial stress rates. The diffusivities of hydrogen 
in MS980, MS1300 and MS1500 were similar. The use of a Pt counter electrode during 
cathodic hydrogen charging is not recommended. 
 
Keywords: A. steel; B. SEM; Hydrogen embrittlement; C. XPS, D. hydrogen embrittlement 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Martensitic advanced high strength steels (MS-AHSS) belong to a new class of 
steels that are used in the manufacture of lightweight, crashworthy cars [1-3]. MS-AHSS 
are the strongest of these AHSS, but exhibit limited ductility and formability [4]. MS-AHSS 
are important because of their good strength and relatively low cost [5]. MS-AHSS are 
used in automobiles as anti-intrusion components, such as bumper beams and 
reinforcements, door intrusion beams and reinforcements, windscreen upright 
reinforcements, and B-pillar reinforcements [1,6-8]. In each of these typical applications, 
under normal service, the MS-AHSS steel is subjected either to zero stress, or a constant 
low stress. However, there are high loading rates and high stresses under crash situations. 
Because of the increasing use of MS-AHSS, it is important to understand their 
performance under service conditions. In particular, this study addresses the issue of 
hydrogen embrittlement of these steels under service conditions. 
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Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) is a concern for high-strength steels [9-34]. HE is 
caused by the interaction of the steel, hydrogen and stress. HE can result in (i) a reduction 
of the yield and tensile strength, (ii) subcritical crack growth, and (iii) a loss of ductility 
[9,10]. Alternatively, HE can cause some loss of ductility without an appreciable reduction 
in yield and tensile strength [35], and with no sub-critical crack growth. HE susceptibility of 
MS-AHSS [36-39] increases with (i) increasing strength, (ii) decreasing applied strain rate 
or decreasing applied stress rate, (iii) decreasing tempering temperature, (iv) the presence 
of large inclusions, and (v) and the presence of large second phase precipitates.  
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the (a) Linear Increasing Stress Test (LIST) apparatus (Adapted 
from Atrens et al [23]). 
 
This current research builds on our previous study, using the linearly increasing 
stress test (LIST), on the HE susceptibility of the four MS-AHSS (MS-AHSS, MS980, 
MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500) [39]. The LIST [40] has been widely used to study 
hydrogen embrittlement (HE) and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) [12,41-50]. The LIST, 
shown schematically in Fig. 1, is based on a lever beam balanced on a fulcrum. On one 
side is the specimen. The other side of the lever beam has a moveable weight, which can 
be moved outwards along the lever beam at a constant rate, and subjects the specimen to 
a linearly increasing (engineering) stress until fracture. In the initial, elastic part of the test, 
the LIST is essentially identical to the constant extension rate test (CERT). Both the LIST 
and CERT can be used to determine the onset of yielding, or the onset of subcritical crack 
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growth, using a potential drop technique. The LIST test is load controlled, and 
consequently the LIST is completed at the fracture stress when the specimen has become 
mechanically unstable. For tests with ductile fracture, necking of the specimen only 
commences at the ultimate tensile stress, when the specimen is mechanically unstable, 
and is undergoing ductile fracture. This ductile fracture occurs quickly. The LIST specimen 
can be exposed to air, or to a suitable testing solution. 
Our previous study [39] showed that the HE susceptibility of the four MS-AHSS 
(with yield strengths in the range 880 to 1360 MPa) increased with (i) increasing strength, 
(ii) decreasing applied stress rate, and (iii) increasing hydrogen fugacity. Both the yield and 
the tensile strengths were somewhat decreased, particularly for the highest strength steels 
at the slowest applied stress rate, in the presence of a significant amount of hydrogen 
introduced by cathodic charging. The decrease in yield strength was attributed to solid 
solution softening by hydrogen. The main effect of the hydrogen was to decrease ductility, 
facilitate the occurrence of brittle shear fracture, and cause some brittle features (e.g. 
intergranular and transgranular fractures) on the fracture surface, but there was no 
subcritical cracking.  
The present paper addresses the relevance to automobile service of the prior 
studies of HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS. The specific issues addressed are as follows: 
1. The HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS containing a hydrogen concentration typical of 
the manufactured steel. 
2. The HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS under simulated service conditions, which would 
cause hydrogen to enter the steel due to the corrosion of the steel in service. 
3. The changes to the mechanical properties (ductility, yield strength, and tensile 
strength) due to hydrogen for hydrogen charged MS-AHSS under fast loading that 
would simulate a crash situation.  
4. The amount of hydrogen in the steels under the various testing conditions. 
 
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1 Materials, solutions and LIST 
Table 1 presents the chemical compositions and mechanical properties of the four 
commercial MS-AHSS: MS980, MS1180, MS1300, and MS1500, provided from 
commercial production. The mean sheet thicknesses were 1.2 mm for MS1300 and  
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Table 1. Chemical composition (in wt %) and mechanical properties of the MS-AHSS.  
Specimen 
designation 
Commercial 
designation 
C Si Mn S P Al Nb Ti Cr Yield 
stress, 
MPa 
Tensile 
stress, 
MPa 
Elongation 
at 
fracture, ef 
ef, 
% 
MS980 MS 800/980 0.12 0.37 1.63 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 883 1070 7.9 5 
MS1180 MS 950/1180 0.15 0.37 1.64 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 1176 1355 5.3 3 
MS1300 MS 1030/1300 0.15 0.39 1.67 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 1185 1380 3.5 2.5 
MS1500 MS 1200/1500 0.19 0.36 1.51 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 1361 1667 3.9 2.9 
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MS1500, 1.5 mm for MS980, and 1.8 mm for MS1180. The composition analysis was 
carried out by Spectrometer Services Pty Ltd, Coburg North, Vic. 3058, whilst the 
mechanical properties were supplied by the steel producer. The mechanical strength 
increased from MS980 to MS1500.  
The microstructures of these steels were described previously [39]. The 
microstructure of all the steels was mainly martensite, with a grain size ~ 5 μm, with a 
ferrite content of 30%, 16%, 10% and 8% for MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500. The 
microstructure indicates that the steels were quenched from the inter-critical temperature, 
which transformed the austenite to martensite, and had no influence on the ferrite. The 
steels were provided as sheets from commercial production by the steel supplier, in the 
same condition as the steel is supplied to the auto industry for auto manufacture. 
The three solutions were prepared using analytic grade chemicals and high grade 
deionised water: (i) 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, (ii) 0.1 M HCl, and (iii) 0.1 M NaOH. These 
solutions were naturally aerated. Hydrogen charging was carried out at the free corrosion 
potential and at the zinc potential in the 3.5% NaCl solution to simulate extreme corrosion 
conditions for a car in service. The 0.1M HCl solution was used because this solution has 
been used by car manufactures [51,52]. Hydrogen charging was carried out in 0.1M NaOH 
because this solution was used in our prior study [39]. 
 
Fig. 2. Typical plot of potential drop versus applied stress. The plots have been 
displaced vertically somewhat to provide clear separation between the curves.  The 
yield or threshold stress (σTH) was graphically determined at the transition point of 
the slope. 
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The linearly increasing stress tests (LIST) and fractography were carried out as in 
our prior research [39]. The threshold stress was determined using the potential drop 
method, as illustrated in Fig. 2.  
The HE susceptibility index, I, was evaluated as follows [39]: 
  = ,,, 100%                                                                                             (1) 
where  RA,air  is the reduction in area in air, and RA,H  is the reduction in area in the 
hydrogen charging environment. The HE index can range from 0% to 100%: (i) I = 0% 
indicates no HE susceptibility, whilst (ii) I =100% indicates high HE susceptibility due to the 
absence of plastic strain during fracture. 
 
2.2  LIST in simulated service conditions 
The four MS-AHSS was subjected to the LIST in 3.5 wt% NaCl to simulate 
corrosion in auto service. The specimen was placed in the charging cell, and affixed to the 
LIST apparatus. The charging cell was filled with 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, and the specimen 
was pre-charged for 24 h at 20 % yield stress with hydrogen under two charging 
conditions: (i) corrosion at the free corrosion potential, Ecorr, and (ii) at the zinc potential, 
EZn, equal to -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE) (using a Pt counter electrode), to simulate 
service corrosion of galvanized steel with some steel free of the galvanising. LISTs were 
carried out under these conditions with stress rates corresponding to the 30 and 3 rph 
LIST motors. The small stress during pre-charging was applied so that the experiment was 
ready to run at the end of the pre-charging period without need of any further action on the 
specimen. A LIST was also conducted using MS1500 in 3.5wt% NaCl at the zinc potential, 
EZn (-752 mVSHE) at the slowest applied stress rate (0.0080 MPa s-1) and with a graphite 
(C) counter electrode, due to the concern regarding the use of a Pt counter electrode in 
3.5 wt% NaCl, see Appendix A.  
A corroding steel surface partly covered by zinc galvanising has a mixed potential 
that is between the free corrosion potential of the steel and the free corrosion potential of 
zinc. The fugacity of the hydrogen liberated at the steel surface increases with a more 
negative applied potential. The maximum amount of hydrogen that could be absorbed by a 
steel partly covered by zinc is therefore that which would be absorbed by the steel 
polarised to the free corrosion potential of zinc. Thus, the potential of freely corroded zinc 
was measured, and this potential was used as described above for pre-charging in the 3.5 
wt% NaCl solution. 
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2.3  LIST in 0.1M HCl 
LISTs of MS980 and MS1500 were also carried out in 0.1M HCl. The 0.1M HCl 
solution cannot be considered to be a typical service environment for an automobile. In 
fact, 0.1M HCl must be considered much more extreme than any environment likely to be 
encountered in normal automobile service. Nevertheless, tests in 0.1M HCl were included 
in this study because U-bend immersion test in 0.1M HCl have been used by car 
manufacturers to assess hydrogen delayed failures in automotive components [51,52]. 
MS980 and MS1500 have the least and the highest HE susceptibility of the four MS-AHSS 
[39]. Each LIST specimen was placed in the charging cell together with 0.1M HCl solution, 
and pre-charged for 24 h at 25% yield stress at the free corrosion potential. The LIST was 
carried at the free corrosion potential at a stress rate corresponding to the 3 rph motor. 
Two types of tests were conducted. The first test type used a bare LIST specimen, which 
was subjected to uniform corrosion. The second test type simulated crevice corrosion. A 
portion of the reduced cross-section area of the LIST specimen was covered with teflon 
tape prior to immersion in the acid solution. Crevice corrosion occurred at the boundary of 
the covered and uncovered sections.    
 
2.4  Mechanical tests at substantial stress rates 
Only MS1300 and MS1500 were tested because these were the most sensitive to 
hydrogen [39]. Each specimen was (i) fixed into the charging cell, (ii) attached to the LIST 
apparatus, (iii) pre-charged at an applied potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) in the 
0.1 M NaOH (pH 12.6) solution for 24 h with an applied stress of 20% of yield stress, (v) 
removed from the charging cell, and dried, and (v) tested using: (a) the LIST apparatus at 
the stress rates corresponding to the 30 and 300 rph motors, and (b) a conventional 
universal testing machine (UTM).  
For testing in the LIST apparatus or the UTM, the specimen was removed from the 
charging solution, blow dried, mounted into the LIST apparatus or the UTM, and the LIST 
or UTM was started. The time between end of charging and start of test was less than 10 
min to minimize hydrogen outgassing. Thus, the time-after-charge, prior to testing the 
specimen, was 10 min, and 24 h, and this information is included in the relevant specimen 
designation. 
The tensile tests conformed to the ASTM E 8 standard using the 5584 Instron 
universal testing machine (UTM) at a deformation rate of 0.015 mm/mm/min. This 
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deformation rate was equivalent to 50 MPa s-1 in the initial elastic part of the test, which 
was about sixty times faster than the stress rate of 0.80 MPa s-1 using the 300 rph LIST 
motor. 
 
2.5 Diffusible hydrogen concentration 
Specimens were machined from the MS-AHSS sheets to a size of 10 mm x 50 mm 
x sheet thickness, using a water jet cutter. The specimens were mechanically ground on 
both sides to #1200 grit, rinsed with ethanol, and blow dried.  
A three-electrode arrangement was used for electrochemical hydrogen charging of 
the specimens. The steel was the working electrode, a standard calomel electrode (SCE) 
was the reference electrode, and graphite was the counter electrode. The specimens were 
subjected to the following hydrogen charging conditions for 24 h: (i) corrosion at the free 
corrosion potential (Ecorr) and at the zinc potential (EZn, -752 mVSHE) in 3.5 wt% NaCl; (ii) 
corrosion at Ecorr in 0.1 M HCl, and (iii) cathodic charging at -1848 mVSCE  (-1602 mVSHE), -
1548 mVSCE (-1302 mVSHE) and -1248 mVSCE  (-1002 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH. After 
hydrogen charging the specimens were removed from the solution, rinsed in deionized 
water, rinsed in ethanol, blow dried, and placed in the Bruker hydrogen analyser. The time 
from the end of hydrogen charging to specimen loading into the hydrogen analyser, was 3 
min to minimize hydrogen outgassing in the specimens. 
The diffusible hydrogen content was measured using the Bruker hydrogen analyser 
(G4 Phoenix GH), which uses the carrier gas hot extraction method and a thermal 
conductivity detector (TCD). Before the tests, the machine was calibrated following the 
standard procedures set by equipment manufacturer. Isothermal hydrogen desorption was 
performed at 400 oC. The amount of diffusible hydrogen in the specimen was obtained 
using the pre-installed analytical software. 
 
2.6 Hydrogen permeation 
2.6.1 Permeation procedure 
Hydrogen permeation studies were conducted using a Devanathan-Stachurski type 
dual-cell electrolytic permeation arrangement [53], using the same approach as in our 
previous research [54]. Each compartment had the three-electrode system consisting of 
the working electrode (the steel specimen), the counter electrode (Pt), and the reference 
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electrode (Hg/HgO in saturated 20% KOH). During the experiment, nitrogen was bubbled 
through the solution to remove the oxygen in the electrolyte. 
Permeation specimens were machined from the MS sheet to have dimensions of 30 
mm x 30 mm x sheet thickness, and ground on both sides with 1200 grit SiC. The exit side 
of the specimen was coated with palladium (Pd) to facilitate hydrogen oxidation and 
reduce signal noise. Oil and grease was removed from the specimen by soaking for 15 
min in a degreasing solution (16 g NaOH,15 g Na2CO3, 15 g Na3PO4.12H2O and 2 mL 
liquid detergent dissolved in 500 mL distilled water) followed by a distilled water rinse. The 
specimen was immersed in a pickling solution of 37% HCl solution for 5 s to remove native 
surface oxide. The backside of the specimen was protected from the acid using adhesive 
tape. After pickling, the specimen was mounted in the plating cell. Palladium plating was 
carried in a 25% ammonia solution containing PdCl2 at a concentration of 5 g L-1 for 5 min 
at a current density of 3 mA cm-2. After Pd plating, the sample was rinsed with ethanol, air 
dried, and weighed to determine the thickness of the Pd layer. The Pd coating thickness 
was typically less than 1 μm.  
The specimen was mounted in the permeation apparatus. The area of the specimen 
exposed to the solution was about 350 mm2. The exit side, which had the Pd-coating, was 
polarized in the 0.1 M NaOH at an anodic potential of 300 mVHg/HgO. The anodic current at 
the exit cell was monitored using the PARSTAT 2273 potentiostat. After the background 
current at the exit cell reached 0.3 uA, the entry side of the specimen was cathodically 
charged at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH.    
A pre-charging time of about 4 to 6 days, depending on the thickness of the 
specimen, was necessary to obtain a steady permeation current density, as in our prior 
studies [54,55]. Once the steady current was reached, successive partial decay (from -
1700 to -1600, -1600 to -1400, and -1400 to -1100 mVHg/HgO) and build-up (from -1100 to -
1400, -1400 to -1600, and -1600 to -1700 mVHg/HgO) transients were measured, as in our 
prior studies [54]. 
 
2.6.2 Data analysis 
Prior research has shown that partial build-up or decay transients on a pre-charged 
steel membrane are associated with diffusible hydrogen that is free of surface effects 
[54,56]. The permeation rate, 23, during a build-up or decay transient at time, t, can be 
expressed by [56]: 
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where Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient, L is the specimen thickness, 23	  is the initial 
permeation current density, and 23∞  is the steady-state permeation current density at that 
applied potential. 
Mathematical modelling using MATLAB was used to fit the above permeation 
equations to the experimental transients to determine Deff. 
The concentration of hydrogen, CH, at the entry side of the steel during charging in 
the permeation experiment is given by [54,56]: 
. = 4∞)89::                                                       (4) 
where i∞ is the steady state permeation current density,  L is the steel membrane 
thickness, and F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1). 
applied potential. 
 
3.0 RESULTS 
3.1 LIST in 3.5wt% NaCl Solution 
Table 2 presents values of the threshold or yield stress, σTH, the fracture stress, σF 
and the reduction in area, RA, of the four MS-AHSS for LIST in air and in 3.5 wt% NaCl. 
There were slightly different applied stress rates for the different steels because of the 
differences in specimen thickness, which was related to the thickness of the steel sheets 
supplied. An applied stress rate of 0.8 MPa s-1 corresponded to a pre-yielding strain rate of 
3.9 x 10-6 s-1, whereas an applied stress rate of 0.0054 MPa s-1 corresponded to a pre-
yielding strain rate of 2.6 x 10-8 s-1. All the tests at the zinc potential, EZn, were carried out 
with a platinum (Pt) counter electrode, except for MS1500-Ezn-3-C, for which a carbon 
(graphite) counter electrode was used. 
In air, the LIST measured the yield stress, σY. For all steels, the mechanical 
properties were as expected, and were comparable with those provided by the steel 
supplier and to those values measured in our prior work [39]. There was ductile, cup and 
cone fracture. 
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Table 2. LIST results for MS-AHSS in air or in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution. EZn potential equals 950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE). In the experiments in solution, the specimen 
was exposed to the solution for 24 h at 20% yield stress immediately prior to the commencement of the test. In all cases the fractography was ductile, with necking 
and a cup-cone fracture, with MVC dimples present on the fracture surface, unless otherwise noted. n/a is not applicable. The test with MS1500-Ezn-3-C used a 
carbon (graphite) counter electrode. All other tests at the zinc potential, EZn, were carried out with a platinum (Pt) counter electrode. 
Specimen 
designation 
Environ
ment 
Potential
, VAg/AgCl 
Applied 
stress rate, 
MPa s-1 
Threshold 
or Yield 
stress σTH, 
MPa (±5) 
Fracture 
stress, 
UTS, σF, 
MPa (±2) 
Reduction 
in area,    
RA, % 
Hydrogen 
embrittlemen
t index, I 
Remarks 
MS980-A-30 Air n/a 0.064 900 1112 72 n/a  
MS980-Eo-30 NaCl Ecorr 0.064 880 1088 72 0  
MS980-Ezn-30 NaCl EZn 0.064 900 1094 71 0  
MS980-Eo-3 NaCl Ecorr 0.0064 840 1050 71 0  
MS980-Ezn-3 NaCl EZn 0.0064 885 1058 73 0  
MS1180-A-30 Air n/a 0.054 1160  1348       68 n/a  
MS1180-Eo-30 NaCl Ecorr 0.054 1150 1348 67 0  
MS1180-Ezn-30 NaCl EZn 0.054 1120 1344 67 0  
MS1180-Eo-3 NaCl Ecorr 0.0054 1140 1342 69 0  
MS1180-Ezn-3 NaCl EZn 0.0054 1120 1340 67.5 0  
MS1300-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1170 1380 68 n/a  
MS1300-Eo-30 NaCl Ecorr 0.080 1090 1314 69 0  
MS1300-Ezn-30 NaCl EZn 0.080 1100 1318 68 0  
MS1300-Eo-3 NaCl Ecorr 0.0080 1080 1302 66 3  
MS1300-Ezn-3 NaCl EZn 0.0080 1085 1290 66 3  
MS1500-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1345  1598  62 n/a  
MS1500-Eo-30 NaCl Ecorr 0.080 1330 1592 60 3  
MS1500-Ezn-30 NaCl EZn 0.080 1320 1590 60 3  
MS1500-Eo-3 NaCl Ecorr 0.0080 1320 1580 60 3  
MS1500-Ezn-3 NaCl EZn 0.0080 1305 1564 56 10 Ductile; necking and cup-cone fracture. MVC 
dimples on the fracture surface; long crack 
across the surface parallel to the broad 
transverse side. 
MS1500-Ezn-3-C NaCl EZn 0.0080 1330 1462 29 47 Shear fracture with some necking. Crack 
initiation was from the specimen edge, where 
there were regions of brittle intergranular 
fracture. 
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In the 3.5wt% NaCl solution, the LIST can measure (i) the threshold stress, σ
 TH, 
which is the stress at which sub-critical cracking starts in the specimen, or (ii) the yield 
stress, σY, when subcritical cracking does not occur. For convenience, σTH was used for 
the LIST data (with the realisation that the measured quantity can be the yield stress), 
whilst σY was used for UTM data (for which the measured quantity was the yield stress). It 
is stressed that, the use of σTH does not necessarily indicate the occurrence of subcritical 
cracking in the specimen. In this paper, the measured σTH was the yield stress.   
Table 2 indicates that MS980 and MS1180 showed similar trends in their LIST 
results. At all applied stress rates (i.e. 0.064 and 0.0064 MPa s-1 for MS980, and 0.054 
and 0.0054 MPa s-1 for MS1180) the σTH, σF, and RA values of both steels were similar to 
those of their uncharged counterparts in air. This occurred for the two charging conditions, 
Ecorr and EZn. All tests had an I value of zero, because of the minimal change in ductility of 
the specimens for these test conditions.  
MS1300, tested at 0.080 MPa s-1, displayed a slight reduction in σTH and σF for tests 
in the 3.5wt% NaCl solution, although RA was unchanged. A somewhat greater reduction 
in σ
 TH and σF occurred at the lower stress rate of 0.0080 MPa s-1. The RA had a slight 
decrease, and there was a corresponding increase of the value of I to 3. Furthermore, for 
both stress rates, the LIST values measured at Ecorr and EZn were essentially the same. 
For MS1500 tested at 0.080 MPa s-1, σTH, σF, and RA decreased slightly in the tests 
in the 3.5wt% NaCl solution, and there was negligible difference between the LIST values 
at Ecorr and at EZn. At the lower rate of 0.0080 MPa s-1, σTH, σF, and RA were reduced 
somewhat further. Also the values obtained at EZn were slightly lower than those at Ecorr, 
particularly for RA. The specimen tested at Ecorr, MS1500-Eo-3, had an I value equal to 3, 
whilst the specimen tested at EZn, MS1500-Ezn-3, has the highest value of I, which was 
equal to 10.   
The percent decrease in σTH of the four steels ranged from 3-6%; whilst the 
decrease of σF ranged from 4-7%. The percent decrease in RA was reflected by the HE 
index, I. Most I values were not significantly different from zero, ranging from 0 to 3. 
MS1500-Ezn-3 gave the highest I value of 10; however this value may still be regarded as 
small with respect to HE susceptibility.   
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Fig. 3. SEM images of the typical cup-cone fracture viewed from the (a) broad and 
(b) short transverse sides. (Sample: MS980 at 0.064 MPa s-1 at EZn (-752 mVSHE)) 
 
 
Fig. 4. Top view of a typical cup-cone fracture for MS-AHSS after LIST in 3.5% NaCl. 
The center (C) and the shear (S) regions lips showed the presence of microvoid 
coalescence dimples as seen in Fig. 5b and 5c.  (Sample: MS980 at 0.064 MPa s-1 at 
EZn (-752 mVSHE)) 
 
The facture surfaces of all four MS-AHSS displayed a ductile cup-cone fracture, at 
all applied stress rates and charging conditions in the NaCl solution, expect for specimen 
MS1500-Ezn-3. Fig. 3 shows SEM images of a typical specimen after fracture. There was 
a clear neck. There were no surface cracks in the neck region, and also no cracks away 
from the neck region. Fig. 4 shows a typical fracture surface. The fracture surfaces 
showed the typical regions commonly associated with cup-cone fracture: the (i) central and 
the (ii) shear lip region. The central region contained microvoid coalescence (MVC) 
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dimples, whilst the periphery consisted of MVC shear dimples. Typically, the dimples at the 
centre were rounder, larger and deeper than the shear dimples, indicating extensive 
ductility caused by tensile loading during the early stages of fracture. Shear dimples were 
parabolic, small and shallow due to the concentrated shear stress in the lip region, during 
the late stage of the fracture.  
The size and depth of MVC dimples indicates the ductility of steel. Ductile metals 
possess large and deep dimples; conversely, a brittle metal has small and shallow 
dimples. With regard to these characteristics of MVC dimples, there was no discernible 
difference between the uncharged and hydrogen charged specimens for all the four MS-
AHSS. 
 
Fig. 5. SEM images of the fracture surface of the MS1500 at 0.0080 MPa s-1 at EZn (-
752 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl. (a) Normal view, (b) short transverse side and (c) broad 
transverse side. SEM images of the fracture surface of the MS1500 at 0.0080 MPa s-
1
 at EZn (-752 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl and using a graphite electrode. (d) Normal view, 
(e) short transverse side and (f) broad transverse side.  
 
All specimens showed cup-cone fractures. Only MS1500-Ezn-3 showed an 
additional feature on the fracture surface, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). There was a large 
secondary crack oriented parallel to the broad transverse side, that is parallel to the rolled 
surface of the steel sheet. The crack was deep and extended considerably from the centre 
to the short transverse side, as is evident from Fig. 5b. The crack originated from the 
centre, where the crack gap was widest, and propagated to the sides. MVC dimples were 
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present in the central region, and there were no signs of brittle behaviour. It was difficult to 
determine if the crack propagation was intergranular or transgranular. There was crack 
propagation along the boundary of MVC dimples, which often coincided with a grain 
boundary, thus indicating the fracture to be at least partly intergranular and probably along 
prior austenite grain (PAG) boundaries.   
The last entry in Table 2 presents the result of the LIST carried out using MS1500 
at EZn (-752 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl and with a graphite (C) counter electrode. There was (i) 
no change in the value of σTH, (ii) a small decrease in the value of σF, and (iii) a significant 
decrease in RA, and consequently an increase in I. Fig 5d-f presents the facture surface. 
The fracture was shear with some necking. Cracking initiated at an edge and propagated 
diagonally. There were some brittle intergranular fracture features at the specimen edges, 
indicating an influence of hydrogen. The majority of the area consisted of MVC ductile 
fracture. 
 
3.2 LIST in 0.1M HCl 
Table 3 presents the LIST results for the MS-AHSS in 0.1M HCl at the free 
corrosion potential, at applied stress rates of 0.0064 and 0.0080 MPa s-1 for MS980 and 
MS1500, respectively, with uniform corrosion conditions (UC, specimens with “UC” in the 
specimen designation), and crevice corrosion conditions (CC, specimens with “C” in the 
specimen designation). 
For MS980 and MS1500 with the uniform corrosion conditions, σTH and σF were 
slightly lower than the values in air. MS980 had an average reduction in σF of about 13%, 
whilst the reduction for MS1500 was 5%.  There was a significant decrease in reduction of 
area (RA). The mean I value was 50 and 85 for MS980 and MS1500, respectively.  
For MS980 and MS1500 with crevice corrosion conditions, σF and RA were 
significantly lower than their counterparts for tests in air. The σF was reduced by 50% and 
RA had a low value of 8%. Both steels had similar I values of 89 and 87. The value of σTH 
was not measurable since the potential drop curve did not possess the typical indicator of 
σTH. This is attributed to the steel breaking at stresses lower than the yield stress.  
Comparing the LIST values for the two corrosion conditions, the creviced MS980 
steels showed lower strength and lower ductility than the non-creviced counterparts. The 
creviced MS980 has a higher HE susceptibility with an I value of 87, whilst the non-
creviced steel has an average I value of 50. For MS1500, the strength of the creviced 
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specimen was significantly lower than the non-creviced specimen. However, there was no 
significant difference in the RA and I values; the creviced steel had an I value of 87 and the 
non-creviced steel had an average I value of 86.      
 
Fig. 6.  The fracture surface of the MS980 (a and b) and MS1500 (c and d) after LIST 
at 0.0064 and 0.008 MPa s-1 in 0.1M HCl under uniform corrosion conditions. 
 
Fig. 6 presents the fracture surface of MS980 and MS1500 in the un-creviced 
(uniform corrosion) condition. The two nominally identical MS980 specimens showed two 
different types of fracture, (i) cup-cone and (ii) shear fracture. The cup-cone fracture was 
accompanied by a modest amount of necking. Unfortunately, the fine features of the cup-
cone fracture could not be resolved because a layer of oxide covered the fracture surface 
(which was attributed to the fact that the specimen had been a considerable time in the 
LIST cell after the end of the LIST). The shear fracture of the second MS980 specimen 
was associated with a lower value of fracture stress, a smaller value of the reduction in 
area, and consequently a higher value of the embrittlement index, I. Both specimens of 
MS1500 had shear fractures, similar to those for the second MS980 specimen.  These  
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Table 3. LIST results for MS-AHSS in air or in 0.1M HCl. In the experiments in solution, the specimen was exposed to the solution for 24 h at 25% 
yield stress, immediately prior to the test. The threshold / yield stress and the fracture stress values are engineering stresses, based on the original 
specimen cross-section area. This includes the specimens subjected to crevice corrosion. For the crevice corrosion specimens, the average fracture 
stress was 1280 MPa and 1720 MPa for MS980 and MS1500 for the fracture stress calculated based on the remaining ligament area before fracture. 
*The potential drop curve did not indicate the presence of a yield or threshold stress.  
Specimen 
designation 
Environm
ent  
Potential, 
VAg/AgCl 
Applied 
stress 
rate, MPA 
s-1 
Threshold 
/ Yield 
stress σTH, 
MPa (±5) 
Fracture 
stress, 
UTS, σF, 
MPa (±2) 
Reduction 
in area, 
RA, % 
Hydrogen 
embrittlem
ent index, 
I 
Remarks 
MS980-A-30 Air n/a 0.064 900 1112 72 n/a Ductile; necking and cup-cone fracture 
evident. MVC dimples present at fracture 
surface. 
MS980-HCl-3-UC1 HCl Ecorr 0.0064 810 970 42 42 Cup and cone; small amount of necking; fine 
features unresolved due to oxide layer 
MS980-HCl-3-UC2 HCl Ecorr 0.0064 815 964 31 57 Shear fracture; some indications of yielding 
MS980-HCl-3-C1 HCl Ecorr 0.0080 * 708 8 89 The fracture surface was difficult to analyse 
due to excessive oxidation. 
MS980-HCl-3-C2 HCl Ecorr 0.0064 * 678 8 89 Shear fracture in the remaining area (1.166 
mm2); shear MVC dimples at crack 
propagation zone. 
MS1500-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1340 1580 63 n/a Ductile; necking and cup-cone fracture 
evident. MVC dimples present at fracture 
surface. 
MS1500-HCl-3-
UC1 
HCl Ecorr 0.0080 1300 1502 8 87 Shear fracture; some necking; fine features 
unresolved due to metal layer 
MS1500-HCl-3-
UC2 
HCl Ecorr 0.0080 1310 1484 10 84 Shear fracture; some necking 
MS980-HCl-3-C1 HCl Ecorr 0.0080 * 820 8 87 The fracture surface was difficult to analyse 
due to the presence of metal layer plated out 
from solution. 
MS1500-HCl-3-C2 HCl Ecorr 0.0080 * 806  8 87 Shear fracture in the remaining area (0.758 
mm2); quasi cleavage fracture in crack 
nucleation zone; shear MVC dimples at the 
crack propagation region; secondary crack 
near crack nucleation zone. 
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were associated with a lower value of fracture stress, a smaller value of the reduction in 
area, and consequently a higher value of the embrittlement index, I.  
Fig. 7 shows a magnified view of a typical shear fracture. The surface comprised of 
a fracture nucleation region, region ‘T’, and a fracture propagation zone, region ‘S’. The 
fracture nucleation zone consisted of a mixture of intergranular and quasi-cleavage 
fracture, as shown in Fig. 7b. The fracture propagation zone mainly possessed shear MVC 
dimples, as shown in Fig. 7c, which became finer progressively away from the crack 
nucleation zone. There was some yielding near the crack nucleation zone of MS980 and 
MS1500, as is evident from Fig. 6. Furthermore, these specimens showed some necking, 
therefore it can be deduced that there was no subcritical crack growth, and all the fracture 
occurred at the ultimate tensile stress when the specimen had become mechanically 
unstable, and was undergoing locally ductile fracture. 
 
Fig. 7. (a) Typical SEM image of the fracture surface of the non-creviced MS1500 
after LIST at 0.008 MPa s-1 in 0.1 M HCl. The ‘T’ region refers to crack nucleation 
region and ‘S’ is the crack propagation zone. The arrow refers to direction of crack 
growth. (b) Details of ‘T’ showing a mix of quasi-cleavage and intergranular fracture. 
(c) Close-up of region ‘S’ showing shear MVC dimples. 
 
Fig. 8 shows the typical magnified specimen surface of the MS1500 specimen after 
exposure in 0.1M HCl in the LIST. There was a black powder or residue at the specimen 
surface after the test. The surface revealed rough, broken and jagged features. Surface 
cracks were also present in some areas.         
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Fig. 8. (a) SEM image of the specimen surface of the non-creviced MS1500 after 
LIST at 0.008 MPa s-1 in 0.1 M HCl. (b) Close-up view of the surface showing rough 
features with superficial cracks. 
 
 
Fig. 9. SEM images of the creviced MS980  viewed (a) normal to the fracture surface 
and  from the (b) transverse broad side. SEM images of the creviced MS1500  
viewed (c) normal to the fracture surface and from (d) transverse broad side.  Arrow 
shows direction of applied tensile load. (Testing conditions: LIST at 0.008 MPa s-1 in 
0.1 M HCl)  
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Fig. 9 presents the fracture surface of MS980 and MS1500 in the crevice corrosion 
condition. The SEM images were normal to the fracture surface and from the transverse 
broad side. The transverse view revealed shear-type fracture in both steels. The top view 
indicated that the two steels had similar fracture features, as indicated at higher 
magnification in Fig. 10 for the creviced MS1500. The fracture surface consisted of two 
distinct regions. There was a region of crevice corrosion at the periphery, marked region 
‘C’, and a region of shear fracture in the central area, marked as region ‘S’ and marked 
with the black rectangular boundary. Region S had two fracture zones: (i) a fracture 
nucleation zone and (ii) a fracture propagation zone. The fracture nucleation zone, marked 
‘N’, contained quasi-cleavage fracture as shown in Fig. 10b. The fracture propagation 
zone, region ‘G’, consisted mostly of shear dimples, as illustrated in Fig. 10c. Furthermore, 
there were secondary cracks in the crack nucleation region in the creviced MS1500, but 
not in MS980. The secondary crack illustrated in Fig. 10b had considerable length and 
propagated near the boundary of the creviced section. Like the secondary crack in Fig. 5, 
the secondary crack in Fig. 10 was also largely parallel to the rolled surface of the sheet, 
and probably has similar causes. 
 
Fig. 10. (a) SEM image of the fracture surface of the creviced MS1500 after LIST at 0.008 
MPa s-1 in 0.1 N HCl. The C region denotes areas which experienced crevice corrosion. 
Region ‘S’ is the area enclosed by the rectangle, and was to the final load-bearing area 
before fracture. Within region ‘S,’ area ‘N’ is to the crack nucleation area and ‘G’ is the 
crack propagation region.  The arrows refer to the direction of crack growth. (b) Close-up 
of region N showing quasi-cleavage fracture. (c) Close-up of region G showing shear 
dimples. 
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3.3 XPS analysis 
One possible concern with a platinum counter electrode in a chloride-bearing 
solution (e.g. NaCl) is the possibility of platinum (Pt) dissolving at the counter electrode, 
plating out at the working electrode [57], and influencing the hydrogen uptake of the steel. 
SEM and XPS analyses were conducted to determine if there was detectable Pt on 
specimen surfaces.  
 
Fig. 11. (a) XPS survey scan confirming the  absence of Pt in the MS1180 steels 
charged at EZn(-752 mVSHE) in 3.5wt% NaCl (b) High resolution scan showing where 
Pt peak is expected to appear if present (binding energy 71 eV). (c) XPS survey scan 
and (d) high resolution scan showing the presence of Pt in MS1180 charged at -1700 
mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH solution at the slowest stress rate (3 rph). 
 
MS1180 charged at EZn in 3.5% NaCl was examined because MS1180 had the 
longest exposure (a total of 4 d) to cathodic hydrogen charging in the 3.5wt% NaCl 
solution during LIST. SEM analysis of the steel did not indicate the presence of any 
detectable platinum on the surface. Similarly, the XPS spectra, typical examples are given 
in Figs. 11 a and b, indicated that there was no detectable Pt on the surface of the 
MS1180. This implies that the use of a Pt counter electrode in these experiments did not 
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cause a measureable amount of Pt on the surface, which could have influenced the 
hydrogen uptake of the steels in these 3.5 wt% NaCl solutions. 
XPS analyses were also carried out of MS1180 cathodically charged in the 0.1 M 
NaOH using a Pt counter electrode at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) at the fastest (300 
rph, a total of 1 d pre-charging and 45 min test time) and the slowest (3 rph, a total time of 
4 d) applied stress rates. In both specimens, Pt was detected at the surface, as illustrated 
in Fig. 11 c and d. This indicates that hydrogen ingress in the steel charged in the alkaline 
solutions may have been influenced by the presence of Pt.  
XPS analyses were also carried out of MS1500 cathodically charged in the 0.1 M 
NaOH using a C counter electrode at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) for 5 days. There was 
some carbon on the surface attributed to the typical carbon contamination on the surface 
of XPS specimens. This surface carbon contamination was rapidly removed by etching 
with Ar ions, revealing a surface containing Fe, O and only a residual amount of C. The 
surface was clean with no detectable surface contamination. 
Appendix A presents experiments carried out to study the influence of the counter 
electrodes on hydrogen content in MS-AHSS during cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH. 
Appendix A indicates that the Pt counter electrodes (i) decreased by ~ 70% the steady 
state H uptake of MS1500 during cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH (compared with the 
case of a carbon, C, counter electrode) and (ii) had little influence on hydrogen diffusion in 
the steel and hydrogen egress from the steel. There was nevertheless a substantial 
amount of hydrogen in the steel under these charging conditions. This means that Pt 
counter electrodes should be used with caution during hydrogen embrittlement studies 
involving cathodic hydrogen charging. 
Similarly Fig. A1 and Table A1 indicate that MMO-Ti counter electrodes should be 
avoided in such studies. 
 
3.4 Tests at substantial stress rates  
Table 4 presents the LIST data for MS1300 and MS1500, tested (i) unchanged in 
air (tests designated uncharged/air), (ii) in air essentially immediately after hydrogen 
charging in 0.1M NaOH at an applied potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) for 24 h at 
20% yield stress (tests designated NaOH/Air, specimen designation includes 10 min), (iii) 
in air 24 h after hydrogen charging in 0.1M NaOH at an applied potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO 
(-1602 mVSHE) for 24 h at 20% yield stress (tests designated NaOH/Air, specimen  
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Table 4. LIST results for MS1300 and MS1500 tested (i) in air (uncharged/air), (ii) in air essentially immediately after hydrogen charging in 0.1M NaOH at an applied 
potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) for 24 h at 20% yield stress (NaOH/Air, specimen designation includes 10 min), (iii) in air 24 h after hydrogen charging in 
0.1M NaOH at an applied potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO for 24 h at 20% yield stress (NaOH/Air, specimen designation includes 24H), and (iv) in 0.1M NaOH at an 
applied potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO, after hydrogen charging in 0.1M NaOH at an applied potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO for 24 h at 20% yield stress (NaOH/ NaOH). 
NaOH/Air means that the sample was charged in 0.1M NaOH solution and tested in air. NaOH/ NaOH means that the sample was charged in the 0.1M NaOH 
solution and tested in the 0.1M NaOH solution. All the hydrogen charging involved a Pt counter electrode. Unless otherwise noted in “Remarks”, the fractures were 
ductile, with necking and cup-cone fracture, with MVC dimples present on the fracture surface. n/a is not applicable. 
Specimen 
designation 
Charging / 
test 
environment  
Potential, 
VHg/HgO 
Applied 
stress rate, 
MPA s-1 
Threshold / 
Yield stress 
σTH, MPa 
(±5) 
Fracture 
stress, 
UTS, σf, 
MPa (±2) 
Reduction 
in area, RA, 
% 
Hydrogen 
embrittle
ment 
index, I 
Remarks 
MS1300-A-UTM Uncharged/Air n/a 50 1140 1366 68 n/a 
 
MS1300-A-30 Uncharged/Air n/a 0.080 1170 1380 68 n/a  
MS1300-10min-UTM NaOH/Air -1.700 50 1130 1350 65 4  
MS1300-10min-300 NaOH/Air -1.700 0.80 1150 1362 68 0  
MS1300-10min-30 NaOH/Air -1.700 0.080 1135 1306 70 0  
MS1300-24H-300 NaOH/Air -1.700 0.80 1140 1350 68 0  
MS1300-24H-30 NaOH/Air -1.700 0.80 1130 1302 69 0  
MS1300-24H-UTM NaOH/Air -1700 50 1140 1370 69 0  
MS1300-H1.7-300 NaOH/NaOH -1700 0.80 1120 1360 69 0  
MS1300-H1.7-30 NaOH/NaOH -1700 0.080 1020 1330 34 50 Mixed ductile and shear fracture. Some signs of 
necking. Brittle crack initiation zone, ductile shear 
zone. 
MS1500-A-UTM Uncharged/Air n/a 50 1340 1580 63 n/a  
MS1500-A-30 Uncharged/Air n/a 0.080 1345  1598  62 n/a  
MS1500-10min-UTM NaOH/Air -1.700 50 1330 1550 58 8  
MS1500-10min-300 NaOH/Air -1.700 0.80 1340 1588 60 5  
MS1500-10min-30 NaOH/Air -1.700 0.080 1350 1586 60 5  
MS1500-H1.7-300 NaOH/NaOH -1700 0.80 1315 1580 60 5  
MS1500-H1.7-30 NaOH/NaOH -1700 0.080 1280 1510 7 89 Complete shear fracture. Necking was absent. 
Brittle crack initiation zone consisted of 
intergranular fracture, ductile shear crack 
propagation zone. 
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designation includes 24H), and (iv) in 0.1M NaOH at an applied potential of -1700 
mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE), after hydrogen charging in 0.1M NaOH at an applied potential of -
1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) for 24 h at 20% yield stress (tests designated NaOH/NaOH). 
All the hydrogen charging involved a Pt counter electrode. The purpose of these 
experiments was to understand the influence on the hydrogen on MS-AHSS of (i) fast 
stress rates, and (ii) holding times after charging. Initial results indicated that there was no 
hydrogen sensitivity at 10 min, so that tests at longer holding times would be expected 
yield results similar to those in the 10 min test. Indeed, the tests at 24 h confirmed this 
hypothesis, as is clear from Table 4 from specimens MS1300-24H-300, MS1300-24H-30, 
and MS1300-24H-UTM. Consequently, tests at longer times were not carried out. 
Table 4 indicated that the mechanical properties of the uncharged steels measured 
using the LIST and the conventional tensile test using the UTM were similar. This is clear 
from a comparison of specimens MS1300-A-UTM and MS1300-A-UTM. This indicates that 
the LIST apparatus was correctly calibrated, and was capable of carrying out accurate 
measurements of the mechanical properties of these steels.  
Table 4 further indicates that, for the hydrogen charged specimens tested in air 
(S/Air), for both MS1300 and MS1500, there was no significant HE susceptibility in the 
steels at all the stress rates tested. The two steels followed similar trends. The hydrogen-
charged steels subjected to LIST at 0.080 and 0.0080 MPa s-1 gave values of σTH, σF and 
RA similar to their uncharged counterparts. The hydrogen-charged specimens gave a 
slightly lower σY, σF and RA in the UTM test compared to similarly tested uncharged steels. 
The highest I values of 4 and 8 were for the hydrogen-charged steels MS1300 and 
MS1500 subjected to tensile testing (MS1300-10min-UTM and MS1500-10min-UTM). This 
indicates that only the hydrogen-charged specimens tested with the UTM showed any 
indication of a hydrogen effect, although this effect may be considered not to be 
significant.  
The fracture mode in all the specimens was ductile cup-cone fracture accompanied 
by considerable necking. Fig. 12 presents an example of the typical fracture of the steels. 
There were the typical fracture zones, i.e. the central and shear lip region, associated with 
cup-cone fracture.  There were round and parabolic MVC dimples in the central and the 
shear lip regions, respectively. There were some small secondary cracks parallel to the 
rolled surface. 
A detailed examination of the fracture surfaces of two specimens; namely, MS1300-
10min-UTM and MS1500-10min-UTM, revealed some degree of reduced ductility in these  
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Fig. 12. SEM images of a typical fractured steel specimen subjected to 10 min 
holding time test after charging in 0.1 M NaOH viewed from (a) top, and (b) broad 
transverse side. Fracture mode is cup-cone, and the fracture surface possessed the 
typical central and shear lip region associated with ductile behaviour. (Specimen 
MS1500-10min-30: MS1500 subjected to LIST at 0.080 MPa s-1) 
 
 
 
Fig. 13. SEM images of the shear lip region from (a) uncharged and (b) hydrogen- charged 
MS1300 subjected to the conventional tensile test. The uncharged specimen possessed 
larger, deeper and more elongated shear dimples. Arrows point to highly extended parabolic 
MVC dimples.  
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Fig. 14. SEM images of the shear lip region from (a) uncharged and (b) hydrogen- 
charged MS1500 subjected to the conventional tensile test. The uncharged specimen 
displayed larger, deeper and more elongated shear dimples. Arrows point to highly 
extended parabolic MVC dimples.   
 
steels. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 present the MVC shear dimples in the shear lip region of the 
uncharged and hydrogen-charged MS1300 and MS1500 steels, respectively. These 
images show that the hydrogen-charged specimen had smaller and shallower dimples, 
whilst the uncharged steel had larger, deeper and more elongated parabolic shear 
dimples. This indicates that hydrogen had some influence of the ductile microvoid 
coalesce fracture process.    
Table 4 also includes results of LIST with simultaneous in situ hydrogen charging of 
MS1300 and MS1500. The tests were carried out in 0.1 M NaOH at a charging potential of 
-1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) and at two different stress rates of 0.80 and 0.080 MPa s-1. 
These were the specimens: MS1300-H1.7-30, MS1500-H1.7-30, MS1300-H1.7-300 and 
MS1500-H1.7-300.  
At an applied stress rate of 0.80 MPa s-1, there was no appreciable difference in the 
σTH, σF and RA of the hydrogen charged steels compared to their uncharged counterparts. 
The fracture mode was cup-cone accompanied by extensive necking, as shown in Fig. 
15a. At the lower stress rate of 0.080 MPa s-1, there was a small reduction in σTH and σF, 
and a substantial reduction in RA. The decreased ductility caused the high values of I; i.e. 
50 and 89 for MS1300 and MS1500, respectively. The fracture mode also changed from 
cup-cone to macroscopically brittle shear fracture, as shown in Fig. 15b. These results 
confirmed the results of our previous research on MS-AHSS [40], which indicated 
considerable HE susceptibility in the two steels at low stress rates and with hydrogen 
charging concurrent with mechanical stressing. 
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Fig. 15. SEM images of MS1500 after LIST simultaneous with hydrogen charging in 
0.1 M NaOH at a potential of -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) and at an applied stress 
rate of (a) 0.80 and (b) 0.080 MPa s-1.  Fig. 15a shows the ductile cup-cone fracture, 
whilst Fig. 15b shows a brittle shear fracture. SEM images of the fracture surface of 
MS1500 after tensile test with simultaneous charging in 0.1 M NaOH at a potential of 
-1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) using a graphite electrode. (c) Normal view, (d) broad 
transverse side and (e) short transverse side.  
 
3.5 Diffusible hydrogen concentration 
Table 5 presents the measured diffusible hydrogen concentration, CDH, in the three 
MS-AHSS: MS980, MS1300 and MS1500. The type of hydrogen measured at the 
desorption temperature of 400 oC is considered diffusible hydrogen, which includes weakly 
trapped hydrogen [58].  
Fig. 16 presents the measured diffusible hydrogen concentration as a function of 
the applied overpotential, η, which was evaluated using [55]: 
η = AB − A	                                                                                                                    (5) 
where AB is the applied potential, and A	 is the equilibrium potential for hydrogen in the 
charging solution. A	 was calculated using the Nernst equation as [59]: 
A	 = −0.0591DE − 0.0295log ?                                                                                    (6) 
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where  ? is the hydrogen fugacity, which in this case was equal to unity. The use of η, 
instead of the applied potential, provides an appropriate basis for comparing the results for 
the different solutions.  
 
Table 5. Diffusible hydrogen content of MS980, MS1300, and MS1500 charged under the 
conditions indicated. For cathodic charging, a Pt counter electrode was used.  
  Diffusible hydrogen, µg g-1 
Charging 
conditions 
 Unchar
ged 
 
 3.5% NaCl  0.1 M 
HCl 
 0.1 M NaOH 
   
EZn Eo  Eo  -1700 
mVHg/HgO 
(-1602 
mVSHE)   
-1400 
mVHg/HgO 
(-1302 
mVSHE) 
-1300 
mVHg/HgO   
(-1002 
mVSHE) 
Overpotential
, mV 
 0  -322 -39  -203  -857 -557 -257 
MS980  0.004  0.042 0.014  0.092  0.123 0.161 0.1 
MS1300  0.002  0.068 0.025  0.114  0.163 0.204 0.125 
MS1500  0.003  0.028 0.019  0.075  0.125 0.17 0.089 
 
 
 
Fig. 16. The plot of diffusible hydrogen vs overpotential for MS980, MS1300 and MS1500.   
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All the as-received specimens possessed negligible amounts of hydrogen, with a 
mean diffusible hydrogen concentration of 0.003 µg g-1.  
The diffusible hydrogen concentrations were higher in the steels immersed in 3.5 
wt% NaCl at the open circuit potential, Ecorr, and were higher still in the steels immersed in 
3.5% NaCl and polarised at the zinc potential, EZn (-752 mVSHE).  
The highest values of the diffusible hydrogen concentration, CDH, were in the steels 
that were cathodically charged in 0.1M NaOH solution. The diffusible hydrogen content 
was expected to increase with increasingly negative overpotential. Indeed, the measured 
diffusible hydrogen concentration increased between hydrogen charging at -1248 mVSCE (-
1002 mVSHE) and -1848 mVSCE (-1602 mVSHE). However, there was the highest hydrogen 
concentration for hydrogen charging at -1548 mVSCE (-1302 mVSHE) in all three steels. 
The diffusible hydrogen concentration of MS-AHSS immersed in 0.1 M HCl at Ecorr 
had values in between those immersed in 3.5% NaCl and cathodically hydrogen charged 
in 0.1 M NaOH, and approached the diffusible hydrogen concentrations in 0.1 M NaOH at -
1248 mVSCE (-1002 mVSHE).  
 
 
3.6 Hydrogen permeation 
 
Table 6 presents the measured values of the effective hydrogen coefficient, Deff, 
and the total hydrogen concentration on the input side of the specimen, CH, for MS980, 
MS1300 and MS1500 measured from the hydrogen permeation transients. Fig.17 shows a 
typical decay and rise permeation transient loop that was used for analysis. Deff  was 
calculated in each case by fitting the appropriate permeation equation (Eqs. 2 or 3) to the 
experimental data, as shown in Fig. 18a and 18b.
 
The values of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Deff, for the three steels ranged 
from 10.2 to 11.3 x 10-7 cm2 s-1. MS1300 had the highest values of the hydrogen diffusion 
coefficient, followed by MS980, then MS1500. However, the differences between the 
measured Deff among the three steels was small. The Deff values increased with a more 
negative hydrogen charging potential consistent with our prior research [54].
 
Table 6 indicated that MS1300 had the highest hydrogen concentration after 
cathodic hydrogen charging, whilst MS980 and MS1500 had almost similar hydrogen 
concentrations. This observation agrees with the diffusible hydrogen measurements, 
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Table 6. Table of Deff and CH of MS980, MS300 and MS1500 obtained from decay and build-up transients in the permeation 
experiments.  
Steel Applied potential, 
mVHg/HgO 
η, mV i∞, µA cm-2 Deff, cm2 s-1 CH, ug g-1 
MS980 Start at -1700 -857 3.11  0.518 
 -1600 (decay) -757 2.61 11.7 x 10-7 0.435 
 -1400 (decay) -557 1.69 10.7 x 10-7 0.282 
 -1100 (decay) -257 0.63 10.5 x 10-7 0.099 
 -1400 (rise) -557 1.95 10.2 x 10-7 0.326 
 -1600 (rise) -757 2.91 10.7 x 10-7 0.484 
 -1700 (rise) -857 3.25 11.3 x 10-7 0.541 
    Ave :  10.9  x 10-7  
      MS1300 Start at -1700 -857 8.61  1.039 
 -1600 (decay) -757 6.72 11.2 x 10-7 0.812 
 -1400 (decay) -557 3.46 11.5 x 10-7 0.417 
 -1100 (decay) -257 6.08 10.9 x 10-7 0.073 
 -1400 (rise) -557 3.52 10.2 x 10-7 0.426 
 -1600 (rise) -757 6.53 10.4 x 10-7 0.789 
 -1700 (rise) -857 8.31 13.8 x 10-7 1.003 
    Ave:   11.3  x 10-7  
      MS1500 Start at -1700 -857 4.40  0.443 
 -1600 (decay) -757 3.36 11.6 x 10-7 0.327 
 -1400 (decay) -557 1.97 10.2 x 10-7 0.275 
 -1100 (decay) -257 0.46 10.8 x 10-7 0.053 
 -1400 (rise) -557 2.15 9.10 x 10-7 0.259 
 -1600 (rise) -757 3.45 9.60 x 10-7 0.380 
 -1700 (rise) -857 4.23 9.40 x 10-7 0.545 
    Ave:    10.2 x 10-7  
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where MS1300 showed the highest hydrogen content, and MS1500 and MS980 had 
similar concentrations.
 
 
 
Fig. 17. Plot of permeation current vs time showing the typical transient loop to 
determine the effective diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the steels. (Sample: 
MS1300) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 18. An example of the theoretical curve fitted over the (a) decay (-1700 to -1600 
mVHg/HgO and (b) build-up transients (1600 to -1700 mVHg/HgO). (Sample 
MS1500) 
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4.0 DISCUSSION
 
4.1 As-received steels 
The steels MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500 were from normal commercial 
production. Thus it must be assumed that these steels were representative, including 
containing an amount of hydrogen representative of their production. Table 2 indicates 
that, in all cases, the mechanical properties were as expected. The fractures were in all 
cases associated with significant necking and ductility. This indicates that there was 
minimal influence of hydrogen for the steels in the as-received condition. This is consistent 
with the fact that there was essentially no diffusible hydrogen in the steels under these 
conditions, as is clear from Fig. 16. 
 
4.2 Tests in 3.5 wt% NaCl 
4.2.1 Pt counter electrode 
It is expected that corrosion of the steel causes the evolution of some hydrogen by 
the associated cathodic partial reaction. For corrosion in a neutral solution, the main 
cathodic partial reaction is expected to be the oxygen reduction reaction, although it is 
expected that some of the cathodic partial reaction is hydrogen evolution, which is 
relatively slow in neutral solutions because of the low concentration of H+ ions. 
The tests in 3.5 wt% NaCl are considered to represent an extreme of the corrosion 
conditions to which these steels may be expected to be exposed to during auto service. 
High salt contents can occur in marine exposures, and due to de-icing salts in cold 
(snowy) climates. More often the automobiles will be subjected to much milder conditions, 
such as rain (causing corrosion in a dilute neutral solution), atmospheric corrosion, or dry 
conditions in a garage. Consequently, it is important to understand the influence of 
hydrogen on these steels in these most-severe of the possible corrosion conditions to 
which the automobile is exposed to in service. 
The tests in 3.5 wt% NaCl at Ecorr represent the corrosion situation where bare steel 
sheet is immersed in the saltwater, whilst those at EZn simulate the case of a bare steel 
surface exposed to a galvanized surface in a similar environment. The measured Ecorr was 
-350 mVAg/AgCl (-152 mVSHE) whilst EZn was -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE). Due to a more 
cathodic potential, it is expected that more hydrogen was produced at EZn. Indeed, 
hydrogen evolution at an actual Zn coating has been reported [60]. This means that the 
possibility for HE at EZn is higher than at Ecorr. 
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Table 2 did indicate a slight reduction in σTH, σF and RA, in all cases including those 
at EZn with a Pt counter electrode. These results indicate that the influence of hydrogen 
was small for the four MS-AHSS in the 3.5 wt% NaCl solution at all charging potentials and 
applied stress rates. This is consistent with the zero or low I values, and the occurrence of 
ductile cup-cone fracture in all specimens. Only MS1500-Ezn-3 showed some indications 
of an influence of hydrogen. These indications included (i) the small reduction in RA, and 
(ii) the secondary cracks in the central region of the fracture face. These secondary cracks 
are attributed to have formed in the late stages of fracture. The mechanism of cup-cone 
fracture involves crack nucleation at the centre of the specimen coincident with intense 
plastic deformation. The ductile crack grows and propagates from the core towards the 
surface. At the last stage of fracture, there are significant tensile stresses normal to the 
principal applied stress just before final separation of the mating pieces, and the ductile 
secondary cracks are attributed to the action of these stresses.  
Hydrogen can cause macroscopically brittle failure by enhancing dislocation motion 
and causing localized plastic deformation, as postulated in the hydrogen-enhanced local 
plasticity (HELP) mechanism [61,62]. Fig 5 indicated that the secondary crack originated at 
the central region of the fracture surface. The plane of this ductile fracture is consistent 
with the expected fibre structure of the steel sheet due to the working operations. Thus, 
the ductile cracking is attributed to an interaction of hydrogen with a slight metallurgical 
heterogeneity at the final stages of the ductile fracture. The secondary cracking occurred 
amid intense ductile plastic deformation as indicated by the presence of MVC dimples on 
the fracture surface, and the significant necking indicated that the specimen was 
mechanically unstable and was undergoing ductile fracture.  
It is worth noting that the only measureable influence of hydrogen was this ductile 
secondary cracking only for MS1500 tested at the lowest applied stress rate of 0.0080 
MPa s-1 in the 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, and only at EZn. Even under these most severe of 
the simulated service conditions, there was only a slight influence of hydrogen, and only 
during the final fracture, when the specimen was mechanically unstable and was 
undergoing ductile fracture.  
It is also worth noting that there was no indication of any subcritical crack growth 
associated with hydrogen. 
High strength steels can suffer delayed fracture in NaCl solution associated with 
hydrogen [32]. Furthermore, a critical amount of hydrogen is necessary to cause 
embrittlement. It can be thus concluded that the absence of an influence of hydrogen on 
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the four MS-AHSS in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution can be attributed in part to the low amount of 
hydrogen produced in this environment. This is confirmed by the low diffusible hydrogen 
content measured in the steels after charging at these conditions, as shown in Fig. 16.  
Ecorr was equivalent to -350 mVAg/AgCl (-152 mVSHE), whilst EZn was -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 
mVSHE). Clearly, corrosion at these potentials is inadequate to produce hydrogen at 
concentrations that exceed the critical concentration. Conder et al. [63] reported similar 
observations whilst investigating HE susceptibility of low carbon martensite (LCMS) steels, 
a material similar to MS-AHSS. The LCMS did not show significant HE susceptibility in 
NaCl solutions even at high-applied cathodic potentials in the range of -700 to -1300 
mVSCE (-454 to -1054 mVSHE). They proposed that the absence of an influence of hydrogen 
was due to the low levels of hydrogen produced in these solutions. At -900 mVSCE (-654 
mVSHE), they measured only 0.2 ppm hydrogen in the steel after 1 day of charging; whilst 
at the highest applied potential of -1300 mVSCE(-1054 mVSHE), the hydrogen content was 
only 1.3 ppm. In the current study the highest charging potential was -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 
mVSHE), which is equivalent to -998 mVSCE (-752 mVSHE). Using the data from Conder et al 
and assuming comparable hydrogen uptakes between the two steels, this means that the 
hydrogen content in the MS-AHSS would only be slightly higher than 0.2 ppm at the 
applied potential of -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE). This is consistent with the expectation 
that the steels, in the current study, were exposed to only small amounts of hydrogen. 
Conder et al even added hydrogen recombination poisons in the salt solution, in an 
attempt to enhance hydrogen uptake in the steels and induce a HE response. However, in 
spite of the observed increase in hydrogen uptake, the LCM steels still did not show 
significant HE.     
There was no discernible difference in the performance of the steels in 3.5wt% 
NaCl at Ecorr and EZn, but this does not necessarily imply that a zinc coating is 
inconsequential for MS-AHSS in actual service. In fact, there were some signs of an 
influence of hydrogen in MS1500-Ezn-3, and this was attributed to the more negative 
applied potential. Similarly, Payer et al [64] concluded that a zinc coating can increase HE 
susceptibility of low carbon martensite steels, due to the relatively higher ease of hydrogen 
evolution at the lower potential of zinc. They also found that other metal coatings such as 
chromium offered better protection against HE.  
 
4.2.2 Carbon counter electrode 
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The last entry in Table 2 presents the result of the LIST carried out using MS1500 
at EZn (-752 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl and with a graphite (C) counter electrode. There was (i) 
no change in the value of σTH, (ii) a small decrease in the value of σF, and (iii) a significant 
decrease in RA, and consequently an increase in I. Fig 5d-f presents the facture surface. 
There was some necking, which indicated that the fracture also occurred at the ultimate 
tensile strength, when the specimen had become mechanically unstable. Intergranular 
cracking initiated at an edge and propagated diagonally. The majority of the area consisted 
of MVC ductile fracture. 
These observations indicate that the influence of hydrogen was somewhat greater 
in the case of the experiment carried out using a carbon counter electrode, nevertheless, 
the influence of hydrogen occurred only at the ultimate tensile strength when the specimen 
had become mechanically unstable. There was then a contribution of hydrogen fracture 
events that contributed to the fracture, and decreased the overall ductility. It is also worth 
noting that there was no indication of any subcritical crack growth associated with 
hydrogen. 
 
4.3 Time for hydrogen saturation 
The value of the diffusion coefficient, Deff, measured using the permeation 
experiments can be used to estimate the saturation time, i.e. time during charging at which 
the concentration at the inside of the specimen is equal to that of the surface. This 
estimate applies to the charging carried in the LIST.  
Hydrogen diffusion is assumed to occur from both sides of a thin plate of thickness, 
L. The initial and boundary conditions for this diffusion case are as follows:  
C = 0, x = -L/2 = L/2 (surface), t = 0;                                (7) 
C = Co, x = -L/2 = L/2 (surface), t > 0;    JKLM = 0, x = 0 (center), t > 0                            (8) 
where C is the hydrogen concentration, the initial uniform hydrogen concentration is zero 
at t = 0; the surface concentration becomes Co at both surfaces for t > 0, and the diffusion 
at the centre of the plate is the same in both directions from the two surfaces, so that the 
concentration gradient at the plate centre remains zero for t > 0. For these conditions, the 
solution to Fick’s second law is [65] : 
N
NO = 1 −  
P
Q ∑ R

S
TS>R exp UVWXXTS>R

TQTY
PZT [∞\@] cos TS>R
Q`TZ                                                     (9) 
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Fig. 19 presents a plot of C/Co vs time for MS980 and MS1500.  The diffusion 
model indicates that less than 5 h of charging was needed to ensure that the concentration 
at the specimen center reached 99.9% of the surface concentration, and the specimen 
effectively reached hydrogen saturation. This implies that the 24 h charging period used in 
the current study ensured complete hydrogen saturation of the specimens. 
 
 
Fig. 19. Plot C/Co at the center of MS980 and MS1500  as a function of charging 
time and thickness, L. 
 
4.4 Uniform corrosion in 0.1 M HCl 
As stated previously, corrosion in 0.1M HCl is considered to be much more severe 
than the corrosion environments encountered in auto service. This environment was 
included in this study to allow a comparison with typical service, because some car 
manufacturers have been using 0.1M HCl to study the influence of hydrogen on auto 
steels, e.g. Horvath et al. [52].  
The unstated assumption in these experiments is that any decrease in strength and 
ductility is attributable to the hydrogen adsorbed by the steel due to the corrosion of the 
steel in the 0.1M HCl. It is assumed that there is no influence on the fracture processes of 
the significant corrosion rate of the steel. This assumption may not be correct, as there 
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may be anodic stress corrosion cracking due to the substantial corrosion rate of the steel 
in the 0.1 M HCl, and this substantial corrosion could interact with the applied stress to 
cause stress corrosion cracking. 
Table 3 shows that, under uniform corrosion conditions, MS980 showed an 
apparent influence of hydrogen, and MS1500 showed a greater apparent influence of 
hydrogen. This is indicated by (i) the I values of 42 and 57 for MS980 and 84 and 87 for 
MS1500 (Table 3), and (ii) the shear fractures as indicated in Fig. 6. Nevertheless, Fig. 6 
indicates that both steels showed significant necking, which indicates that the apparent 
influence of hydrogen on both steels was to influence the final ductile fracture process, and 
there was no subcritical crack growth. 
For comparison, Zhou et al [51] subjected MS980 to a U-bend immersion test in 0.1 
M HCl, and found no significant HE, whereas the present LIST tests indicated an apparent 
influence of hydrogen. This difference in results may be attributed to the different modes of 
stressing done in each study. The current study used a dynamic applied stress, while the 
study by Zhou et al used a static applied load. This indicates that dynamic loading or 
stressing is more severe than static loading in the HCl solution, and can cause an 
apparent embrittlement response from MS980. In agreement were the observations by 
Zhou et al of apparent HE susceptibility of MS980 when subjected to the slow strain rate 
test (SSRT) in 0.1 M HCl. Their results were similar to those reported herein: in the 
presence of hydrogen, MS980 showed (i) some decrease of the yield stress, ultimate 
tensile stress, and elongation to fracture, and (ii) ductile fracture. 
These results indicate that, in the presence of 0.1M HCl and slowly increasing 
loading, MS980 and MS1500 show a decrease of yield and tensile strength, a decrease of 
ductility, mainly ductile fracture, and no sub-critical crack growth.    
Clearly, the 0.1M HCl environment was quite severe, and caused an apparent 
influence of hydrogen on MS980 and MS1500. This appears to be consistent with the 
literature. For example, Willan [66] noted that even a 30 second HCl pickling caused HE in 
4340 high strength steels. They recommended the use of fast pickling times and low 
pickling acid concentration if the treatment to avoid HE. Otherwise, pickling should be 
avoided whenever possible, or the hydrogen outgassed by heating to ~200 oC.  
MS1500 showed an apparent hydrogen sensitivity higher than that of MS980 in 0.1 
M HCl. This could be attributed to the higher strength of MS1500, and the fact that 
hydrogen sensitivity increases with steel strength. 
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Fig. 16 indicates that the steels tested in in 0.1 M HCl had hydrogen concentrations 
slightly lower than those hydrogen cathodically charged in  0.1M NaOH at -1200 mVHg/HgO 
(-1002 mVSHE). Thus it is pertinent to compare the LIST results for MS980 and MS1500 
whilst exposed to 0.1M HCl with the LIST results for MS980 and MS1500 whist subjected 
to hydrogen cathodic charging at -1200 mVAg/AgCl (-1002 mVSHE) in 0.1M NaOH from our 
previous study [39]. Table 3 shows that the hydrogen embrittlement index measured in the 
present work in 0.1M HCl was 42 and 57 for MS980 and 84 and 87 for MS1500. In 
comparison, in our prior work [39], the hydrogen embrittlement index, whilst subjected to 
hydrogen cathodic charging at -1200 mVAg/AgCl (-1002 mVSHE) in 0.1M NaOH was much 
lower at 3 for MS980, but was comparable for MS1500.  
This comparison for MS980 indicates that in 0.1M HCl there are factors additional to 
the hydrogen content that reduce the ductility of the fractures in this solution. 
 
4.5 Crevice corrosion in 0.1M HCl 
Table 3 indicates that, under crevice corrosion conditions, the mechanical 
responses of MS980 and MS1500 were similar. The (engineering) fracture stress was 
decreased significantly, the reduction of area was also decreased significantly, so that the 
values of susceptibility index, I were 89 and 87. This indicates that the behaviour of the 
steels was independent of the mechanical strength and factors such as composition and 
microstructure. The strength and ductility were determined largely by the depth of the 
crevice, which was influenced by the rate of corrosion in the steels. As the crevice 
deepened, the load-bearing area decreased until fracture. Fracture occurred when the 
stress in the remaining ligament reached a critical stress, usually equal to the notched or 
constrained tensile strength of the steel. Therefore, the actual strength of the steel may be 
obtained by considering the remaining load-bearing area at fracture. This area was 
measured from the SEM images of the fracture surfaces, as presented in Fig. 9. The 
actual fracture strength of MS980 and MS1500 was equal to 1280 and 1720 MPa, 
respectively. The actual tensile strength values were slightly higher than the corresponding 
values in air, attributed to some notch strengthening and indicating that the steel was not 
significantly weakened in the acidic environment. The values of tensile strength in Table 3 
were simply the result of considering the initial area when calculating the stress and not 
accounting for the effective area at fracture. The crevice also acted as a notch and caused 
the low RA and high I values for the steels. The crevice caused fracture prior to plastic 
deformation. Hence, there was minimal difference between the initial and final cross 
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sectional area of the specimen that resulted in the low values of RA.  However, further 
interpretation of these results is not possible because there were no comparable notched 
tensile tests with uncharged specimens.   
 
4.6 Tests at substantial stress rates  
Table 4 indicated that there was no influence of hydrogen at substantial stress 
rates. The hydrogen charged MS1300 and MS1500 tested in air at substantial stress rates 
(i.e. ranging from 50 to 0.080 MPa s-1) had values of yield strength, tensile strength and 
ductility equal to the corresponding values of the uncharged steels. In addition, Table 4 
indicated that, for the LIST at 0.8 MPa s-1, there was no influence of hydrogen on 
hydrogen charged MS1300 and MS1500 subjected to LIST whilst undergoing hydrogen 
charging. In contrast, Table 4 indicates that, there was an influence of hydrogen at slow 
applied stress rates of 0.08 MPa s-1, for hydrogen charged MS1300 and MS1500 
subjected to LIST whilst undergoing hydrogen charging, as illustrated by samples 
MS1300-H1.7-30 and MS1500-H1.7-30.  
Two conclusions may be drawn from these observations.  
Firstly, there is a critical stress rate above which there is no significant influence, 
even in the presence of hydrogen during stressing. In the current study, the critical stress 
rate was 0.8 MPa s-1 at a hydrogen fugacity equivalent to -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE). 
Indeed, past studies have indicated that HE of steels occurs at low strain rates [67-69], low 
applied stress rates [12,39,47,48], or for static loading [70]. It is also expected that the 
value of the critical stress rate is influenced by factors such as hydrogen fugacity, strength 
of steel and microstructure.      
Secondly, in situ hydrogen charging during the mechanical test can influence the 
HE behaviour of the steels, and that the lack of HE susceptibility in the MS-AHSS in the 
tests without concurrent hydrogen charging may have been due to (i) simply the lack of a 
hydrogen effect, or (ii) the combined effects of the high stress rates and hydrogen 
outgassing. Outgassing can reduce the overall hydrogen content to levels lower than the 
critical concentration necessary for embrittlement. Hydrogen can ingress and egress from 
metals with relative ease due to the small size of the hydrogen atom [60].  Hydrogen 
diffuses into the steel and saturates the lattice during charging. Conversely, hydrogen 
starts to egress the steel as soon as hydrogen charging stops, unless hydrogen is strongly 
bound by traps. Zwettler et al. [71] reported that the total amount of hydrogen escaping 
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from AHSS at room temperature was exponential with time; thereby, highlighting the 
importance of minimizing transfer times between charging and the hydrogen testing. 
Oudriss et al. [72] observed that most of the hydrogen adsorbed by a martensitic steel 
after electrochemical charging had completely diffused out after 3 days. Furthermore, 
Willan et al. [66] noted the ‘room temperature relief’ of hydrogen-charged AISI 4340, in 
which there was a room temperature dwell time of at least 2 hours after acid contact, was 
enough to significantly lower HE in the steel. They attributed this relief to hydrogen 
outgassing.  
Lee et al [73] measured the amount of hydrogen in press-hardened 22MnB5 
immediately after charging, and after the tensile test. The tensile test was conducted at a 
crosshead speed of 2.54 mm/min. They found that (i) a hydrogen concentration of 1.7 ppm 
was enough to cause considerable HE in the steels, and (ii) the hydrogen concentration of 
the steels, regardless of microstructure, stayed constant within the test duration. In the 
current study, the crosshead speed in the tensile test was 0.5 mm/min, about 5 times 
slower than that used by Lee et al. and so more hydrogen may have been lost. On the 
other hand, a study by Oudriss et al. [72] reported that the HE susceptibility of martensitic 
AISI 5135 was highest within the first 15 to 24 hours at room temperature after hydrogen 
charging. They proposed that hydrogen mobility in the steel was highest during this 
interval that resulted in the heightened HE response. However, the outgassing kinetics 
depend critically on the steel type and the associated density and distribution of hydrogen 
traps. 
Lovicu et al. [36] did somewhat similar tests and found significant hydrogen 
embrittlement, as measured by a decrease in the notched ultimate tensile strength, for a 
hydrogen concentration above 3.7 ppm for M1200 (similar to MS1300 used in the present 
study), and for a hydrogen concentration above 1 ppm for M1400 (similar to MS1500 used 
in the present study). They charged each notched MS-AHSS specimen electrochemically, 
carried out a slow strain rate test (SSRT) at a strain rate of 4.5x10-5 s-1, and measured the 
amount of hydrogen in half of each tensile specimen after the SSRT compared with a 
witness specimen charged at the same time as the SSRT specimen. The duration of their 
SSRT can be estimated at ~1.3 min. Considering what is involved in mounting an SSRT 
specimen, and removing the SSRT specimen at the end of the SSRT and taking the 
specimen to the hydrogen content analyser, it is likely that the total time was at least ~10 
min between the end of the electrolytic charging and the start of the hydrogen content 
analysis. They found that the hydrogen content after the SSRT was within 10% of that of 
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their witness samples, indicating that there was little hydrogen lost from the sample in this 
period of time. This time was comparable to that taken in this study between the end of the 
cathodic hydrogen charging and the UTM tests. This indicates that the UTM tests in the 
current research would have observed hydrogen embrittlement in the MS1300 and 
MS1500 specimens if there was hydrogen embrittlement. The lack of hydrogen 
embrittlement in the UTM tests of hydrogen charged MS1300 and MS1500 is thus 
attributable to there being no hydrogen embrittlement of MS1300 and MS1500 under the 
conditions tested. The current study did not use recombination poisons, and thus the 
hydrogen content is expected to be lower.   
The amount of hydrogen remaining in the steels in the present LIST experiments of 
Table 4 as a function of time after hydrogen charging may be estimated using the 
appropriate diffusion model. For a diffusion model of a thin plate with thickness, L, with a 
uniform initial hydrogen concentration of Co, with hydrogen outgassing occurring at both 
sides; there are the following initial and boundary conditions: 
C = Co, 0 < x < L, t = 0                      (10) 
C
 
= 0, x = 0, L (surface), t > 0                      (11) 
And the solution to Fick’s second law is [74]: 
N
Na =
P
Q ∑ RTS>R si n d2e + 1
g Mh exp d− =>

?7?8;
? hiS@]                                                  (12)          
This equation provides the value of the normalised concentration, C/Co after any 
elapsed time, t, which when integrated yields the amount of hydrogen remaining in the 
steel. Fig. 20 plots the fraction of hydrogen remaining in MS980 and MS1500 for 
specimens of thicknesses as used in these tests.  
The high stress rate in the tensile tests ensured a rapid test, estimated to be about 
3 minutes per tensile test compared to 30 min and 4 h needed for the LIST tests at 0.8 and 
0.08 MPa s-1. The hydrogen outgassing model (Eqn. 12) indicates that about 85% of the 
charged hydrogen remains after 8 min (total time of standard tensile test and processing 
time after charging), 75% after 30 min, and about 30% after 4 hours. This indicates that, 
except for the LIST at the slowest stress rate of 0.008 MPa s-1, the steels possessed 
substantial amounts of hydrogen during the tensile tests and the LIST tests.  
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Fig. 20. Plot showing the fraction of hydrogen remaining in MS980 and MS1500, as a 
function of time and thickness, L.  
 
This means that the UTM tests of hydrogen charged MS1300 and MS1500 do 
indeed indicate the absence of any macroscopic influence of hydrogen on the yield 
strength, fracture strength, and ductility. 
This is reinforced by a lack of a significant hydrogen effect for the pre-charged 
specimens subjected to LIST whilst being subjected to hydrogen charging, see MS1300-
H1.7-300 and MS1500-H1.7-300 in Table 4. 
Figs. 13 and 14 do however indicate that the presence of hydrogen did have some 
influence on the details of the microscopic fracture process as the hydrogen charged 
specimens had smaller shallower dimples on the fracture surface. This is consistent with 
the hydrogen enhanced plasticity model, and consistent with hydrogen enhancing 
microscopic plastic flow. 
The considerations about hydrogen egress also indicate that any influence of 
hydrogen may be fairly rapidly dissipated once the hydrogen source (corrosion) becomes 
inactive. 
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4.7 Metallurgical influences 
The fractography in Figs. 5, 10 and 12 indicate that under some conditions there 
were secondary cracks parallel to the rolled surface of the steel sheet. These ductile 
secondary fractures are consistent with the expected fibre structure of the steel sheet due 
to the working operations. Thus, the ductile cracking is attributed to an interaction of 
hydrogen with a slight metallurgical heterogeneity at the final stages of the ductile fracture. 
 
4.8 Service implications  
The results of the LIST in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution in Table 2 indicate that there was a 
small influence of hydrogen for the four MS-AHSS for the tests using a Pt counter 
electrode. Furthermore, it is not expected for car components to be immersed in such salt 
solutions for an extended period of time in service. For the four steels, the yield strength 
decreases ranged from 3-6%; the decrease of fracture stress ranged from 4-7%; the HE 
index, values were not significantly different from zero, ranging from 0 to 3, except for the 
value of 10 for MS1500-Ezn-3; however this value may still be regarded as small with 
respect to HE susceptibility. 
In the case of the experiment carried out using a carbon counter electrode, there 
was a somewhat greater influence of hydrogen on the fracture, and a somewhat 
decreased ductility. In both cases there was no indication of any subcritical crack growth 
associated with hydrogen. 
The tests results at rapid stress rates in Table 4 indicate that hydrogen had minimal 
influence on MS-AHSS under conditions of rapid loading. Furthermore, high hydrogen 
fugacities may be expected to be rare in typical automotive service, particularly as 
hydrogen outgassing may be rapid.   
 
4.9 Hydrogen concentration 
4.9.1 Measured hydrogen concentration 
Fig 21 compares the diffusible hydrogen concentration, CDH, from Fig. 16 and Table 
5, to the hydrogen concentration, CH, evaluated from the permeation transients, from 
Table 6. Fig. 21 indicates that the hydrogen concentration, CH, evaluated from the 
permeation transients was significantly greater than the diffusible hydrogen concentration, 
CDH, by a factor from 2 to 6. The hydrogen concentration evaluated from the permeation 
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transients is expected to be the steady state hydrogen concentration during cathodic 
hydrogen charging. This hydrogen concentration was the starting concentration of the 
steel at the end of the charging, and some hydrogen was expected to be lost between the 
end of charging and the measurement of the diffusible hydrogen concentration. However, 
the diffusion model for these steels in Fig. 20 indicates that the amount of hydrogen lost 
was expected to be relatively small, and is not sufficient to explain the difference between 
these two different measures of hydrogen contents.  
 
 
Fig. 21. Plot comparing the hydrogen concentration measured using the diffusible 
hydrogen analyser and the permeation experiment in MS980, MS1300 and MS1500. 
 
4.9.2 As-rolled steels  
The low diffusible hydrogen content measured in the as-rolled specimens indicates 
that the as-rolled steels are essentially hydrogen-free. The manufacturing process does 
not introduce considerable amounts of hydrogen into the steel or the hydrogen rapidly 
egresses. This agrees with studies that indicated no significant hydrogen uptake after 
forming [36,75].  Of some concern are other post-fabrication processes that could 
introduce hydrogen such as acid cleaning and electroplating.  
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4.9.3 Charging in 0.1 M NaOH 
The hydrogen concentration increased with more negative overpotential in Fig. 16 
in that the hydrogen concentration increased from the concentration for charging at -1248 
mVSCE (-1002 mVSHE) to that charging at -1848 mVSCE (-1602 mVSHE). This is consistent 
with expectations [55,76].  
The higher hydrogen concentration for cathodic charging at -1548 mVSCE (-1302 
mVSHE), was unexpected, and there is no explanation. This may be related to the 
measurement technique, as the hydrogen concentration as measured from the permeation 
transients increased continuously with increasing overpotential, as expected, see Fig. 21. 
 
4.9.4 Immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl and 0.1 M HCl  
Fig. 16 indicates that the hydrogen content after immersion in the 3.5 wt% NaCl 
solution at Ecorr was measureable, and significantly greater than in the as-received steel. 
This indicates that some hydrogen is liberated at the specimen surface and some 
hydrogen enters the steel during corrosion at the free corrosion potential. Moreover, the 
amount of hydrogen was substantially higher for immersion in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution at 
EZn, consistent with expectations that the more negative applied potential will produce 
more hydrogen at the steel surface.  
Conder et al [63] studied low carbon martensitic steels, similar to MS-AHSS. They 
charged the LCMS (yield strength 1150 MPa) for 24 hrs in 3.5 wt% NaCl at -900 mVSCE (-
654 mVSHE). Their test was quite similar to the current test that involved MS1500 (yield 
strength of 1200 MPa) charged in 3.5 wt% NaCl at EZn (-752 mVSHE). Conder et al 
measured a total hydrogen content of 0.8 ppm in the steel using hot melt extraction, whilst 
the measured diffusible hydrogen content in this work was substantially lower at 0.03 µg/g 
(ppm).  
The relatively higher hydrogen uptake in HCl at Ecorr is not surprising. In acidic 
conditions, hydrogen comes from the reduction of H+ and water in the solution as a by-
product of the corrosion reaction [77]. These cathodic reduction processes are dependent 
on the abundance of H+, and therefore on pH. The acid can also breakdown oxide films 
formed at the steel surface, and this would also enhance hydrogen uptake [78]. 
Furthermore, hydrogen absorption of steels in an acidic solution is influenced by alloying 
elements [75]. For example, Cu can retard hydrogen absorption, while P, S, As, Se, Sb 
and Sn can enhance this effect.    
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4.9.5. Steel strength  
The hydrogen uptake of AHSS is known to be influenced by the alloying elements, 
process history and microstructure. Loidl et al [37] studied several MS-AHSS, and 
compared the diffusible hydrogen concentration in charged specimens subjected to the 
slow strain rate test (SSRT). They found that the diffusible hydrogen concentration 
decreased with increasing tensile strength. This was attributed to the ability of dislocation 
to move and carry hydrogen. Stronger steels have lower dislocation mean free paths, and 
consequently have lower hydrogen concentrations for the same charging conditions. In the 
current study, the lowest hydrogen concentrations were also mostly measured in MS1500, 
but the expected trends for MS1300 and MS980 did not appear. This indicated that there 
was no clear relationship between diffusible hydrogen concentration and tensile strength of 
MS-AHSS. One factor that may have caused the difference in the results of the two 
studies is the charging condition. The study by Loidl et al tested hydrogen content from 
specimens subjected to the SSRT. This means that hydrogen charging of the specimens 
was done simultaneously with plastic deformation. In contrast, the current study did not 
apply stress during charging for the specimens whose hydrogen concentration was 
measured. The presence of stress or strain in the steel increases the hydrogen 
concentration [79,80].   
 
4.10 Hydrogen permeation 
The values of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Deff , measured in this work, Table 
6, are within the known scatterband for martensitic steels [81]. At room temperature, the 
reported values can range from 1 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-5 cm2/s. The hydrogen diffusion 
coefficient in steels can be reduced by the presence of hydrogen traps [82]. Crystalline 
defects (e.g. dislocations, grain boundaries, phase boundaries, etc.) are common 
hydrogen traps. Since hydrogen traps could be expected to increase with increasing 
tensile strength, it could be expected that the measured hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Deff, 
would decrease from MS980 to MS1500. However, Table 6 indicates that the values of the 
hydrogen diffusion coefficient were similar for all three steels. This indicates that Deff was 
not strongly influenced by the tensile strength nor by the metallurgical differences (e.g. 
fraction of ferrite to martensite). The higher values of Deff at the more negative potentials 
may be attributed to a decreasing trapping effect [54,56]. During charging, hydrogen first 
occupies and fills the traps. With increasingly negative applied potential, the hydrogen 
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fugacity is increased, more of the traps are filled and the effective diffusion coefficient 
approaches the value of the lattice diffusion coefficient. 
 
5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
1. There was minimal influence of hydrogen for the four MS-AHSS in the LIST in 3.5 wt% 
NaCl, under the conditions used in this study. 
2.  There was minimal influence of hydrogen for hydrogen-precharged MS1300 and 
MS1500 subjected to tensile tests at substantial stress rates, under the conditions used in 
this study. 
3. The hydrogen content of MS980, MS1300 and MS1500 increased with increasingly 
negative applied potential and the type of electrolyte. However, there was no clear 
correlation between the mechanical strength and hydrogen concentration. 
4. There was no significant difference between the diffusivity of hydrogen in MS980, 
MS1300 and MS1500.   
5. The use of a Pt counter electrode during cathodic hydrogen charging in 0.1 M NaOH 
decreased by ~70% the steady state hydrogen content of MS1500 compared with the 
case of a carbon, C, counter electrode) attributed to the Pt plating onto the specimen 
surface. 
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APPENDIX A – Counter electrodes 
The current study used Pt as the counter electrode for electrolytic hydrogen 
charging. However, Pt may dissolve at a sufficiently oxidizing potential [57]. The XPS 
analysis did detect Pt on the steels cathodically charged in 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO 
(-1602 mVSHE) but no Pt was detected for steels cathodically charged in 3.5 wt% NaCl at a 
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lower overpotential. This implies that Pt in the 0.1M NaOH was oxidized to Pt ions at the 
relatively high anodic potential at the counter electrode, the Pt ions migrated to the working 
electrode, and Pt was plated out onto the steel electrode at the negative applied potential. 
Pt is a known to influence the hydrogen evolution reaction [83]. Hence any Pt deposited on 
the steel surface may influence hydrogen uptake by the steel and hydrogen permeation 
through the steels.  
Consequently, the performance of alternative counter electrodes were examined: (i) 
graphite (C), and (ii) mixed metal oxide-coated titanium (MMO-Ti) (obtained from NMT 
Electrodes (Australia) Pty Ltd, Canning Vale, Western Australia). The MMO-Ti electrodes 
are becoming increasingly popular in impressed current cathodic protection systems. 
 
Fig. A.1. Comparison of the permeation current in MS1500 as a function of time with 
the Pt, C, and MMO-Ti counter electrode. 
 
Fig. A1 shows the hydrogen permeation current density through a MS1500 
specimen as a function of time during cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO 
(-1602 mVSHE) on the input side, carried out under identical conditions, except that the 
counter electrode used was Pt, C, or a MMO-Ti counter electrode. The Pt counter 
electrode was arranged as for the results described in the Tables 2, 4-6. In contrast, in the 
experiments using a C or MMO-Ti counter electrode, the counter electrode was placed in a 
separate counter electrode compartment, ~10 cm from the working electrode; and the 
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counter electrode compartment was separated from the main charging solution by a frit to 
prevent solution mixing by convection. 
For the experiment with the Pt counter electrode, the hydrogen permeation current 
density increased slowly over a period of 36 h to a maximum value and then slowly 
decreased somewhat. This behaviour is consistent with our prior measurements [54,55] 
and to literature observations [56,85], and is attributed to a slow conditioning of the surface 
which converts the surface iron oxides to a stable condition. 
For the experiment with the C counter electrode, the permeation current density 
also increased slowly over the first 24 h, and was thereafter essentially constant, at a 
value significantly larger than the steady state permeation current density with the Pt 
counter electrode. 
For the experiment with the MMO-Ti counter electrode, the permeation current 
density continued to increase for over 84 h to much higher values. 
Table A1 presents the results from a sequence of permeation decay transients 
similar to those in Table 6 and Fig. 17, and in particular presents the values for the 
measured steady-state permeation current density, i∞, the effective diffusion coefficient, 
Deff, and the hydrogen concentration, CH, in the steel on the input side of the steel 
permeation specimen.  
For the experiments with the Pt and C counter electrodes, these results indicate 
that the values of the effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, were the same within experimental 
error, and the same as the values of the effective diffusion coefficient in Table 6, indicating 
that these electrodes had no influence on hydrogen diffusion inside the steel (which is to 
be expected) and furthermore that Pt had no influence on the hydrogen egress from the 
steel, and no influence on hydrogen entry process into the steel. However, the hydrogen 
concentration values indicated that there was substantially more hydrogen dissolved in the 
steel for identical cathode charging conditions when a C counter electrode was used 
compared with a Pt counter electrode. This indicates that a steel surface, on which there is 
some Pt, absorbs less hydrogen than an identical steel surface with no surface Pt. 
The permeation experiment with the MMO-Ti counter electrode indicated that 
hydrogen content in the steel was significantly higher than for the experiment with the C 
counter electrode, and in addition, the values of the effective hydrogen diffusion coefficient 
were also somewhat higher. SEM examination of the MMO-Ti counter electrode revealed 
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Table A1. Values for the measured stead-state permeation current density, the effective diffusion coefficient, Deff, and the hydrogen 
concentration, CH, in the steel on the input side of the MS1500 steel permeation specimen from a sequence of permeation decay 
transients after long term (4 d) cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) on the input side, carried out under 
identical conditions, except that the counter-electrode used was Pt, C, or a MMO-Ti counter electrode.  
Counter electrode 
material 
Applied potential, mVHg/HgO η, mV i∞, µA cm-2 Deff, cm2 s-1 CH, ug g-1 
Pt Start at -1700 -857 4.40  0.443 
 decay to -1600 -757 3.36 11.6 x 10-7 0.327 
 decay to -1400 -557 1.97 10.2 x 10-7 0.275 
 decay to -1100 -257 0.46 10.8 x 10-7 0.053 
    Ave:    10.2 x 10-7  
      C Start at -1700 -857 9.42  1.306 
 -1600 (decay) -757 6.57 9.4 x 10-7 0.910 
 -1400 (decay) -557 2.91 9.8 x 10-7 0.404 
 -1100 (decay) -257 1.22 9.5 x 10-7 0.169 
    Ave:    9.6 x 10-7  
      MMO-Ti Start at -1700 -857 31.0  2.363 
 -1600 (decay) -757 23.1 17.4 x 10-7 1.758 
 -1400 (decay) -557 8.23 15.7 x 10-7 0.627 
 -1100 (decay) -257 1.08 10.0 x 10-7 0.082 
    Ave:    14.4 x 10-7  
 
Table A2. Composition of the electrolyte in the counter electrode compartment at the start of precharging at cathodic charging in 0.1 M 
NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) on the input side (0 h), after 96 h, and at the end of the cathodic charging (120 h).  
 
 Element concentration, mg/L 
Sample 
Designation 
 Ir Ru Ta Ti Al Pb Fe Ca P S Si Na K Zn 
0 h  0.023 0.004 0.021 0.008 0.264 0.010 0.037 0.010 0.087 0.149 8.799 2291 0.676 0.002 
96 h  0.296 0.014 0.081 0.091 0.602 0.012 0.011 0.035 0.105 0.368 21.514 2296 
18.94
7 0.017 
120 h  0.087 0.010 0.059 0.019 0.792 0.017 0.017 0.030 0.116 0.277 25.215 2357 
40.59
2 0.029 
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a cracked surface oxide, and EDS gave the following approximate concentration (in wt%): 
26%Ti, 15%Ir, 13%Ru, 5%Ta, 1%Ca, and 38%O. 
XPS analysis of the surface of the steel after permeation experiments with the 
MMO-Ti counter electrode indicated the presence on the steel surface of ruthenium metal 
(Ru), iridium (Ir) oxide, lead (Pb) oxide and cadmium (Cd) oxide. The presence of Ru and 
Ir was consistent with the elements in the SEM-EDS analysis. Pb and Cd were not found 
in the EDS analysis of the MMO-Ti. However, these two elements were not detected in the 
XPS analysis of the steel cathodically charged with the platinum counter electrode, shown 
in Fig. 11, so it is reasonable that these may have also originated from the MMO-Ti. 
Table A2 shows the chemical analysis of the electrolyte in the counter electrode 
chamber at different times of the permeation experiment with the MMO-Ti counter 
electrode as analysed by the Analytic Services Unit at the School of Agriculture and Food 
Sciences, The University of Queensland. There was an increase in the amount of Ir, Ru, 
Ta, Ti, Al, Pb, Si and K in the electrolyte. It is logical to assume that these elements 
leached out from the MMO-electrode during the test. 
Fig. A1 and Table A1 indicate that the Pt counter electrodes (i) decreased by ~ 70% 
the steady state H uptake of MS1500 during cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH (compared 
with the case of a C counter electrode) and (ii) seemed to have little influence on hydrogen 
diffusion in the steel and hydrogen egress from the steel. There was nevertheless a 
substantial amount of hydrogen in the steel under these charging conditions. This means 
that Pt counter electrodes should be used with caution during hydrogen embrittlement 
studies involving cathodic hydrogen charging. 
Similarly Fig. A1 and Table A1 indicate that MMO-Ti counter electrodes should be 
avoided in such studies. 
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Chapter 5 Further studies on the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS in 
simulated automotive service conditions 
 
In Chapter 4, the influence of hydrogen on the properties of MS-AHSS was 
investigated under some simulated service conditions. This chapter reports on additional 
efforts to determine hydrogen influence in other types of service conditions; such as: (i) 
charging in 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, (ii) mechanical tests at substantial applied stress rates 
with simultaneous in-situ charging (to detect external hydrogen embrittlement), and (iii) 
immersion in different pH modified 3.5 wt% NaCl.  
This chapter is based on an unpublished work entitled, “Further study of the 
hydrogen embrittlement of martensitic advanced high strength steel in simulated auto 
service conditions”, submitted to Corrosion Science for publication.  
Similar to the previous work, the instruments used to assess HE susceptibility are 
the LIST and the UTM; whilst the SEM was used for analysing fracture features. The EPT 
was used to assess hydrogen diffusion coefficient and hydrogen concentration. 
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ABSTRACT 
This work examined the influence of hydrogen on the mechanical and fracture properties 
of martensitic advanced high-strength steels under conditions relevant to automotive 
service: (i) in 3.5 wt% NaCl at different cathodic potentials, (ii) in acidified 3.5 wt% NaCl 
and (iii) at substantial stress rates. The hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility of the steels 
increased at (i) increasingly negative potentials and at lower pH in 3.5% NaCl, and (ii) at 
high charging potentials in 0.1 M NaOH at substantial stress rates. The hydrogen influence 
was manifested by a reduction in ductility, and the presence of brittle features on the 
fracture surface. 
 
Keywords: A. steel; B. SEM; C. hydrogen embrittlement  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Martensitic advanced high-strength steels (MS-AHSS) are attracting attention for 
the manufacture of lightweight, crashworthy cars [1-3]. MS-AHSS have good strengths, 
ranging 950 to 1700 MPa, are inexpensive to manufacture, but exhibit limited ductility and 
formability [4, 5]. MS-AHSS are used to make automotive body-in-white (BIW) components 
such as (i) bumper beams and reinforcements, (ii) door intrusion beams and 
reinforcements, (iii) windscreen upright reinforcements, and (iv) B-pillar reinforcements [1, 
6-8].  
Hydrogen embrittlement (HE) occurs in steels, such as conventional high-strength 
steels [9-23], advanced high-strength steels [24-34], and medium-strength steels [35-44]. 
HE occurs when the load-bearing steel interacts with a critical amount of hydrogen. HE 
can result in (i) a reduction of mechanical strength, toughness and ductility, together with 
(ii) subcritical crack growth [45, 46]. Alternatively, HE can cause some reduction of ductility 
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without an appreciable decrease in yield and tensile strength [47], and without sub-critical 
crack growth.  
Automotive steels may be subject to corrosion in automobile service. A marine 
environment is a common environment that causes aggressive corrosion of steels in the 
auto body [48]. Similar aggressive corrosion occurs for auto bodies due to de-icing salts 
used in snowy climates. Hydrogen may be produced by the corrosion, may diffuse into the 
stress-bearing steel auto component, and could conceivably cause hydrogen delayed 
fractures [49].   
During accidents, car components are subjected to impact stresses at high-applied 
stress rates. Adequate toughness in automotive steels is needed so that the component 
fails by a ductile mode rather than fractures. Any factor that could lower the toughness of 
an automotive structure, such as hydrogen, requires to be understood by car 
manufacturers.  
This current research builds on our previous study, which studied the HE 
susceptibility of automotive MS-AHSS in simulated service conditions, using the linearly 
increasing stress test (LIST) and conventional tensile tests [26]. The LIST [50] has been 
widely used to study hydrogen embrittlement (HE) and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) [9, 
10, 14, 37, 51-57]. Our previous work [26] studied four grades of MS-AHSS using LIST at 
the open circuit potential, Ecorr, and at the zinc potential, Ezn, equivalent to -950 mVAg/AgCl (-
752 mVSHE), in 3.5% NaCl and at different stress rates. There was minimal HE 
susceptibility in these MS-AHSS at both Ecorr and Ezn, and at all stress rates; partly due to 
the low hydrogen concentrations under these hydrogen charging conditions.  
However, it is possible that HE in these steels could occur at higher cathodic 
potentials where a greater hydrogen fugacity is expected [58]. In addition, it is known that 
the hydrogen equilibrium potential decreases with decreasing pH [59], so that there is 
more hydrogen evolution during corrosion in acidic solutions. This means that a decrease 
in pH can increase the corrosion rate of steels [48], and would also increase the amount of 
hydrogen produced during corrosion. Also, the presence of NaCl would further add to the 
aggressiveness of corrosion in acidic solutions.  
Acidified NaCl solutions occur during crevice corrosion and pitting corrosion. The 
pH can decrease to below pH 2 inside a crevice and a corroding pit, in a NaCl solution 
[60]. Thus tests on steels immersed in acidified 3.5% NaCl are relevant to understand the 
sensitivity of MS-AHSS to the conditions present in crevice corrosion and pitting corrosion. 
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Our previous study used tensile tests to study the influence of a substantial-applied 
stress rate on the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS under conditions of internal hydrogen 
embrittlement (IHE) [26]. IHE refers to HE in the absence of hydrogen charging [61]. The 
hydrogen is already inside the steel, i.e. the hydrogen may have entered the steel during 
the processing or fabrication steps or during service corrosion. IHE was evaluated by 
mechanical tests on specimens in the absence of hydrogen charging [26] . Smooth tensile 
specimens were hydrogen charged in tension in the LIST apparatus, dismounted, and then 
subjected to a tensile test using a universal testing machine (UTM) within a short time after 
the end of hydrogen charging. The results showed negligible hydrogen influence on the 
mechanical properties of MS-AHSS, even though modelling indicated that most of the 
hydrogen remained in the steel. 
In contrast, external hydrogen embrittlement (EHE), also known as hydrogen 
environment embrittlement (HEE), results from exposure to a hydrogen-bearing 
environment [62]. For hydrogen gas, hydrogen is believed to enter the metal via the 
surface adsorption of diatomic hydrogen, followed by absorption in the lattice after 
dissociation into the monoatomic form. EHE is evaluated by mechanical tests in the 
presence of a hydrogen environment. 
Past research has noted several similarities and differences between IHE and EHE 
[63]. Both processes need a critical level of stress and a critical hydrogen concentration. It 
is possible that the MS-AHSS may behave differently when evaluated under EHE 
conditions.     
The present paper adds to the knowledge of the relevance of the HE to MS-AHSS 
in automobile service. The specific issues addressed by this work were as follows: 
1. the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS in 3.5% NaCl at -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE) and 
-1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE), and the measurement of the hydrogen 
concentrations in the steels at these potentials, 
2. the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS in pH-modified 3.5% NaCl, to assess the HE 
susceptibility of MS-AHSS during pit corrosion or crevice corrosion, and 
3. the EHE of MS-AHSS under a substantial loading rate that is relevant to a crash 
situation.  
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1. Steels, electrolytes, and apparatus 
Test materials were four grades of commercial MS-AHSS; namely MS980, 
MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500. The steels were from commercial production, and were 
supplied as flat rolled sheets with the chemical composition and the mechanical properties 
as presented in Table 1. The chemical composition was determined by an independent 
laboratory (Spectrometer Services Pty Ltd, Coberg, Vic), whilst the mechanical properties 
were provided by the steel supplier. The microstructure of these steels consisted of a 
combination of mainly martensite and some ferrite [24], with proportions as listed in Table 
1. 
The LIST and tensile test specimens were machined using a water jet cutter to the 
dimensions shown in Fig 1. The long direction of each specimen was parallel to the rolling 
direction. The specimens were mechanically ground using SiC paper (i.e. 320, 600 and 
1200 grit), rinsed with ethanol, and blow dried.  
 
     Fig. 1. Schematic of the LIST specimen. Dimensions are in mm.  
 
All solutions, i.e. 3.5% NaCl, 0.1 M NaOH, and 0.1 M HCl, were prepared using 
analytic grade chemicals and deionised water. The pH modifiers were analytic grade (i) 
32% hydrochloric acid (HCl) and (ii) sodium hydroxide pellets.  
Electrochemical hydrogen charging used a three-electrode apparatus. The working 
electrode was the steel specimen. The reference electrode was either an Ag/AgCl/sat KCl 
reference electrode when hydrogen charging in 3.5% NaCl, or a Hg/HgO/20% KOH 
reference electrode when hydrogen charging in 0.1 M NaOH. The counter electrode was 
graphite, because our previous work indicated that a graphite electrode was inert with 
respect to electrolytic hydrogen charging, whereas a platinum counter electrode caused a 
smaller amount of hydrogen to be absorbed by the steel because of the plating of platinum 
onto the steel working electrode [26]. 
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Table 1 Chemical composition (in wt %), microstructural composition (in %), and mechanical properties of the MS-AHSS. 
Steel 
designatio
n 
C Si Mn S P Al Ti Cr % 
martensit
e 
%   
ferrite 
Yield 
stress, 
MPa 
Tensile 
stress, 
MPa 
ef, 
% 
MS980 0.12 0.37 1.63 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 0.04 0.02 70 30 883 1070 5 
MS1180 0.15 0.37 1.64 <0.01 <0.01 0.03 0.03 0.02 84 16 1176 1355 3 
MS1300 0.15 0.39 1.67 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 0.03 0.01 90 10 1108 1367 2.9 
MS1500 0.19 0.36 1.51 <0.01 <0.01 0.04 0.03 0.02 92 8 1326 1512 2.4 
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The Linearly Increasing Stress Test (LIST) has been described previously [24-
26][39]. The LIST subjects the specimen, exposed to the environment of interest, to a 
linearly increasing stress until specimen fracture. The LIST is equivalent to a load 
controlled slow strain rate test (SSRT), that is considerably quicker than the SSRT, 
because specimen fracture occurs much earlier, e.g. for a specimen in air, fracture occurs 
at the maximum load when the specimen becomes mechanically unstable and fractures; 
and the specimen fractures when the sub-critical crack reaches a critical size for testing in 
an environment causing sub-critical cracking [53]. The tensile strength, σF, and yield and 
threshold stress, σTH, were determined using the potential drop method. The reduction in 
area, RA, was obtained by measuring the projected area of the fracture surface. The HE 
susceptibility index, I, was evaluated as follows [24]:  
 = ,,,  100%                                                                                                        (1) 
where RA,air is the reduction in area in air, and RA,H is the reduction in area in the hydrogen 
charging environment. The value of I can range from 0% to 100%, from no HE 
susceptibility to maximum HE susceptibility due to the complete absence of plastic strain 
during failure. 
The conventional tensile tests were conducted using an Instron 4505 universal 
testing machine (UTM) following the ASTM E-8 standard. 
After each mechanical test (i.e. LIST or tensile test), the fractured specimen was 
subjected to fracture analysis. At the end of a test that involved electrochemical charging, 
the fractured specimen was immediately removed from the charging electrolyte to prevent 
corrosion of the fracture surface. The specimen was rinsed in distilled water, blow dried, 
immersed in EDTA solution for 5 minutes, rinsed with ethanol and blow-dried. Each 
specimen was cut to an appropriate size using an alumina saw, ultrasonically cleaned in a 
4% alconox solution for 30 minutes, rinsed in deionized water, and blow-dried. The 
specimen was mounted on an aluminium stub using a conductive carbon tape, and 
examined using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL 6610 SEM). 
 
2.2. LISTs in 3.5% NaCl with applied potentials 
2.2.1. Ezn 
Four grades of MS-AHSS (i.e. MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500) were 
studied. The LIST specimen was fixed into the solution chamber and the chamber was 
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mounted on the LIST apparatus. An initial tensile stress equivalent to 20% of the nominal 
yield stress was applied to the specimen. The 3.5% NaCl charging solution was poured 
into the chamber, the appropriate reference and counter electrodes were inserted, and a 
cathodic potential equivalent to Ezn (-950 mVHg/HgO (-752 mVSHE)) was applied to the 
specimen for 24 hours to attain hydrogen saturation throughout the specimen, as verified 
by our prior modelling of the hydrogen profile in the specimen [26]. At the end of the 
charging period, the LIST commenced. A stress rate equivalent to the 3 revolutions/hr 
(rph) motor was applied on the specimen. The stress rate was determined from the cross-
sectional area of the specimen and the speed of the servomotor used (e.g. 3 or 30 rph 
motor), and is provided with the results in the appropriate table.  
 
2.2.2. -1050 mVAg/AgCl 
The two strongest grades of MS-AHSS; namely, MS1300 and MS1500, were used 
in these tests as these showed the most hydrogen sensitivity [24]. The test procedure was 
as described in section 2.2.1, except that (i) the cathodic charging potential applied was -
1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE) and (ii) two stress rates were studied corresponding to the 30 
(0.08 MPa s-1) and 3 rph (0.008 MPa s-1) motors. 
 
2.3. Permeation tests 
The permeation tests were conducted to determine (i) the hydrogen concentrations 
in the MS1300 and MS1500 during charging in the 3.5% NaCl at the different potentials, 
and (ii) the effective hydrogen diffusion coefficients. The tests were performed as 
described previously [26] including precharging for 24 h at 1050 mVAg/AgCl in 3.5% NaCl. 
There were attempts to do charging at potentials more negative than -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 
mVSHE). However, beyond -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE), the applied cathodic potential 
reduced the chlorine ions and produced toxic chlorine gas; and thus the tests were 
discontinued. The permeation transients were as follows: (i) successive decay transients 
from -1050 to -950, then -950 to -850 mVAg/AgCl; (ii) successive rise transients from -850 to 
-950, then -950 to -1050 mVAg/AgCl; and (iii) full decay from -1050 mVAg/AgCl to open cell 
potential.  
The permeation tests were analysed as previously [26]. Permeation transients were 
fitted with the theoretical curves derived from the appropriate mathematical model that 
describes a rise or a decay transient; expressed as follows [64]: 
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Rise:               4545
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
1789::; ∑ exp −
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∞=@	 
                                                         (2) 
Decay:            4545
6
45∞456 = 1 −

1789::; ∑ exp −
=>
??
+89::;
∞=@	 
                                                   (3) 
 
where 23 is the permeation current during a build-up or decay transient at time, t, Deff is the 
effective diffusion coefficient, L is the specimen thickness, 23	  is the initial permeation 
current density, and 23∞  is the steady-state permeation current density at that applied 
potential. 
The fitted curve yielded the effective hydrogen diffusion coefficient in the steels, Deff. 
The subsurface concentration of hydrogen, CH, at the entry side of the steel during 
charging in the permeation test was evaluated from [64, 65]: 
. = 4∞)89::                                                                                                                       (4) 
 
where i∞ is the steady state permeation current density,  L is the steel membrane 
thickness, and F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1). 
 
2.4. LISTs in pH-modified 3.5% NaCl 
Only MS1500, which has the highest HE susceptibility, was used in this test. LISTs were 
performed in pH-modified 3.5% NaCl at the open cell potential, Ecorr, at pH values of 1, 3, 5 
and 9. The as-prepared or unmodified 3.5% NaCl solution had a pH value of 7.4. The LIST 
specimen was placed in the charging cell together with the charging solution, and pre-
charged for 24 h at 20% yield stress. The test was performed at a stress rate 
corresponding to the 30 rph (0.08 MPa s-1) motor. Another test was done in 0.1 M HCl 
solution having pH 1. 
 
2.5. Tensile tests 
Tensile tests were conducted in (i) air; (ii) in 0.1M NaOH while hydrogen charging at 
-1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 mVSHE), -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 
mVSHE); and (iii) at Ezn equivalent to -950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl. The same 
charging chamber used in the LIST was adopted for the tensile test. The specimen was 
mounted in the charging chamber then connected to the UTM. The charging solution was 
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poured in the chamber, and the electrodes were inserted. A pre-test load was applied on 
the specimen during charging equivalent to 20% of the nominal yield stress of the steel. 
The appropriate charging potential was applied on the specimen for 24 hours. At the end 
of the hydrogen charging step, the tensile test commenced. The applied strain rate was 
0.015 mm/mm/min. This deformation rate was equivalent to 50 MPa s−1 in the initial elastic 
part of the test, which was about six hundred times faster than the stress rate of 0.080 
MPa s−1 using the 30 rph LIST motor. Due to the absence of a yield plateau, the yield 
stress, σy, was obtained at the 0.2% offset strain. The ultimate tensile stress, σf, was 
obtained at the point of maximum load, whilst ductility was measured from the % reduction 
in area, RA.  
The tensile test was carried out under strain control compared with the LISTs, which 
are load controlled. Thus the specimen in a LIST necks and fractures at the ultimate 
tensile strength, whereas there is considerable additional deformation in the tensile test 
after necking at the maximum load. 
An extensometer could not be used in these tensile tests since the charging cell 
prevented mounting the extensometer on the specimen. The extensions were measured 
from the displacement of the crosshead. Experience has indicated that, when extension is 
taken from the crosshead displacement, the gauge length is equivalent to the distance 
between grips. In these tests, the distance between grips was about 75 mm. 
 
3.0 Results 
3.1. LIST in 3.5% NaCl solution with applied potentials 
Fig. 2 shows typical LIST potential-drop data, consisting of plots of the potential drop 
across the specimen versus the applied stress. The yield or threshold stress, σTH, was 
determined as the transition stress corresponding to the significant increase in the slope. 
The fracture stress, σF, was determined from the maximum load. Table 2 presents a 
summary of the measured values of σTH, the tensile fracture stress, σF, the reduction in 
area, RA, and the hydrogen embrittlement index, I, obtained from the LISTs in air, and in 
3.5% NaCl at the stated charging potentials and stress rates. 
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Table 2 LIST results for different MS-AHSS in (a) air or in (b) 3.5% NaCl solution, at the two charging potentials: (i) Ezn = -950 mVAg/AgCl (-
752 mVSHE) and (ii) -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE). The applied stress rates are given and were equivalent to those produced by the 30 
(intermediate) and 3 (slow) rph motors. Unless otherwise noted in ‘Remarks’, fractures were ductile, accompanied by necking and cup-
cone fracture, and MVC dimples present on fracture surface. n/a means not applicable.   
Specimen 
designation 
Environ
ment 
Potential, 
mVAg/AgCl 
Applied 
stress 
rate, MPa 
s-1 
Threshold 
or yield 
stress, σTH, 
MPa (±5) 
Fracture 
stress, 
UTS, σF, 
MPa (±2) 
Reduction 
in area, RA, 
% 
Hydrogen 
embrittle
ment 
index, I 
Remarks 
MS980-A-30 Air n/a 0.064 910 1040 73 n/a  
MS1180-A-30 Air n/a 0.054 1170 1342 71 n/a  
MS1300-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1120 1308 65 n/a  
MS1500-A-30 Air n/a 0.080 1310 1518  61 n/a  
MS980-Ezn-3 NaCl -950 0.0064 900 1010 68  7 . 
MS1180-Ezn-3 NaCl -950 0.0054 1175 1310 66 7  
MS1300-Ezn-3 NaCl -950 0.0080 1180 1350 57 12  
MS1500-Ezn-3 NaCl -950 0.0080 1320 1496 36 41 Shear fracture accompanied by some 
amount of necking.  
MS1300-E-30 NaCl -1050 0.080 1105 1296 58 11  
MS1300-E-3 NaCl -1050 0.0080 1085 1298 34 48 Shear fracture accompanied by some 
amount of necking. 
MS1500-E-30 NaCl -1050 0.080 1260 1490 53 13 Ductile; necking and cup-cone 
fracture, but with shallow surface 
fractures in the neck. 
MS1500-E-3 NaCl -1050 0.0080 1240 1526 13 79 Sharp shear fracture without necking. 
Surface fractures found near fracture 
lip. 
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The values of σTH and σF for the four MS-AHSS evaluated using LISTs in air were 
similar to the values obtained from the steel supplier as listed in Table 1.  
 
 
Fig. 2. Typical plots of potential drop versus stress obtained from a LIST.  The threshold 
stress, sTH, was determined as the transition stress corresponding to a significant increase 
in the slope. The two plots have been displaced vertically for ease of viewing. 
 
3.1.1. Ezn and -1050 mVAg/AgCl 
Table 2 indicates that, for the four steels tested in the LIST in 3.5% NaCl at Ezn at 
the slowest stress rate (3 rph), the values of σTH and σF were similar to the values 
measured in air. However, there were changes in ductility that were reflected in the 
corresponding I value. MS980, MS1180 and MS1300 exhibited little change in ductility and 
had low values I; whilst MS1500 showed a significant decrease in ductility as indicated by 
the higher I value.  
At the more cathodic potential of -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE), the values of σTH 
and σF of MS1300 and MS1500 were again similar to the values measured in air. 
However, the two steels showed considerable HE susceptibility, as indicated by a 
decrease in the value of RA and an increase in the value of I. MS1500 exhibited higher I 
values than MS1300. Furthermore, the MS1300 and MS1500 both exhibited higher I 
values at the lower applied stress rate.  
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3.1.2. Fracture characteristics  
There were two types of fractures: (i) cup-cone fracture and (ii) shear fracture. 
Representative images of these two fracture modes are shown in Fig. 3.  
 
Fig. 3. Typical (a) ductile cup-cone  (specimen: MS1500-A-30) and (b) shear 
(specimen: MS1500-E-3) fractures. The arrow shows the direction of the applied 
tensile load. 
 
Cup-cone fracture was typically accompanied by considerable necking, and 
indicated ductile behaviour. There was cup-cone fracture in the specimens tested (i) in air, 
or (ii) for the steels with minimal hydrogen influence as indicated by low I values (e.g. 
MS980-Ezn-3 and MS1300-E-30). The typical features present in the cup-cone fracture 
are shown in Fig 4: (i) the central fracture region (‘C’) and (ii) the shear lip region (‘S’). The 
arrows indicate crack propagation. The typical fracture morphologies in the ‘C’ region were 
micro-void coalescence (MVC) dimples, as shown in Fig 4b. In the ‘S’ region there were 
shallow parabolic MVC dimples, as shown in Fig 4c. In some of the specimens, such as 
MS1500-E-30, surface cracks were present in the neck region of the cup-cone fracture, 
but there were, in no case, cracks in the uniformly deformed part of the specimen.  
Shear fracture was an indication of more macroscopically-brittle behaviour. This fracture 
mode was also accompanied by some necking and surface cracks near the crack lip, but 
there were, in no case, cracks in the uniformly deformed part of the specimen away from 
the final fracture. The shear fracture occurred for steels with a substantial hydrogen 
influence that correlated with higher I values (e.g. MS1500-E-3, MS1500-Ezn-30 and 
MS1300-E-3). 
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Fig. 4. (a) Normal (or top) view of a typical cup-cone fracture; the arrows show the fracture propagation directions. High 
magnification images show details of the (b) central (C) region and (c) shear lip (S) region consisting of round and 
parabolic MVC dimples, respectively. (Specimen: MS1500-A-30).  
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Fig. 5. (a) Normal (or top) view of a typical shear fracture. The arrows show fracture propagation directions. High 
magnification images show details of the (b) fracture initiation (‘I’) region with a mixture of intergranular and 
quasicleavage fracture features; (c) fracture propagation (‘P’) region consisted of shallow shear MVC dimples; and (d) 
final fracture (‘F’) region consisted of brittle features similar to those in region “I”. (specimen: MS1500-E-3).  
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Details of the shear fracture are shown in Fig. 5.  Three fracture zones were 
identified: (i) fracture initiation (‘I’); (ii) fracture propagation (‘P’); and the (iii) final fracture 
(‘F’) region. The ‘I’ region commonly possessed brittle features such as a mix of 
intergranular, transgranular and quasi-cleavage fractures, as shown in Fig 5b. The ‘P’ 
region consisted of shallow, shear MVC dimples, as shown in Fig 5c. The fracture 
propagated typically at an angle of 45o with respect to the direction of the tensile load. The 
‘F’ zone, shown in Fig 5d, possessed brittle features that were similar to those observed in 
the fracture initiation zone.  
 
3.2. Permeation tests 
Fig. 6a shows the transient loop conducted during the permeation test. Fig. 6b 
shows a typical build-up or rise transient curve fitted with the theoretical curve derived 
using the appropriate mathematical model [26, 58]. Table 3 presents the steady state 
permeation current, i∞, the effective hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Deff, and the subsurface 
hydrogen concentration, CH, for MS1300 and MS1500.  
The values of CH increased with increasingly negative charging potentials. The 
values of CH ranged from 0.024 to 0.137 µg g-1 in MS1300, and 0.014 to 0.115 µg g-1 in 
MS1500, for a potential range of -850 (-652 mVSHE) to -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE).  The 
calculated mean Deff in MS1300 was 13.2 x 10-7 cm2 s-1, which was slightly higher than that 
of MS1500 at 12.1 x 10-7 cm2 s-1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 (a) A typical transient loop obtained from the permeation tests using MS1500 steel. 
(b) An experimental rise transient curve fitted to the theoretical curve obtained using the 
appropriate mathematical model. 
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Table 3 Deff and CH for MS1300 and MS1500 obtained from decay and rise transients in 
the permeation experiments. The solutions in the entry cell and exit cell consisted of 3.5 
wt% NaCl and 0.1 M NaOH, respectively. 
Specimen Applied potential, 
mVAg/AgCl 
i∞,µA cm-2 Deff, cm2 s-1 CH, ug g-1 
MS1300 Start at -1050 1.40  0.137 
 -950 (decay) 0.84 13.0 x 10-7 0.082 
 -850 (decay) 0.24 15.5 x 10-7 0.024 
 -950 (rise) 0.51 12.0 x 10-7 0.049 
 -1050 (rise) 0.73 8.8 x 10-7 0.070 
   Ave: 13.2 x 10-7  
     MS1500 Start at -1050 1.09  0.115 
 -950 (decay) 0.43 13.0 x 10-7 0.046 
 -850 (decay) 0.13 15.0 x 10-7 0.014 
 -950 (rise) 0.51 15.5 x 10-7 0.054 
 -1050 (rise) 0.73 9.2 x 10-7 0.077 
   Ave: 12.1 x 10-7  
 
3.3. LIST in pH-modified 3.5% NaCl 
3.3.1. LIST results 
Table 4 presents the LIST results for MS1500 tested in (i) different pH-modified 
3.5% NaCl solution and (ii) NaCl-free pH 1 HCl solution at an applied stress rate of 0.08 
MPa s-1 and at Ecorr. The specimens immersed in the pH 5, 7 and 9 NaCl solutions formed 
a visible red precipitate, attributed to rusting of the steel to form ferric oxide/hydroxide. 
Some of the precipitates dislodged from the specimen and settled at the bottom of the 
charging chamber. In the pH 1 and 3 NaCl solutions, there were no visible corrosion 
products at the specimen surface. However, there was a considerable amount of gas 
bubbles at the surface of the steel immersed in the pH 1 solutions, attributed to hydrogen 
evolution at the specimen surface as the cathodic partial reaction. 
In most of the tests, both σTH and σF of MS1500 had values similar to the values 
obtained in air. In contrast, each steel immersed in the two pH 1 solutions (i.e. MS1500-S-
pH1 and MS1500-pH1) had a significant reduction in both σTH and σF. The measured σTH 
and σF values of MS1500 in these two tests were almost similar, although there were 
significant differences in the RA and I values. 
Table 4 indicates that, as the pH of the NaCl solution decreased, the ductility of 
MS1500 decreased, and consequently the I value increased. MS1500 immersed in the pH 
1 NaCl solution had the highest I value of 84. The I values of MS1500 at the higher pH
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Table 4 LIST results for MS1500 steel in (i) air, (ii) acidified 3.5% NaCl, and (iii) 0.1 M HCl solution, at the open circuit potential, Ecorr. The 
applied stress rate was 0.080 MPa s-1. Unless otherwise noted in ‘Remarks’, fractures were ductile, accompanied by necking and cup-
cone fracture, and MVC dimples present on fracture surface. n/a means not applicable. 
Specimen 
designation 
Environme
nt 
Threshold or 
yield stress, 
σTH, MPa (±5) 
Fracture 
stress, UTS, 
σf, MPa (±2) 
Reductio
n in area, 
RA, % 
Hydrogen 
embrittlemen
t index, I 
Remarks 
MS1500-A Air 1275 1470 61  n/a  
MS1500-S-pH1 3.5% NaCl 1070 1266 10 84 Sharp shear fracture without necking. 
MS1500-S-pH3 3.5% NaCl 1210 1340 45 26 Mixed shear-ductile fracture with some amount 
of necking. Surface cracks in the neck area. 
MS1500-S-pH5 3.5% NaCl 1220 1422 55 10 Cup-cone fracture with necking but with some 
surface cracks in the neck area. 
MS1500-S-pH7 3.5% NaCl 1265 1430 60 2  
MS1500-S-pH9 3.5% NaCl 1240 1476 56 8  
MS1500-pH1 0.1 M HCl 1090 1270 28 54 Sharp shear fracture with small amount of 
necking. Small surface cracks near fracture lip. 
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 NaCl solutions; i.e. from pH 3 to pH 7, were significantly lower than that measured in pH 
1, and decreased from 26 to 2. At pH 9, the I value of MS1500 (I = 8) was slightly higher 
than in pH 7 (~2).  
The ductility of MS1500 was appreciably lower in the NaCl pH 1 solution than in the 
NaCl-free HCl solution at the same pH of 1. Consequently, the I value was higher for 
MS1500 immersed in the pH 1 3.5% NaCl. There was more than a 50% increase in the I 
value from MS1500-pH1 (I = 54) to MS1500-S-pH1 (I = 84). 
 
3.3.2 Fracture characteristics in pH-modified 3.5% NaCl 
Table 4 summarizes the fracture characteristics of MS1500 in the acidified 3.5% 
NaCl. Similar to previous results, MS-AHSS exhibited two fractures modes under these 
charging conditions: (i) ductile, cup-cone and (ii) brittle, shear failure.  
The steels tested in air, and immersed in the pH 5, 7 and 9 3.5% NaCl solutions 
underwent ductile, cup-cone failure accompanied by considerable necking. Typical SEM 
images of these fractures are presented in Fig. 7.  
The steels immersed in both pH 1 solutions (i.e. acidified 3.5% NaCl pH 1 and the 
NaCl-free HCl solution) exhibited shear fracture. Fig. 8 presents a comparison of these 
fractures viewed from the transverse side. In the pH 1 3.5% NaCl, the shear fracture in 
MS1500-S-pH1 was quite sharp, and without visible necking. In the NaCl-free pH 1 HCl, 
the shear fracture in MS1500-pH1 occurred with some plastic deformation (i.e. some 
necking).  
Fig. 9a and 9b shows the details of the shear fracture for the two tests in the pH 1 
solutions. The two fractures possessed typical shear fracture features as described 
previously: (i) ‘I', (ii) ‘P’, and (iii) ‘F’ regions. The ‘P’ region of MS1500-S-pH1 was 
significantly smoother than that of MS1500-pH1. Fig 9c and 9d present a magnified view of 
the P region. MS1500-S-pH1 consisted of shallow and fine MVC shear dimples; whilst 
MS1500-pH1 possessed coarse MVC dimples. The MVC dimples in MS1500-S-pH1 were 
about 4 to 8 times smaller than MS1500-pH1.  
Fig. 10 presents the fracture mode for MS1500 immersed in the pH 3 3.5% NaCl 
solution at a stress rate of 0.080 MPa s-1; this fracture can be considered mixed cup-cone 
and shear fracture. Fig. 10a presents the top view of the fracture. From this view,  
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Fig. 7. Cup-cone fractures for MS1500 in the 3.5% NaCl solution at (a) pH 5, (b) pH 7, and (c) pH 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Comparison of the shear fractures for MS1500 in the (a) pH 1 3.5% NaCl solution and in the (b) NaCl-free pH 1 HCl solution 
 
a b c 
a b 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the shear fracture for MS1500 in the (a) NaCl-free pH 1 HCl solution and (b) pH 1 3.5% NaCl solution. Details of 
the ‘P’ region in (c) MS1500-pH1 and (d) MS1500-S-pH1.   Arrow shows direction of crack propagation. . 
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Fig. 10. Details of the fracture surface for MS1500 after LIST in pH 3 3.5% NaCl solution at a stress rate of 0.08 MPa s-1; viewed (a) 
normal to the fracture surface, and from the (b) wide transverse and (c) short transverse side. This fracture possessed a mix of cup-cone 
and shear fracture features 
. 
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Fig. 11. Stress-strain curve for MS1500 in air, and with precharging and simultaneous 
in-situ hydrogen charging in -1100, -1400 and -1700 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH. 
 
the fracture propagation history and the features are characteristic of ductile, cup-
cone fracture; i.e. (i) a central, fracture nucleation region; and (ii) a shear lip region. There 
were signs of necking. The size of the central region was unusually small, and the shear 
lip region appears blocky and jagged. In contrast, the view from the transverse side shows: 
(i) a coarse, jagged fracture, as shown in Fig. 10b; and (ii) surface cracks at 45o indicative 
of shear fracture, as shown in Fig. 10c. Both of these features suggest some brittle 
behaviour. 
 
3.4. Tensile tests 
3.4.1. 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5% NaCl 
Fig. 11 shows the typical stress-strain curves obtained from the tensile tests. The 
tensile tests in solution were carried out after 24 h hydrogen pre-charging and 
simultaneous hydrogen charging during the tensile tests. Table 5 presents the values σy, 
σF, RA, and I of the four MS-AHSS charged at (i) different potentials in 0.1 M NaOH and at 
(ii) Ezn in 3.5% NaCl. In a majority of the tests in 0.1 M NaOH, the σy and σF of the 
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Table 5 Tensile test results for different MS-AHSS in (i) air, (ii) 0.1 M NaOH, and (iii) 3.5% NaCl. The applied strain rate was 0.015 mm/mm/min. 
Unless otherwise noted in ‘Remarks’, fractures were ductile, accompanied by necking and cup-cone fracture, and MVC dimples present on fracture 
surface. n/a means not applicable. *Potential was measured versus Ag/AgCl/sat KCl. 
Specimen 
designation 
Environment Potential, 
mVHg/HgO 
Yield 
stress,σy 
MPa (±5) 
Fracture 
stress, UTS, 
σf , MPa (±2) 
Reduction 
in area, 
RA, % 
Hydrogen 
embrittle
ment 
index, I 
Remarks 
MS980-A Air n/a 895 1105 72 n/a  
MS980-H1100 0.1 M NaOH -1100 910 1160 67 6 Cup-cone fracture with some cracks in the 
neck region. 
MS980-H1400 0.1 M NaOH -1400 900 1090 41 42 Cup-cone fracture with brittle features at the 
core. Some cracks in the neck area. 
MS980-H1700 0.1 M NaOH -1700 890 1130 40 43 Shear fracture with some amount of necking. 
MS1180-A Air n/a 1170 1310 70 n/a  
MS1180-H1100 0.1 M NaOH -1100 1190 1375 65 7 Cup-cone fracture with some cracks in the 
neck region. 
MS1180-H1400 0.1 M NaOH -1400 1190 1360 40 42 Cup-cone fracture with brittle features at the 
core. Some cracks in the neck area. 
MS1180-H1700 0.1 M NaOH -1700 1180 1370 36 49 Shear fracture with some amount of necking. 
MS1300-A Air n/a 1190 1370 63 n/a  
MS1300-H1100 0.1 M NaOH -1100 1200 1400 60 5 Cup-cone fracture with some cracks in the 
neck region. 
MS1300-H1400 0.1 M NaOH -1400 1185 1395 34 47 Cup-cone fracture with brittle features at the 
core. Some cracks in the neck area. 
MS1300-H1700 0.1 M NaOH -1700 1170 1405 31 50 Shear fracture with some amount of necking. 
MS1500-A Air n/a 1340 1525 55 n/a  
MS1500-H1100 0.1 M NaOH -1100 1350 1565 53 5 Cup-cone fracture with some cracks in the 
neck region. 
MS1500-H1400 0.1 M NaOH -1400 1335 1535 27 51 Shear fracture with some amount of necking; 
surface cracks near fracture lip. 
MS1500-H1700 0.1 M NaOH -1700 1205 1440 26 52 Shear fracture with little necking. 
MS980-Ezn 3.5% NaCl -950* 900 1125 71 0  
MS1180-Ezn 3.5% NaCl -950* 1190 1330 69 0  
MS1300-Ezn 3.5% NaCl -950* 1185 1355 63 0  
MS1500-Ezn 3.5% NaCl -950* 1585 1585 56 0  
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MS-AHSS were similar to their corresponding tensile values in air. Only MS1500 charged 
at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) had some reduction of about 100 MPa in both σy and σF. 
The values of the elastic modulus, evaluated from the slope of the stress-strain curve for 
MS1500 in air, and at -1100, and -1400 mV were quite similar; the average was about 213 
GPa, close to the expected value. In contrast, the elastic modulus for MS1500 at -1700 
mV was about 185 GPa, about a 10% decrease. 
As the charging potential became increasingly negative, the ductility decreased and 
the I values consequently increased. In the 0.1 M NaOH at -1100 mVHg/HgO, (-1002 mVSHE), 
all the MS-AHSS showed no significant reduction in ductility, as reflected by the low I 
values. At the higher charging potentials of -1400 and -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1302 and -1602 
mVSHE), the four MS-AHSS exhibited significant decreased ductility and increased I values. 
From I of less than 10 at  -1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 mVSHE), the I increased by more than 6 
times at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE). Except for MS1180, there were only marginal 
differences between the I values of the MS-AHSS at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and at 
-1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE). For instance, MS1500 charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 
mVSHE) had an I of 51; whilst at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE), I was 52.  Similarly at -
1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE), I for MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500 at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-
1602 mVSHE) were 49, 50 and 52, respectively. In fact, all the four steels had similar I 
values at each charging potential. 
In the 3.5% NaCl at Ezn, the σTH, σF and RA of the four MS-AHSS were similar to 
their values in air, and consequently all the I values were equal to zero. 
 
3.4.2. Fracture characteristics in tensile tests 
Similar to previous observations, the ductile and brittle behaviour of the MS-AHSS 
subjected to the tensile test were characterized by cup-cone and shear fracture, 
respectively. Table 5 indicates that a majority of the steels showed ductile cup-cone 
fracture, such as the steels tested in (i) air; (ii) -1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 mVSHE) and -1400 
mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH; and (iii) Ezn in 3.5% NaCl. Fig. 12 presents 
representative images of these cup-cone fractures viewed from the transverse side. 
Except in the three steels charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE), the cup-cone 
fractures possessed the usual characteristic morphologies. Also, all the steels charged at -
1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 mVSHE) had surface cracks in the neck region. The population of 
these cracks increased with the strength of the steel.   
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All the steels charged at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) and the MS1500 charged at 
-1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH exhibited shear fractures. Fig. 13 presents 
typical examples of these shear fractures from the transverse side. All the shear fractures 
were typical, similar in features to what was previously described in 3.1.2. Also, the shear 
fractures were accompanied by different amounts of necking depending on the strength of 
the MS-AHSS. The amount of necking decreased as the strength of the steel increased. 
The fracture feature for MS980, MS1180 and MS1300 charged at -1400 mV Hg/HgO (-
1302 mVSHE) had a slightly different morphology than the typical cup-cone morphology. 
Fig. 14 shows the fractures for MS1180 and MS1300 viewed from the transverse side. 
While the typical cup-cone bears a flat profile when viewed from the transverse side, these 
steels had an angled fracture profile, indicative of shear fracture. Fig. 15a shows the 
fracture in the hydrogen charged MS1180 viewed normal to the fracture surface, whilst 
Fig. 15b shows details of the fracture of MS1180 tested in air. 
When viewed normal to the fracture surface, the features were typical of cup-cone 
fracture; i.e. (i) middle section consisting of microvoid coalescence (MVC) dimples and (ii) 
shear lip region containing elliptical MVC dimples. Closer inspection at higher 
magnification indicated that the middle section of the fractured steels was different from 
the typical cup-cone fracture. Fig. 15c-d shows details of the central region in the 
hydrogen-charged MS1180 and Fig. 15e shows the same details for the MS1180 tested in 
air. Comparing these images, the MVC dimples in the hydrogen-charged MS1180 were (i) 
slightly smaller and shallower and were (ii) interspersed with regions of brittle features 
similar to fisheyes. 
 
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1. Cathodic charging in 3.5% NaCl 
The values of σTH and σF for the four MS-AHSS measured using LISTs in air were in 
good agreement with the corresponding values measured using conventional tensile tests 
by the steel supplier. The marginal differences between the results are attributed to inter-
specimen variability. This indicates that the LIST apparatus is calibrated to give accurate 
measurement of the yield and ultimate tensile strength. 
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Fig. 12. Cup-cone fractures in tensile test specimens as viewed from the transverse side: (a) MS980 and (b) MS1500 charged at Ezn 
in 3.5 wt% NaCl. (c) MS980 and (d) MS1500 charged at -1100 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH; showing surface cracks in the neck region. 
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Fig. 13. Fracture images of (a) MS980, (b) MS1180, (c) MS1300 and (b) MS1500 all charged at -1700 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH. The 
view is from the transverse side. All the  fractures were shear, but accompanied by decreasing amounts of necking with increasing 
strength of the MS-AHSS. 
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Fig. 14. Details of the fracture of (a) MS1180 and (b) MS1300 charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO viewed from the wide transverse side. These 
specimens possess a shear fracture profile but with a fracture mode that was akin to a cup-cone fracture 
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Fig. 15. Details of the fracture surface of  MS1180 (a) charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH compared with the same steel tested in 
(b) air. Arrows shows crack propagation directions. Magnified images of the central region of : (c-d) hydrogen charged MS1180 
consisting of a mix of MVC dimples interspersed with circular brittle regions similar to fisheyes, and (e) MS1180 in air consisting of typical 
MVC dimples.  
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Except for MS1500, the MS-AHSS showed minimal HE susceptibility after LIST at 
Ezn in 3.5% NaCl at the lowest stress rate (~3 rph motor). MS1500 had an I of 41, while the 
I of the other steels ranged from 7 to 12. These results are attributed to the low hydrogen 
concentration in the steels for this charging condition, as indicated by the permeation test 
results in Table 3. The results for MS1500 were surprising given the relatively low 
hydrogen concentration in the MS1500 after charging at Ezn. Our previous study showed 
no to little HE susceptibility in the four MS-AHSS at similar test conditions, with I values 
ranging from 0 to 10 [26]. These tests were done using a platinum electrode. In the 
previous study, we also did a LIST on MS1500 charged at Ezn at the lowest stress rate 
using graphite electrode, and measured an I of 47. This test was repeated in the current 
study, and MS1500 registered a slightly lower I of 41. Clearly, this difference in result may 
be attributed to the use of platinum counter electrode in the previous test. At sufficiently 
high cathodic potentials, the use of platinum counter electrode was found to reduce the 
hydrogen uptake of the steel during electrochemical charging as some platinum was 
electroplated onto the steel surface [26]. Graphite electrodes did not exhibit this inhibiting 
effect on hydrogen uptake.   
Table 2 indicated that the HE susceptibility of MS1300 and MS1500 increased 
when (i) charged at the more cathodic potential -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE) or when (ii) 
tested at the lower stress rate, consistent with previous results in 0.1M NaOH [24]. The 
hydrogen fugacity, and the subsequent hydrogen uptake of the steel, is expected to 
increase with increasingly negative charging potentials. Consequently, the hydrogen 
sensitivity of the steel increased [46]. HE favours low applied stress rates since hydrogen 
is given ample time to diffuse to critical sites (e.g. defects) and induce embrittlement [66], 
although it is emphasised that the hydrogen concentration was uniform throughout the 
specimen volume as shown by our previous modelling of the hydrogen distribution in these 
steels [26].   
Past studies have reported that HE susceptibility of AHSS correlates with hydrogen 
concentration, whilst hydrogen concentration correlates with strength [32]. However, the 
permeation test results from the current study indicate that both hydrogen concentration, 
measured by CH, and Deff in 3.5% NaCl did not correlate with the strength. MS1300 had a 
somewhat higher hydrogen concentration and Deff than MS1500. This result is consistent 
with our previous work [26], wherein MS1300 showed a higher hydrogen concentration 
and Deff than MS1500 during cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH.  
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In the 3.5% NaCl solution, the measured Deff for MS1300 and MS1500 was 13.2 x 
10-7 cm2 s-1 and 12.1 x 10-7 cm2 s-1, respectively.  These values were in good agreement 
with the measured Deff values in the same steels (i.e. 11.3 x 10-7 cm2 s-1 for MS1300 and 
10.2 x 10-7 cm2 s-1 for MS1500) charged in 0.1 M NaOH, as reported in our previous work 
[26] and are within the known scatterband of Deff values for martensitic steels [67]; i.e 1 × 
10−7 to 1 × 10−5 cm2 s-1 at room temperature. 
The highest hydrogen concentrations in MS-AHSS were measured after cathodic 
charging at -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl; i.e. 0.137 µg g-1 in MS1300 and 
0.115 µg g-1 in MS1500. Conder et al. [68] tested hydrogen concentrations in low carbon 
martensite sheets (LCMS) cathodically charged in 3.5% NaCl solution. LCMS are steels 
similar to MS-AHSS in terms of carbon content and micro-structure. They measured 
hydrogen concentrations of 0.2 µg g-1 and 1.3 µg g-1 at -900 mVSCE (-654 mVSHE) and -
1300 mVSCE (-1054 mVSHE) respectively. These values are significantly higher than those 
in the current study, despite being in the same cathodic charging potential range. 
Furthermore, Conder et al did not observe any HE susceptibility in the LCMS (σf =1400 
MPa) at these charging conditions, in contrast to the considerable HE susceptibility in 
MS1500 at Ezn (-752 mVSHE) and at -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE). This disparity in results 
may be due to differences in alloy composition or microstructure, as the MS-AHSS used in 
the present study contained some ferrite. 
Hydrogen had no influence on both σTH and σf but decreased the ductility of the MS-
AHSS after charging at Ezn or -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE) in 3.5% NaCl. There were 
similar observations in MS-AHSS after LIST in 0.1 M NaOH at different cathodic potentials 
in our prior study [24].  
The occurrence of cup-cone and shear fracture in hydrogen-influenced MS-AHSS 
has been previously observed [24, 26] and the fracture mechanism of MS-AHSS in both 
modes has been discussed [24]. Nevertheless, it is be worthwhile to summarize these 
mechanisms here. In the cup-cone fracture, the central region is the fracture nucleation 
region. Fracture nucleation occurs by the formation and coalescence of micro-voids. As 
the fracture propagates, the load-bearing area decreases. As the growing fracture 
approaches the surface, shear stresses cause the final fracture and the shear lip region is 
formed. All these fracture events occur in the necked region, when the specimen is 
mechanically unstable in a stress-controlled test, like the LIST. These fracture events 
occur rapidly during the final fracture of the LIST specimen. In contrast, in the shear 
fracture, fracture nucleation starts at the specimen surface, usually at a corner. The 
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fracture extends diagonally at an angle of 45o with respect to the direction of the tensile 
load, creating the characteristic angled fracture profile. As the fracture nears the other side 
of the specimen, the stress is amplified in the remaining load-bearing area and exceeds 
the fracture strength. Consequently, final fracture occurs. Again, the existence of necking 
indicates that these fracture events all occur during final specimen fracture, and occur 
quickly. 
In some of the hydrogen-charged specimens, surface cracks were present in the 
neck region, but there were never any cracks in the uniformly deforming part of the 
specimen. This indicates that hydrogen influence only manifested during the final stage of 
fracture when the neck was formed, and the specimen was mechanically unstable and 
undergoing final fracture. 
 
4.2 Influence of pH  
Table 4 indicates that, as the pH of the 3.5% NaCl solution decreased, the HE 
susceptibility of MS1500 increased, as indicated by the corresponding increase in I values. 
The steel immersed in the pH 1 NaCl solution experienced the highest degree of 
embrittlement with I of 84. 
The results of the test in acidified 3.5% NaCl gave two conclusions. Firstly, an 
acidic environment enhances the HE susceptibility of MS1500 in a NaCl solution. This 
correlates well with the predicted reduction of the hydrogen potential as pH decreases 
[59], and is consistent with the observation that copious amounts of hydrogen bubbles 
were immediately formed on the specimen upon immersion. On the other hand, the 
alkaline NaCl solution was actually benign to the steel. In fact, it is known that beyond pH 
10, carbon steels form a passive layer than protects the steel from general corrosion [48]. 
Secondly, the presence of NaCl in acidic solutions significantly enhances the HE 
susceptibility of MS1500, as indicated by (i) the high I, (ii) the sharp shear fracture, and the 
(iii) fine and shallow MVC shear dimples in MS1500-S-pH1.  
These results indicate that the combination of NaCl and low pH (i.e. < pH 3) leads 
to embrittlement of MS1500, and needs to be avoided in service. Pit and crevice corrosion, 
especially those in marine environment, could be a concern for the steel. 
The MS1500 immersed in the pH 1 HCl solutions exhibited significant reduction in 
both σTH and σf. The hydrogen-induced solid solution softening has been explained as due 
to the interaction of hydrogen with lattice dislocations [69, 70].  
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The hydrogen influence on the fracture characteristic of MS1500 in the acidified 
3.5% NaCl was manifest in the transition from cup-cone to shear fracture. Except for 
MS1500-S-pH3, the cup-cone and shear fractures in the steels were typical and followed 
the same mechanisms as described in section 3.1.2.   
The fracture feature for MS1500-S-pH3 possessed a combination of cup-cone and 
shear fracture. The cup-cone mode dominated this fracture, as confirmed by the high RA 
and low I. Fracture nucleated at the centre via void coalescence that was typical of cup-
cone fracture. However, the area of the central region was smaller than the typical area for 
steels not influenced by hydrogen. Most of the influence of hydrogen was manifest in the 
shear lip region. The shear lip area was blocky and coarse, which contrasted with the 
smooth areas for typical cup-cone failures. There were also surface shear cracks. This 
was the first time that such morphologies occurred in a ductile cup-cone fracture of 
MS1500. The most common manifestation of hydrogen influence on ductile fracture was 
the occurrence of surface cracks in the neck region.    
 The influence of hydrogen on fracture may occur preferentially near the surface, 
because surface cracks are twice as effective as internal cracks at causing fracture 
because the stress intensity factor for a surface crack is twice that of an internal crack of 
the same geometry [71]. Consequently, most of the brittle shear fractures in MS-AHSS 
were initiated at the surface. The fracture in MS1500-S-pH3 revealed a case where the 
hydrogen influence was not sufficient to initiate fracture nucleation at the surface. This 
could have occurred either due to (i) inadequate hydrogen concentration or (ii) insufficient 
stress. After fracture initiation and growth had occurred in the central region, some 
conditions appeared that favoured HE. The stress in the remaining load-bearing area 
increased significantly. Hydrogen is also known to be released during plastic deformation 
and fracture [72]. It is thus possible that some of the hydrogen in the fractured central 
region was released in the adjacent areas, thereby increasing the hydrogen concentration 
in these regions. These conditions may have collectively contributed to the embrittlement 
that occurred in the shear lip region.    
 
4.3 EHE of MS1500  
HE of steels is known to be favoured at low applied stress or strain rates, and even 
static stress conditions [49]. It is therefore expected that lower HE susceptibilities are 
measured in the conventional tensile test compared to other mechanical tests with slower 
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strain or stress rates such as the SSRT or the LIST. This would explain some of the results 
obtained in the tensile test. For example, the MS-AHSS charged at Ezn in 3.5% NaCl 
showed some HE susceptibility in the LIST; but showed no hydrogen influence, as 
indicated by zero I values, in the tensile test.  
Table 5 indicated that HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS, at substantial stress rates with 
simultaneous hydrogen charging in 0.1 NaOH, (i) increased with increasingly negative 
charging potentials and (ii) and increased somewhat with increasing strength. This is 
consistent with our previous tests on the four MS-AHSS using the LIST with similar 
charging conditions [24]. However, the measured HE susceptibilities of the steels in the 
previous LIST study, particularly for MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500 at the lowest stress 
rate in LISTs, were somewhat higher than those measured in the current work. This 
difference in results of the two tests could be attributed to the influence of stress rate on 
HE susceptibility. As earlier mentioned, substantial stress rates can produce lower 
sensitivity to hydrogen, as hydrogen does not have time to diffuse and accumulate to the 
necessary levels to cause embrittlement [66].   
Table 5 shows that, in the current study, all four steel showed significant HE 
susceptibility at substantial stress rates with simultaneous hydrogen charging in 0.1 NaOH 
when charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE), and 
there was marginal difference in the HE susceptibility of these four steels under these 
hydrogen charging conditions. Furthermore, there were minimal differences in the HE 
susceptibility of MS980, MS1300 and MS1500. These results suggest that HE 
susceptibility at substantial stress rates reaches a maximum or a plateau beyond a (i) 
critical strength and (ii) critical hydrogen concentration.  
Our previous study found no HE susceptibility in the MS-AHSS tested under IHE 
conditions [26] at the substantial stressing rates as used in this present study. Our 
previous study used the same hydrogen charging as used in the current study (i.e. 
hydrogen charging at -1100, -1400, and -1700 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH), but hydrogen 
charging was conducted separately in the LIST apparatus, and then the specimen was 
transferred to the UTM for the subsequent mechanical testing. Our modelling of hydrogen 
egress indicated that 90% of the hydrogen remained in the specimen. Nevertheless, as the 
hydrogen charging was the only difference between the previous tests and the current 
tests, the lack of HE susceptibility in the previous tests is attributed in part to the small 
amount of egress of diffusible hydrogen from the hydrogen-charged steel during the 
transfer from LIST to UTM in the previous tests. It is also possible that the rate of release 
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of hydrogen increased during the mechanical testing [72], which further reduced the 
hydrogen concentration in the prior tests.  
In the current work, hydrogen charging was done in-situ, and the hydrogen charging 
was maintained even during mechanical testing. This kind of test evaluates EHE.  Thus, 
the observed HE susceptibility in MS-AHSS in the current study was likely due to the 
presence of considerable hydrogen fugacity during the mechanical tests. In addition, in-
situ charging is be expected to maintain a constant hydrogen concentration throughout the 
specimen, whereas the hydrogen concentration in the pre-charged specimens was 
expected to be zero at the specimen surface, to increase rapidly in a diffusion profile 
towards the specimen centre, and be essentially unchanged in the specimen centre, the 
same as during the hydrogen pre-charging. The higher hydrogen susceptibility under in-
situ charging conditions can therefore be attributed to the low hydrogen concentrations at 
the surface for pre-charged specimens. In contrast, for in-situ hydrogen charging, the 
substantial hydrogen concentrations at the surface enabled hydrogen fracture events to be 
initiated at the specimen surface. These results leads to the conclusion that the EHE of 
MS-AHSS can occur more easily and at a lower equivalent fugacity than IHE, consistent 
with previous studies on conventional steels [63]. For IHE to occur, the existing hydrogen 
concentration should be high enough to accommodate for hydrogen loss during the 
mechanical test, particularly at the specimen surface. It is also worth stressing that these 
results indicate that the HE susceptibility of a hydrogen charged specimen is lost quickly 
under IHE conditions, within 10 min, due to the lowering of the hydrogen concentration in 
the surface. The hydrogen embrittlement susceptibility can be lost without the requirement 
for a low hydrogen concentration throughout the specimen; it is only necessary for there to 
be a low surface hydrogen concentration. 
Only MS1500 tested at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH exhibited a 
reduction in σTH and σf, in the present tests under EHE conditions The stress-strain curve 
presented in Fig. 11 indicated a decrease in the elastic modulus, E, of the steel; indicated 
by the reduction in the slope of the elastic region. The values of the elastic modulus, 
evaluated from the slope of the stress-strain curve for MS1500 in air, and at -1100, and -
1400 mV were quite similar; the average was about 213 GPa, close to the expected value. 
In contrast, the elastic modulus for MS1500 at -1700 mV was about 185 GPa, about a 
10% decrease. This observed weakening of the atomic bonds is different to the solid 
solution softening of the MS-AHSS due to hydrogen [69, 70]. Solid solution softening is 
caused by hydrogen lowering the repulsive force between dislocations, making dislocation 
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slip easier [69, 73]. In contrast, the decrease in the elastic modulus relates to the 
decreasing the cohesive bond strength between atoms [74-76] so that fracture becomes 
easier. 
 
4.4 Fracture mechanism at substantial stress rates 
Similar to observations in the other tests, the full influence of hydrogen on MS-
AHSS subjected to substantial-applied stress rates was manifested in the occurrence of 
shear fractures.  
The influence of hydrogen on the ductile, cup-cone fracture is evident in Fig. 12 and 
Fig. 15. Hydrogen induced the formation of surface cracks in the neck region of the steels 
charged in -1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH. The increase in the number of 
these cracks with increasing strength is consistent with increasing strength correlating with 
increased hydrogen sensitivity. Hydrogen also induced the formation of brittle fracture 
events that were manifest as fisheyes interspersed with the MVC dimples present in the 
central fracture initiation region.  
This was our first case where hydrogen had clearly influenced the central crack 
initiation region in a cup-cone fracture. In our past work, fisheyes were present in the shear 
fracture of the two strongest MS-AHSS; namely MS1300 and MS1500, for LIST at the 
highest hydrogen fugacity and at the slowest stress rate [24]. These fisheyes were mostly 
found in the fracture propagation region, also interspersed with MVC shear dimples and 
surrounded by MVC dimples. One conclusion derived from those observations was that 
fisheye formation was favoured at slow stress rates, as slow rates allow hydrogen to 
diffuse into critical parts and cause embrittlement. Alternatively, fisheyes may be 
associated with a process similar to solid solution softening by hydrogen, which must be 
associated with the rearrangement of major dislocation arrangements by hydrogen to 
cause increased plasticity and to decrease the yield stress, which were experimentally 
observed to be slow processes. Similarly, fisheyes may be associated with such hydrogen 
caused dislocation rearrangement, although it is stressed that the actual fisheye formation 
was an extremely fast process that competed with the final ductile fracture process when 
the specimen was mechanically unstable and was actively undergoing final fracture.  
In contrast, in the current study, the fisheyes were (i) also found in the softer steels 
(MS980, MS1180 and MS1300) and (ii) occurred at much higher stress rates. In light of 
these new observations, a review is needed of the mechanism of (i) hydrogen-influenced 
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cup-cone fracture of MS-AHSS and (ii) fisheye formation at substantial stress rates. In our 
prior study where there were fisheyes under testing conditions of low applied stress rates, 
the fisheyes occurred during the fracture propagation stage of the shear fracture. These 
fisheye fracture events occurred in competition with the overall ductile micro-void 
coalescence processes. It is expected that there was a similar situation in the present 
study where the brittle fisheye fracture processes were occurring simultaneously with the 
ductile micro-void processes. 
At this point, we propose a mechanism for fisheye formation during the fracture 
initiation stage. At the point of maximum load, since no fracture nucleation occurred at the 
surface due to lack of hydrogen influence, then microvoid nucleation and coalescence 
initiated in the centre of the specimen. Hydrogen is also known to enhance dimple 
formation since it can induce localized plasticity [77]. As MVC dimples coalesce, the 
hydrogen released by the dimples accumulates locally and reaches a critical 
concentration. Consequently, brittle fracture occurs in these hydrogen-enriched zones and 
creating the ‘fisheye’ structure that was interspersed with the MVC dimples, and 
surrounded by MVC dimples. 
It is clear that when the hydrogen concentration exceeds the critical amount in MS-
AHSS, hydrogen embrittlement occurred as manifested by the typical shear fracture. In 
this case, the fracture often started at the surface (assumed at a stress concentrator), then 
propagated across the specimen to cause specimen separate. This occurred for MS1500 
charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE). However, for the same charging condition, 
MS980, MS1180 and MS1300 did not exhibit shear fracture, but instead, these three 
steels exhibited the hydrogen influenced cup-cone fracture presented in Fig 15, despite 
having I values almost the same as those of MS1500. This behaviour could be due to the 
difference in hydrogen sensitivity of the steels. It is known that as steels become stronger, 
the critical hydrogen concentration to cause HE decreases [49]. It may also be argued that 
the difference could be due to a difference in the hydrogen concentration of the steels. 
However, our past work has already proven that (i) there was no significant difference in 
the hydrogen concentration of the four MS-AHSS, and (ii) there was no correlation 
between the hydrogen concentration and the mechanical strength of the steels [26].  
It needs to be considered that in our previous LIST test of MS1300 at -1400 
mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and at 30 rph [24], the steel exhibited almost similar HE 
susceptibility (I = 53) but with shear fracture. This was in contrast to the cup-cone fracture 
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in the current study, and implies that the occurrence of shear fracture was also influenced 
by the stress rate.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
1. There was minimal influence of hydrogen for MS980, MS1180 and MS1300 in the 
LIST in 3.5 wt% NaCl at Ezn, (-950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE)), whereas MS1500 
showed some HE susceptibility for this test condition.  
2. The HE susceptibility of MS1300 and MS1500 was increased at the more negative 
potential of -1050 mVAg/AgCl (-852 mVSHE) in 3.5 wt% NaCl, and was increased at the 
lower applied stress.  
3. The hydrogen concentration of MS1300 and MS1500 increased with increasingly 
negative applied potential in 3.5 wt% NaCl. However, there was no clear correlation 
between hydrogen concentration and hydrogen diffusion coefficient with the 
mechanical strength of the two steels. 
4. The influence of hydrogen on MS1500 increased with decreasing pH in 3.5 wt% 
NaCl. At the same pH, the presence of NaCl increased HE susceptibility. The 
combination of NaCl and a critically low pH could cause HE in MS-AHSS. 
5. At substantial stress rates and high hydrogen fugacity, considerable HE 
susceptibility occurred in the four MS-AHSS. MS1500 with in-situ hydrogen 
charging at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH showed significant solid 
solution softening by hydrogen (lowering of yield strength by 100 MPa) and a 
decrease of elastic modulus by 10%. 
6. There was some degradation of mechanical strength (i.e. σTH and σf) of MS-AHSS 
(i) in the pH 1 solutions, and (ii) at substantial stress rates at the most negative 
charging potential in 0.1 M NaOH.  This is attributed to solid solution softening by 
hydrogen. 
7. Hydrogen influenced (i) the fracture initiation in the cup-cone fracture in MS1500 
immersed in pH 3 3.5 wt% NaCl, and (ii) and the final fracture in the cup-cone 
fracture in M980, MS1180 and MS1300 charged at -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) 
at substantial stress rates. This manifested as fisheyes present in the central 
fracture initiation region, and the formation of coarse and jagged fractures in the 
shear lip region. 
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Chapter 6 Determination of the equivalent fugacity during 
electrochemical charging and the trap binding energy in MS-AHSS 
 
Hydrogen trapping refers to the ability of crystalline defects to confine hydrogen in 
the lattice. Numerous studies have confirmed the link between hydrogen trapping and HE 
susceptibility. Hydrogen trapping can be detrimental and beneficial to the steel; depending 
on the ease with which hydrogen escapes from the trap.   
The thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) is a fairly recent technology that allows 
in- depth analysis of hydrogen trapping in the steels. The TDS allows the measurement of 
two parameters that characterize hydrogen trapping: (i) trap binding energy and the (ii) 
trap density. 
This chapter presents our attempt to investigate hydrogen trapping in steels using 
the TDS. The chapter is based on an unpublished work entitled, “Determination of 
equivalent hydrogen fugacity during electrochemical charging in some martensitic 
advanced high strength steels”, submitted to Corrosion Science for publication. 
Hydrogen charging was done via (i) electrochemical cathodic charging in 0.1 M 
NaOH at different applied cathodic potentials, (ii) 3.5% NaCl, and (iii) gaseous charging at 
different pressures.  
The primary apparatus used in the study was a new high resolution thermal 
desorption spectroscopy (TDS) located at Griffith University in Nathan, Queensland.  
. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new thermal desorption spectroscopy apparatus was used to measure the 
hydrogen concentrations in four martensitic advanced high-strength steels after hydrogen 
charging (i) electrochemically in 0.1M NaOH and 3.5 wt% NaCl, and (ii) in gaseous 
hydrogen. The hydrogen concentration increased with (i) increasingly negative charging 
potential, and (ii) increasing hydrogen gas pressure. A relationship was derived between 
equivalent hydrogen fugacity and the applied charging overpotential. Trap binding 
energies were 26.4 kJ mol-1 and 61.0 kJ mol-1 for the two desorption peaks, interpreted as 
dislocation and interface hydrogen traps. There was no strong correlation between the 
steel strength and hydrogen concentration. 
 
Keywords: A. steel, B. TDS, C. hydrogen embrittlement 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent laws that restrict the allowable greenhouse gas emissions of automobiles 
have caused automobile manufacturers to consider new materials to create lightweight, 
crashworthy cars. One promising group of materials have been the martensitic advanced 
high-strength steels (MS-AHSS) [1-3]. MS-AHSS have high strengths, ranging from 950 to 
1700 MPa, and allow the fabrication of thinner, lighter automotive components. 
Additionally, MS-AHSS are inexpensive to manufacture, though they exhibit limited 
ductility and formability [4, 5]. MS-AHSS are used for making automotive body-in-white 
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(BIW) components of the passenger cage such as (i) bumper beams and reinforcements, 
(ii) door intrusion beams and reinforcements, (iii) windscreen upright reinforcements, and 
(iv) B-pillar reinforcements [1, 6-8].  
Johnson [9] reported on the adverse effect of hydrogen in steel in 1875. Since that 
time, hydrogen embrittlement (HE) continues to be an issue for high-strength steels. HE 
occurs when the load-bearing steel interacts with a critical amount of hydrogen, typically a 
few wt. ppm. HE can influence the mechanical properties in several ways. HE can result 
in: (i) a reduction of mechanical strength, toughness and ductility, together with subcritical 
crack growth [10, 11]; or HE can cause (ii) some reduction of ductility without an 
appreciable decrease in yield and tensile strength, and without sub-critical crack growth 
[12]. HE occurs in different steels, including high-strength steels [13-27], advanced high-
strength steels [28-38], and medium-strength steels [39-48]. 
Crystalline defects trap hydrogen [49], consequently increasing hydrogen solubility 
and decreasing diffusivity in the steel [50, 51]. Hydrogen trapping has been linked to HE 
susceptibility in steels [52, 53].  For example, reversible or weak traps can act as hydrogen 
sources and supply diffusible hydrogen to highly stressed sites to cause HE [54]. 
Conversely, the presence of well-distributed irreversible traps could reduce the HE 
vulnerability of the steel, especially if only a finite amount of hydrogen is available [10, 55]. 
There is a dearth of publications dealing with understanding hydrogen trapping in MS-
AHSS. Our previous research [28, 30] on four grades of commercial automotive MS-AHSS 
showed that HE susceptibility increased with the mechanical strength of the steel. This 
behaviour may be understood by studying hydrogen-trap interactions in the MS-AHSS.  
Electrochemical hydrogen charging and gaseous hydrogen charging are two 
common methods employed for hydrogen charging. Electrochemical hydrogen charging 
typically involves the application of a cathodic potential to a specimen immersed in an 
electrolyte, in order to liberate hydrogen at the specimen surface. Gaseous hydrogen 
charging involves exposing a specimen to gas phase hydrogen at a high pressure. The 
conditions set for electrochemical charging determine the activity of the hydrogen at the 
steel surface and determine the ensuing hydrogen concentration. It is therefore important 
to determine the equivalent hydrogen fugacity of these electrochemical hydrogen charging 
conditions [56]. 
Table 1 lists the equivalent hydrogen fugacity determined in past studies [57-61] for 
some electrochemical charging conditions. There is an influence of the (i) nature of the 
material, (ii) type of charging electrolyte, and (iii) applied current density or applied 
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potential. Table 1 includes results from recent studies relating the equivalent gaseous 
hydrogen pressure or fugacity,  ?, to the electrochemical charging overpotential, η [62].  
Liu et al. [60], from results from permeation experiments using charging in 0.1 M NaOH, 
found that  ? was related to η for an ultra-low carbon (ULC)  steel by the following 
equations [60]: 
 ? = 15.360exp & η).	,, for |η| < 0.35 V                                                                      (1) 
 ? = 560exp & η)+.o,, for |η| > 0.35 V                                                                         (2) 
where F is the Faraday constant, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 
Bockris et al [59] attributed these two regimes to the two mechanisms governing 
electrochemical hydrogen evolution: (i) the coupled discharge-recombination mechanism 
at low over-potentials; and (ii) the fast electrochemical discharge at high over-potentials.  
Liu et al also that found that the equivalent fugacity during the charging of ULC in 0.1 M 
NaOH (e.g. at η = -755 mV,  ? = 4485 atm) was higher than in 0.1 M Na2SO4 (e.g. -1380 
mV,  ?  = 278 atm). In contrast, our recent work [61], using results from TDS analysis, 
showed that the equivalent fugacity during charging of 3.5NiCrMoV was higher in 0.1 M 
Na2SO4 than in 0.1 M NaOH.  
Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) is a powerful technique to study hydrogen-
trap interactions. TDS typically measures the amount of hydrogen desorbed from a 
specimen subjected to controlled heating [63-66]. TDS can be used to (i) measure low 
hydrogen concentrations at ~1 wt. ppm, and (ii) characterise the binding energy of 
hydrogen traps. TDS has been useful in HE studies, is complementary to mechanical tests 
[63], and has been widely used to investigate hydrogen-trap interactions in steels [67-72].  
The TDS apparatus used in this study was custom-built by Tapia-Bastidas et al [73]. 
The apparatus is based on the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) TDS [65] used by Smith and 
Scully [74]. This TDS was calibrated to accurately characterise desorbed hydrogen 
concentration of ~1 µg g-1 (wt ppm) [73]. The current work represents one of the first 
applications of this new TDS, to understand hydrogen trapping in martensitic advanced 
high-strength steels (MS-AHSS). 
This work builds on our previous studies [28, 30] aimed at understanding the 
influence of hydrogen on automotive MS-AHSS. The specific issues addressed herein are 
as follows:  
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1. The characterisation of the hydrogen concentration using the TDS in four grades of 
commercial MS-AHSS for: (i) cathodic hydrogen charging in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5 wt.% 
NaCl, and (ii) gaseous hydrogen charging, 
2. The relationship of the electrochemical charging potential to the equivalent gaseous 
hydrogen pressure or fugacity, 
3. The identification of detrapping activation energies, trap binding energies, and the 
associated hydrogen traps in the steel, 
4. The relationship between the mechanical strength of MS-AHSS and hydrogen uptake. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1. Steel specimens, chemicals and apparatus  
Four grades of MS-AHSS; namely MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500, were 
supplied by a commercial supplier, from commercial production for auto construction. 
Table 2 shows the chemical composition and mechanical properties of the as-rolled steel 
sheets. The chemical composition was determined by an independent laboratory 
(Spectrometer Services Pty Ltd, Coberg, Vic). The mechanical properties were provided 
by the steel supplier. The steels consisted primarily of martensite with some amount of 
ferrite [28], with proportions as presented in Table 2. 
The TDS test specimens were machined using a water jet cutter to 27 mm x 6 mm 
rectangular pieces, with a thickness corresponding to the sheet thickness, which were 1.18 
mm for MS1500, 1.20 mm for MS1300, 1.70 mm for MS1180, and 1.50 mm for MS980. 
The specimens were mechanically ground using SiC papers (i.e. 320, 600 and 1200 grit), 
rinsed with ethanol, blow dried, and stored in a desiccator. 
Immediately, prior to the actual electrochemical or gaseous hydrogen charging, the 
steel was repolished with 1200 grit using ethanol as the lubricant and cooling medium. 
This procedure removed the existing surface oxide that could inhibit hydrogen uptake of 
the steel.    
All solutions, i.e. 0.1 M NaOH, and 3.5% NaCl, were prepared using analytic grade 
chemicals and deionised water. For gaseous charging, hydrogen gas was obtained from a 
metal-hydride (a multi-substituted AB5 intermetallic, based on mischmetal) high-purity 
hydrogen source. 
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Table 1 Effective hydrogen fugacity at the surface of different steels during electrochemical charging. 
Material Charging solution Current density 
(mA/cm2) or over-
potential (mV)* 
Equivalent 
hydrogen 
fugacity (atm) 
Ref 
99.5 Fe Distilled water - 5.7 x 10-5 [57] 
Armco Fe 0.1 N NaOH 8.1 2.2 x 101 [57] 
99.8 Fe 0.1 N H2SO4 0.4 5.4 x 102 [57] 
99.9965 Fe 1 N H2SO4 + 5 g/L As2O3 4.5 1.2 x 108 [57] 
99.8 Fe 0.1 N NaOH 1.8 1.1 x 100 [57] 
99.8 Ferrovac E 0.1 N NaOH 11.3 2.9 x 101 [57] 
AISI 1045 0.1 N H2SO4 + 0.5 mg/L As2O3 0.4 > 1.4 x 104 [58] 
AISI 1045 0.1 N NaOH + 10 mg/L As2O3 0 to 0.6  0 – 3 x 103 [58] 
Armco Fe 0.1 N NaOH -233 to -634* 0.2 to 1.2 x 101 [59] 
Ultra low carbon 
steel 
0.1 M NaOH -357 to -755* 1.5-4.5 x 103 [60]  
Ultra low carbon 
steel 
0.1 M Na2SO4 -883 to -1385* 0.90-2.8 x 102 [60] 
3.5NiCrMoV 
 
0.1 M NaOH -145 to -845* 1.0-5.0 x 101  [61] 
3.5NiCrMoV 0.1 M Na2SO4 -322 to -922* 0.3-6.8 x 102 [61] 
 
 
 
Table 2 Chemical composition (in wt %), microstructural composition (in %), and mechanical properties of the MS-AHSS. 
Steel 
designation 
C Si Mn S P Al Nb Ti Cr marten
site, % 
ferrite, 
% 
Yield 
stress, 
MPa 
Tensil
e 
stress, 
MPa 
ef, 
% 
MS980 0.12 0.37 1.63 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 70 30 883 1070 5 
MS1180 0.15 0.37 1.64 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 84 16 1176 1355 3 
MS1300 0.15 0.39 1.67 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 90 10 1108 1367 2.9 
MS1500 0.19 0.36 1.51 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 92 8 1326 1512 2.4 
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Fig. 1 presents a schematic of the TDS apparatus. Tapia-Bastidas et al [73] 
provided a full description of this apparatus. The TDS apparatus has three main parts: (i) 
the analytical chamber (AC), (ii) the calibration rig that is used to perform instrument 
calibration with hydrogen gas, and (iii) the loading chamber (LC). The LC allows a sample 
to be introduced into the ultra-high-vacuum of the analytical chamber (AC). The specimen 
is introduced into the loading chamber, held there until the vacuum has reached a 
sufficiently low value, and then transferred to the analysis chamber. After the sample has 
reached ultra-high vacuum conditions in the AC, it is possible to begin analysis of the 
gases desorbed from the specimen. The specimen is heated via a linear temperature 
ramp. The desorbed species (such as hydrogen, oxygen, water and carbon dioxide) are 
continuously measured by the residual gas analyser (RGA), a type of mass spectrometer, 
and are continuously recorded.  
 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) apparatus showing the (i) 
loading chamber, (ii) analytical chamber and (iii) calibration rig. 
 
2.3  Electrochemical hydrogen charging 
Cathodic hydrogen charging was performed using a three-electrode electrochemical 
cell at ambient conditions (23 ± 2 °C). The steel s pecimen was the working electrode. A 
graphite rod was the counter electrode, because our previous work showed that a Pt 
counter electrode causes metallic Pt to be deposited on the steel working electrode, 
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decreases the amount of hydrogen adsorbed by the steel working electrode during 
electrochemical hydrogen charging, and therefore a Pt counter electrode should not be 
used during electrochemical hydrogen charging [30]. The reference electrode was either a 
Hg/HgO/20%KOH reference electrode for charging with the alkaline solution, or a 
Ag/AgCl/sat NaCl when charging with the NaCl solution. Cathodic hydrogen charging of 
MS1500 was carried out in (i) 0.1 M NaOH at -1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 mVSHE), -1400 
mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE); and in (ii) 3.5% NaCl at the 
free corrosion potential of zinc, Ezn (-950 mVAg/AgCl (-752 mVSHE)), and at the free corrosion 
potential of the steel, Ecorr. For MS980, MS1180 and MS1300, cathodic hydrogen charging 
was done only in 0.1 M NaOH at the most negative potential (i.e. -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 
mVSHE)). The charging duration was 24 hours to ensure complete hydrogen saturation of 
the specimens [60]. At the end of the charging period, the specimen was removed from the 
electrolyte, dried with inert gas, and immediately loaded into the TDS apparatus. 
 
2.4 Gaseous hydrogen charging 
Gaseous hydrogen charging was performed using a fabricated hydrogen charging 
apparatus. The specimen was placed inside a sealed pressure chamber, which was 
connected to the hydrogen charging apparatus. The sample chamber was evacuated, 
flushed with hydrogen, and re-evacuated using a rotary pump. Hydrogen was introduced 
into the chamber by heating the attached high-purity hydrogen source with a laboratory 
heat gun until the desired pressure was reached. A surface activation procedure was 
performed to ensure hydrogen uptake of the steels. This consisted of exposing the steel to 
a hydrogen pressure of 200 bar for 24 hours. Thereafter, the hydrogen pressure was 
changed and the MS1500 was charged at the desired hydrogen pressure, i.e. 2, 20, 80, 
and 200 bar, for a further 24 hours. For MS980, MS1180 and MS1300, hydrogen charging 
was done only at the highest pressure of 200 bar. At the end of the charging period, the 
specimen was retrieved from the charging cell, and immediately tested in the TDS.  
 
2.5 TDS analysis 
Tapia-Bastidas et al [73] reported the influence of adventitious water present in the 
specimen on the TDS hydrogen spectra. Wei and Tsuzaki [75] also suggested keeping 
test specimens in high-vacuum for some time to remove adsorbed surface-water and 
overcome issues caused by surface contamination during exposure to ambient 
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atmosphere. To minimize the effect of adventitious water on the ensuing TDS spectra, the 
specimen was therefore (i) shrouded with a stream of ultra-high-purity (UHP) nitrogen 
when outside the charging cell, and (ii) kept for 120 minutes in the loading zone prior to 
loading into the analysis chamber.  
The procedure for specimen loading and TDS analysis were described in previous 
works [61, 73] and is summarized as follows. The loading chamber (LC) was brought to 
atmospheric pressure from an initial pressure of 1.0 x 10-8 mbar. Ultra-high purity (UHP) 
nitrogen was injected into the LC chamber to aid in reaching atmospheric pressure, and to 
minimize adsorption of water onto the internal surfaces of the LC chamber from the 
humidity in the laboratory air. Once atmospheric pressure was reached, the LC door was 
opened and the specimen holder was retrieved. The specimen was mounted onto the 
specimen holder, which was subsequently loaded into the LC. The stream of UHP nitrogen 
inside the chamber was maintained while the LC door was open to prevent water 
contamination of the LC.  Once the specimen was loaded into the LC, the LC door was 
closed, and the chamber was evacuated. To ensure desorption of surface contamination 
from the specimen surface, the specimen dwell time was 120 minutes in the LC. At the 
end of the allotted time, the specimen was introduced into the AC. The AC pressure was 
stabilised for 12.5 minutes, after which the main gate valve was throttled to the 30% open 
position. An additional 2.5 minute stabilisation time was allowed prior to the start of the 
TDS analysis.  
To start the TDS analysis, the furnace was turned on and set to 870 oC. For a 
majority of the tests, the linear temperature ramp was 2 oC min-1. The residual gas 
analyser (RGA) was simultaneously started to measure the desorbed gases. Once the 
target temperature was reached, the furnace was turned off. The specimen was allowed to 
cool in the AC, was retrieved after the AC reached room temperature, and was weighed.  
TDS analyses at 5 and 10 oC min-1 were also conducted on MS1500 
electrochemically charged in 0.1 M NaOH  at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE). The 
procedure was as described previously with the exception that the speed of the 
temperature ramp was 5 and 10 oC min-1. 
 
3. RESULTS 
3.1 Electrochemical charging of MS1500 
3.1.1 Charging in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5 wt.% NaCl 
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Fig. 2 presents the hydrogen spectra for MS1500 (i) in the as-received condition (i.e. 
as-rolled), and after electrochemical hydrogen charging in (ii) 0.1 M NaOH at the three 
potentials specified, and in (iii) 3.5% NaCl at Ezn (-752 mVSHE) and Ecorr. Analysis was 
limited to the TDS peaks corresponding to hydrogen that were released at temperatures 
below 200 °C. This was based on the facts that (i) peaks at temperatures higher than 200 
°C were similar in height to the water peaks measur ed for 3.5NiCrMoV steel with this TDS 
previously, and (ii) no hydrogen peaks were measured for the 3.5NiCrMoV steel by 
Verbeken for similar charging conditions using the TDS at Univ Ghent. 
 
Fig. 2. TDS spectra of MS1500 charged in  (i) 0.1 M NaOH at -1100 mVHg/HgO (-1002 
mVSHE), -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE); (ii) in 3.5% 
NaCl at Ezn (-752 mVSHE) and Ecorr; (iii) and the as-received as-rolled specimen.  
 
Each spectrum had two desorption peaks. Peak P1 occurred at temperatures 
between 40 oC and 90 oC. Peak P2 occurred at around 150 oC. Each desorption peak may 
be attributed to a characteristic hydrogen trap.  
Table 3 includes the value of each peak temperature, which was identified by fitting a 
Gaussian curve. The peak temperatures were consistent with diffusible hydrogen, which is 
typically desorbed at temperatures below 400 oC [76]. The values of the low temperature 
desorption peak, P1 (40 to 90 oC), were more scattered than that of the high temperature
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Table 3 Total hydrogen concentration in the MS-AHSS charged electrochemically in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5% NaCl solution evaluated by 
(i) integration of the whole TDS spectra and (ii) correcting for the hydrogen lost during the pre-analysis stage by the low temperature 
peak (P1), then adding the hydrogen concentration corresponding to the high temperature peak (P2).    
Specimen 
designation 
Electrolyte Applied Potential,      
mVHg/HgO 
Overpotential, 
mV 
P1,                  
oC 
P2,       
oC                      
Measured H2 
concentration, 
µg/g 
Actual H2 
concentration, 
µg/g 
MS1500-AR n/a n/a 0 89.4 154.1 0.018 0.024 
MS1500-H1100 0.1 M NaOH -1100 -257 65.9 156.3 0.073 0.113 
MS1500-H1400 0.1 M NaOH -1400 -557 40.9 146.1 0.097 0.173 
MS1500-H1700 0.1 M NaOH -1700 -857 47.1 151.8 0.169 0.302 
MS1500-Ecorr 3.5% NaCl Ecorr (n/a)  -39 82.9 156.1 0.023 0.028 
MS1500-Ezn 3.5% NaCl Ezn (-950 mVAg/AgCl) -322 85.7 148.8 0.044 0.069 
MS980-H1700 0.1 M NaOH 
-1700 -857 49.9 156.5 0.042 0.070 
MS1180-H1700 0.1 M NaOH 
-1700 -857 54.4 149.1 0.078 0.122 
MS1300-H1700 0.1 M NaOH 
-1700 -857 65.4 152.4 0.041 0.069 
 
 
Table 4 Total hydrogen concentrations in the gas charged MS-AHSS at different pressures calculated by (i) integration of the whole TDS 
spectra and (ii) correcting for the hydrogen lost during the pre-analysis stage on the low temperature peak (P1) then adding the hydrogen 
concentration corresponding to the high temperature peak (P2). 
Specimen     
designation 
Charging Pressure  
(bar) 
P1, oC P2, oC                      Measured H2 concentration, 
µg/g                             
Actual H2 Concentration, 
µg/g 
MS1500-G2 2 77.1 156.9 0.022 0.032 
MS1500-G20 20 89.9 151.2 0.025 0.038 
MS1500-G80 80 74.9 160.6 0.035 0.049 
MS1500-G200 200 80.5 151.6 0.054 0.082 
MS980-G200 200 69.5 159.7 0.048 0.064 
MS1180-G200 200 70.2 151.4 0.039 0.054 
MS1300-G200 200 71.9 159.9 0.043 0.066 
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 peak, P2 (146 to 156 oC). The values of the peak temperature for P1 for the steels 
charged in 0.1 M NaOH were lower than those charged in the 3.5 wt% NaCl solution, 
although the peak temperature for P2 were quite similar for both solutions. The P1 and P2 
peak temperatures of the as-received steel and those for the steel charged in 3.5% NaCl 
were comparable.   
The peak height was highest in the specimens charged in 0.1 M NaOH, with peak 
height increasing with increasingly negative charging potential. The peak heights for 
MS1500 charged in 3.5% NaCl were lower than those charged NaOH, and the peak height 
was higher after charging at Ezn (-752 mVSHE) than at Ecorr. The peak height was lowest for 
the as-received specimen. 
 
3.1.2 Calculation of hydrogen concentration  
Tapia-Bastidas et al [73] have given a full description of the method to evaluate the 
hydrogen concentration from the TDS spectra. The hydrogen concentration, q, may be 
derived using the equation:  
  q = rs9:: t uD − Dvwxyz{;|9}	                                                                                           (3) 
where ~s is effective pumping speed, p is the measured normalised hydrogen pressure, 
pbkg is the background hydrogen pressure (i.e. hydrogen from other sources in the TDS 
apart from the specimen),  R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature at the inlet of 
the pump.  The value of the integral is derived from the area under the curve of the plot of 
hydrogen pressure versus time.  
Calibration experiments were used to evaluate the hydrogen concentrations from the 
TDS spectra [61]. Certified calibration standards (purchased from the LECO corporation) 
with different hydrogen concentrations were tested in the TDS, including hydrogen de-
gassed standards containing zero hydrogen. These standard hydrogen concentrations 
were then correlated to a corresponding parameter obtained from TDS analysis, i.e. plot of 
integrated area under the plot of normalized hydrogen pressure (bar g-1) vs temperature 
(oC). Fig. 3 presents the calibration curve as the dashed line. This calibration line was 
corrected to the solid line to exclude the effect of surface-adsorbed water by the calibration 
standards. This corrected calibration line was used for evaluating the hydrogen 
concentration in specimens in the current study. 
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Fig. 3.  Plot of integrated peak area vs hydrogen concentration obtained from TDS 
analysis of calibration standards: (i) 1 µg/g, (ii) 5 µg/g and (iii) 2 x 1 µg/g. The 
uncorrected calibration curve (dash line) was obtained via linear regression; whilst 
the corrected calibration curve (solid line), which excludes the effect of surface-
adsorbed water, was obtained by  drawing a line that crosses the origin and parallel 
to the uncorrected line. Adopted from [61]. 
 
The hydrogen concentration from the above-described approach only considers the 
hydrogen evolved during the duration of the actual TDS analysis. However, egress of 
diffusible hydrogen from the specimen started at the end of the hydrogen charging [64], 
and continued during the 135 min of total wait time (i.e. 120 min dwell time in the LC to 
minimize the effect of adventitious water adsorbed by the steel, and the 15 min 
stabilization period to normalize the UHV in the analysis chamber) prior to TDS 
measurements. It was necessary to quantify the amount of hydrogen lost during this period 
to obtain an accurate value for the amount of hydrogen contained in the specimen at the 
end of hydrogen charging.    
 The amount of effused hydrogen in the steels prior to TDS analysis may be 
estimated for a thin plate of thickness, L, with a uniform initial hydrogen concentration of 
Co, with hydrogen outgassing occurring from both surfaces, and using the following 
boundary conditions: 
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C = Co, 0 < x < L, t = 0                            (4) 
C
 
= 0, x = 0, L (surface), t > 0                        (5) 
by obtaining the following solution to Fick’s second law [77]: 
K
K =
+
7 ∑ => sin d2e + 1
g Mh D d− =>

?7?8;
? hi=@	                                                        (6) 
where D is the hydrogen diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the steel, x is the distance 
measured from the surface to a point along the thickness of the specimen. This equation 
provides the value of the normalised concentration, C/Co after any elapsed time, t, which 
when integrated yields the amount of hydrogen remaining in the steel [30, 61].  
 
Fig. 4. The plot of fraction of hydrogen remaining in the MS-AHSS versus time as a 
function of specimen thickness. This composite plot was obtained by accounting for 
trap effects on hydrogen effusion. Two different values of the effective hydrogen 
diffusion coefficient, Deff, in two time regimes were used. The vertical line drawn at 135 
min corresponds to the total pre-analysis time of the specimen. The intersections of 
the vertical line to the curves give an estimate of the remaining hydrogen in the steel. 
 
The analysis discussed in the preceding section assumes a value of the diffusion 
coefficient, D, that is constant during the duration of hydrogen egress. However, previous 
studies, by Liu et al. [78] on 3.5NiCrMoV and by Liu et al.  [32] on some advanced high 
strength steels, indicated that D was influenced by hydrogen traps. Their observations 
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indicated that the effective diffusivity, Deff, changed with time; i.e. diffusion was rapid during 
the first few minutes of hydrogen egress, and then slowed down at longer times as 
trapping effects dominated the permeation of hydrogen.  This means that the hydrogen 
egress model should be modified to accommodate the effect of trapping on Deff.  
Fig. 4 provides these composite hydrogen egress curves for different MS-AHSS, 
using the Deff values obtained previously for MS-AHSS [30]. These composite curves were 
the result of combining two diffusion regimes; i.e. by using the highest Deff to model 
hydrogen egress for time, t, less than 5 minutes, then using the lowest Deff at t greater than 
5 min.  These composite curves were used to estimate the amount of effused hydrogen 
during the pre-analysis period. For MS1500, the fraction of hydrogen remaining in the 
specimen after 135 min was equal to 0.46 for a specimen of thickness of L = 1.18 mm. 
This indicates that a substantial fraction (54%) of the initial diffusible hydrogen in the 
specimen egressed during the pre-analysis steps. The measured amount of hydrogen 
using the TDS was be corrected by this procedure to give the total amount of hydrogen in 
the specimens at the end of hydrogen charging, as is explained in the next section. 
 
3.1.3 Hydrogen concentration after electrochemical charging  
Table 3 presents the hydrogen concentrations for the (i) as-rolled steel, and the 
specimens charged in (ii) 0.1 M NaOH and (iii) 3.5% NaCl. Two hydrogen concentration 
values are presented in columns 7 and 8. The as-measured hydrogen concentration was 
obtained from peak area integration of the whole hydrogen TDS spectra and the 
appropriate corrected calibration curve [61]. The actual hydrogen concentration was 
evaluated by the following. Firstly, the concentration of hydrogen associated with the low 
temperature peak, P1, was obtained by measuring the area under the peak, and using the 
calibration curve. Secondly, the amount of hydrogen lost during the 135 min pre-analysis 
dwell time was estimated using Fig. 4, and was added to the hydrogen concentration 
corresponding to P1. Finally, the corrected P1 hydrogen concentration was added to the 
hydrogen concentration corresponding to the high temperature peak (P2). The assumption 
behind this correction procedure is that the diffusible hydrogen lost during the pre-analysis 
steps was from the P1 trap. It is reasonable to assume that this trap was responsible for 
the effused hydrogen at room temperature from the steel, since it was the weakest 
hydrogen trap due to having the lowest peak temperature. Indeed, this assumption was 
also supported by the binding energy measurements that indicated that P1 was a weak, 
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reversible trap, whilst P2 corresponded to a stronger, less-reversible trap, as is discussed 
in a succeeding section.  
 
Fig. 5. The calculated total hydrogen concentration in MS1500: (i) as-received or as-
rolled condition; (ii)  electrochemically charged in (ii) 0.1 M NaOH at -1100 mVHg/HgO 
(-1002 mVSHE), -1400 mVHg/HgO (-1302 mVSHE) and -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) 
and in (iii) 3.5% NaCl at Ezn (-752 mVSHE) and Ecorr. 
 
Fig. 5 presents a plot of the actual hydrogen concentration in the as-received steel 
and for the electrochemically charged MS1500 in the two electrolytes at different applied 
overpotentials, η. The use of η, instead of the applied potential, provides an appropriate 
basis for comparing the actual hydrogen concentrations for the two different solutions. 
These results indicated that: (i) there was little hydrogen in the as-received steel, (ii) the 
hydrogen content of MS1500 increased with increasing charging over-potential; and (iii) 
hydrogen charging in 0.1 M NaOH produced higher hydrogen concentrations in the steel 
than charging in the 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution.  
 
3.2 Gaseous charging of MS1500 
Fig. 6 presents the TDS hydrogen spectra of the MS1500 steel charged in gaseous 
hydrogen at 2, 20, 80 and 200 bar. These spectra were similar to the spectra of the 
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electrochemically charged MS1500. There were two desorption peaks. The intensity of 
both peaks increased with increasing hydrogen charging pressure. The peak temperatures 
were identified via Gaussian fitting, and are listed in Table 4. The P1 peak temperatures 
(75 to 90 oC) in the gas charged MS1500 were somewhat higher than those in the 
specimens charged in 0.1 M NaOH, and were similar to the P1 values of the steels 
charged in 3.5% NaCl. The P2 values of the hydrogen gas charged steels were quite 
similar to those of the electrochemically hydrogen charged specimens.   
 
Fig. 6. TDS spectra of MS1500 charged in  gaseous hydrogen at 2, 20, 80 and 200 
bar pressures. 
 
Table 4 also presents the as-measured and actual hydrogen concentrations of the 
hydrogen gas charged steels. The actual hydrogen concentration increased with 
increasing charging pressure. The measured hydrogen concentrations were all less than 
0.1 µg g-1 (0.033 to 0.082 µg g-1), and were lower than the hydrogen concentration in the 
steels charged in 0.1 M NaOH. 
The concentration of the dissolved hydrogen in a steel, CH, is related to the partial 
pressure of gaseous hydrogen, expressed as fugacity,  ?, by Sievert’s Law as follows 
[79]: 
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. = 1 ?                                                                                                                    (7)  
 
where S is the solubility constant. Fig. 7 presents a plot of the actual hydrogen 
concentration plotted against the square root of hydrogen charging pressure, p1/2. There 
was good linearity of the plot, which is consistent with Sievert’s law. 
 
Fig. 7. Plot of the hydrogen concentration versus hydrogen charging pressure 
obtained from TDS spectra of MS1500 charged at different gas pressures. The fitted 
model (dotted line) shows good linearity consistent with Sievert’s Law.    
 
3.3 Evaluation of binding energy 
Fig. 8 presents the TDS hydrogen spectra of the MS1500 steel electrochemically 
hydrogen charged in 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) measured at heating 
rates of 2, 5 and 10 oC min-1. Peak temperatures were identified via Gaussian fitting and 
these are presented in Table 5. The peak temperatures shifted to higher values with 
increasing heating rates. The intensity of P1 decreased with increasing heating rate; 
although this trend did not occur for P2.  
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Table 5 The calculated detrapping activation and trap binding energies corresponding to 
the low (P1) and high temperature (P2) desorption peaks in MS1500. 
Peak 
designation 
Heating 
rate,   
oC/min 
Peak desorption 
temperature,Tp, 
oC 
Detrapping 
energy,           
Ea, kJ mol-1 
Trap binding 
energy,          
Eb, kJ mol-1 
P1 2 47.1 32.05 26.35 
5 77.8 
10 81.6 
P2 2 151.8 66.7 61.0 
5 173.3 
10 186.7 
 
 
Fig. 8. TDS spectra of MS1500 charged in 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 
mVSHE) and tested at heating rates of 2, 5 and 10 oC/min. 
 
Cho and Lee [80] applied the reaction rate theory proposed by Kissinger to analyze 
hydrogen desorption using TDS data. They proposed that the de-trapping activation 
energy, Ea, could be evaluated from a series of TDS plots obtained from tests conducted 
at different heating rates, using the following equation: 
L 5? 

L5 = −

                                                                                                                      (8) 
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where ϕ is the heating rate, Tp  is the peak temperature, and R is the gas constant.  
The factor 
L 5? 

L5  may be evaluated from the slope of a plot of  

5? versus Tp, which is 
shown in Fig. 9. The data showed a good linear fit, especially for the higher temperature 
peak. Using the slopes identified via linear regression, Ea was evaluated to be 32.1 kJ mol-
1
 and 66.7 kJ mol-1 for the low temperature and high temperature peak, respectively.  
 The trap binding energy, Eb, may be calculated from Ea using the following equation 
[80]: 
A = A + A0                                                                                                                   (9) 
where Es is the saddle-point energy around the trap site. Due to the difficulty of 
determining the Es, some studies [80, 81] equate this parameter to the activation energy 
for hydrogen lattice migration, Ed.  
Using Eqn. 9 and adopting Ed = 5.7 kJ mol-1, used by Wei and Tsuzaki [82] for a 
martensitic Fe-0.2C steel, the corresponding binding energies of the P1 and P2 traps were 
26.4 kJ mol-1 and 61.0  kJ mol-1, respectively. 
 
Fig. 9. Plot of  5? versus Tp  showing the calculated detrapping activation energy, Ea, for 
the low (P1) and high (P2) temperature desorption peak.  
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3.4 Hydrogen charging of different MS-AHSS 
Fig. 10a presents the TDS hydrogen spectra of the four MS-AHSS charged in 0.1 M 
NaOH at -1700 mV (-1602 mVSHE). Fig. 10b shows the hydrogen spectra of the same 
steels charged in gaseous hydrogen at 200 bar. In each case there were two desorption 
peaks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.10. TDS spectra of four grades of MS-AHSS charged in (a) 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mV 
(-1602 mVSHE) and (b) gaseous hydrogen at 200 bar at 25 °C for 24 h. 
 
Fig. 11. Comparison of hydrogen concentrations in the different MS-AHSS after 
charging in (i)  0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mV (-1602 mVSHE) and in (ii) gaseous hydrogen 
at 200 bar.    
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Tables 3 and 4 include the peak temperatures and the hydrogen concentrations for 
the electrochemically charged and gas charged MS-AHSS, respectively. The P1 
temperature of the steels charged in 0.1 M NaOH was generally lower than the P1 
temperature of the steels charged in gaseous hydrogen. Fig. 11 presents a comparison of 
the actual hydrogen concentration in each MS-AHSS after the corresponding charging 
procedure. The steels charged in 0.1 M NaOH (0.07 to 0.30 µg gm-1) possessed higher 
hydrogen concentrations than those charged in gaseous hydrogen (0.08 to 0.03 µg gm-1); 
although the hydrogen concentrations in the electrochemically charged MS1300 and 
MS980 were just marginally higher than their gas charged counterparts.   
 
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Hydrogen concentration of MS1500 
Table 3 and Figure 5 show that the hydrogen concentration of MS1500 specimens 
charged in 0.1 M NaOH was higher than those charged in 3.5% NaCl. Furthermore, the 
hydrogen concentration increased with increasingly negative applied overpotential in both 
solutions. These results were consistent with the results of our past study that analysed 
hydrogen concentrations in MS1500 [30], and was similarly consistent with other types of 
AHSS [31, 32], at the same charging conditions. An increasingly negative charging over-
potential increases the equivalent hydrogen fugacity at the surface of the steel, and 
consequently increases the hydrogen concentration [60, 89]. 
In the current study, the TDS-measured hydrogen concentration of MS1500 
charged in 0.1 M NaOH at different cathodic potential ranged from 0.113 to 0.302 µg gm-1. 
These values fall intermediate to those previous results obtained using permeation tests 
(0.053 to 0.55 µg gm-1) and the hot extraction method (0.089 to 0.123 µg gm-1) [30]. The 
difference in results may be traced to the nature of the analytical technique used to 
measure the hydrogen concentration.   
Table 4 and Fig. 7 indicated that the hydrogen concentration in the MS1500 steel 
increased with increasing hydrogen charging pressure. The good linearity of the plot of CH 
versus p1/2 was consistent with Sievert’s law for hydrogen dissolution in the steel during 
gaseous hydrogen charging. 
 
4.2 Equivalent hydrogen fugacity during electrochemical charging 
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This study aimed to determine the relationship between hydrogen fugacity and 
charging potential during electrochemical charging. This would be valuable in predicting 
hydrogen concentration and HE susceptibility in steels. The method to define this 
relationship using results from TDS analysis was described previously [61]. The procedure 
includes: (i) fitting a regression line to the plot of the hydrogen concentration vs p1/2 
derived from gaseous charging experiments; (ii) using the regression line to fit hydrogen 
concentrations from electrochemical charging experiments; and (iii) evaluating the 
equivalent hydrogen pressure using the linear model. The regression line is essential to 
this analysis as it establishes the empirical relationship between hydrogen concentration 
and charging pressure.      
 
Fig. 12.  The plot of  hydrogen concentration versus hydrogen charging pressure with 
a fitted regression line (dotted line) derived from TDS analysis of the gas charged 
MS1500. 12. Hydrogen concentrations from the electrochemically charged MS1500 
in two electrolytes are superimposed over the regression line.   
 
Fig. 12 presents the plot of hydrogen concentration vs p1/2 and the fitted regression 
line, from Fig. 7. The hydrogen concentrations from the electrochemical charging 
experiments were superimposed on the fitted line. The corresponding values of p1/2 were 
used to evaluate the equivalent fugacity for each electrochemical charging condition, and 
are presented in Table 6. Fig. 13 presents the plot of equivalent fugacity versus charging  
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Fig. 13. The plot of equivalent fugacity versus overpotential during electrochemical 
charging of MS1500 steel in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5% NaCl.   
 
Fig. 14. A comparison of the equivalent hydrogen fugacity measured for MS1500 in 0.1 M 
NaOH (solid line) and 3.5% NaCl (dash line) and previously determined fugacities for (i) 
Armco Fe [59], (ii) ultra-low carbon (ULC) steel [60], and (iii) 3.5NiCrMoV [61]. The right 
hand scale provides the hydrogen pressure related to the hydrogen fugacity. 
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overpotential, η, for the electrochemical charging of MS1500 in the two electrolytes. The 
equivalent hydrogen fugacities during electrochemical charging in 0.1 M NaOH were 
higher than those present during charging in 3.5% NaCl. This result is consistent with the 
higher hydrogen concentration of the steel after charging in the alkaline solution than in the 
NaCl solution. 
 Fig. 14 compares current values of equivalent hydrogen fugacity with recent 
studies that determined the equivalent fugacity during electrochemical charging in 
relatively similar charging conditions for Armco iron [59], ultra-low carbon (ULC) interstitial 
steel [60] and 3.5NiCrMoV [61].  The fugacity values measured by Bockris et al. [59] for 
the Armco iron were the lowest among the measurements. The fugacity values for 
MS1500 were close to those measured by Liu et al [60] for the ULC steel; whilst the 
equivalent fugacity of 3.5NiCrMoV [61] were intermediate to those of the Armco iron and 
ULC steel.  
Table 6 The effective hydrogen fugacity at the surface of MS1500 during electrochemical 
charging in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5 wt.%NaCl. 
Charging 
solution 
Overpotential, η, 
(mV) 
Equivalent fugacity, 
(atm) 
0.1 M NaOH  -857 5053 
0.1 M NaOH -557 1458 
0.1 M NaOH -257 523 
3.5 wt.% NaCl -322 136 
3.5 wt.% NaCl -39 1.9 
 
Comparing the steels with similar charging conditions (i.e. 0.1 M NaOH charging 
electrolyte), the differences in equivalent fugacity values may be attributed to the nature 
(e.g. composition, microstructure) of the steel surface and how the surface influenced the 
hydrogen evolution reactions at the surface.  
A high equivalent fugacity relates to a high hydrogen concentration, and reflects the 
ease with which hydrogen enters the steel. Therefore, any parameter that influences 
hydrogen uptake at the steel surface affects fugacity. For example, it is reasonable to 
assume that a steel that forms an impermeable surface oxide during electrochemical 
charging would exhibit a lower hydrogen uptake and equivalent fugacity than another steel 
that does not form such film.  
The equivalent fugacities during charging of the other MS-AHSS may be estimated 
by comparing the hydrogen concentration after electrochemical and gaseous charging. For 
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both MS1300 and MS980, the hydrogen concentrations were almost similar after these 
two charging procedures. This indicates that in 0.1 M NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 
mVSHE), the equivalent fugacity at the surface of MS1300 and MS980 was about 200 bar 
or 197 atm. For MS1180, as was observed in MS1500, the hydrogen concentration after 
electrochemical charging was higher than after gas charging. It is thus expected that there 
were higher equivalent fugacities in the steel compared to MS980 and MS1300. Although 
the actual value of fugacity may not be accurately determined due to insufficiency of data, 
a conservative estimate of fugacity may be obtained. By assuming that at zero hydrogen 
pressure the expected hydrogen concentration equals the as-received concentration; and 
that the as-received concentration of MS1500 is similar to that of MS1180, then a 
regression line can be made for the plot of hydrogen concentration vs p1/2. Consequently, 
an equivalent hydrogen fugacity of 2 176 atm was evaluated for MS1180.  
Clearly, there was a difference in the equivalent fugacities of the different MS-AHSS 
at the same charging condition. Such difference could be brought about by differences in 
composition and microstructure (e.g. amount of martensite and ferrite) of the steels that 
influence hydrogen evolution at the surface.     
 
4.2 Desorption temperatures in MS-AHSS 
An analysis of desorption temperatures can help understand hydrogen trapping. 
The value of the desorption temperature can ben a good indication of the strength of the 
binding energy. However, TDS spectra simulations done by Yamaguchi and Nagumo [83] 
indicated that both binding energy and trap density determines the desorption 
temperature. They found that two traps with different binding energies and trap densities 
can produce the same desorption temperature. Furthermore, the desorption temperature 
of a trap having a characteristic binding energy can also shift depending on factors such 
as trap density, specimen thickness, heating rates, and hydrogen charging time [67, 83].  
A comparison of the desorption temperatures presented in Table 3 and 4 leads to 
the following conclusions. Firstly, the P2 peak temperature had a fairly steady value 
compared to the P1 peak temperature. The scatter in P2 peak temperature values was 
smaller compared to P1. This indicated that P2 was probably associated with one type of 
trap only. Secondly, P1 appeared to assume two different temperature regimes; one with a 
mean value of about 50 oC (P150) and another at about 80 oC (P180). P150 occurred in the 
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MS-AHSS charged in 0.1 NaOH, whilst the rest (i.e. as-received, gas charged, and 
electrochemically charged in 3.5% NaCl) produced P180.  
This difference in the desorption temperature for P1 could be related to a difference 
in the chemical potential of the injected hydrogen; hence the assumption of two trapping 
states; with different trap densities and slightly different trap binding energies. The 
hydrogen that entered the steel charged in 0.1 M NaOH possessed a high chemical 
potential (or high hydrogen fugacity) and occupied the traps associated with the low 
temperature peak. Conversely, the hydrogen that entered the steel in the other charging 
condition possessed a lower chemical potential and occupied the traps associated with the 
high temperature peak. These data are consistent with (i) a low density of relatively lower-
binding-energy traps associated with P180 which were filled first at the lower hydrogen 
fugacity associated with hydrogen gas phase charging, and with hydrogen charging in the 
3.5wt.% NaCl solution, and which still contained some residual hydrogen in the as-
received steel; and (ii) a higher density of relatively higher-binding-energy traps associated 
with P150, which were progressively filled during electrochemical charging at higher 
hydrogen fugacity in the 0.1 M NaOH solution. 
It is also possible that only one type of trap was involved in this case, and not two 
distinct traps. It is known that one type of defect can actually trap hydrogen in different 
ways resulting to different binding energies. For example, edge dislocations can trap 
hydrogen reversibly in its elastic field [84], and irreversibly at its core [85]. 
 
4.3 Trap binding energies in MS-AHSS 
Martensitic steels possess a number of possible hydrogen traps [86], such as (i) 
high density dislocations, (ii) lath boundaries, (iii) prior austenite grains (PAG) boundaries, 
and (iv) matrix-second phase particle interfaces.  The value of the binding energy can be 
used to identify the type of hydrogen trap present in the lattice [64]. 
In the current study, a Eb of 26.4 kJ mol-1 corresponded to the low temperature 
peak, P1; whilst Eb of 61.0 kJ mol-1 was measured for the high temperature peak, P2. Wei 
and Tsuzaki [82] measured a trap with a binding energy of 28.2 kJ mol-1 in martensitic Fe-
0.2C steel. They attributed this trap to hydrogen-dislocation interactions, consistent with 
the trap identified by Oriani [87]. There is good proximity between the Eb measured in the 
current study (26.4 kJ mol-1) to 28.2 kJ mol-1. Hence, this hydrogen peak is likely due to 
dislocation trapping. The value of Eb indicates that the trap is weak, and is of the reversible 
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type [88], and hydrogen was likely trapped in the elastic field around the dislocation core 
[84]. Many studies [10, 81] have correlated the presence of reversible traps to high HE 
susceptibility in martensitic steels. Reversibly trapped hydrogen can repartition and 
interact with the highly stressed portions of the lattice to induce embrittlement. It is 
therefore likely that dislocation trapping was responsible for the high HE susceptibility 
previously observed in MS1500 [28, 30].  
The second trap possessed a relatively higher Eb value, corresponding to a 
stronger or more-irreversible type of trap. However, the Eb value that defines a deep or 
irreversible trap is still debated. The most commonly used is 0.6 eV or 58 kJ mol-1 
suggested by Pressouyre [88]; whilst Grabke and Riecke [89] proposed 55 kJ mol-1. 
Turnbull [90], using results from theoretical analysis of hydrogen leakage from traps, 
argued that even at Eb of 50-60 kJ mol-1, significant hydrogen loss can occur over a 
modest timescale. Although the hydrogen leakage rate is still finite, only when Eb is higher 
than 60 kJ mol-1 does leakage become low enough that hydrogen can practically be 
considered immobile in the lattice.  
In martensitic steels, other elementary microstructural features include the 
boundary or interface-type defects such as lath boundaries, packet boundaries and prior 
austenite grain (PAG) boundaries. These defects have reported Eb values in the range of 
27 to 62 kJ mol-1 [86]. Judging from the value of Eb measured for the second trap (61.0 kJ 
mol-1), it is likely that this trap is a boundary defect. However, it would be difficult to 
distinguish which boundary defect is active in the steel. These three defects have very 
similar Eb values, and current measurements were not accurate enough to make a 
distinction between them. Indeed, literature identified the need to resolve the roles of the 
specific features via quantitative metallography in future studies [86]. Hydrogen trapping in 
these boundary defects could explain the observed intergranular facture (along PAG 
boundaries) and transgranular fracture (along lath and packet boundaries) in MS1500 [28, 
30].  
 
4.4 Hydrogen concentration of different MS-AHSS 
Fig. 11 indicates that MS1500 had the highest hydrogen concentrations among the 
MS-AHSS in both electrochemical and gaseous hydrogen charging. This high hydrogen 
concentration may be related to the MS1500 steel having the highest amount of 
martensite, as presented in Table 2. A TDS study by Perez Escobar et al. [91] showed 
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that, among the different ferrous microstructure having similar compositions, including 
pearlite, bainite and tempered martensite, the as-quenched martensite microstructure 
exhibited the highest hydrogen saturation level.  
Considering the hydrogen concentration of the four MS-AHSS, there was no 
correlation between mechanical strength and hydrogen concentration. This is also 
consistent with results from previous measurements on the same steels using both 
permeation tests and hot extraction method [30]. 
Our previous study on of MS-AHSS showed that the HE susceptibility of the steel 
increased with increasing mechanical strength [28, 30]. MS1500 had the highest sensitivity 
to hydrogen, whilst MS980 was the least sensitive. A popular concept for hydrogen-related 
failure indicates that HE is due to hydrogen concentration exceeding a critical 
concentration in the steel [92]. However, our current and past results [30] contradict this 
notion by implying that HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS is not entirely associated with the 
hydrogen concentration. This supports a number of findings [67, 93, 94] that suggest that 
HE susceptibility is not dependent on hydrogen concentration but on the interaction of 
hydrogen with the different characteristics of defects (e.g. binding energy, defect density). 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A high sensitivity TDS was used to measure the amount of hydrogen in different grades of 
MS-AHSS steel after (i) electrochemical charging in 0.1 M NaOH and 3.5% NaCl, and (ii) 
hydrogen gas charging at different pressures. 
1. The hydrogen concentration in MS1500 increased with (i) increasingly negative 
charging potential and (ii) increasing hydrogen gas pressure. This was due to an increase 
in the equivalent hydrogen fugacity. 
2. The equivalent hydrogen fugacity versus charging overpotential was evaluated for 
MS1500 steel charged in the two different electrolytes.  
3. Analysis of trap binding energies identified dislocations (reversible) and interphase 
defects (irreversible) as primary hydrogen traps in MS-AHSS. 
4. There was no correlation between the mechanical strength and hydrogen uptake of the 
steel.  
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Chapter 7 Determination of hydrogen diffusivity, concentration and trap 
density in MS-AHSS 
 
This chapter is a continuation of the work presented in the previous section 
(Chapter 6) that aimed to analyse hydrogen trapping in the MS-AHSS. This chapter 
reports on the assessment of (i) hydrogen diffusivity, (ii) hydrogen concentration and (iii) 
trapping density in the steels. The results of this work together with those presented in 
Chapter 6 give a complete picture of the trapping characteristics in the steels. 
 The chapter is based on the unpublished work entitled, “Hydrogen trapping in some 
martensitic advanced high strength steels”.  
The main technique used in this work was the electrochemical permeation test 
based on the Devanathan-Stachurski dual cell apparatus. This apparatus is a staple in 
many laboratories conducting hydrogen-related studies, and is used to study hydrogen 
diffusivity, permeability, and solubility in different metals. The charging electrolyte was 0.1 
M NaOH. To determine trap density, two approaches were adopted: (i) the Oriani-Dong 
and (ii) the permeation curve model.  
Microstructure analysis was conducted using the transmission electron microscope 
(TEM). 
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ABSTRACT 
Hydrogen permeation experiments were used to investigate hydrogen trapping in 
commercial automotive martensitic advanced high-strength steels. Hydrogen trapping 
increased with increasing mechanical strength as indicated by (i) the decrease in the 
hydrogen diffusion coefficient and (ii) the increase in reversible hydrogen trap density. The 
measured trap densities were in the order of ~1017 to ~1018 cm-3. There was no correlation 
between hydrogen uptake and the mechanical strength of the steel. The relationship 
between trapping characteristics and HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS was discussed in 
terms of the Hydrogen Enhanced Macroscopic Plasticity (HEMP) and the Hydrogen 
Assisted Micro-fracture (HAM) mechanisms. 
 
Keywords: A. steel, B. electrochemical permeation, C. hydrogen embrittlement 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Advanced high-strength steels (AHSS) are currently used in the manufacture of 
lightweight, crashworthy cars [1-4]. The martensitic AHSS (MS-AHSS) are considered the 
strongest among this class of steels. The good strength of MS-AHSS allows the fabrication 
of thinner automotive components without sacrificing strength [1-3], thereby saving weight, 
increasing fuel efficiency, and saving the planet. MS-AHSS are especially useful in 
fabricating automotive components that form the protective cage around passengers [1, 5-
7]. Additionally, MS-AHSS are inexpensive to manufacture, though they exhibit limited 
ductility and formability [4, 8].  
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One issue for high-strength steels is hydrogen embrittlement (HE). HE occurs in 
steels, including medium-strength steels [9-18], conventional high-strength steels [19-33], 
and advanced high-strength steels [34-44]. HE refers to the degradation of the mechanical 
properties of the steel due to hydrogen. HE can affect the mechanical properties of steels 
in several ways. HE can result in a reduction of mechanical strength, toughness and 
ductility, together with subcritical crack growth [45, 46]. Alternatively, HE can cause some 
reduction of ductility without a significant decrease in yield and tensile strength, and 
without sub-critical crack growth [47].  
The concept of hydrogen trapping is essential to understanding the HE of steels. 
Hydrogen in the steel often reside in the interstices, but can also be trapped by crystalline 
defects such as vacancies, dislocations and grain boundaries [48]. Trapping increases 
hydrogen solubility, decreases diffusivity [49, 50], and consequently influences HE in 
steels [51, 52]. Traps can both be detrimental or beneficial. Reversible or weak traps can 
act as a hydrogen source and supply diffusible hydrogen to highly stressed sites in the 
lattice to cause HE [53]. Conversely, the presence of well-distributed irreversible traps 
could reduce the hydrogen sensitivity of the steel, especially if only a finite amount of 
hydrogen is available [45, 54].  
Hydrogen trapping is characterised by the (i) trap binding energy, Eb, and the (ii) 
trap density, NT. Since hydrogen diffusion is sensitive to trapping in lattice imperfections, 
diffusion models has been analysed to quantify trapping parameters. McNabb and Foster 
[55] proposed the following modified form of Fick’s second law to accommodate the effect 
of trapping and detrapping during hydrogen diffusion: 
LK
L; +  LL; =  L
?K
LM?                                                                                                      (1) 
L
L; = .1 − 
 − D                                                                                                 (2) 
where is . is the hydrogen concentration in the normal lattice,  is the lattice hydrogen 
diffusion coefficient, θ is the fraction of occupied trap sites, k is the probability of hydrogen 
jumping from a normal lattice site to a trap, and p is the probability of hydrogen jumping 
from a trap to a lattice site. The McNabb-Foster model provided a general theory, but had 
no analytical solutions except for some particular cases [56].  
Oriani [57, 58] suggested that solutions to the McNabb-Foster model may be obtained by 
assuming dynamic local equilibrium of hydrogen between traps and lattice sites. This 
assumption leads to several constitutive equations relating the diffusion coefficient to trap 
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parameters. For example, assuming low trap occupancy, the effective diffusion coefficient 
is given by [57, 58]: 
 = 8>3&,                                                                                                            (3) 
where Deff is the trap-influenced effective hydrogen diffusion coefficient, DL is the hydrogen 
lattice diffusion coefficient, NT is number of trap sites, NL is number of lattice sites, R is the 
gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature.  
The electrochemical permeation test originally proposed by Devanathan and 
Stachurski [58] is a useful technique to study hydrogen diffusivity in steels. Permeation 
experiments may be used to quantify hydrogen-trapping parameters. One approach is to fit 
mathematical models based on the McNabb-Foster equation to experimental permeation 
data. For example, Caskey and Pillinger [59] used a finite difference routine to obtain a 
solution to the McNabb-Foster equation; and this solution was adopted in several 
subsequent works [60-62].  
Another approach is to assess Deff from permeation experiments using an 
appropriate method (e.g. time lag and break-through method) [56]. Either Eb or NT can be 
obtained by using the Oriani solution (Eq 3) and assuming logical values for one 
parameter or the other. Recently, Dong et al [63] rearranged the Oriani equation to assess 
NT, as follows:  
ln  = ln &
8
89:: − 1, −

                                                                                                 (4)             
Using reasonable values for NL and Eb, Dong et al. obtained an estimate of the 
trapping density in X100 pipeline steel. This approach is designated herein as the Oriani-
Dong model. 
Alternatively, several permeation experiments can be used to determine Deff at 
different temperatures. The value of Eb can then be assessed from the linear relation of 
ln  889:: − 1
 vs 

 since the slope equals 

 , whilst NT may be derived from the Y-intercept, 
ln 
, after assuming a value of NL.    
Zakroczymski [64] used a graphical approach to quantify the reversible trap density 
from hydrogen permeation curves. He suggested that a partial decay or rise transient due 
to small changes in the applied potential are associated with diffusible or lattice hydrogen. 
In contrast, a complete decay; i.e. a drop in potential from a highly negative value to a 
value equal to the equilibrium hydrogen potential, reveals the influence of reversibly 
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trapped hydrogen. He proposed that the area difference between the experimental full 
decay permeation curve and a theoretical curve obtained using the lattice diffusion 
coefficient of diffusible hydrogen is associated to the amount of reversibly trapped 
hydrogen, as follows [38, 64]: 
∗ = .oM	0                                                                                                                 (5) 
where s is the area difference between the experimental decay curve and the theoretical 
decay curve assuming D equals DL, and L is the specimen thickness.  
Recently, Liu et al. [65] studied hydrogen trapping in 3.5NiCrMoV using permeation 
experiments conducted in potentiostatic mode. They observed that, in a series of decay 
and build-up transients brought about by small changes in potential, the value of the 
diffusion coefficient changed depending on the value of the applied potential. D was 
highest at the most negative overpotential. The value of D declined as the applied 
overpotential became less negative. They proposed that the highest D obtained at the 
most negative potential corresponded to the lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient, DL; 
whilst the other D values were trap-influenced diffusion coefficients, Deff. Liu et al. then 
applied the area difference approach by Zakroczymski [64]  on these partial decay 
transients to measure the density of reversible traps at each transient step. This approach 
was also adopted in the present study and is designated as the permeation curve model. 
Liu et al. [65] used the Oriani-Dong model and the permeation curve model, to 
quantify hydrogen trapping in a 3.5NiCrMoV steel. Similarly, Liu et al. [38] employed both 
the Oriani-Dong and the permeation curve model to quantify trapping in some dual-phase 
(DP) and quench and partition (Q&P) AHSS. Both studies obtained values of NT consistent 
with the literature.  
There are few publications dealing with hydrogen trapping in MS-AHSS. Our 
previous work [34, 36] on four grades of commercial automotive MS-AHSS indicated a 
direct relationship between HE susceptibility and the mechanical strength of the steel. In a 
subsequent study, we reported on the hydrogen diffusivity and hydrogen uptake [36] of the 
same steels, and found no strong correlation between these two parameters and the 
mechanical strength of MS-AHSS. Our recent study using TDS analysis identified two 
important trapping sites in MS-AHSS [66]:  (i) a reversible dislocation trap with Eb of 26.4 
kJ mol-1, and (ii) an irreversible interface trap with Eb of 61.0 kJ mol-1.  Assessing trap 
density adds to the description of the trapping behaviour in these steels. This information 
may be important in understanding the HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS. 
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This work builds on our previous studies [34, 36, 66] aimed at understanding the 
influence of hydrogen on automotive MS-AHSS. The specific issues addressed herein are 
as follows:  
1. characterisation of diffusivity and hydrogen concentration in four commercial 
automotive MS-AHSS, 
2. measurement of trap density, NT, in these steels using the Oriani-Dong model, 
3. measurement of NT using the permeation curve model,  
4. investigation of the  relationship between the mechanical strength of MS-AHSS and 
NT, 
5. investigation of the relationship between the hydrogen trapping characteristics of 
MS-AHSS and HE susceptibility. 
 
2.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1. Steel specimens and chemicals  
Four grades of MS-AHSS; namely MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500, were 
obtained from a commercial supplier. Table 1 shows the chemical composition and 
mechanical properties of the as-rolled steel sheets. The chemical composition was 
determined by an independent laboratory (Spectrometer Services Pty Ltd, Coberg, Vic). 
The mechanical properties were provided by the steel supplier. The microstructure of the 
steels listed in Table 1 was reported previously [34], and consisted primarily of martensite 
with some ferrite. 
Test specimens were machined using a water jet cutter to a size of 30 mm x 30 
mm. The specimens were mechanically ground on both sides using SiC paper (i.e. 320, 
600 and 1200 grit), rinsed with ethanol, blow dried, and stored in a desiccator. 
All solutions were prepared using analytic grade chemicals and deionised water.  
 
2.2 TEM analysis 
The sample preparation for transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis 
involved grinding the specimen with SiC paper (380, 600, 1200 grit), coarse polishing with 
diamond paste (3 and 1 um), and final polishing with silica slurry (OPS). MS1500 and
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Table 1 Chemical composition (in wt %), microstructural composition (in %), and mechanical properties of the MS-AHSS. 
Steel 
designation 
C Si Mn S P Al Nb Ti Cr martensite 
(%) 
ferrite 
(%) 
Yield 
stress 
(MPa) 
Tensile 
stress 
(MPa) 
ef 
(%) 
MS980 0.12 0.37 1.63 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 70 30 883 1070 5 
MS1180 0.15 0.37 1.64 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 84 16 1176 1355 3 
MS1300 0.15 0.39 1.67 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01 90 10 1108 1367 2.9 
MS1500 0.19 0.36 1.51 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 92 8 1326 1512 2.4 
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MS980 were analysed as these two were previously found to have the highest and lowest 
HE susceptibility [34, 36]. 
An electron-transparent lamella was obtained using the FEI Scios DualBeam 
focussed ion beam (FIB) system at the Center for Microscopy and Microanalysis (CMM), 
The University of Queensland. TEM analysis was conducted using the JEOL JEM-2100 
S/TEM at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Images were obtained using the 11M pixel 
Gatan Orius digital camera attached to the TEM.   
 
2.3. Hydrogen permeation procedure 
Hydrogen permeation studies were conducted using a Devanathan-Stachurski type 
dual-cell electrolytic permeation apparatus [67], similar to that used previously [65]. Fig. 1 
shows a schematic of the permeation apparatus. The left hand chamber is the hydrogen 
entry cell, and the other is the hydrogen exit cell. Each compartment had  three electrodes 
consisting of the working electrode (the steel specimen), the counter electrode (graphite 
(C) in the entry side, and platinum (Pt) in the exit side), and the reference electrode 
(Hg/HgO in saturated 20% KOH). The C counter electrode (99.95% carbon supplied by 
Graphite Australia, Noosa, Qld) was used in the entry side instead of Pt. At high anodic 
potentials, Pt was found to dissolve, plate onto the steel and influence hydrogen uptake 
[36]. The use of the isolation chamber for the C counter electrode prevented anode 
products (e.g. oxygen, loose C particles) from reaching the steel surface.    
Before and during the experiment, nitrogen was continuously bubbled through the 
solution to remove oxygen from the electrolyte. 
The exit side of the polished specimen was coated with palladium (Pd) to assist 
hydrogen oxidation and reduce signal noise. Oil and grease was removed from the 
specimen by soaking for 15 min in a degreasing solution (16 g NaOH,15 g Na2CO3, 15 g 
Na3PO4.12H2O and 2 mL liquid detergent dissolved in 500 mL distilled water) followed by 
a distilled water rinse. The specimen was immersed in a pickling solution of 37% HCl 
solution for 10 s to remove the native surface oxide. The backside of the specimen was 
protected from the acid using an adhesive tape. After pickling, the specimen was mounted 
in the plating cell. Palladium plating was conducted in a 25% ammonia solution containing 
5 g L-1 PdCl2 for 5 min at a current density of 3 mA cm-2. After Pd plating, the sample was 
rinsed with ethanol, air dried, and weighed to determine the thickness of the Pd layer. The 
Pd coating thickness was typically less than 1 μm.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the dual-chamber hydrogen permeation test apparatus. 
The specimen was mounted in the permeation apparatus. The area of the specimen 
exposed to the solution was about 350 mm2. The Pd-coated exit side was polarized in the 
0.1 M NaOH at an anodic potential of 300 mVHg/HgO (402 mVSHE). The anodic current at the 
exit cell was monitored using the PARSTAT 2273 potentiostat. After the background 
current at the exit cell reached 0.3 uA, the entry side of the specimen was cathodically 
charged at -1700 mVHg/HgO (-1602 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH.    
A pre-charging time of about 4-6 days depending on specimen thickness was 
necessary to obtain a steady permeation current density, as in our prior studies [65, 68]. 
Once a steady current density was reached, successive partial decay (from -1700 to -
1600, -1600 to -1400, and -1400 to -1100 mVHg/HgO) and build-up (from -1100 to -1400, -
1400 to -1600, and -1600 to -1700 mVHg/HgO) transients were conducted. Upon reaching a 
steady-state current at the end of the build-up transient to -1700 mVHg/HgO, the potentiostat 
was turned off to allow a complete decay transient (i.e. from -1700 mVHg/HgO to the open 
cell potential (ocp)).   
 
2.4 Data analysis 
Zakroczymski [64] have shown that partial build-up or decay transients on a pre-
charged steel membrane are associated with diffusible hydrogen that is free of surface 
effects [64, 65]. The permeation rate, 23, during a build-up or decay transient at time, t, can 
be expressed by [64]: 
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Build-up:              4545
6
45∞45 =

√78; ∑ exp − =>
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+8;∞=@	 
                                                       (6) 
Decay:                  4545
6
45∞456 = 1 −

√78; ∑ exp − =>

??
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                                                (7) 
 
where D is the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, L is the specimen thickness, 23	  is the initial 
permeation current density, and 23∞  is the steady-state permeation current density at that 
applied potential. Mathematical modelling (MATLAB) was used to fit the above permeation 
equations to the experimental transients to determine the corresponding D
 
value.  
Two types of D were identified and used for analysis. The highest measured D 
value in a transient series was referred to as the diffusible or lattice hydrogen diffusion 
coefficient, DL. The other D values were referred to as the trap-influenced effective 
diffusion coefficient, Deff.  
The subsurface concentration of lattice hydrogen, CL, at the entry side of the steel 
during charging in the permeation experiment was assessed from [64, 65]: 
. = 4∞)8                                                                                                                         (8) 
[56]. 
whilst the total hydrogen concentration, CT, was obtained from: 
. = 4∞)89::                                                                                                                        (9)                            
where  i∞ is the steady-state permeation current density,  L is the steel membrane 
thickness, and F is the Faraday constant (96 485 C mol-1).  
 
3. Results 
3.1 TEM of MS-AHSS 
Prior to TEM analysis, the specimen was viewed under the scanning electron 
microscope. Fig. 2a shows an SEM image of the typical microstructure in MS-AHSS. Two 
phases were identified: martensite and ferrite, as was previously reported [34].  
Fig. 2b, a bright field TEM image of MS1500, shows the typical thin, narrow lath 
nano-structure, which is characteristic of martensite with less than 0.6% carbon [69]. The 
interfaces separating laths are the lath boundaries. The nano-structure of MS980 was 
similar. MS1500 and MS980 had similar lath widths, ranging from 200 to 400 nm. The 
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mottled contrast in the TEM image suggests the presence of a dense dislocation structure 
[70].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) SEM image shows the presence of martensite (M) and ferrite (F) in MS-AHSS. 
The specimen was etched with 2% nital (b) TEM image reveals details of the lath structure 
in martensite.  The mottled contrast indicates a high dislocation density. (Specimen: 
MS1500) 
 
3.2 Diffusivity and subsurface hydrogen concentration  
Fig. 3 shows a typical decay and build-up permeation transient loop, measured after 
surface conditioning by pre-charging for 4-6 days at -1700 mVHg/HgO. Deff was evaluated in 
each case by fitting the appropriate permeation equation (Eqs. 6 or 7) to the experimental 
data, as shown in Fig. 4a and 4b.  
Table 2 presents the measured values of Deff and the total diffusible hydrogen 
subsurface concentration on the input side of the specimen, CL, for MS980, MS1180, 
MS1300 and MS1500, measured from the hydrogen permeation transients.  
The highest Deff value in a transient series typically occurred in the most negative 
potential transients (i.e. either -1700 to -1600 mVHg/HgO decay or -1600 to -1700 mVHg/HgO 
build-up transient), and was designated as the lattice diffusion coefficient DL.  
The DL of the steels ranged from 1.71 to 1.18 x 10-6 cm2 s-1, with the value of DL 
decreasing with increasing strength of the MS-AHSS. The mean value of the Deff for the 
four steels ranged from 1.04 to 1.57 x 10-6 cm2 s-1. The trend for Deff was similar to that of 
DL; Deff decreased with increasing mechanical strength of MS-AHSS.  
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Table 2 Permeation parameters for MS-AHSS obtained from successive decay and build-up transients in 0.1 M NaOH.   
Steel 
designation 
Thickness          
(cm) 
Starting and ending 
potential for transient 
(mVHg/HgO) 
i∞                     
(µA cm-2) 
Deff               
(cm2 s-1) 
CL                
(mol m-3)                       
CL                  
(µg g-1)                 
MS980 1.5 -1700 to -1600 4.00 1.58 x 10-6 3.63 0.45 
  -1600 to -1400 3.17 1.59 x 10-6 2.88 0.36 
  -1400 to -1100 2.03 1.43 x 10-6 1.84 0.23 
  -1100 to -1400 3.37 1.42 x 10-6 3.07 0.38 
  -1400 to -1600 3.79 1.66 x 10-6 3.44 0.43 
  -1600 to -1700 3.97 1.71 x 10-6 3.61 0.45 
   Average: 1.57 x 10-6   
MS1180 1.7 -1700 to -1600 5.26 1.51 x 10-6 5.95 0.74 
  -1600 to -1400 4.17 1.42 x 10-6 4.71 0.58 
  -1400 to -1100 2.88 1.36 x 10-6 3.25 0.40 
  -1100 to -1400 5.31 1.42 x 10-6 6.00 0.75 
  -1400 to -1600 5.81 1.40 x 10-6 6.56 0.81 
  -1600 to -1700 6.65 1.56 x 10-6 7.51 0.93 
   Average: 1.45 x 10-6   
MS1300 1.18 -1700 to -1600 6.11 1.16 x 10-6 6.18 0.77 
  -1600 to -1400 5.53 1.11 x 10-6 5.59 0.69 
  -1400 to -1100 3.15 1.01 x 10-6 0.32 0.04 
  -1100 to -1400 3.22 1.01 x 10-6 3.25 0.39 
  -1400 to -1600 5.94 1.08 x 10-6 6.01 0.75 
  -1600 to -1700 7.56 1.21 x 10-6 7.64 0.95 
   Average: 1.10 x 10-6   
MS1500 1.16 -1700 to -1600 2.92 1.12 x 10-6 2.97 0.37 
  -1600 to -1400 1.73 0.96 x 10-6 1.76 0.22 
  -1400 to -1100 0.41 0.91 x 10-6 0.42 0.05 
  -1100 to -1400 1.86 0.94 x 10-6 1.90 0.24 
  -1400 to -1600 2.98 1.13 x 10-6 3.04 0.38 
  -1600 to -1700 3.66 1.18 x 10-6 3.73 0.46 
   Average: 1.04 x 10-6   
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Fig. 3. The typical hydrogen permeation transient loop at the input side in 0.1 M 
NaOH. Charging potentials at each transient step are as follows: P1: -1700 mVHg/HgO, 
P2: -1600 mVHg/HgO, P3: -1400 mVHg/HgO, P4: -1100 mVHg/HgO. (Specimen: MS1500) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. A typical plot of normalized current density versus time in (a) decay (-1600 to -
1400 mVHg/HgO) and (b)  build-up (-1400 to -1600 mVHg/HgO) transients in 0.1 M NaOH.  
The superimposed fitted curve was obtained via MATLAB and yields the effective 
hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Deff. (Specimen: MS1180)      
 
The Deff increased with a more negative hydrogen charging potential, consistent 
with our prior research [65]. In the current study, there was only a small difference in the 
Deff values measured between the different transient steps. Comparing the % difference 
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between the highest (DL) and lowest Deff values, the largest % difference occurred in 
MS1500 at 23% and the lowest difference occurred in MS1180 at 13%.   
Table 2 indicated that the highest subsurface lattice hydrogen concentration, CL, 
coincide with the most negative applied potential (i.e. -1700 mV). The value of CL 
decreased with decreasing applied potential. The highest CL values ranged from 0.95 to 
0.45 µg g-1. The ranking of the steels in terms of decreasing hydrogen concentration was 
as follows: MS1300, MS1180, MS1500, and MS980.  
 
3.3 Calculation of NT using Oriani-Dong model 
The procedure to evaluate the different parameters associated with the Oriani-Dong 
model was detailed previously [38, 65], and is as follows.  
The trap density, NT, was evaluated using Eq 4, (i) assuming Eb = 26.4 kJ mol-1 [66], 
(ii) using the values of Deff corresponding to each transient, and (iii) assuming NL = 5.10 x 
1023 cm-3. The value assumed for NL needs some discussion, as the values used by 
different authors are still debated [71]. NL is to the lattice trap density site, and is often 
equated to the interstitial density in the steel. Krom and Bakker [50] proposed the following 
equation: 
 =  ¡                                                                                                                      (10) 
where NA is the Avogadro’s constant (6.022 x 1023 atoms mol-1), β is the number of 
interstitial site per atom (6 tetrahedral sites per atom for BCC iron), ρ is the density (7.87 g 
cm-3), and M is the atomic weight (MFe = 55.8 g mol-1). NL = 5.10 x 1023 cm-3 for BCC iron, 
which has the same structure as tempered martensite at carbon concentrations less than 
0.6% [69]. This value of NL may be further corrected for the presence of the alloying 
elements in the steel that can compete with hydrogen for interstitial sites. However, such a 
correction does not significantly alter the value of NL for MS-AHSS, which has a relatively 
low content of interstitial alloying elements. For example, for a 0.2% C concentration, and 
assuming one carbon atom occupies one interstitial site, a carbon atom occupies one 
interstitial site per 650 interstices available (i.e. an 0.15% occupancy) so that NL is 
decreased only slightly to NL = 5.09 x 1023. Indeed, Winzer et al. [72] recently used this 
value (i.e. 5.10 x 1023 cm-3) to evaluate hydrogen trapping in different AHSS. 
The concentration of reversibly trapped hydrogen, Ct, was assessed from NT, by 
assuming that there was one hydrogen atom per trap site. The lattice hydrogen 
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concentration, CL, was obtained from Eq. 8. The total hydrogen concentration, CT, was 
evaluated using Eq. 9 using Deff measured for each transient. The percentage of trapped 
hydrogen, E, was obtained from Ct divided by the sum of Ct and CL, expressed as a 
percentage.         
Table 3 presents the evaluated values for NT, Ct, CL, and E, for the four MS-AHSS. 
Table 3 indicates that NT increased as the applied potential decreased for all steels. For 
example, the values of NT for MS1500 at the charging potentials -1700, -1400 and -1100 
mVHg/HgO were 5.37 x 1017, 23.0 x 1017, and 29.8 x 1017 cm-3, respectively. Table 3 further 
indicated that NT increased with increasing mechanical strength of the MS-AHSS. The total 
NT measured in MS1500, MS1300, MS1180 and MS980 were 55.1 x 1017, 33.2 x 1017, 
27.9 x 1017, and 24.9 x 1017, respectively. Since Ct is derived from NT, the trend in Ct 
values logically followed that of NT. Ct increased with decreasing potential and with 
increasing steel strength. 
The value of CL decreased with decreasing applied potential. This is expected since 
CL is proportional to the steady-state permeation current density, i∞, which decreased with 
decreasing potential. The percentage of trapped hydrogen, E, increased with decreasing 
overpotential, consistent with the decrease in NT. The value of E was highest in MS1500 
at 74%, also consistent with the steel possessing the highest NT. The other steels 
possessed almost similar E values; i.e. 34%, 34% and 37% for MS980, MS1180 and 
MS1300, respectively. 
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Table 3 The density of reversible hydrogen trap sites in different MS-AHSS for the successive partial decay transients from -1700 to -
1100 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH assessed using the Oriani-Dong model.  
Steel 
designati
on 
Starting and 
ending potential 
for transient 
(mVHg/HgO) 
Deff               
(cm2 s-1) 
NT                
(sites cm-3) 
At the start 
of transient                       
Ct                  
(mol m-3)  
At the 
start of
transient                  
Ct                  
(µg g-1)  
At the 
start of 
transient                  
CL                 
(µg g-1)  
At the 
start of 
transient                  
HT 
(Ct/Ct+CL)*
100% 
MS980 -1700 to -1600 1.58 x 10-6 8.25 x 1017 1.37 0.17 0.48 26 
 -1600 to -1400 1.59 x 10-6 7.57 x 1017 1.26 0.16 0.45 26 
 -1400 to -1100 1.43 x 10-6 9.12 x 1017 1.51 0.19 0.36 34 
  sum 24.9 x 1017     
MS1180 -1700 to -1600 1.51 x 10-6 3.32 x 1017 0.55 0.07 1.02 6 
 -1600 to -1400 1.42 x 10-6 9.89 x 1017 1.64 0.20 0.74 22 
 -1400 to -1100 1.36 x 10-6 14.7 x 1017 2.45 0.31 0.58 34 
  sum 27.9 x 1017     
MS1300 -1700 to -1600 1.16 x 10-6 4.32 x 1017 0.72 0.09 0.87 9 
 -1600 to -1400 1.11 x 10-6 9.03 x 1017 1.50 0.19 0.77 20 
 -1400 to -1100 1.01 x 10-6 19.9 x 1017 3.30 0.41 0.69 37 
  sum 33.2 x 1017     
MS1500 -1700 to -1600 1.12 x 10-6 5.37 x 1017 0.89 0.11 0.46 19 
 -1600 to -1400 0.96 x 10-6 23.0 x 1017 3.81 0.47 0.37 56 
 -1400 to -1100 0.91 x 10-6 29.8 x 1017 4.94 0.61 0.22 74 
  sum 58.1 x 1017     
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3.4 Calculation of ¢£∗  using permeation curve model 
A full description of the permeation curve model is found in previous works [38, 65], 
and is summarized as follows. Fig. 5 presents the typical experimental decay permeation 
curves from -1700 to -1100 mVHg/HgO together with the theoretical permeation curves 
based on D = DL. The permeation curve model is based on the difference between the 
areas under these two curves, as represented by the shaded section. The calculated trap 
density by the permeation curve model, ∗, was assessed from Eq. 5 using the area 
difference and the corresponding thickness of the specimen. Assuming one hydrogen 
trapped per lattice site, the corresponding trapped hydrogen concentration, .¤∗, was 
obtained from ∗. The concentration of lattice hydrogen, .∗, was assessed from the area 
of the permeation curve with D = DL. The fraction of trapped hydrogen evaluated by the 
permeation curve model, E∗ , was obtained from .¤∗ divided by the sum of .¤∗ and .∗.  
 
Fig. 5. The typical area difference between the experimental permeation curves (full 
symbols) and the theoretical (open symbols) for partial decay transients in 0.1 M 
NaOH: (i) -1700 to -1600 mVHgHgO (circles); (ii) -1600 to -1400 mVHgHgO (squares); 
and (iii) -1400 to -1100 mVHgHgO (triangles). (Specimen: MS1300) 
 
Table 4 presents the evaluated values of ∗, .¤∗, .∗, and E∗ for the four MS-AHSS. 
Similar to the trend in the Oriani-Dong model evaluations, the ∗, (i) increased with 
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decreasing applied potential, and (ii) increased with increasing mechanical strength of the 
MS-AHSS. The .¤∗ and E∗ values followed the same trend as the ∗. However, the trap 
densities obtained via the permeation curve model (0.67 x 1017 to 2.78 x 1017) were 
smaller than the values obtained using the Oriani-Dong model (24.9 x 1017 to 58.1 x 1017 
cm-3). Additionally, the E obtained from the permeation curve model was smaller than 
those from the Oriani-Dong model. For example, at -1700 mVHg/HgO, the range of E 
obtained via the permeation curve model was 5 to 13%, whilst it was from 34 to74% using 
the Oriani-Dong model.  
Table 5 presents the values of ∗, .¤∗, .∗, and E∗  obtained from a complete decay 
(i.e. -1700 mV to ocp) permeation test. Fig. 6 shows a typical complete decay permeation 
curve together with the theoretical curve derived by using D = DL. The shaded portion 
represents the area difference between the two curves that was used to assess ∗.     
 
Fig. 6. The typical area difference between the experimental and the theoretical (i.e. 
obtained using D = DL) complete decay transients in 0.1 M NaOH. (Specimen: MS1500) 
 
The values of ∗ from the complete decay for MS980, MS1180, MS1300 and MS1500 
were 0.90 x 1017, 1.16 x 1017, 2.02 x 1017, and 3.40 x 1017 cm-3, respectively. Similar to the 
results obtained from analysis of partial decay transients, ∗ increased with increasing 
strength of the MS-AHSS. The .¤∗ and E∗ values followed a similar trend to ∗. The ∗  
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Table 4 The density of reversible hydrogen trap sites in different MS-AHSS for the successive partial decay transients from -1700 to -
1100 mVHg/HgO in 0.1 M NaOH assessed using the permeation curve model.  
Steel 
designation 
Starting and 
ending potential 
for transient 
(mVHg/HgO) 
 ¢£∗             (sites cm-3) 
                       
N¥∗                  (mol m-3)  
 
N¥∗                 (µg g-1)  
 
N¦∗                 (µg g-1)  
 
§£∗  (N¥∗ /N¥∗ 
+N¦∗)*100% 
MS980 -1700 to -1600 0.08 x 1017 0.01 0.002 0.40 1 
 -1600 to -1400 0.15 x 1017 0.02 0.003 0.38 1 
 -1400 to -1100 0.44 x 1017 0.07 0.009 0.18 5 
 sum 0.67 x 1017     
MS1180 -1700 to -1600 0.14 x 1017 0.02 0.003 0.61 1 
 -1600 to -1400 0.25 x 1017 0.04 0.005 0.33 2 
 -1400 to -1100 0.49 x 1017 0.08 0.01 0.13 8 
 sum 0.88 x 1017     
MS1300 -1700 to -1600 0.13 x 1017 0.02 0.002 0.97 1 
 -1600 to -1400 0.47 x 1017 0.08 0.01 0.57 2 
 -1400 to -1100 0.90 x 1017 0.15 0.02 0.19 9 
 sum 1.50 x 1017     
MS1500 -1700 to -1600 0.24 x 1017 0.04 0.005 0.65 1 
 -1600 to -1400 1.20 x 1017 0.20 0.02 0.58 4 
 -1400 to -1100 1.34 x 1017 0.22 0.03 0.18 13 
 sum 2.78 x 1017     
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Table 5 The density of reversible hydrogen trap sites in different MS-AHSS for the complete decay transient from -1700 mVHg/HgO to ocp 
in 0.1 M NaOH assessed using the permeation curve model.  
Steel 
designation 
Starting and 
ending 
potential for 
transient 
(mVHg/HgO) 
i∞                     
(µA cm-2) 
at start 
of 
transient 
Deff               
(cm2 s-1) 
 ¢∗¨             
(sites cm-3) 
  
N¥∗                  (mol m-3)  
 
N¥∗                 (µg g-1)  
 
N¦∗                 (µg g-1)  
 
§£∗  
(N¥∗ /N¥∗ 
+N¦∗)*100% 
MS980 -1700 to ocp 3.97 1.40 x 10-6 0.90 x 1017 0.15 0.018 0.21 8 
MS1180 -1700 to ocp 6.65 1.31 x 10-6 1.16 x 1017 0.19 0.02 0.19 11 
MS1300 -1700 to ocp 7.56 0.99 x 10-6 2.02 x 1017 0.34 0.04 0.26 14 
MS1500 -1700 to ocp 3.66 0.85 x 10-6 3.40 x 1017 0.56 0.07 0.17 29 
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measured from the complete decay transients were higher than the sum of the densities, 
∗, measured from the partial decay transients. Similarly, E∗ values from the complete 
decay transients were higher than those measured from the partial decay transients. 
 
4. Discussion 
4.1 Microstructure of MS-AHSS  
Both the SEM and TEM images shown in Fig 2 indicated the presence of martensite 
in the MS-AHSS. However, TEM analysis did not reveal significant differences between 
the lath structures in MS980 and in MS1500. The lath width (200 to 400 nm) was typical 
and was consistent with the literature [73]. As was noted in a previous study [34], the 
difference in the strength of the MS-AHSS was due to the proportion of martensite and the 
carbon content. Increasing strength was caused by the higher martensite content and a 
higher carbon content also increases martensite hardness [69].  
Dislocation structures, laths, and lath boundaries are essential to understand the 
hydrogen sensitivity in MS-AHSS. These structures are known to be the primary hydrogen 
trapping defects in martensite, and thus could influence the HE susceptibility of these 
steels [56].  
 
4.2 Hydrogen diffusivity in MS-AHSS 
Table 2 indicated that Deff was inversely related to the strength of the steel. MS1500 
had the lowest Deff, while MS980 had the highest. A decrease in Deff suggests an increase 
in hydrogen trapping in the steels. This may be attributed to two factors: (i) fraction of 
martensite in the microstructure and the (ii) alloy content. Martensite contains a high 
population of defects (e.g. dislocations, and interface defects such as lath, block, and 
previous austenite grain (PAG) boundaries) that effectively trap hydrogen [56, 74]. The 
presence of these features in the MS-AHSS was confirmed via the TEM, as shown in Fig 
2b. Past studies have indeed observed that the as-quenched martensite microstructures 
have the highest hydrogen saturation concentration among the different ferrous 
microstructures [75]. In addition, several alloying elements can strongly reduce hydrogen 
diffusivity in steels including Cr, Al, Ni, Mo, Ti and V [54, 76].   
Our previous study [36] found no correlation between mechanical strength and Deff. 
However, the current result is consistent with our previous results in the observation that 
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the lowest Deff occurred in the strongest MS-AHSS (i.e. MS1500). The scatter in the 
measured room temperature values of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in steel is well 
known [77]. The scatter is 3 orders of magnitude, and is attributed to trapping effects. 
Therefore, the difference in Deff values between the current and past results is not 
unexpected, and is well within the scatter. Alternatively, the difference may be due to the 
facts that (i) the present study used a C counter electrode rather than the Pt counter 
electrode previously, and (ii) the use of the new isolation chamber for the C counter 
electrode in the current study. The design effectively isolated the by-products of the anode 
reactions in the permeation electrolyte. Diffusivity results are influenced by surface 
impedance [78], and the use of the chamber may have reduced the amount of anode by-
products reaching the steel surface. Whilst there was minimal difference in the values 
reported for MS1300 and MS1500 in the current study and the previous one [36], MS980 
showed a higher difference. It is likely that MS980 is more sensitive to surface impedance 
than the other steels.            
In the current study, there was only a modest difference (i.e. from 13 to 23%) 
between DL and the Deff values measured between transient steps, contrary to those 
observed previously. For example, Liu et al. [65] observed a 63% difference in 
3.5NiCrMoV; while Liu et al. [38] found a 38 to 54% difference in some AHSS. This 
suggests that (i) the diffusing hydrogen consists mostly of interstitial hydrogen, and that (ii) 
the influence of trapping on diffusivity in MS-AHSS is not as strong as in other type of 
steels. This may be due to the difference in the duration of charging time performed in 
these studies. Zakroczymski [64, 79] explained that a sufficiently long uninterrupted 
cathodic polarisation (100 to 200 h) in 0.1 M NaOH resulted to a high hydrogen 
permeability in steels. This is due to the removal of the surface oxide that initially forms at 
the steel surface upon exposure to the electrolyte. The previous studies [38, 65] adopted 
48 and 60 hours charging. The current study used 96 to 144 hours, similar to the duration 
reported by Zakroczymski. It is possible that the long term charging in the current study not 
only reduced surface effects on diffusivity, but also allowed more traps to be filled. 
Consequently, less traps were involved during the transient steps and the influence on Deff 
was minimized. In addition, the use of the C counter electrode, and the counter electrode 
isolation chamber, meant that the present experiments were cleaner and less influenced 
from the confounding influence of Pt plated onto the steel surface.      
Table 2 indicates that Deff decreased with steel strength, and the decrease in Deff 
could be attributed to the increase in number of trap sites. 
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4.3 Hydrogen content in MS-AHSS 
Table 2 shows that the subsurface hydrogen concentration, CL, increased with 
increasingly negative applied charging potentials in 0.1 M NaOH. This observation is 
consistent with previous studies that analysed hydrogen uptake in MS-AHSS [36] and in 
other types of AHSS [37, 38], at similar charging conditions. An increasingly negative 
charging overpotential increases the equivalent hydrogen fugacity at the surface of the 
steel during electrochemical charging, and consequently increases the hydrogen 
concentration [60, 89]. 
Furthermore, CL, unlike Deff, has no strong correlation with mechanical strength. In 
the current study, MS1300 had the highest hydrogen content, followed by MS1180, 
MS1500, and MS980. The same conclusion was made in two other studies where 
hydrogen concentration was measured for the same four MS-AHSS after charging at 
conditions similar to those used in the permeation test in the current study (i.e. charging 
electrolyte of 0.1 M NaOH and at potentials -1100, -1400, -1700 mVHg/HgO). In the first 
study [36], diffusible hydrogen measurements using hot extraction analyser showed that 
MS1300 had the highest hydrogen content, and MS1500 and MS980 had similar 
concentrations.  In the second study, TDS analysis showed that MS1500 had the highest 
hydrogen content, followed by MS1180, MS980 and MS1300, after charging in 0.1 M 
NaOH at -1700 mVHg/HgO.  
What is now apparent is that several attempts using different techniques (i.e. 
permeation test, TDS, hot extraction analyser) to quantify hydrogen content in MS-AHSS 
have yielded the same conclusion. This indicates that hydrogen content in MS-AHSS is 
complex, and is difficult to predict. The value of the subsurface hydrogen concentration 
depends on the equivalent hydrogen fugacity during electrochemical charging. The 
equivalent fugacity is determined by the details of the hydrogen evolution reaction on that 
surface, which can be influenced by several factors including (i) the charging solution, (ii) 
the charging potential, (iii) the surface condition of the specimen, and (iv) the type of steel 
[65, 80, 81]. It is possible that the effective fugacity during electrochemical charging was 
different for each type of MS-AHSS; and that the same factors (e.g. composition, 
microstructure) that determine the mechanical properties of strength do not influence the 
equivalent fugacity.   
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Our recent study found a direct relationship between mechanical strength and HE 
susceptibility in the same MS-AHSS [34, 36]. Clearly, our conclusions regarding hydrogen 
concentration in the MS-AHSS cannot help explain this observation. However, whilst it is 
important to measure the concentration of hydrogen in steels, some recent findings [82-84]  
suggest that this parameter may not be critical in predicting HE susceptibility. These 
studies proposed that hydrogen trapping characteristics is more influential in determining 
hydrogen sensitivity in steels, provided that there is sufficient hydrogen.   
 
4.4 Hydrogen trapping in MS-AHSS 
The Oriani-Dong and the permeation curve model have some similarities. Both rely 
on the deviation of Deff from DL. The Oriani-Dong has the factor  889::89:: . The permeation 
curve model uses the area difference.  
Table 3 and 4 indicated that NT increased at decreasing applied overpotential 
values, consistent with previous results [38, 65]. This increase in NT is a result of an 
increase in the potency of defects to trap hydrogen at low overpotentials. At high 
overpotentials, most of the traps were filled, and hydrogen diffusion occurred mainly via 
the interstices. This coincided with the high value of Deff measured at this potential range. 
When the applied potential was reduced during a decay transient, reversible traps were 
emptied and interacted with the interstitial hydrogen. Consequently, a lower value of Deff 
was measured. 
In the permeation curve model, the NT assessed from the complete decay transient 
was higher than the sum of NT from the partial decay transients. This is expected and is 
consistent with previous results [38, 65]. The NT value from the partial decay transients 
represents only the traps active during electrochemical charging at -1700 to -1100 
mVHg/HgO. It is reasonable that there are more traps active during a complete decay 
transient since it covers a wider range of applied potentials; i.e. from -1700 mVHg/HgO to 
ocp. It is also likely that the complete decay transient gives a more representative estimate 
of the total value of NT in the steels.      
In the current study, the Oriani-Dong model evaluated higher trap density values 
than the permeation curve model. The NT of the four MS-AHSS assessed via the Oriani-
Dong model was in the range of 24.9 x 1017 to 58.1 x 1017 cm-3, whilst the NT from a full 
decay transient ranged only from 0.90 x 1017 to 34.0 x 1017 cm-3. Liu et al. [38] also noted a 
difference in the measured values of NT from the two models, but this was smaller in the 
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current study. The difference may be attributed to some of the assumptions made in each 
model, as was previously discussed [38]. For example, in the Oriani-Dong model, the 
value of NL, though obtained from reasonable assumptions, may still be inaccurate for this 
type of steel. In the permeation curve model, Zackrocymski [85] suggested that the 
measured trapped hydrogen at the exit side is only a fraction of the total trapped hydrogen 
in the steel. This concept is explained in detail in a later section.  
The NT values of MS-AHSS measured in the current study were consistent with 
those reported in other types of martensitic steels including 3.5NiCrMoV (~1018) [65], and 
quenched and tempered martensitic steel (~1019) [86]. However, these steels, though 
predominantly martensitic, have compositions different from MS-AHSS. Recently, Winzer 
et al. [72] used electrochemical permeation experiments to study hydrogen trapping in 
several AHSS. Trapping parameters were obtained using a finite element model to fit 
permeation data to the McNabb-Foster equations (Eqs. 1 and 2). They measured a NT 
value of 25 to 30 x 1017 cm-3 for a martensitic AHSS with tensile strength of 1400 MPa, 
consistent with the present research.  
The NT values evaluated by the Oriani-Dong model were within the range reported 
by Winzer et al.; the value of ∗ from the full decay transient and partial decay were 
significantly lower. Zakroczymski [85] proposed that during a complete decay transient in 
Armco iron, the trapped hydrogen measured at the exit side of the permeation cell was just 
12% of the total trapped hydrogen. They suggested that this value changed depending on 
the trapping characteristics of the steel. Stronger trapping would lower the amount of 
hydrogen released by the steel. Considering this correction for the values acquired from 
the complete decay transients, then a better estimate of ∗ may be obtained. For example, 
assuming that the % trapped hydrogen released was 12%, the ∗ of MS1500 becomes 
28.3 x 1017 cm-3. This value is comparable to the Oriani-Dong evaluation (NT = 58.1 x 1017 
cm-3) and to the values measured by Winzer et al. (NT = 25 to 30 x 1017 cm-3).  
 
4.5 Hydrogen trapping and HE susceptibility in MS-AHSS 
Both the Oriani-Dong and the permeation curve model were consistent in indicating 
that trapping efficiency increased with increasing mechanical strength of MS-AHSS. This is 
evident from the trends in NT and HT, in Table 3, 4 and 5. This conclusion is important as it 
supports the observed decrease in Deff with increasing strength. Again, the enhanced 
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trapping in the stronger steels may be explained by an increase in the amount of 
martensite and the presence of certain alloying elements, particularly carbon. 
Our previous studies [34, 36] found a direct correlation between the strength of the 
MS-AHSS and HE susceptibility. MS1500 and MS980 exhibited the highest and the lowest 
hydrogen sensitivity among the four MS-AHSS, respectively.  Our recent study [66] 
revealed that dislocations were the primary reversible trap site. The current result confirms 
that more hydrogen was reversibly trapped in the stronger steels. It is then reasonable to 
conclude that HE susceptibility in the MS-AHSS is associated with proficient reversible 
trapping of hydrogen by dislocations. This is consistent with numerous studies that 
established the link between reversible trapping and HE [53, 87, 88].  
The above information has important implications for these commercial MS-AHSS. 
If dislocations are the primary trapping mechanisms in MS-AHSS, then any fabrication 
step that alters the dislocation structure could influence the hydrogen sensitivity of the 
steel. For example, mechanical deformation during fabrication of the steels (e.g. shear 
cutting, sheet bending, machining, etc.) may enhance HE susceptibility due to an increase 
in dislocation density. Conversely, a reduction in dislocation density (e.g. via annealing or 
tempering) may lessen the HE vulnerability of MS-AHSS. It is also important to stress that 
the dislocation density and structure in martensite is influenced by alloying content, and 
not just by mechanical loading. Norstrom [89] observed an increase in dislocation density 
in martensite with increasing carbon content. Speich and Swann [90] observed that low 
amounts of nickel influences the dislocation substructures of martensite. Hence, the type 
and amount of alloying elements should also be considered when designing against HE in 
these MS-AHSS.  
The increased trapping of hydrogen by dislocations with increased strength of the 
MS-AHSS correlated with the decrease in normalised yield strength, and helps to explain 
the Hydrogen Enhanced Macroscopic Plasticity (HEMP) Mechanism for the decrease in 
the yield strength. The increasing hydrogen content at dislocations evidently facilitates 
their macroscopic movement at the yield stress. 
Similarly, the increased hydrogen content at dislocations facilitates the shear micro-
fracture mode and helps to explain HAM (the Hydrogen Assisted Micro-fracture) 
mechanism. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Electrochemical permeation experiments in 0.1 M NaOH were used to investigate 
hydrogen diffusivity and trapping characteristics in different grades of MS-AHSS steel. 
1. The hydrogen diffusion coefficient decreased with increasing mechanical strength of 
MS-AHSS, and was related to the increasing trap density. The lower hydrogen diffusivity in 
MS1500 is attributed to (i) the higher martensite amount and (ii) higher carbon alloy 
content. 
2. There was no correlation between the mechanical strength and hydrogen concentration 
of the MS-AHSS.  
3. The value of the reversible hydrogen trap density was evaluated using the Oriani-Dong 
and permeation curve model. The measured trap densities were ~1017 to ~1018 cm-3, 
consistent with reported values for martensitic AHSS. 
4. The reversible hydrogen trap density increased with increasing strength of the MS-
AHSS.  This conclusion supports the observed decrease in Deff with increasing strength. 
The increase in trap density of the steels may be due to an increase in the amount of 
martensite and the presence of alloying with carbon.   
5. TEM analysis showed that there was no significant difference between the lath 
structures in MS980 and in MS1500.   
6.The concept of proficient reversible trapping of hydrogen by dislocations explains the 
observed hydrogen-influenced behaviour in the MS-AHSS, such as: (i) the reduction of the 
normalized yield strength as explained by the Hydrogen Enhanced Macroscopic Plasticity 
(HELP) mechanism, and (ii) the occurrence of shear micro-fracture by the Hydrogen 
Assisted Micro-fracture (HAM) mechanism.        
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Chapter 8: Summary of important findings and recommendations 
This chapter presents a summary of the important findings and contributions of the 
current study, and some recommendations for future research. 
 
8.1 Influence of hydrogen on mechanical strength  
The main concern when hydrogen embrittlement occurs is the severity of 
mechanical property degradation in the affected metal.  
Hydrogen had little influence on mechanical strength (i.e. both yield and tensile), but 
was particularly effective in significantly reducing the ductility of the MS-AHSS. Hence, it 
was appropriate to use the change in ductility (measured as reduction in area, RA) as the 
basis for quantifying HE susceptibility via the hydrogen embrittlement index, I.  
In some cases, there were some reduction in yield and tensile strength, and even 
elastic modulus. The degree of hydrogen influence on strength was quantified using the 
hydrogen susceptibility index, SH. The slight reduction in strength was not only observed in 
MS-AHSS but also in other AHSS  [1, 2]. This was attributed to solid solution softening by 
hydrogen, which is related to the ability of hydrogen to enhance dislocation motion in the 
steel. 
One implication of this observation is that engineers using the MS-AHSS and 
considering the possible influence of hydrogen on service performance should then base 
their design on strain rather than on stress limitations.  
 
8.2 Influence of hydrogen on fracture characteristics  
Two fracture modes were observed in the MS-AHSS. In the presence of little 
hydrogen influence, the typical cup-cone fracture was observed. In the presence of 
significant hydrogen influence, a brittle, shear fracture occurred.  
The shear fractures typically possessed three regions: (i) crack initiation zone; (ii) 
crack propagation and (iii) final fracture. Crack initiation often occurred from the corner of 
the specimen, coincident with stress concentrations near the surface. This region is 
characterised by a mixture of intergranular/transgranular/quasi-cleavage fracture, which 
indicate brittle behaviour. Crack propagation occurs at 45o to tensile direction and was 
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distinguished by shear dimples. Fisheyes, which is characteristic of HE in steels, were in 
some cases present in the crack propagation zone. The final fracture region again 
consisted of intergranular/transgranular/quasi-cleavage fracture indicative of brittle 
fracture.   
Fracture analysis revealed that crack initiation in the hydrogen-influenced steel 
originated at a (i) sharp corner of the specimen or at (ii) a near-surface volume defect (e.g. 
void, inclusion) located at a corner. This is consistent with fracture mechanics principles 
that identify these features as stress concentrators.   
There was no subcritical cracking in the specimens in (i) the LISTs, and (ii) at 
substantial stress rates in the UTM. This suggests that fracture occurred only when the 
applied stress reached the fracture stress level. An implication of this observation is that 
the apparent threshold in the hydrogen charging environments should be identified as a 
yield stress rather than a threshold stress. This observation also prompted the crafting of a 
new mechanism to explain hydrogen-influenced fracture of the MS-AHSS. This 
mechanism will be discussed in a later section. 
 As mentioned earlier, cup-cone fracture was observed when hydrogen influence on 
the MS-AHSS was not significant. The cup-cone fracture feature typically possesses two 
regions: (i) the central region that contains the crack initiation and crack propagation area; 
and the (ii) shear lip region that corresponds to the final fracture area. However, signs of 
hydrogen influence on the cup-cone fracture features were noted in some cases, including: 
(i) a reduction in the size of the central region, (ii) the presence of fisheyes interspersed 
with microvoid coalescence (MVC) dimples in the central region, (iii) a reduction in the size 
and depth of shear MVC dimples, and (iv) the occurrence of a coarse, jagged shear lip 
region.  
 
8.3 Factors affecting HE susceptibility of MS-AHSS 
Three factors were observed to increase HE susceptibility in MS-AHSS: (i) 
increasing mechanical strength, (ii) increasingly negative applied potential, and (ii) 
decreasing stress rate. These trends were all consistent with previous observations on 
conventional high strength steels [3-5]. The high HE susceptibility in strong steels may be 
traced to several factors, such as the (i) presence of the hydrogen-sensitive martensitic 
phase, and (ii) the inherently low ductility in these types of steels. A more negative 
charging potential translates to higher hydrogen fugacities, and consequently higher 
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hydrogen concentrations in the steel. A low stress rate allows ample time for hydrogen to 
diffuse to critical sites and cause embrittlement.  
The four MS-AHSS yielded a range of HE susceptibilities. At conditions of high 
hydrogen fugacities, MS1300 and MS1500 showed significant HE susceptibility; whilst 
MS980 and MS1180 showed good hydrogen resistance. A reasonable conclusion from 
this observation is that HE will only be a concern in the two strongest MS-AHSS (i.e. 
MS1300 and MS1500) during service. However, this conclusion will be revisited in a later 
section. 
 
8.4. Some proposed mechanisms on hydrogen influence on AHSS 
One characteristic occurrence in the MS-AHSS was the absence of subcritical crack 
growth during fracture of the hydrogen-influenced steel. This was similarly observed in 
other AHSS [1, 2].  Current mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement pertain to subcritical 
crack growth, such as the Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) [6], Hydrogen 
Enhanced Decohesion (HEDE) [7], and Adsorption-induced dislocation emission (AIDE) 
[8]. It was therefore appropriate to propose mechanisms that relates to this new 
observation. 
Two new mechanisms are proposed herein [2]. The hydrogen enhanced 
macroscopic plasticity (HEMP) mechanisms explains that the critical influence of hydrogen 
was in causing some solid solution softening, attributed to hydrogen-facilitated 
macroscopic movement of significant dislocation masses. The hydrogen assisted micro-
fracture (HAM) mechanism proposes that hydrogen alters the micro-fracture events during 
the final specimen fracture when the specimen was mechanically unstable and was 
undergoing relatively fast fracture, with considerable ductility. 
 
8.5. Microstructure and HE susceptibility 
The MS-AHSS steels studied in this work consisted primarily of martensite with 
some ferrite, as revealed by LM and SEM analysis. There was a strong correlation 
between the proportions of martensite to the mechanical strength of the steels. 
It is likely that the amount of martensite was largely influential in determining the HE 
susceptibility of the MS-AHSS. TEM analysis revealed the presence of lath martensite in 
the steels. This type of martensite is typical of steels with less than 0.6% carbon 
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concentration. However, there was no significant difference between the lath structures in 
the least (MS980) and the most (MS1500) HE-susceptible steels, indicating that the 
difference in susceptibility could not be explained by the lath structure. It should also be 
mentioned that chemical composition may have contributed to the difference in hydrogen 
sensitivity. Whilst the effect of composition on the lath structure was not apparent, some 
alloying elements can alter the dislocation structure and, consequently, the HE 
susceptibility of martensite.  
 
8.6 HE susceptibility under service conditions 
There was no hydrogen influence in the MS-AHSS at the following service 
conditions: (i) immersion in 3.5% NaCl; (ii) charging in 3.5% NaCl; (iii) under substantial 
stress rates in the absence of simultaneous hydrogen charging; and (iv) immersion in pH 3 
and higher 3.5% NaCl.  
On the contrary, there was considerable hydrogen influence in the steels at these 
conditions: (i) immersion in pH 1 3.5% NaCl solution; and (ii) under substantial stress rates 
with simultaneous in-situ charging at the most negative charging potential in 0.1 M NaOH.   
These results will have implications on the suitability of the MS-AHSS in automotive 
applications, as will be discussed in the succeeding section. 
 
8.7. Fitness for purpose of MS-AHSS 
This work has shown that there is little influence of hydrogen on steel properties in 
auto service, despite the fact that there is an influence of hydrogen under more severe 
conditions of cathodic hydrogen charging.   
This was concluded from the results of the tests in simulated service conditions, 
and discussed as follows: 
(i) Absence of significant hydrogen influence in 3.5% NaCl  
Aside from fabrication steps which determine the inherent hydrogen in the steel, the most 
realistic source of hydrogen during service is corrosion. Hence, the hydrogen fugacities in 
the tests in 3.5% NaCl solution is the closest in terms of simulating service conditions. In 
fact, it may even be considered that such a test is severe considering that car components 
are not immersed in such salt solutions for an extended period of time in service. 
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Nevertheless, the absence of hydrogen influence in the salt solution, in both Eo and Ezn, 
suggests that MS-AHSS will perform well in less severe conditions. 
(ii) Absence of significant hydrogen influence in internal hydrogen embrittlement conditions  
Internal hydrogen embrittlement (IHE) was assessed by mechanical testing of the 
specimens in the absence of simultaneous, in-situ hydrogen charging. A constant, high 
hydrogen pressure is rarely present during automotive service. In fact, there are only few 
applications (e.g. hydrogen tank, hydrogen delivery pipes) where the steel is exposed to 
abnormally high hydrogen pressures. Despite being charged at high hydrogen fugacities, a 
short period away (i.e. time after charging) from the hydrogen source was enough to 
minimize hydrogen influence in the MS-AHSS. This means that the steel would also 
perform favourably when much lower hydrogen charging fugacities are involved. 
Furthermore, the fact that this test result (i.e. lack of hydrogen influence on the steel) was 
observed in both substantial (UTM) and slow (LIST) stress rates suggests that hydrogen 
will not influence crash performance of the MS-AHSS.  
 The high hydrogen influence observed from the immersion tests in the (i) 0.1 M HCl 
and (ii) pH 1 3.5% NaCl should be interpreted in the proper context. The tests in 0.1 M HCl 
cannot be considered to be a typical service environment for an automobile. This test 
environment is much more extreme than any environment likely to be encountered in 
normal automobile service. Nevertheless, tests in 0.1M HCl were included in this study 
because U-bend immersion test in 0.1M HCl have been used by car manufacturers to 
assess hydrogen delayed failures in automotive components [9, 10]. The result in pH 1 
3.5% NaCl test is important as it indicates some sensitivity in the MS-AHSS to pitting 
conditions. However, pitting and crevice corrosion may be avoided with suitable 
countermeasures applied during component fabrication.   
 
8.8. Diffusivity and hydrogen uptake 
The hydrogen diffusion coefficients, D, of the MS-AHSS were measured using 
electrochemical permeation. The D values in the four steels ranged from 1.04 to 1.57 x 10-
6
 cm2 s-1. These values are consistent with the reported D values in low carbon steels [11]. 
Hydrogen diffusivity decreased with increasing (i) strength and (ii) HE susceptibility, 
likely due to the increase in hydrogen trapping in the stronger MS-AHSS. This observation 
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is consistent with literature, as it is known that hydrogen trapping can reduce diffusivity and 
permeability, and increase the solubility of hydrogen in steels [12, 13]. 
The hydrogen concentration in the MS-AHSS after charging (in both 
electrochemical and gaseous) has no strong correlation with the mechanical strength. This 
conclusion was ascertained from the results of three different analytical techniques (i.e. 
EPT, TDS, and HET) used to measure hydrogen concentrations in the steels. What is now 
apparent is that hydrogen uptake in MS-AHSS is complex, and is difficult to predict. 
Hydrogen uptake depends on the equivalent hydrogen fugacity during electrochemical 
charging. The equivalent fugacity is determined by the details of the hydrogen evolution 
reaction on that surface, which can be influenced by several factors including (i) the 
charging solution, (ii) the charging potential, (iii) the surface condition of the specimen, and 
(iv) the type of steel [14-16]. It is possible that the same factors (e.g. composition, 
microstructure) that determine the mechanical properties of strength do not influence the 
equivalent fugacity. 
 
8.9. Trapping characteristics  
Hydrogen trapping is considered essential in understanding hydrogen sensitivity in 
steels. The two important trapping parameters, i.e. binding energy, Eb, and trap density, 
NT, were assessed in this work.  
The TDS analysis identified two trap sites from two binding energies: (i) dislocations 
with Eb of 26.4 kJ mol-1; and (ii) interface defects with Eb of 61.0 kJ mol-1. Judging by the 
values of Eb, the dislocation traps were reversible, whilst the interface defect traps were 
irreversible. It is likely that the hydrogen sensitivity of MS-AHSS is related to dislocation 
trapping since reversible traps can act as the hydrogen source in the lattice. Additionally, 
hydrogen trapping at the different interface defects could have influenced intergranular 
fracture.    
The NT’s of the steels were assessed using the Oriani-Dong and permeation curve 
models. The NT values in the MS-AHSS ranged from ~1017 to ~1018 sites cm-3, consistent 
with published reports on this type of steel [17]. More importantly, the trap density 
increased with increasing strength, and consequently, with increasing HE susceptibility. 
This observation supports the observed decrease in diffusivity with increasing strength of 
the steels. 
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This information on Eb and NT yields a very important conclusion. It suggests that 
HE susceptibility in the MS-AHSS is due to the proficient reversible trapping of hydrogen 
by dislocations. This has important implications for these commercial MS-AHSS. If 
dislocations are the primary trapping mechanisms, then any fabrication step that alters the 
dislocation structure would influence the hydrogen sensitivity of the steel. For example, 
mechanical deformation during fabrication of the steels (e.g. shear cutting, sheet bending, 
machining, etc.) may enhance HE susceptibility due to an increase in dislocation density. 
Conversely, a reduction in dislocation density (e.g. via annealing or tempering) may lessen 
the HE vulnerability of MS-AHSS. It is also important to mention that the dislocation 
density and structure in martensite is influenced by alloying content [18, 19], and should 
also be considered when designing against HE in these MS-AHSS.  
The increased trapping of hydrogen by dislocations with increased strength of the 
MS-AHSS correlated with the decrease in normalised yield strength, and helps to explain 
the Hydrogen Enhanced Macroscopic Plasticity (HEMP) Mechanism for the decrease in 
the yield strength. The increasing hydrogen content at dislocations evidently facilitates 
their macroscopic movement at the yield stress. Similarly, the increased hydrogen content 
at dislocations facilitates the shear micro-fracture mode and helps to explain HAM (the 
Hydrogen Assisted Micro-fracture) mechanism. 
 
8.10 Other relevant findings:  
Influence of Platinum counter electrode during electrochemical charging  
Platinum is a popular counter electrode due to its inertness. Indeed, Pt was used as 
counter electrode in our early experiments. However, it was later discovered via XPS 
analysis of the steel surface that the Pt anode actually dissolved and deposited on the 
cathode during electrochemical hydrogen charging. Additionally, permeation tests proved 
that the plated Pt interfered with hydrogen uptake of the steel.  
These results clearly indicated that Pt is not suitable for our application, specifically 
in the range of overpotentials used in the study. Alternative materials were assessed to 
find an electrode fit for this purpose. The mixed metal oxide-coated titanium (MMO-Ti) was 
similarly found unsuitable, but high purity graphite (C) exhibited acceptable performance.  
A clear lesson here is the danger of assuming the suitability of a material for a 
specific application, in this case as an anode material. It is advisable to assess the 
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suitability of materials before these are employed. It also needs to be emphasized that 
these results does not completely disqualify the use of Pt in all electrochemical 
applications. Pt could still be used as long as proper qualification tests are conducted. 
 
8.11 Recommendations 
Determination of HE susceptibility under fatigue loading 
Automotive components in service experience a variety of loading conditions 
including fatigue, which refers to a cyclic or repetitive type of loading. It may be desirable 
to test the hydrogen sensitivity of the MS-AHSS in this loading condition. Both notch and 
un-notched fatigue specimens should be tested to assess the sensitivity of the steel to 
hydrogen and stress concentrations. This will add to the knowledge of hydrogen-
influenced behaviour of the MS-AHSS under service conditions.   
 
Determination of hydrogen intake at each processing step 
Internal hydrogen embrittlement (IHE) occurs due to residual hydrogen in the steels. 
This type of hydrogen is often introduced during fabrication. It may be useful to determine 
the amount of hydrogen introduced in the MS-AHSS during the different stages of 
automotive component fabrication. This information may help predict if IHE will be an issue 
in the product, and guide engineers to adopt counter measures. 
 
Establishing a surface preparation protocol 
During the course of this study, we observed the strong influence of surface 
condition on hydrogen uptake that affected the accuracy and repeatability of laboratory 
results. Results of EPT studies showed that specimens which were prepared but not 
immediately tested often showed lower hydrogen uptakes. This may be due to the 
formation of surface oxides that prevents hydrogen ingress.  
It may be worthwhile to study the influence of surface preparation on hydrogen 
uptake. The results could lead to the creation of a surface preparation protocol that 
ensures repeatable data. This protocol may then be adopted by future researchers doing 
work on HE of steels. 
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In-situ measurements of hydrogen uptake during service 
The measurement of actual hydrogen uptake during automotive service is useful to 
predict the occurrence of HE in the steels. Most laboratory tests involve artificial charging 
of the steel, and the hydrogen fugacities in these tests may not be representative of the 
actual fugacities during service. Ootsuka et al. [20] initiated some work on this type of 
measurements. They designed a modified permeation test to measure hydrogen 
concentrations in steel plates installed on a car. They monitored the hydrogen uptake of 
the steel over a period of several months. Their research may be expanded to include 
testing different types of AHSS, and comparing hydrogen uptake of coated (e.g. paint, 
galvanized steel) and uncoated steels. 
 
Standardized HE susceptibility test 
The absence of an accepted standard to determine the HE susceptibility of AHSS is 
an ongoing issue. Similarly, the automotive industry is looking for a quick, qualification 
level test for hydrogen-assisted cracking of AHSS. A test standard would make laboratory 
results more relevant and acceptable to different stakeholders (academe and industry).  
Recently, Horvath and Oxley [9] proposed a qualification test for automotive sheet 
steels that involved immersion of bent steel coupons in 0.1 M HCl. Their study 
recommended additional work to correlate fracture in the acidic environment to the 
observed field fracture.   
The current study showed that the LIST is also a suitable candidate for automotive 
HE qualification. The next challenge would be to do studies that will correlate laboratory 
results to actual service performance. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) apparatus was used to identify 
the hydrogen trapping peaks, and to measure the hydrogen concentrations in a 
3.5NiCrMoV steel after hydrogen charging electrochemically, and in gaseous 
hydrogen. The hydrogen concentration increased with (i) increasingly negative 
charging potential and (ii) increasing hydrogen gas pressures. The equivalent 
hydrogen fugacity versus charging overpotential was derived. There was a difference 
in the diffusible hydrogen traps activated during electrochemical and gas phase 
charging, attributed to the difference in the hydrogen fugacity. A two-site model for 
Sieverts’ Law explained the positive Y-intercept, as the density of already filled 
hydrogen traps. 
Keywords: A. steel, B. TDS, C. hydrogen embrittlement 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hydrogen is considered a future clean energy vector [1, 2] that can be used 
as an intermediate between a primary energy source like solar energy and 
secondary electricity production, for example in a fuel cell. One challenge for the 
hydrogen economy is finding inexpensive materials that can safely store hydrogen 
gas [3, 4]. Several steels have been proposed for hydrogen gas storage, including 
ASTM A106 Grade B, API 5L Grade X42, X52 and 34CrMo4 [3]. The quench-and-
tempered 34CrMo4 is a commonly-used steel due to its reliability and strength. 
Recently, some medium strength steels, such as Ni-Cr-Mo steels, have been 
considered as possibly suitable for hydrogen gas storage [5]. Such medium-strength 
steels have tensile strengths in the range of 600–1000 MPa [6], are relatively 
inexpensive, and also find applications in the automotive, structural and construction 
industries [7-10].  
Steels can be susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement (HE), such as the 
conventional high-strength steels [11-25], the advanced high-strength steels [26-37], 
and the medium-strength steels [6, 38-46]. HE occurs when the load-bearing steel 
interacts with a critical amount of hydrogen, which is often of the order of a few wt 
ppm (µg g-1). HE can cause subcritical crack growth and unexpected fracture, and 
significant loss of strength, fracture toughness and ductility [47-49]. Alternatively, HE 
can cause some reduction in ductility without decreasing strength and without 
causing sub-critical crack growth. Some of the steels that might be considered for 
the hydrogen economy were found to be susceptible to HE [50-52]. Recently, Liu et 
al. used the linearly increasing stress test (LIST) [53] to study HE susceptibility in 
3.5NiCrMoV [54] and other Ni-Cr-Mo medium-strength steels [55] proposed for 
hydrogen gas storage. They observed no sub-critical crack growth, but there was 
some HE susceptibility in these steels. The HE was manifested by some reduction in 
ductility and the presence of some brittle features on the fracture surface. They also 
noted that inclusions decreased HE resistance of these steels, which highlights a 
benefit of using clean steels for hydrogen gas applications. 
Hydrogen can be trapped by lattice defects [56]. Traps increase hydrogen 
solubility, decrease diffusivity [57, 58], and can enhance or diminish HE susceptibility 
[59, 60]. Reversible or weak traps can act as a hydrogen source, and supply 
diffusible hydrogen to highly stressed sites in the lattice to cause HE [61]. 
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Conversely, the presence of well-distributed irreversible traps could reduce the HE 
vulnerability of the steel, especially if only a finite amount of hydrogen is available 
[37, 62-67]. It is thus important to study hydrogen-trap interactions to better 
understand HE susceptibility in medium strength steels.  
Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) is a powerful technique to study 
hydrogen-trap interactions. TDS measures the amount of hydrogen desorbed from a 
specimen subjected to controlled heating [68-71]. TDS can (i) measure low hydrogen 
concentrations at ~1 wt. ppm, and (ii) characterise the density and binding energy of 
hydrogen traps. TDS has been useful in HE studies, is complementary to mechanical 
tests [68], and has been widely used to investigate hydrogen-trap interactions in 
steels [72-78].  
The TDS apparatus used in this study was custom-designed at Griffith 
University [79] and is designated herein as TDS-GU, and incorporated improvements 
on the ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) TDS [70] designed by Smith and Scully [80]. This 
TDS-GU can accurately characterise desorbed hydrogen at concentrations of 1 µg g-
1
 (wt ppm) [79]. The TDS of Smith and Scully was used to investigate hydrogen 
embrittlement of Al-Li-Cu-Zr alloys, hydrogen trapping in experimental steels [81, 
82], and hydrogen trapping and hydrogen embrittlement of ultra-high-strength steels 
[83-85]. The current work is the first application of this new TDS-GU to 
understanding hydrogen-steel interactions. In addition, some identical TDS 
measurements were carried out at Ghent University using a commercial TDS, 
designated herein as TDS-C, to provide comparative measurements. 
The two common methods for hydrogen charging are: (i) electrochemical 
charging and (ii) gaseous charging. Electrochemical hydrogen charging typically 
involves the application of a cathodic potential to a specimen, immersed in an acidic 
or alkaline solution, to liberate hydrogen at the specimen surface. Gaseous hydrogen 
charging involves exposing a specimen to gas phase hydrogen at a high pressure.  
Past studies have related the equivalent gaseous hydrogen pressure or 
fugacity,  ?, to the electrochemical charging overpotential, η [86, 87]. Liu et al. [88] 
found that the equivalent hydrogen fugacity  ? was related to the overpotential η, for 
low interstitial carbon steel, electrochemically hydrogen charged in 0.1 M NaOH, by 
[88]: 
 ? = 15.360exp & η).	,, for |η| < 0.35 V                                                                  (1) 
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 ? = 560exp & η)+.o,,for |η| > 0.35 V                                                                       (2) 
where F is the Faraday, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature. 
Bockris et al [89] attributed these two regimes to the two mechanisms governing 
electrochemical hydrogen evolution: (i) the coupled discharge-recombination 
mechanism at low overpotentials; and (ii) the fast electrochemical discharge at high 
overpotentials.   
The present work builds on the study by Liu et al. [54] to understand the 
influence of hydrogen on 3.5NiCrMoV steel. The specific issues addressed herein 
are as follows:  
1. The characterisation of hydrogen in the 3.5NiCrMoV steel after: (i) cathodic 
hydrogen charging in two aqueous electrolytes, and (ii) gaseous hydrogen charging, 
2. The relationship of the electrochemical charging potential to an equivalent 
gaseous hydrogen pressure or fugacity, 
3. The identification of hydrogen traps in the steel.  
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1 TDS-GU Apparatus 
Fig. 1 presents a schematic of the TDS-GU apparatus. A full description is 
provided in Tapia-Bastidas et al [79]. The TDS-GU apparatus had three main parts: 
(i) an analysis chamber (AC), (ii) the calibration rig that is used to perform instrument 
calibration with hydrogen gas, and (iii) the loading chamber (LC). The LC allows a 
sample to be introduced into the ultra-high-vacuum of the analysis chamber. The 
specimen is introduced into the loading chamber, held there until the vacuum has 
reached a sufficiently low value, and then transferred to the analysis chamber. After 
the sample has reached ultra-high-vacuum conditions in the AC, it is possible to 
analyse the gases desorbed from the specimen. The specimen is heated via a linear 
temperature ramp. The desorbed species (such as hydrogen, oxygen, water and 
carbon dioxide) are continuously analysed and measured by the residual gas 
analyser (RGA), a type of mass spectrometer.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS-GU) apparatus. 
The TDS apparatus allows measurement of the amount of hydrogen evolved 
from a specimen, as the specimen is heated in ultra-high vacuum at a constant 
rate from room temperature to 870 °C. 
 
Quantitative hydrogen calibration used commercial hydrogen standards 
(purchased from the LECO Australia Pty Ltd) developed for the calibration of 
instruments for measuring the amount of hydrogen by hot extraction, and were 
factory verified against NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) 
standards. These calibration standards were 4 mm in diam x 8 mm in length, and 
had a nominal mass of 1 g. They were available with nominal hydrogen contents of 1 
µg g-1 and 5 µg g-1, which corresponded to actual hydrogen contents of 0.9 ± 0.4 µg 
g-1 and 5.5 ± 0.4 µg g-1. 
The hydrogen calibration consisted of running a series of TDS-GU evaluations 
using the commercial calibration standards under the repeatable conditions, as 
summarized in Table 1. These same TDS-GU test conditions were used for 
analysing the steel specimens. 
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Table 1 TDS parameter settings used during calibration and specimen analysis. 
PARAMETER CONDITION REMARKS 
Heating Ramp 2 °C/min --- 
Max Temperature 870 °C --- 
Dwell time in Loading 
chamber 
120 min 
A stream of UHP nitrogen is used to shroud specimen 
when exposed to atmosphere 
Stabilization time in       
Analysis Chamber 
15 min 
To account for the pressure difference between the 
analysis chamber and loading chamber 
Gate Valve Position GV30 30% open 
Sample Holder Status Clean 
To ensure cleanliness, sample holder was in vacuum for 4 
hours at 870 °C 
 
 
Table 2 Chemical composition (wt%) of 3.5NiCrMoV from two independent determinations. 
 
Steel Composition, wt% 
C Ni Cr Mo V Mn Si S P Cu 
3.5NiCrMoV 0.22 2.77 1.67 0.43 0.09 0.23 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.09 
 0.21 2.75 1.65 0.41 0.09 0.22 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.09 
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2.2 3.5NiCrMoV steel 
The 3.5NiCrMoV steel was a commercial, quenched-and-tempered, 
martensitic steel. Table 2 presents the chemical composition of the steel obtained 
from two independent measurements carried out by Spectrometer Services Pty Ltd, 
Coburg North, Vic 3058. Specimens were discs, 8 mm in diam x 2.5 mm in 
thickness, prepared by water jet cutting from a round bar. Each specimen was 
polished to 1 um diamond, dried with ethanol, and stored in an argon glove box until 
needed. 
 
2.3  Electrochemical hydrogen charging 
Cathodic hydrogen charging was performed using a three-electrode 
electrochemical cell. The steel specimen was the working electrode, platinum was 
the counter electrode, and Hg/Hg2SO4 was the reference electrode. Cathodic 
hydrogen charging was carried out at 25 ± 2 oC under the following conditions:  
(i) at -1628 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-970 mVSHE), -1728 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-1070 mVSHE), -
1828 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-1170 mVSHE), -1928 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-1270 mVSHE), and 
-2228 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-1570 mVSHE) in 0.1 M NaOH (pH 13), and  
(ii) (ii) at -1090 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-432 mVSHE), -1290 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-632 mVSHE), -
1390 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-732 mVSHE), -1490 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-832 mVSHE), -1690 
mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-1032 mVSHE), and -1790 mVHg/Hg2SO4 (-1132 mVSHE) in 0.1 
M Na2SO4 (pH 2, acidified using H2SO4).  
To ensure complete hydrogen saturation of the steel, the charging duration 
was 24 hour [88]. All solutions were prepared using analytical reagent grade 
chemicals and distilled water. 
At the end of the charging period, the specimen was removed from the 
electrolyte, dried with inert gas, and immediately loaded into the TDS-GU apparatus. 
 
2.4 Gaseous hydrogen charging 
Gaseous hydrogen charging was performed using a fabricated hydrogen 
charging apparatus. The specimen was placed inside a sealed pressure chamber, 
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which was connected to the hydrogen charging apparatus. Once attached to the gas 
manifold, the sample chamber was evacuated, flushed with hydrogen, and 
evacuated using a rotary pump. Hydrogen was re-introduced into the chamber by 
heating an attached metal-hydride high-purity hydrogen source (multi-substituted 
AB5 intermetallic based on mischmetal) with a laboratory heat gun until the desired 
pressure was reached. Samples were hydrogen charged at hydrogen pressures of 2, 
20, 80, and 200 bar for a duration of 24 hours. The steel was activated during the 
first two hours of hydrogen gas charging by heating the pressurized chamber in a 
vertical tube furnace to 200 °C, after which the fu rnace was turned off and the 
chamber was allowed to cool in the furnace to room temperature. At the end of the 
24-hour hydrogen charging period, the specimen was retrieved from the charging 
cell and immediately tested in the TDS-GU.  
 
2.5 TDS-GU analysis 
Table 1 summarizes the TDS-GU testing conditions used during analysis of 
the hydrogen charged specimens. The following were carried out after hydrogen 
charging to minimize the amount of adventitious water on the steel specimen. Firstly, 
the specimen was handled with a stream of ultra-high-purity (UHP) nitrogen when 
outside the charging cell to reduce water adsorption from atmosphere. Secondly, the 
specimen was kept for two hours in the loading zone prior to loading into the analysis 
chamber. Wei and Tsuzaki [90] recommended keeping test specimens in high-
vacuum to homogenize surface-water and overcome the possible impedance caused 
by surface contamination during exposure to ambient atmosphere.  
The procedure for specimen loading and TDS-GU analysis was as follows. 
From a high vacuum state, the loading chamber (LC) was brought to atmospheric 
pressure. Ultra-high-purity (UHP) nitrogen was injected into the LC chamber to 
speed up reaching atmospheric pressure, and to minimize water adsorption onto the 
LC chamber walls. The LC door was opened when atmospheric pressure was 
reached. The specimen was loaded into the LC. The stream of UHP nitrogen inside 
the chamber was maintained while the LC door was open to prevent water 
contamination of the LC. The mounting of the specimen on the specimen holder was 
also done adjacent to the LC loading door so that the escaping nitrogen gas 
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protected both the specimen and the specimen holder. Once the specimen was 
loaded into the LC in the specimen holder, the LC door was closed, and the LC 
chamber was evacuated. High vacuum was typically achieved within 40 minutes. A 
dwell time of exactly 120 minutes was adopted; i.e. from specimen loading into the 
LC to transferring to the analysis chamber (AC), to facilitate desorption of all surface 
contaminants from the specimen surface, and to ensure uniformity of results 
between measurements. At the end of the dwell time, the specimen was transferred 
to the analysis chamber, AC. The AC was stabilised for 12.5 minutes before the 
main gate valve was throttled to a fixed position of 30% open. There was an 
additional 2.5 minute stabilisation time prior to actual TDS-GU analysis.  
To start the TDS-GU analysis, the furnace was turned on and was set to the 
desired temperature of 870 oC. The heating occurred at the set temperature ramp of 
2 oC min-1. The residual gas analyser (RGA) was simultaneously started to measure 
the desorbed gases. Once the target temperature was reached, the furnace was 
turned off. The specimen was allowed to cool in the AC, and was retrieved after the 
AC reached room temperature.  
 
2.6 TDS-C measurements 
Comparative measurements were carried out on a commercial TDS apparatus 
at Ghent University, designated herein as TDS-C using the 3.5NiCrMoV steel discs 
supplied from the same batch as analysed in the TDS-GU, 8 mm in diam x 2.5 mm in 
thickness, sent by airmail from Australia to Ghent. These samples were cathodically 
hydrogen charged (i) as received from Australia, and (ii) after regrinding and 
repolishing to 1 μm. Cathodic hydrogen charging was for 24 h in 0.1 M NaOH at 25 
°C at -1.6 V Hg/Hg2SO4 (-0.95 VSHE ), -1.8 VHg/Hg2SO4 (-1.15 VSHE ), and -2.2 VHg/Hg2SO4 (-
1.55 VSHE ) in a three electrode cell, with the steel sample the working electrode, a 
Hg/Hg2SO4 reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode. In some cases, 
1.0 g L-1 thiourea (a recombination poison) was added to the 0.1 M NaOH solution 
for cathodic hydrogen charging at -2.2 VHg/Hg2SO4 (-1.55 VSHE ). 
The commercial TDS-C was supplied by Bruker. This new TDS-C could start 
analysis after ~1 min after the end of charging, because there was no need for a 
waiting time to reach vacuum in the analysis chamber. A novel technique is 
elaborated for which an external furnace can be used to perform the TDS 
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experiments. As such, vacuum is no longer a requirement, and the TDS 
measurement can start one minute after charging. The hydrogen content is detected 
by a mass spectrometer, which is under constant vacuum.  Calibration is done by a 
standard gaseous calibration method. The heating rate used was 2 °C min -1. A 
thermocouple was placed on the sample to follow the sample temperature. 
The hydrogen is detected by a mass spectrometer that measures current 
(micro ampères) versus cycles. A specifically developed software program 
calculates, taking into account the calibration, the amount of hydrogen present under 
the peak. While doing this calculation, the baseline is simultaneously subtracted. To 
analyze the raw data, these results need to be converted to wppm/s by integrating 
the whole peak and taking into account the heating rate. Additionally, the cycles are 
converted to temperature by the data generated by the thermocouple, which is in 
contact with the sample.   
 
3. RESULTS 
3.1 TDS-GU calibration 
Fig. 2 shows typical TDS-GU spectra obtained from the TDS-GU analysis of 
the two calibration standards. Fig. 3 shows the calibration curve obtained using (i) a 
nominal 1 µg g-1 standards, (ii) two nominal 1 µg g-1 standards, (iii) a nominal 5 µg g-
1
 standards, and (iv) previously hydrogen degassed standards (that therefore 
contained no hydrogen) that had been exposed for some time to the laboratory 
atmosphere. The error bars indicate the statistical error of the hydrogen content of 
the standards.  
The results showed good linearity within the range of the certified values of 
the standards; i.e. from 0.9 µg g-1 to 5.3 µg g-1. The obtained linear relationship 
between the hydrogen content and the integrated peak area was expected to pass 
through the origin. However, there was a positive Y-intercept attributed to hydrogen 
from the decomposition of water adsorbed onto the surface of the hydrogen 
standards, as summarised below, and discussed in more detail in Tapia-Bastidas et 
al. [79]. This interpretation is supported by the measurements of standard specimens 
containing no hydrogen, after having been degassed in previous TDS-GU 
experiments, and having been exposed to the laboratory atmosphere. These  
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Fig. 2. Typical TDS-GU spectra of the hydrogen calibration standards,  shown as 
a plot of the measured hydrogen partial pressure against temperature. TDS-GU 
measurements. 
 
Fig. 3. The amount of hydrogen measured by the TDS-GU plotted against the 
known amount of hydrogen contained in calibration standards: (i) 1 µg/g, (ii) 5 µg/g 
and (iii) 2 x 1 µg/g . Adventitious water on the specimen surface can increase the 
measured  hydrogen, as seen in the uncorrected calibration curve (dash line). The 
corrected calibration curve (solid line), which excludes the effect of surface-
adsorbed water, is obtained by  drawing a line that crosses the origin and parallel 
to the uncorrected line . 
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measurements indicated hydrogen concentrations consistent with the Y-intercept of 
the line extrapolated from the certified hydrogen concentration of the commercial 
Leco hydrogen standards. 
To evaluate the actual hydrogen desorbed from a specimen, the calibration 
line needed to be corrected to offset the contribution from this adsorbed water. The 
corrected calibration line was obtained by drawing a parallel line that crossed the 
origin, as shown in Fig. 3. This line was used to evaluate the hydrogen concentration 
values in all succeeding tests.    
 
3.2 Surface-adsorbed water 
Despite water adsorption on solid surfaces being well known [91], it has been 
common practice [75, 85, 92, 93] to load the sample for TDS-GU examination 
immediately after electrochemical charging. A film of water on the specimen is to be 
expected. 
 
Fig. 4. a) Hydrogen and the b) corresponding water spectra for a 5 µg/g LECO 
calibration pin tested (i) as received while stored in atmosphere (squares); (ii) the 
same pin re-tested after desorption, without exposure to atmosphere (triangles); 
(iii) the same pin re-tested after 1 min of exposure (circles); (iv) the same pin re-
tested after exposure to air for seven hours (diamonds). Note the increase in 
sensitivity by a factor 10 between hydrogen and water spectra. TDS-GU 
measurements. 
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The following experiments examined the contribution of the adventitious water 
on the specimen surface to the hydrogen spectrum. Fig. 4 presents the TDS-GU 
spectra, measured with a ramp rate at 2 oC min-1, for a 5 µg g-1 LECO standard 
calibration pin for the following conditions: (i) as-received (A, squares), (ii) tested pin 
re-tested without exposure to the atmosphere (AO, triangles), (iii) tested pin re-tested 
after 1 min exposure to the atmosphere (A1, circles), (iv) tested pin re-tested after 
exposure to air for seven hours (A2, diamonds). Fig. 4a presents the hydrogen 
spectra. Fig. 4b presents the corresponding water spectra. 
Fig. 4a shows that the hydrogen spectrum of the as-received 5 µg g-1 LECO 
pin (A, squares) included a shoulder in the region around 340 °C. This corresponds 
to a peak in the water signal, Fig. 4b. This extra hydrogen contribution is attributed to 
the hydrogen produced by the decomposition of water adsorbed on the specimen. 
This water was expected to be completely desorbed after a TDS-GU analysis. 
The next spectra (AO, triangles) was for the same pin, but without unloading 
the sample from the apparatus; and therefore without exposure to the atmosphere. 
The pin was expected to be completely desorbed of hydrogen and water, and 
indeed, the spectra (triangles, sample AO) show the absence of any peaks 
corresponding to hydrogen and water. The obtained spectra may be considered as a 
true instrumental background, with the rise at the highest temperature probably due 
to hydrogen desorbed from the quartz furnace tube.  
The next spectra (A1, circles) involved the pin removed from the TDS-GU, 
exposed to the laboratory atmosphere for 1 minute, and retested. Fig. 4b indicates a 
substantial increase in the water spectra, while the hydrogen spectra were just 
marginally higher, in specimen A1 (circles) relative to the AO spectra (triangles). The 
amount of water desorbed from A1 (triangles) was smaller (~40%) than that 
desorbed from the as-received pin (A, squares). 
Finally, the same pin was exposed to laboratory atmosphere for 7 h and then 
re-tested (A2, diamonds), while the sample stage was kept under UHV condition. 
The resulting spectra of A2 (diamonds) showed that there was a considerable 
hydrogen spectra, which could be completely attributed to adsorbed water, since the 
specimen contained no hydrogen. Furthermore, the water signal was quite 
comparable to that of the fresh pin (A, squares).  
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These results indicate the ease with which water adsorbs to the specimen 
surface and provides a considerable spurious hydrogen TDS-GU spectra at ~300 oC. 
Therefore the procedure adopted for TDS-GU measurements aimed to minimize the 
effect of water on the experimental results. 
 
3.3  Electrochemical charging in 0.1 M NaOH 
 
Fig. 5. TDS-GU spectra of 3.5NiCrMoV specimens electrochemically charged at 
different potentials in 0.1M NaOH at 25 °C for 24 h . 
 
Fig. 5 shows the hydrogen spectra of the 3.5NiCrMoV steel electrochemically 
hydrogen charged at the stated potentials in 0.1 M NaOH. There were significant 
composite peaks at ~150 oC that correspond to diffusible hydrogen [94], and some 
small peaks at higher temperatures attributed to adventitious water on the specimen 
surface. The diffusible hydrogen peak height increased with increasingly negative 
charging potentials, consistent with higher hydrogen concentrations corresponding to 
more negative cathodic hydrogen charging potentials.  
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To allow assessment of the different trapping states for hydrogen 
corresponding to the observed peaks, deconvolution of the spectra was performed 
using the ORIGIN 9 software. Each spectrum was fitted to three Gaussians peaks. 
An iterative trial-and-error process was followed until the numerical fitting converged 
for the data of Fig. 5, and also the data of Fig. 7, and Fig. 12, to a pre-set chi-square 
tolerance factor equivalent to 1x10–6.   
Fig. 6 shows the spectra was deconvoluted to three diffusible hydrogen peaks 
centred at 114 oC, 160 oC and 210 oC. Each of these desorption peaks was 
attributed to a characteristic hydrogen trap in the steel. The desorption peak at 114 
oC was the most sensitive to the charging potential. The height of this peak 
increased with increasingly negative applied potential. The peaks at 160 oC and 210 
oC were marginally influenced by the charging potential, although the 210 oC peak 
slightly decreased at the most negative charging potential.  
 
Fig. 6. Numerical fitting performed using three Gaussian peaks for the diffusible 
hydrogen (30°C<T<300°C) of the TDS-GU spectra of 3. 5NiCrMoV specimens 
electrochemically charged at different potentials in 0.1M NaOH. 
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3.4 Electrochemical charging in 0.1 M Na2SO4 
 
Fig. 7. TDS-GU spectra of 3.5NiCrMoV specimens electrochemically charged at 
different potentials in 0.1M Na2SO4 solution at 25 °C for 24 h. 
 
Fig. 7 presents the TDS-GU hydrogen desorption spectra of the samples 
electrochemically charged in 0.1M Na2SO4 at the stated charging potentials. The Y-
axis of Fig. 7 is the same as that of Fig. 5 for easy comparison. The spectra were 
dominated by the peaks below 300 °C corresponding t o diffusible hydrogen, but 
there were substantial peaks at ~340 °C which are a gain attributed to adventitious 
surface adsorbed water. These peaks had peak heights comparable to that in Fig. 
4a, which was attributed completely to adsorbed water. The diffusible hydrogen peak 
heights increased with increasingly negative charging potentials, similar to the 
diffusible hydrogen peaks of the steel charged in 0.1 M NaOH 
Fig. 8 presents the deconvolution of the diffusible hydrogen spectra. Again, 
the intensity of the peak at 114 oC increased with increasingly negative potentials, 
consistent with the steel charged in the 0.1 M NaOH solution. The peak height of the 
160 oC peak was constant below -1490 mVHg/HgSO4, then decreased at more negative 
cathodic potential, and was not detected after charging at the most negative potential 
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of -1760 mVHg/HgSO4. The peak height of the 210 oC peak was essentially constant at 
all potentials. 
 
Fig. 8. Numerical fitting performed using three Gaussian peaks for the diffusible 
hydrogen (30°C<T<300°C) of the TDS-GU spectra of 3. 5NiCrMoV specimens 
electrochemically charged at the stated potentials in 0.1M Na2SO4 solution. 
 
3.5 Hydrogen Loss 
Egress of diffusible hydrogen starts at the end of the charging [69]. This 
highlights the desirability to immediately analyse hydrogen charged specimens to 
minimize hydrogen loss. However, the current TDS-GU procedure required a dwell-
time of 120 min in the LC to minimize the effect of adventitious water adsorbed by 
the steel, and a 15 min stabilization period to normalize the UHV in the analysis 
chamber, prior to TDS-GU measurements. Clearly, it was desirable to quantify the 
amount of hydrogen lost during this period, as previously identified [69].     
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The following mathematical model was developed to estimate the amount of 
effused hydrogen in the steels prior to TDS-GU analysis. A thin plate of thickness, L, 
with a uniform initial hydrogen concentration of Co, with hydrogen outgassing 
occurring from both sides has the following initial and boundary conditions: 
C = Co, 0 < x < L, t = 0                        (3) 
C
 
= 0, x = 0, L (surface), t > 0                    (4) 
The solution to Fick’s second law is [95]: 
K
K =
+
7 ∑ => sin d2e + 1
g Mh D d− =>

?π?8;
? hi=@	                                                    (5) 
where D is the hydrogen diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the steel, x is the 
distance measured from an edge to a point along the thickness of the specimen. 
This equation provides the value of the normalised concentration, C/Co after any 
elapsed time, t, which when integrated yields the amount of hydrogen remaining in 
the steel.  
 
Fig. 9. Plot showing the fraction of hydrogen remaining in a plate of uniform 
thickness as a function of time, thickness, and hydrogen diffusion coefficient, D. 
Specimen thickness of 2.6 mm (full symbols) and 0.8 mm (open symbols) were 
used. The values of D ranged from 3.8 x 10-7 cm2 s-1 to 1.3 x 10-6 cm2 s-1. A 
vertical line can drawn at any specified time, and the intersection of the line to the 
curve represents the fraction of hydrogen remaining in the specimen at that time. 
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Fig. 9 plots the fraction of hydrogen remaining in a uniform flat specimen as a 
function of time, thickness and hydrogen diffusion coefficient, D. Two thickness 
values were evaluated, i.e. 2.6 mm and 0.8 mm. D values ranged from 3.8 x 10-7 cm2 
s-1 to 1.3 x 10-6 cm2 s-1. These curves provide the fraction of hydrogen remaining in a 
charged sample at a particular time after charging and for the specified diffusion 
coefficient. The model predicts that after 135 min, the remaining hydrogen is equal to 
0.84 and 0.50 of the initial concentration for, D = 3.8 x 10-5 cm2 s-1 and for a 
specimen of thickness L = 2.6 mm and L = 0.8 mm, respectively; while it is equal to 
0.71 and 0.16 for hydrogen egress for D = 1.3 x 10-4 cm2 s-1 for a specimen of 
thickness L = 2.6 mm and L = 0.8 mm, respectively.  
The analysis leading to Fig. 9 assumes that D is constant with time. However, 
the permeation experiments by Liu et al. [96] on 3.5NiCrMoV steel indicated that D 
was somewhat influenced by traps. The effective D value, Deff, changed. The 
hydrogen effusion was rapid in the first few minutes, with a high Deff value. At longer 
times, trap effects dominated, hydrogen diffusion slowed, and the Deff value was 
lower.   
 
Fig. 10. The plot of fraction of hydrogen remaining in the specimen versus time as 
a function of specimen thickness obtained by accounting for trap effects on 
hydrogen effusion. Two different values of the effective hydrogen diffusion 
coefficient, Deff, was used:  Deff = 1.3 x 10-6 cm2 s-1 at t < 5 min and Deff = 3.8 x 10-7 
cm2 s-1 at t > 5 min. The vertical line drawn at 135 min corresponds to the total pre-
analysis or dwell time of the specimen. The intersections of the vertical line to the 
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two curves give an estimate of the remaining hydrogen in the steel; i.e. 0.83 and 
0.46 for a specimen of thickness of L = 2.6 mm and L = 0.8 mm, respectively. 
 
Fig. 10 provides composite hydrogen egress curves, using the Deff values 
obtained by Liu et al. and applying these to two time regimes: i.e. Deff = 1.3 x 10-6 
cm2 s-1 for the first 5 min and Deff = 3.8 x 10-7 cm2 s-1 after 5 min. The composite 
curve was used to estimate the amount of effused hydrogen during the pre-analysis 
period. Fig. 10 shows that the fraction of hydrogen remaining in the specimen after 
135 min was equal to 0.83 and 0.46 for a specimen of thickness of L = 2.6 mm and L 
= 0.8 mm, respectively. This implies that for a 2.6 mm thick specimen, about 17% of 
the hydrogen was lost. Such an amount represents a substantial fraction of the initial 
hydrogen in the specimen. The measured amount of hydrogen should be corrected 
by this procedure to give the total amount of hydrogen in the specimens at the end of 
hydrogen charging. 
 
3.6 Total Hydrogen Concentration 
The amount of diffusible hydrogen desorbed from the hydrogen charged 
specimen was obtained by performing a numerical integration (using ORIGIN 9) of 
the area below the desorption peaks at temperatures less than 300 oC. Table 3 
summarizes the hydrogen concentrations for the specimens charged in 0.1 M NaOH 
and 0.1 M Na2SO4 solutions. Two hydrogen concentration values are presented in 
columns 4 and 5: (i) ‘as measured’, obtained via peak area integration of the whole 
hydrogen TDS-GU spectra and applying the corrected calibration curve (Section 3.1) 
and (ii) ‘as measured after H loss correction’ peak, calculated by adding the 
estimated amount of hydrogen lost during the 135 min pre-analysis dwell time 
(Section 3.3) to the hydrogen concentration corresponding to the 114 oC, then 
adding the hydrogen concentration corresponding to the two other peaks; i.e. at 160 
oC and 210 oC. 
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Table 3 Total hydrogen concentrations in the electrochemically charged 3.5NiCrMoV in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M Na2SO4 calculated 
by (i) integration of the whole TDS spectra and (ii) integration of 114oC peak. The adjacent column shows the hydrogen 
concentration after correcting for the hydrogen lost during the pre-analysis stage.   
Solution  Applied 
Potential,   
mVHg/Hg2SO4 
Overpotential, mV Hydrogen 
Concentration, 
µg/g 
measured from 
whole TDS spectra 
Hydrogen 
Concentration, 
µg/g 
after H loss 
correction 
Hydrogen 
Concentration, 
µg/g 
measured from   
114oC peak 
Hydrogen 
Concentration, 
µg/g 
after H loss 
correction 
0.1 M  
NaOH 
-1628 - 0.24 0.704 0.738 0.163 0.197 
-1728 - 0.35 0.622 0.654 0.157 0.189 
-1828 - 0.44 0.935 1.005 0.342 0.412 
-1928 - 0.54 0.961 1.034 0.356 0.429 
-2228 - 0.84 1.038 1.138 0.485 0.585 
0.1 M Na2SO4 
-1090 - 0.32 0.987 1.022 0.169 0.204 
-1290 - 0.52 1.173 1.259 0.422 0.508 
-1390 - 0.62 1.406 1.529 0.596 0.719 
-1490 - 0.72 1.619 1.853 1.142 1.376 
-1690 - 0.92 1.650 1.854 0.996 1.200 
-1760 - 0.99 1.682 1.932 1.222 1.472 
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Fig. 11a. Plot of  the total hydrogen concentration of 3.5NiCrMoV (open symbols) 
charged in 0.1M NaOH and 0.1M Na2SO4 at different overpotentials, η.  The 
hydrogen concentrations were calculated by an integration of the  area under the 
corresponding TDS-GU curves and corrected for hydrogen egress during pre-
analysis dwell time. 
 
Fig. 11b. The total hydrogen concentration for 3.5NiCrMoV specimens 
electrochemically charged in 0.1M NaOH plotted against the applied overpotential, 
obtained from (lines are drawn to underscore trends) : (i) current study usinbg the 
TDS-GU (full line), (ii) measured by Liu et al [77] (wide dash lines) and (iii) 
predicted using Oriani-Dong model [77] (fine dash lines). 
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Fig. 11c. The plot of hydrogen concentration, obtained by numerical fitting of the 
peak at T=114°C and correcting for  hydrogen loss, versus the overpotential for 
the 3.5NiCrMoV specimens electrochemically charged in (lines drawn to highlight 
trend): (i) 0.1M NaOH (full line) and 0.1M Na2SO4 (dash line). TDS-GU 
measurements 
 
Fig. 11a presents a plot of the corrected hydrogen concentrations for the 
electrochemically hydrogen charged specimens in the two electrolytes at different 
applied overpotentials, η. The use of η, instead of the applied potential, provides an 
appropriate basis for comparing the results for the two different solutions. These 
results indicated that: (i) the hydrogen content of the steel increased with increasing 
charging overpotential; and (ii) hydrogen charging in the 0.1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte 
(0.204 to 1.472 µg g-1) produced higher hydrogen concentrations in the steels than 
hydrogen charging in the 0.1 M NaOH solution (0.197 to 0.585 µg g-1). Fig. 11a 
presents lines drawn to show the trend in the measured values. Both curves had a 
knee in the trend. In the 0.1 M NaOH, the knee occurred at 0.55 V; whilst in the 0.1 
M Na2SO4, this occurred at 0.62 V. 
Fig. 11b compares the values of hydrogen concentration evaluated in the 
present study with the hydrogen concentration values evaluated by Liu et al. [96], 
from hydrogen permeation experiments [97]: (i) calculated directly from the 
experimental data, and (ii) as evaluated using the Oriani-Dong trapping model. The 
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hydrogen measurements in the current study were typically somewhat higher than 
those measured by Liu et al. The difference between the values was highest at low 
overpotentials, decreased at more negative overpotentials, and disappeared for 
overpotentials above 0.7 V.    
Deconvolution of the diffusible hydrogen spectra indicated that only the 114 
oC peak increased directly proportional to the applied overpotential. It is reasonable 
to assume that this trap was responsible for the diffusible hydrogen that effused at 
room temperature from the steel, because it was the weakest due to having the 
lowest peak temperature. Conversely, the traps at the higher temperatures (i.e. 160 
oC and 210 oC) were associated with more-highly trapped hydrogen. Measurement of 
the area under the 114 oC peak gave the concentration of hydrogen associated with 
this trap.  
Table 3 includes the as measured and corrected hydrogen concentration 
corresponding to the 114 oC peak for the specimens charged in 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 
M Na2SO4 solutions.  Fig. 11c shows a plot of the diffusible hydrogen concentration, 
as measured using only the 114 oC peak and corrected for hydrogen egress, as a 
function of the overpotential in the two charging electrolytes. The hydrogen 
concentration of the steels charged in the acidic electrolyte was higher than those in 
the steel charged in the alkaline solution. There was no ‘knee’ in the data. The trend 
was defined by a single line. 
 
 3.7 Gaseous Charging 
Fig. 12 presents the TDS-GU hydrogen spectra of the 3.5NiCrMoV steel 
charged in gaseous hydrogen at hydrogen pressures of 2, 20, 80 and 200 bar. The 
Y-axis of Fig. 12 is the same as those of Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 for easy comparison. 
The peak at 340 °C is again attributed to surface-a dsorbed water.  
Again, analysis is limited to peaks corresponding to diffusible hydrogen that 
were at temperatures below 300 °C. The intensity of  these peaks, and therefore the 
hydrogen concentration, increased with increasing charging pressure.  
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Fig. 12. TDS-GU spectra of 3.5NiCrMoV specimens charged in gaseous hydrogen 
at different hydrogen pressures (2, 20, 80  and 200 bar).  
 
Fig. 13. Numerical fitting performed using two Gaussian peaks for the diffusible 
hydrogen (30°C<T<300°C) TDS-GU spectra of 3.5NiCrMo V specimens charged in 
gaseous hydrogen at different hydrogen pressures.  
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The shape of the spectra for the hydrogen gas charged steels was slightly 
different from the electrochemically hydrogen charged counterparts; indicating the 
possibility of some trapping centres being inactive.  
Fig. 13 shows the deconvoluted hydrogen spectra for the 3.5NiCrMoV steel 
charged in gaseous hydrogen at different hydrogen pressures. There were only two 
desorption peaks, at 114 oC and 160 oC, in contrast with the three peaks in the 
electrochemically charged steels. The intensity of the peak at 114 oC was directly 
proportional, whilst that at 160 oC was inversely proportional, to the charging 
pressure. 
Table 4 presents the as-measured and corrected hydrogen concentrations of 
the hydrogen gas charged steels calculated using (i) the whole spectra and (ii) 
114oC peak. There was a direct relationship between the charging pressure and the 
calculated hydrogen concentration. The measured values were all less than 0.4 µg g-
1
 (0.182 to 0.374 µg g-1), which were lower than those measured for the 
electrochemically charged steels in 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M Na2SO4. 
Sieverts’ law indicates that the concentration of the dissolved hydrogen in a 
steel, CH, is proportional to the partial pressure, often expressed as fugacity,  ?, 
[98]: 
. = 1 ?                                                                                                                (6)  
where S is the solubility constant, which is dependent on temperature and the type of 
steel. Fig. 14 presents a plot of the corrected TDS-GU-measured hydrogen 
concentration against the square root of hydrogen charging pressure, p1/2. The plot 
shows linearity consistent with Sieverts’ law. Section 4.6 develops a two-site model 
for Sieverts’ Law that explains the positive Y-intercept as the density of already filled 
hydrogen traps at room temperature. 
 
3.8 TDS-C measurements 
No hydrogen was detected using the TDS-C at Ghent University for as-
received 3.5NiCrMoV steel after cathodic hydrogen charging was for 24 h in 0.1 M 
NaOH at 25 °C at -1.6 V Hg/Hg2SO4 (-0.95 VSHE ), -1.8 VHg/Hg2SO4 (-1.15 VSHE ), and -2.2 
VHg/Hg2SO4 (-1.55 VSHE ). These experiments were carried out with the same 
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Table 4 Total hydrogen concentrations in the gas charged 3.5NiCrMoV at different pressures calculated by (i) integration of the 
whole TDS spectra and (ii) integration of 114oC peak. The adjacent column shows the hydrogen concentration after correcting for 
the hydrogen lost during the pre-analysis stage.    
Charging Pressure  
(bar) 
Sample 
Thickness 
(mm) 
Hydrogen 
Concentration,  µg/g 
Measured from the 
whole TDS spectra 
Hydrogen 
Concentration, µg/g 
after H loss  
correction 
Hydrogen 
Concentration,  µg/g 
measured from 114oC 
peak 
Hydrogen 
Concentration, µg/g 
after H loss  
correction 
2 0.046 0.502 0.568 0.084 0.182 
20 0.046 0.519 0.638 0.101 0.220 
80 0.046 0.671 0.865 0.166 0.360 
200 0.046 0.687 0.889 0.172 0.374 
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Fig. 14. Total hydrogen concentration for 3.5NiCrMoV specimens charged in 
gaseous hydrogen plotted against the square root of the charging pressure. The 
total hydrogen concentration was evaluated by integration of the TDS-GU peaks 
and corrected for hydrogen egress during pre-analysis dwell time. A two-site 
model for Sieverts’ Law explained the positive Y-intercept as the density of already 
filled hydrogen traps at room temperature. 
 
 
Fig. 15a. TDS-C spectra for 3.5NiCrMoV steel, freshly polished to 1 μm, and 
cathodically hydrogen charged in 0.1 M NaOH at the stated potentials for 24 h.  
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Fig. 15b. TDS-C spectra for 3.5NiCrMoV steel, freshly polished to 1 μm, and 
cathodically hydrogen charged in 0.1 M NaOH at -2.2 V for 24 h, without and with the 
presence of 1.0 g L-1 thiourea in the solution.  
 
3.5NiMoV specimens as tested in the TDS-GU in Australia. The 3.5NiCrMoV 
specimens were sent from Australia to Ghent by airmail. 
Some specimens were polished to 1 μm, subjected to cathodic hydrogen 
charging, and retested using the TDS-C. 
Fig. 15a presents the TDS-C spectra for 3.5NiCrMoV steel, freshly polished to 
1 μm, and cathodically hydrogen charged in 0.1 M NaOH at the stated potentials for 
24 h. There was significant hydrogen in these specimens as indicated by the broad 
peak for temperatures between room temperature and 200 °C. The amount of 
hydrogen increased with increasingly negative cathodic charging potential, 
consistent with the data measured with the TDS-GU, and illustrated in Fig. 5. The 
amount of hydrogen was similar to that measured using the TDS-GU and listed in 
Table 3. There were no hydrogen peaks at temperatures above 200 °C, which is 
consistent with the interpretation that the peaks above 200 °C in Figs. 5, 7 and 12 do 
not pertain to hydrogen in the specimen. 
Fig. 15b presents the TDS-C spectra for 3.5NiCrMoV steel, freshly polished to 
1 μm, and cathodically hydrogen charged in 0.1 M NaOH at -2.2 V for 24 h, without 
and with the presence of 1.0 g L-1 thiourea in the solution. There was significantly 
more hydrogen in the specimen charged with thiourea in the solution, as expected, 
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because thiourea is a hydrogen recombination poison, and its presence causes a 
higher hydrogen uptake into the specimen. 
 
4. Discussion 
4.1 TDS-GU v TDS-C 
The TDS-C data indicated that the details of surface preparation had a large 
influence on the amount of hydrogen absorbed by the specimen from 24 h cathodic 
charging in 0.1 M NaOH. No hydrogen was absorbed for the as-received specimens, 
whereas a significant amount of hydrogen was adsorbed for the freshly polished 
specimens. These data indicate that the surface oxide that forms on the surface of 
the 3.5NiCrMoV steel was sufficient to prevent hydrogen absorption after 24 h 
cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH at -2.2 V. Examination of the E-pH diagram [99] for 
Fe indicates that the evolution of hydrogen reduces the surface film on Fe in 
equilibrium. However, the above data indicates that this reduction is a slow process. 
This is consistent with the observation of Liu and Atrens [96], using unstressed 
permeation experiments, that steady state surface conditions were established on 
the surface of 3.5NiCrMoV steel after 19 h of cathodic charging in 0.1 M NaOH. It is 
also consistent with the observations of Pérez Escobar et al. [77] that more hydrogen 
was adsorbed by a polished sample compared with a ground sample. 
Given the significant influence of specimen preparation, the data measured 
with the TDS-C was in good agreement with the data measured using the TDS-GU 
in regard to the amount of hydrogen absorbed by the 3.5NiCrMoV steels in the 
hydrogen peaks in the temperature range from room temperature to 200 °C, as is 
clear from a comparison of Fig. 15 and Fig. 5, and Table 3. 
There were no hydrogen peaks above 200 °C in the TD S-C spectra, Fig. 15, 
confirming the interpretation that the peaks above 200 °C in the TDS-GU spectra, 
Figs. 5, 7 and 12, were not associated with hydrogen in the specimen but were 
associated with the decomposition of chemically bound water on the specimen 
surface, and that these “water” peaks were detected by the TDS-GU because its 
sensitivity. 
 
4.2 Hydrogen fugacity 
The information from the TDS-GU measurements can establish the 
relationship of charging potential to hydrogen fugacity. This begins with the 
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regression line obtained from the plot of hydrogen concentration vs p1/2 (i.e. Fig. 14). 
This line establishes an empirical relationship between hydrogen concentration and 
charging pressure. Therefore, the measured hydrogen concentrations of the 
electrochemically charged specimens may be superimposed on this line to 
determine the equivalent charging pressure. Fig. 16 shows the resulting curve. Fig. 
16 used the regression line from Fig. 14, which used the corrected total hydrogen 
concentration from the integration of the TDS-GU spectra. Fig. 16 indicates that the 
equivalent charging pressures during electrochemical charging were higher than 
those present during gaseous charging. Section 4.7 provides a discussion of how 
this extrapolation is supported by the filling of the hydrogen traps as revealed by the 
TDS data. 
 
Fig. 16. Total hydrogen concentration of the 3.5NiCrMoV specimens charged 
electrochemically with hydrogen plotted to fit the regression line for charging in 
gaseous hydrogen. The total hydrogen concentration is evaluated from the 
integration of the TDS-GU spectra and taking into account the hydrogen egress 
from the specimen. The manner of filling of the lower energy trap sites as shown 
by TDS underpins the extrapolation of the Sieverts’ Law line from the gas phase 
charging data to the electrochemical hydrogen charging data. 
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Fig. 17a.The plot of equivalent fugacity as a function of the overpotential during 
charging of 3.5NiCrMoV steel in two different electrolytes. The data for this plot is 
derived from the total hydrogen concentration evaluated from the integration of the 
TDS spectra and corrected for hydrogen egress from the specimen. The right 
hand scale provides the hydrogen pressure related to the hydrogen fugacity. 
 
 
Fig. 17b.  Plot of fugacity versus charging overpotential comparing current results 
(3.5NiCrMoV, TDS-GU) against the results of past studies: (i) Liu et al.(low 
interstitial steel) [70] and (ii) Bockris et al. [81] (Armco iron). The right hand scale 
provides the hydrogen pressure related to the hydrogen fugacity. 
 
The final step is to match the derived equivalent pressures, from Fig. 16, to 
the corresponding charging potential. Fig. 17a presents the equivalent fugacity 
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plotted against the charging overpotential, corresponding to the hydrogen 
concentrations derived from the whole TDS-GU hydrogen spectra. 
Fig. 17b compares the current results with past studies that similarly 
determined the equivalent fugacity during electrochemical charging for a low 
interstitial steel (i.e. pure Fe) by Liu et al. [88] and pure Armco iron from the data of 
Bockris et al. [100] as analysed by Liu et al. The values obtained from the data of 
Bockris et al. were the lowest among the three groups of measurements. The current 
study and Liu et al had contrasting results. We measured hydrogen concentrations 
for the 3.5NiCrMoV steel higher than for the low interstitial steel charged in 0.1 M 
Na2SO4; whilst Liu et al. measured hydrogen concentrations for the low interstitial 
higher than for the 3.5NiCrMoV steel charged in 0.1 M NaOH.  
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has produced an 
extensive data base regarding the equations of state (EOS) for hydrogen, including 
the isothermal density of hydrogen, ρ(p), for pressures up to 20 kbar. Using this 
NIST data, the hydrogen fugacity, f, can be related to the hydrogen pressure, p, by 
the following expression: 
 =  ©exp &  t ρª
 dDªª ,                                        (7) 
where  © is the fugacity at the standard state, D© is the pressure at the same 
standard state, e.g.  © = 1 bar when D©  = 1 bar; R is the gas constant, T is the 
absolute temperature; and the integration is carried out from the standard pressure 
D© up to the pressure of interest p. 
Sezgin et al. [101, 102] carried out this integration, and relate the hydrogen 
fugacity, f, to the hydrogen pressure, p, by the following expression: 
 D
 = Dexp &ª − α ª
?
,                              (8) 
where ¬© = 1.4598 x 10-5 m3 mol-1, α = 1.955 x 10-15 m3 mol-1 Pa-1, R is the gas 
constant = 8.314, T is the temperature in K, and f and p are expressed in Pa. This 
equation is valid for temperatures above 200 K and for the following hydrogen 
pressure range: 1 bar < p < 20 000 bar. 
Fig. 18 provides a plot of Eq. (8) as the normalised hydrogen fugacity, that is 
the quantity (hydrogen fugacity/hydrogen pressure), plotted against the hydrogen 
pressure. Eq. (8) allows evaluation of values of hydrogen fugacity, f, for various 
values of the hydrogen pressure, p. Eq. (8) should be used rather Fig. 18, because it 
is more precise. 
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Fig. 18.  The relationship between the normalised hydrogen fugacity, that is the 
quantity (hydrogen fugacity/hydrogen pressure), plotted against hydrogen pressure, 
based on the evaluation by Sezgin et al [101,102], of the equation of state (EOS) 
data produced by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), in 
particular, the isothermal density of hydrogen, ρ(p), for pressures up to 20 kbar. 
 
The right hand Y-axis of Figs. 17(a) and 17(b) present the values of hydrogen 
pressures corresponding to those values of the hydrogen fugacity on the left hand 
scale, using Eq. (8). 
 
4.3 Required corrections 
The TDS-GU measurements required: (i) a proper calibration; (ii) considering 
the effect of adventitious water adsorbed on the specimen surface; and (iii) 
accounting for hydrogen lost between the end of hydrogen charging and the start of 
TDS-GU analysis. 
The calibration of the TDS-GU ensured accurate results within a hydrogen 
concentration range of 0 to 5.3 µg g-1. This range is suitable for the current work.  
The experiments to understand the effect of adventitious water adsorbed on 
the surface of the test specimens lead to the following conclusions. Firstly, the UHV 
environment of the TDS-GU analysis chamber did not contribute to the water signal. 
This would be expected and is necessary to ensure that the TDS-GU yields reliable 
data. Secondly, the water contribution arose from exposure of the test specimens to 
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the laboratory atmosphere. Thirdly, even brief exposures to the laboratory 
atmosphere lead to water contamination, and are enough to affect the resulting TDS-
GU spectra. These conclusions highlight the necessity of minimizing contact 
between specimen and the atmosphere. This statement similarly applies to the 
sample stage and holder. Some of the measures to control water adsorption 
included: (i) keeping a protective shroud of UHP nitrogen on the specimen during 
handling outside of the loading chamber; (ii) keeping the specimen holder in high 
vacuum at all times and minimizing unnecessary retrievals; and (iii) minimizing the 
process time between the charging/cleaning stage to the TDS-GU loading stage, (iv) 
a 120 min dwell-time in the loading chamber.   
The current results lead to conclusions similar to those by Silvestri et al. [103] 
in their TDS-GU study of iridium mass standards. They found that water constituted 
the major component of the spectra obtained after the samples were cleaned 
following the recommended procedure [104] and then exposed to the laboratory 
atmosphere. Furthermore, they observed that the amount of adsorbed water 
increased with increasing exposure time. 
Another important correction was to account for the amount of desorbed 
hydrogen between the end of hydrogen charging and the start of TDS-GU analysis. 
The diffusion models proved that a considerable amount of hydrogen was indeed 
lost during the pre-analysis stage. Depending on the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, 
specimen thickness, and dwell times, this loss ranged from 10% to up to 40% of the 
total hydrogen in the specimen.   
 
4.4 Electrochemical charging  
The relevant peaks in the TDS-GU spectra of the 3.5NiCrMoV steel after 
electrochemical hydrogen charging were present at temperatures less than 300 oC.  
While there is paucity in published TDS-GU spectra for 3.5NiCrMoV with which to 
compare the current results, the spectra from steels having the same martensitic 
microstructure may be relevant. Sun et al. [105] studied hydrogen trapping in 
0Cr16Ni5Mo martensitic steel. At a heating rate similar to that used in this study, 
they also measured hydrogen peaks only below 300 oC, and at peak temperatures 
(e.g. 172 oC and 225 oC) similar to those measured in the current study. Despite an 
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obvious difference in alloying content, the fact that similar TDS-GU spectra were 
measured in that steel could indicate the strong influence of microstructure on 
hydrogen trapping.  
The nature of the trap site (e.g. dislocation, grain boundary, lath boundary, 
etc.) in the steel is not determinable, since it requires the measurement of trap 
activation energies, which requires performing measurements at multiple heating 
rates. On the other hand, Sun et al. [105] measured activation energies less than 22 
kJ mol-1 in martensitic 0Cr16Ni5Mo, indicating that the principal traps were 
dislocations, the crystal lattice and interfaces. It is also likely that these traps were 
similarly present in the 3.5NiCrMoV steel. 
Table 3 and Fig. 11 confirm that the hydrogen concentration of the steels 
increased with increasingly negative charging overpotential in both 0.1 M NaOH and 
0.1 M Na2SO4 electrolytes. This is consistent with expectations. Previous studies 
have confirmed the direct relationship of hydrogen fugacity to charging overpotential, 
and consequently to hydrogen concentration [87, 88].  
The relatively higher hydrogen uptake of the steels charged in the acidic 
Na2SO4 solution is somewhat expected. 
The deconvoluted spectra in Fig. 6 and 8 revealed the hydrogen traps that 
were active during electrochemical charging. There were three distinct trap sites for 
charging in both electrolytes. The difference between the two methods lies in the 
way these trap sites reacted with changes in charging potential. The peak at 114 oC 
increased with increasingly negative potentials, regardless of the charging 
electrolyte. This indicated that this trapping mechanism was insensitive to the 
charging electrolyte. The behaviour of the other peaks; 160 oC and 210 oC, were 
somewhat affected by the type of electrolyte. 
Fig. 11b indicated that there was reasonable agreement between the total 
hydrogen for the specimens charged in 0.1 M NaOH measured in this work with 
TDS-GU with that measured by Liu et al.[96] measured using hydrogen permeation. 
 
4.5 Gaseous charging 
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Table 4 and Fig. 15 indicated that hydrogen concentration in the 3.5NiCrMoV 
steel increased with increasing hydrogen-charging pressures. The linear relationship 
of CH versus p1/2 indicates that hydrogen dissolution in the steel during gaseous 
charging was governed by Sieverts’ law. 
A comparison of the de-convoluted peaks in Fig. 8 and 13 revealed that only 
two hydrogen trap sites (corresponding to the TDS-GU peaks at 114 and 160 oC) 
were active during gas phase charging, in contrast with the three sites 
(corresponding to the TDS-GU peaks at 114, 160, 210 oC) present during 
electrochemical charging. Since the traps occurred at common temperatures, this 
means that the same type of hydrogen traps operated for both charging techniques. 
If the desorption temperature is directly related to trap activation energy value, the 
results suggest that gas charging could only activate lower energy traps; conversely, 
electrochemical charging could activate higher energy traps. This is consistent with 
the hydrogen fugacities associated with the two types of hydrogen charging. 
The ability for hydrogen to occupy high-energy traps in the steel would be 
related to the chemical potential of the hydrogen during charging as the hydrogen 
entered the steel lattice. This implies that the hydrogen formed during 
electrochemical charging had a higher chemical potential than the hydrogen present 
during gaseous charging. This is consistent with the higher equivalent 
fugacity/pressures during the electrochemical charging than in gaseous charging, as 
indicated by Fig. 16. 
 
4.6 Two-site model of Sieverts’ Law 
Sieverts’ Law may be derived by equating the chemical potentials of hydrogen 
in the gaseous and solid phases. Fukai [106] provides a summary of the relevant 
statistical mechanics and references. The chemical potential of gaseous hydrogen, 
of pressure (or fugacity) p, is approximately: 
­? = ®v + ¯°ln & ªª6,                                                                                                 (9) 
where the ideal gas law has been assumed and εb = –4.519 eV per hydrogen atom is 
the electronic energy relative to dissociated atoms. The thermodynamic reference 
pressure (fugacity) is: 
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D	 = ±ħ³ &´?7 ,
/ ¯°
/                   (10) 
where ¶? is the molecular mass, ħ is the reduced Planck constant & ·7, , and ? is 
the moment of inertia of the diatomic hydrogen molecule [107]. With T in kelvin and p 
in bar, then: 
D	 ≈ & ¹.,
/
                                                                                                         (11) 
with a value of 2.033×105 bar at 300 K. 
To calculate the chemical potential of hydrogen in the steel, suppose that NH 
hydrogen atoms are distributed among Ns sites of which Nt are trap sites with site 
energy, ®¤ = ®º − ∆®, compared to the energy εs of the undisturbed sites. The 
undisturbed or normal interstitial sites are those occurring in the perfect crystal 
lattice. In simple BCC metals, hydrogen normally occupies tetrahedral interstices 
(two per cube face). Defining 0∆ε > , the trap site has the lower energy, with relative 
binding energy ∆ε, and is preferentially occupied. The following treatment of the two-
site problem broadly follows Fukai [106], but an error has been corrected concerning 
the chemical potential of hydrogen in the metal when the trap sites have been filled. 
Cannelli et al. [108] provides a more general treatment. Hydrogen-hydrogen (H–H) 
interactions are not included because the hydrogen concentrations of interest are in 
the ppm range. 
The hydrogen atoms are indistinguishable. It is assumed that only one 
hydrogen atom may occupy a given site. Therefore Fermi-Dirac statistics are used to 
distribute the hydrogen atoms over the two types of site: 
}»
¼½}¾¿
/À> + »¼½}¾∆½¾¿
/À> =                                                                                (12) 
where µ is the chemical potential of hydrogen on a per-atom basis. The chemical 
potential is the same for all hydrogen atoms in equilibrium and is set by the external 
hydrogen pressure (fugacity), thus determining the site occupancies via Eq. (12). 
Introducing  = /º  and, Á = ¤/º, Eq. (12) becomes 
Â
¼½}¾¿
/À> + Â¼½}¾¿
/À∙¼¾∆½/À> =                                                                    (13) 
Eq. (13) may be solved exactly for the chemical potential of H in the metal. 
Inspection of the terms allows the most important features of the µ–x relationship to 
be uncovered. 
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At the lowest applied pressures, the trap sites fill preferentially, so the first 
term in Eq. (13) may be neglected, yielding 
­ = ®º − ∆® + ¯°log & MÂM,                                                                                     (14) 
which, when equated to the gaseous hydrogen chemical potential in Eq. (9), exhibits 
Sieverts’- Law behaviour below the maximum possible (trapped) hydrogen 
concentration r: 
 ≈ D	

?exp Ä½Å? Æ}>∆ÆÇÅ ÈD

?           = Á
                                                                       (15) 
The terms multiplying D/ in Eq. (15) correspond to the Sieverts’ constant. The 
value of ®º − ∆® may be calculated from experimental isotherm data. 
When the pressure increases sufficiently that the trap sites are filled, the 
second term in Eq. (13) approaches r, yielding for the chemical potential of hydrogen 
in the metal 
­ = ®º + ¯°log & MÂÂ
MÂ
,                                                                                    (16) 
which leads to Sieverts’-Law behaviour when the hydrogen concentration is 
measured with respect to the trap concentration: 
 ≈ Á + D	

?exp Ä½Å? Æ}ÇÅ ÈD

?      Á <  = 1
                                                                  (17) 
Therefore a finite intercept on the concentration axis of a 1D versus x graph 
should occur at x = r, permitting a direct measurement of the trap density. Again, the 
terms multiplying D/  in Eq. (17) correspond to the Sieverts’ constant. The value of 
®º can be calculated from experimental isotherm data. Given data in a range of 
concentrations encompassing the regimes described by Eqs. (15) and (17) a value 
for ∆ε can be obtained. 
Eq. (12) can be extended to include further sites with different site energies. If 
the site energies are sufficiently different, Sieverts’ Law behaviour is expected in 
each concentration range in which a particular site is filling, with r in Eq. (17) 
representing the total amount of trapped hydrogen in sites with lower energy. 
 
4.7 Analysis of Fig. 16 
The TDS analysis in Figs. 6, 8 and 13 indicated that there were three 
hydrogen traps active in the 3.5NiCrMoV steel. These were the hydrogen traps 
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associated with the TDS peaks at 114 °C, 160 °C, and 210 °C. Furthermore, 
increasing hydrogen fugacity caused (i) the filling of the traps associated with the 
114 °C TDS peak, for both gaseous hydrogen charging and electrolytic charging, 
and (ii) the traps associated with the 160 °C and 210 °C TDS peaks were full. 
Thus, Fig. 16 evidently corresponds to the situation modelled by Eq. (17), with 
the density of trap sites measured by the intercept on the concentration axis, 0.53 µg 
g-1, corresponding to a density of already filled hydrogen traps, r = 30 ppm in atom 
terms. The TDS data indicates that these are the traps associated with the 160 °C 
and 210 °C TDS peaks. However, because there are no data available at hydrogen 
pressures below 1 bar, the number of types of trap site contributing to r is unknown 
from the Sieverts’ analysis.  
The Sieverts’ constant from Fig. 16 is K = 0.0272 µg g-1 bar-1/2 ≡ 1.511x10-6 
bar-1/2 in molar terms, and from Eq. (17), ®º = Æ − lnu/D	/y =  −2.07 eV for the traps 
associated with the 114 °C TDS peak. Comparing this value to that for the much 
better-known Pd–H2 system, for which  ®º =  −2.35 eV [109], the value obtained here 
is reasonable for an interstitial solid solution that desorbs just above room 
temperature from reversible traps. Thus, the undisturbed sites may be confidently 
identified with the diffusible hydrogen TDS peak centred at 114 °C, and the peaks at 
higher temperatures with stronger traps. This interpretation is supported by Fig. 12, 
in which the lower-temperature peak grows with increasing charging pressure and is 
mainly responsible for the Sieverts’ Law behaviour shown in Fig. 16. 
Thus, the interpretation of the equivalent charging pressure from Fig. 16 for 
the electrochemical charging is strongly supported by this analysis, because the 
filling of the 114 °C peak is the main cause of the Sieverts’ behavior over the whole 
range of Fig. 16, for both gas phase charging and electrochemical gas phase 
charging. 
There is nevertheless, the interpretation of the higher-temperature peak at 
210 °C TDS spectra after electrochemical charging. This TDS peak corresponds to a 
deeper trap, so the reason for that not being accessed by the gas-phase charging is 
mysterious. It is possibly related to kinetics (diffusion pathways), since the free 
energy drive in the electrochemical case is much higher.  
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4.8 Equivalent fugacity  
An aim of this study was to determine the relationship of hydrogen fugacity to 
charging potential during electrochemical charging. These relationships are 
presented in Fig. 17a. These relationships can be used to predict hydrogen uptake, 
and HE, if data correlating hydrogen concentration to mechanical behaviour is 
available, for the 3.5NiCrMoV in applications that expose the steel to high-pressure 
hydrogen.  
Fig. 17b indicates that the hydrogen fugacity – overpotential relationships for 
3.5NiCrMoV steel were quite different to those for the low interstitial steel measured 
by Liu et al [88]. This difference was attributed to differences in the details of the 
hydrogen evolution reaction of the surfaces of these steels. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A newly-designed, high-sensitivity TDS-GU was used to measure the amount 
of hydrogen in 3.5NiCrMoV steel after (i) electrochemical charging in 0.1 M NaOH 
and 0.1 M Na2SO4, and (ii) hydrogen charging in high pressure hydrogen. 
1. The hydrogen concentration in the steel increased with (i) increasingly negative 
charging potentials and (ii) increasing hydrogen gas pressure. This increase in 
hydrogen concentration was due to an increase in the hydrogen fugacity. 
2. The equivalent hydrogen fugacity versus charging over-potential was derived for 
3.5NiCrMoV steel charged in the two different electrolytes.  
3. There was a difference in the diffusible hydrogen traps activated during 
electrochemical and gas phase charging, attributed to the difference in the hydrogen 
fugacity. 
4. A two-site model for Sieverts’ Law explained the positive Y-intercept as the 
density of already filled hydrogen traps at room temperature. 
5. The manner of filling of the lower energy trap sites as shown by TDS underpins 
the extrapolation of the Sieverts’ Law line from the gas phase charging data to the 
electrochemical hydrogen charging data. 
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